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CHAPTER ONE
 
 

Ever have your life turn upside down in
the span of a few days? And not upside
down in the just-had-a-baby or just-
bought-a-house or even the my-brother-
joined-the-circus-and-just-got-arrested-
for-being-a-little-too-close-to-the-
zebras sort of way.

I mean the sort of way where you
find out you’re not actually human.

The mysteriously missing staple
remover should have been my first clue



that my week was about to get much,
much worse. My mom liked to say that
trouble didn’t just come in threes—it
began with something small, almost
unnoticeable, and then snowballed from
there unless you did something to stop it.
In her case, that meant drawing a circle
on the ground to keep out unwanted
spirits.

I just wasn’t that superstitious.
Living in the real world does that to you.

I cradled my phone between
shoulder and ear, swiveling from side to
side in my cubicle, a packet of papers in
my hand. “It’s not happening, Owen,” I
said into the phone. I scanned my desk
again. Stacks of papers sat in labeled



piles, my color-coded calendar was
pinned to one wall, and my scissors,
staplers, and pens lay lined up by my
computer, perfectly parallel to one
another.

A blank spot existed where my
staple remover always was.

“I’m lonely, Nicole. Come on,
please?” My husband’s voice lifted at
least three octaves on the last word.

I sighed but held my ground against
the auditory onslaught. He’d been acting
odd lately—at times clingy and at other
times distant. He seemed always
preoccupied with his phone. “We’re not
getting a dog.” Dogs were hairy, they
smelled like death, and there was no



way in hell or high water I was letting
one into our house.

A breathy, high-pitched giggle
sounded to my right. I whirled and could
have sworn I saw something—a tiny
brown blur and my papers ruffling. I
blinked. An afterimage stayed on in my
mind, as though I’d captured a photo of
the scene. A tiny, naked body, heels
kicked up, wild brown hair like a thorn
bush about its face. I shook my head, and
the image disappeared. I’d started
hearing the giggling about a week ago
but hadn’t placed the source. “Did you
just laugh at me, Brent?”

Brent, the accountant, grunted from
behind the cubicle partition. “Have you



ever heard me laugh?”
“Point taken.”
“It would be fun,” Owen was saying

into the phone.
I flipped the contract in my hand,

slammed it on the desk, and started
peeling off the staple with my
fingernails. “And who’s going to take
care of a dog? You?”

A pause, and then, “Well, why not?”
I had a mental picture of Owen on

the other end of the line—lying amongst
the myriad pillows he’d insisted were
necessary for a grown-up bed, curly hair
a mess, stubble covering his chin like a
light covering of fur, and his breath
smelling faintly of alcohol. Six months



ago, he’d been placed on administrative
leave and then fired for showing The
Rocky Horror Picture Show to his sixth-
grade students the day before winter
break.

Typical Owen. He just didn’t think
before he did things.

I flipped the contract back over and
then froze, one nail beneath the staple,
the metal digging into my skin, a sudden
thought occurring to me. “Oh my God,
you already got one, didn’t you?”

“He was just wandering the
streets,” Owen said. “He’s little—you
won’t even notice him.”

I bit back a scream of frustration
and checked the clock. “I’ve got sales to



log and emails to reply to. I’ll be home
at eight tonight. The dog needs to be
gone by then. Owen, he probably
belongs to someone. Take him to the
Multnomah County shelter.”

And get a job, I added mentally.
Please, just get a job. This prolonged
period of unemployment was taking its
toll. On both of us.

“Okay, fine,” he said, and then
added under his breath, “At least the dog
likes me.” Click.

I finished removing the staple and
tossed it into the trash can. When I stood,
the sea of cubicles at Frank Gibbons,
Inc. greeted me. “Did someone borrow
my staple remover?” I called out. I’d



returned just yesterday from a sales trip
to Milwaukee and had four more
contracts to process.

Super-slinger of complex daily
planners (“life planners” we called
them)—that’s me. I fell into the job after
college. It was in my hometown of
Portland, Oregon, it paid well, and it
was eminently practical.

Replies trickled from cubes. “No.”
“Not me.” “Mine’s missing.” “Mine too;
that’s weird.”

“So no one has one I can borrow?”
Silence.
I dropped back into my seat with a

sigh. My office phone rang again. I
seized it from its cradle, trying to



unwind the tangled cord. “Owen, for the
last time, no dogs!”

“Is this Nicole Philbin?” a voice
said hesitantly.

“Sorry, I thought you were someone
else.” Heat crept up the back of my neck.
“This is she.”

“This is Mariann, from yesterday?
In Milwaukee?” She spoke each
sentence like a question. “I wanted to
cancel my order?”

Mariann, at Bright Futures, LLC. I
remembered her—short, quiet woman.
Thirty-two planners, one instructional
video, no training classes. Small order,
but not insignificant.

“Sure, I’ll get that started for you



right away. May I ask why you’re
canceling?”

“Well, I’m just not sure we really
need them?”

A dog. There was a dog in my
pristine house, and it was probably
peeing on my carpet right now. I
squeezed my eyes shut and then opened
them again, trying to stay in the game.
“Frank Gibbons daily planners have
been proven to increase the average
worker’s productivity by fifty percent,” I
said smoothly. “If you’re happy with the
productivity of the workers in your
company, then the planner is not
something that you need.”

I pulled her contract from my pile.



“Thirty-two planners, one instructional
video, all at the spring forward
discount?”

“That’s the one.” She hesitated.
“Discount?”

“Yes,” I said. The dog was
probably on my couch now, rubbing its
hair and its dog-ness all over the
cushions. I’d bought that couch just last
year with my bonus. “Spring forward.
Twenty percent off all products for three
days. Ends tonight.”

“Oh.”
“I hope you don’t mind if I remind

you that Frank Gibbons offers a ninety-
day guarantee. If you’re unhappy with
the product, we’ll refund you half your



money.”
“Can I have a couple days to think

about it?” she said.
If someone starts trying to bargain

with you, you’ve already made a sale. I
moved in for the kill. “You can, but the
discount ends tonight. If I cancel your
order, and you decide you do want our
products, they’ll be at full price.”

Owen had probably seated that
stupid dog on my countertop, all four of
its dirt-encrusted paws flaking onto the
granite, as my husband hand-fed it the
leftover salmon I’d planned to take for
lunch tomorrow.

I couldn’t think about that. I had this
sale; I knew I did. A short crackling



breath, and Mariann spoke again. “I
think I’ll—”

The phone cord pulled free of its
base. Bemused, I took the cord, clicked
it back in, and gave it a tug. It stayed
firm. I picked up the phone and didn’t
get a tone. Just silence.

Another breathy giggle from behind
me. I whirled. Nothing. “Is someone
using a kid’s laughter for their ringtone?”
I called out.

No answer except the faint tap of
fingers on keyboards and mouse clicks.
Someone, several cubicles down,
mumbled into his phone. I couldn’t
discern the words.

Right at this moment, Owen was



probably carrying the dirty pooch
upstairs to our room, tucking it beneath
the covers in our bed, petting it so that
its wiry hair fell all over my pillow, and
laughing as it opened its mouth to pant
and to drool…

I checked the clock. Five minutes to
5:00 p.m. I was allowed to leave at five,
though I almost never did. I stuffed the
contracts into my bag, slung it over my
shoulder, and headed for the elevator,
promising myself I’d call Mariann back
as soon as I got home. Trusting Owen to
get something done in the time I asked it
of him was like expecting a toddler to
neatly eat a plate of spaghetti.

And the giggling in my cubicle that



no one else could hear? It was starting to
creep me out, to the point I was actually
considering asking my mom to
spiritually cleanse my office cubicle,
and to hell with what my coworkers
would say.

I was going to nail down the next
staple remover I got.
 
OWEN’S CAR WAS STILL in the
driveway when I pulled up to my gray,
two-story townhome. He hadn’t left to
take the dog to the shelter yet, and
somehow I wasn’t surprised. But the dog
should have been the least of my
worries. Yes, it was there when I opened
the door, sitting on my carpet, but it was



a little thing, with a pink collar and a
nametag clearly dangling from the center.
It didn’t bark or yap when I entered my
home; its tail thumped a few times
against the floor and then stilled.

Something about the entire house
didn’t feel right. It was too quiet, like the
odd stillness just before a hurricane. I
stopped on the threshold and held my
breath, listening. For a moment, I heard
only my own breathing.

And then from somewhere upstairs,
a giggle sounded—not the sort that had
been plaguing my cubicle—but the
deeper, throaty kind. The kind that comes
from the mouth of a woman. A woman
who had no business being in my house.



I’m not sure how I got up the stairs.
I might have actually flown up there. The
next thing I knew, I was throwing open
the door to the guest bedroom.

I caught a momentary glimpse of my
husband clasped in the embrace of
someone I didn’t know, before they
broke apart, drawing the covers over
their naked bodies, horror rising on their
faces as surely as a sunrise.

All the air went out of me, sucked
out, as if I’d put a vacuum cleaner to my
lips.

“This isn’t—” Owen stopped, his
mouth gaping like a baby bird waiting to
have a worm stuffed into its beak. I
wanted to stuff something into his



mouth, and my fist seemed the best
option. But the woman let out a squeak,
and my attention flitted to her.

My first thought was, She’s not even
attractive. It was shallow but true. She
had ashy brown hair, which, at that
moment, stood in wild disarray. Her
eyes—brown. Her face had a pinched
look to it, and the lines around her mouth
indicated that she frowned often. A faint
shadow of hair lay on her upper lip.

She looked so very much like a
mouse.

I turned to my husband, all my
breath coming back in a rush of heat and
anger. “You!” He scrambled back in the
bed, pale arms flailing among the



blankets as if he could somehow launch
himself away from me. “You’re cheating
on me?”

“Jane is just a friend,” he blurted
out.

I think I actually, literally saw red.
“How stupid do you think I am?” I
seized one of the throw pillows from the
floor, where they’d been knocked by
Owen and Jane’s…activities. “Oh, wait.
You must think I’m pretty goddamned
stupid, because you’ve been sleeping
with someone else. Right. Under. My.
Nose!” I punctuated each word with a
thrown pillow.

Each pillow found its mark and
exploded into a shower of feathers. That



should have clued me in to something. I
never bought feather pillows because of
Owen’s allergies. And I wasn’t throwing
hard enough to rupture them.

I picked up the last three. “You’re a
horrible. Lying filthy. Excuse for a
human being!” I ran out of things to
throw and things to say. I stood there,
panting, as my vision began to clear.
Owen had never looked more pathetic to
me. Naked, slight paunch exposed, arms
upheld, dark brown hair covered in
feathers.

I stalked to the bedside. Every step
made Owen cringe. “What are you still
doing in here?” I said to him. “Get out.”

He moved to gather his clothes and



then stopped. “Where’s Jane?”
The heat rose to my cheeks again.

“Why should I care where your
girlfriend is? Get out of my house.”

Owen peered over the side of the
bed. “Her clothes are still here. And her
purse.”

My head cleared enough for me to
notice a few things. The pillowcases had
disappeared into thin air, the edges of
Owen’s hair were singed, the room
smelled faintly of smoke, and I hadn’t
actually seen Jane leave. I went over to
the other side of the bed. A pile of
clothes, homely as the woman herself,
lay crumpled on the floor—khaki pants,
camel-colored boots, and a sweater the



same brown as a swath of carpet from
the seventies. A black leather purse lay
on its side next to the clothes.

Attached to the purse’s handle,
tugging frantically at the strap with its
mouth, was a tiny brown mouse. Both
Owen and I watched its futile struggles.

“Why is there a mouse in the guest
room?” I asked Owen. Anything I didn’t
like at that moment was his fault. He
didn’t answer. The mouse looked up at
me, squeaked, and ran off. It turned the
corner outside the bedroom door and
disappeared.

Owen turned to me, his expression
bewildered. “I don’t know what just
happened here.”



“I know what just happened here,” I
said. “Faithful, hardworking wife comes
home to find her bastard of a husband in
bed with someone else. Now get out
before I put my boot up your bare ass!” I
began marching over to his side of the
bed. I was wearing heels.

That did it. He pulled his clothes on
faster than I’d ever seen him move. I’m
pretty sure he put his pants on inside out.
Finally, he left, closing the door quietly
behind him. “Take the dog!” I yelled, and
then I let out all my breath at once.

I wish I could say I didn’t waste
time lamenting the beginning of the end.
I’d always thought that if I caught Owen
cheating on me, I would immediately



burn the bed sheets, cross out his name
on everything that said “Nicole and
Owen Philbin,” and cut his face out of
all our conjoint photographs—all this
while rocking out to Alanis Morissette
on the stereo. I got as far as pulling the
sheets off the bed before I started to cry.
When you really think you’re going to
spend the rest of your life with someone,
realizing that there are some twists in the
road to happily ever after (in this case, a
gaping chasm) tends to bring a person
down.

I think I would have stayed there all
night, curled pathetically on the floor, if
Jane’s purse hadn’t begun to secrete the
scent of dark chocolate. I might not have



noticed except that dark chocolate isn’t
exactly known for its strong aroma. The
smell built from there into a crescendo
of cocoa, rich and deep as a cup of
coffee. Finally, curiosity got the better of
me, and I reached for the black leather
handle. As soon as I touched it, the scent
disappeared, as quickly as Jane herself
had.

Mousy Jane. What kind of woman
ran off without her clothes, and even
more strangely, her purse? The mystery
lingered, a backseat note in the tumult of
my emotions. Some people in my
situation might have jumped to far-
fetched conclusions when faced with
Jane’s disappearance. “Magic!” “A



curse!” Or “Epic karma smackdown!”
Fortunately for society, there are very
few of those people running about, and
I’m not one of them.

So I did the next most reasonable
thing—I rifled through her bag. Nothing
unusual. A tube of ChapStick, a cell
phone, a wallet, a few safety pins, Band-
Aids, a package of tissues, some stray
receipts, and a couple pens. No bars of
chocolate, not so much as a Hershey
Kiss. I put the purse aside, closed my
eyes, and leaned my back against the
dresser. My throat hurt, my head hurt, my
heart hurt.

I really thought, in that moment, that
my world was ending. Funny how



retrospection can make past problems
seem petty. Back then I hadn’t the
slightest clue what world-ending
moments actually looked like, not like I
do now. Senseless murder, impending
war, the Void—these were along the
right lines, not two naked people rubbing
their parts on one another.

Before I knew it, I’d dozed off.
I woke up to a mouse sitting on my

knees.



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWO
 
 

We looked at one another for a long
while, the mouse and I. It sat up on its
hind legs, paws held in front of its chest,
nose and whiskers twitching. If I didn’t
know any better, I would have said it
had been waiting for me to wake up. It
rubbed its paws together, one on top of
the other, a gesture not unlike the
wringing of hands. Its head turned to the
side, eyes averted. Then it launched into
a tirade of squeaking.



The squeaking came out soft at first,
almost apologetic in nature. It gained in
volume and intensity as I watched, paws
rubbing together with more speed. It
ended with the mouse looking me full in
the eye, little paws clenched at its sides.

As the haze of waking up faded
from my mind, it occurred to me that I
was not dreaming, that I was on the floor
of my bedroom, and there was a mouse
sitting on my knees. I lurched to my feet,
scraping my back against the dresser as I
rose. The mouse launched itself to the
ground. It ran immediately to the purse,
gave it a tug with its mouth, squeaked an
exclamation, and scampered off.

I brushed hastily at my jeans, hoping



the thing hadn’t pooped on me. I’d have
to call the exterminator. Owen and I had
been lucky so far in our newer home—
we hadn’t yet had any pest problems.

Owen.
It all came flooding back. They say

your life flashes before your eyes when
you die. The life of my relationship with
Owen now flickered through my mind.
We’d met in our last year at college, at a
party thrown by mutual friends. I’d
finished all my necessary coursework in
my first three years and had been looking
for some relaxation.

Owen, with his messy hair,
infectious grin, and everyone-is-my-
best-friend demeanor, was exactly what



I’d needed. He’d been on what he called
the “six-year plan” for graduation, and
didn’t seem ashamed. He played me
songs he’d made up on his guitar,
encouraged me to skip classes once in a
while, and had a habit of making loud
proclamations of the obvious as if they
were profound statements (“Life can be
either short or long, but it is always
about living!”). We had our first date,
first kiss, first sleepover. He proposed at
graduation, with a cubic zirconium ring.
I accepted.

Life—real life—crept in. I got a job
as a saleswoman for Frank Gibbons, Inc.
Owen worked as a waiter for a few
years, until I pushed him to go back to



school to pursue the career he’d told me
he’d wanted. He got his teaching
credential at thirty-two, on the “three-
year plan.” We bought our house when
he got his first real job.

Of course, six months ago, he’d
been fired.

I sighed and picked up the bed
sheets. Burning seemed overdramatic
and wasteful by light of day, so I tossed
them in the washer, poured in enough
detergent for two loads, and turned the
knob to Extra Rinse.

I grabbed Jane’s purse and clothes
next, stuffed them in a plastic bag, and
took them downstairs. I set the bag on
the counter, next to the refrigerator. The



kitchen in our two-bedroom townhouse
was my favorite room. Cozy, functional,
brown granite countertops, white tile
backsplash, and white cupboards. When
it was clean, it practically sang to me.
Owen hadn’t made breakfast here this
morning; therefore, it was clean. I
breathed in deep, willing it to make me
feel better.

When I reached for the refrigerator
door, my hand diverted mid-path,
reaching back into the plastic bag,
pulling out Jane’s purse, and grabbing
her cell phone. I navigated through
Jane’s address book, found a contact
labeled “Office,” and dialed. It rang four
times before the answering machine



picked up. “Hi, you’ve reached Jane
Barston. I’m either away from my desk
or unable to answer your call. Please
leave a message after the tone.” BEEP.

“Hi, Jane,” I said in the friendliest
voice I could manage, “this may come as
a surprise, but last night you left my
house in such a hurry that you forgot your
purse. I’d have my husband return it to
you, since you two know one another so
well, but unfortunately we’re not on
speaking terms right now. I know you
must be busy, probably sleeping with
someone else’s husband, so I’ll give you
a little bit of time. You’ve got until
tomorrow morning to call me back;
otherwise, bonfire it is!”



I pushed “End Call” with trembling
fingers. Not the most mature message I’d
ever left.

A thud sounded from upstairs.
My heart gave an answering thud-

thud-thud as I dropped Jane’s cell
phone onto the countertop. Owen must
have taken the dog with him; I hadn’t
seen it since I’d kicked him out. Besides,
that small a dog couldn’t make that much
noise, could it? Or was my mind playing
tricks on me, as it had in my office?

I’d snatched a knife from the cutlery
drawer when I heard another thud, this
time followed by the sound of muffled
cursing. Oh no. I knew that voice—all
too well. I dropped the knife back into



the drawer and went to the stairs.
When I opened the door to the guest

bedroom, I found the window open and
Owen there, hand outstretched toward
the knob. He froze mid-step. He looked
a mess. A five o’clock shadow crept
over his chin, and his hair looked like a
cat had slept in it. I checked his pants.
Yep. Inside out. There was something
tremulous and hopeful in his gray eyes,
and for a brief moment my anger
softened. Then he opened his mouth.

“Jane, I mean, Nicole, I needed to
ask you…” he trailed off as the words
from his lips reached his brain.

I felt my blood pressure rising.
“Ask me what? How to knock on a front



door?”
He frowned. “Now come on—it’s

not like you’d let me in.”
“You’re right. I wouldn’t have.”
He held up his hands, shoulders

tight, as if warming himself by a fire that
had suddenly grown too hot. “Sorry. I’m
a jerk, okay?”

“Yes, you are.” I stood between him
and the door.

“You can’t blame me entirely for all
this. It’s not as if you were there for me
when I needed you.”

The nerve of the guy! “What is that
supposed to mean? One of us had to pay
the bills, and apparently it wasn’t going
to be you.”



“Just because you had to pay the
bills didn’t mean you had to leave me
alone so often. You were always off on
one business trip or another.”

“I’m your wife, not your mother.
Just because I left you alone so often
didn’t mean you had to cheat on me.”

He rolled his eyes. I hated it when
he did that. “I already told you I was
sorry.”

My face felt as though it were about
to pop clean off. “That doesn’t make
everything better!” The shout echoed off
the walls, making the room feel oddly
empty. A sudden, desperate emotion
tugged at me. I didn't want to be alone.
Was this how my life would pan out?



Divorcee with an empty house? This
wasn’t what I’d planned for when I’d
said, “I do.” Maybe I shouldn't be so
hasty to cut ties. Maybe I should let
Owen explain.

He spoke into the silence. “Can you
at least help me pack my things?”

Then again, maybe not. “You can
pack your own things. Yourself. You.
Alone.”

I stalked from the room, went
downstairs, and called the first person I
could think of: my sister, Lainey. She
picked up after three rings. “Hey,
Nicole, how’re you doing? Haven’t
heard from you in a while. Work keeping
you busy?” She sounded chipper as



usual. I saw her in my mind’s eye—
blonde hair worn loose about a face
with the same rosy-cheeked skin as
mine.

“Why her?” I blurted out.
A short silence followed on the

other end. “Oh, sweetheart,” Lainey
said. “I’m sorry.” Although she was
three years younger than me, ever since
she’d had baby number two, she’d taken
to calling her close friends and relations
“sweetheart” or “dear” or “honey.” I
honestly didn’t think she could help
herself. “The other lady in your
department got the promotion, didn’t
she?”

“No. It’s Owen.” I couldn’t say the



whole phrase. Saying “I caught my
husband in bed with another woman”
sounded too Jerry Springer. Fortunately,
she caught my drift.

“What!? That bastard. When did this
happen?”

“Last night.”
“Did you need a place to stay,

dear?”
I considered. It would be nice to get

out of the house. But I knew what it was
like at Lainey’s place. She’d been the
wild child before she met Mark, her
husband, and then bam! Before I
consistently remembered his last name,
they were married with a baby on the
way. I would enter their house frazzled,



black hair uncombed and unwashed, and
Lainey would be sitting on the couch,
breastfeeding her baby with the
practiced calm of some sort of earth
mother while my favorite (and only)
nephew, Tristan, ran circles around the
coffee table. Mark would be in the
kitchen cooking a steak or something
rugged and manly, and in the midst of
this they’d lift their eyes to look at one
another—smiling, glowing, and in love.
I’d feel ill, then jealous, then ill for
feeling jealous…no. Not right now.
“That’s okay. I’ll be fine here.”

“So you’re going to divorce him?”
“I guess.” I hadn’t thought of it in

those terms yet. Divorce seemed so



final.
“Look, honey, why don’t you and I

go out and grab a drink? It’ll be like old
times. You can tell me all about it.” A
baby began to wail in the background.
“Oh, damn it. I have to go. Call you
back, okay?” The phone clicked.

Owen’s footsteps sounded from
above, the sound of shuffling. How long
would it take him to pack a bag? I took a
deep breath, trying to pull myself
together, and went to the foot of the
stairs. “You’ve got ten minutes!” I yelled
up at him.

“Where am I supposed to go? My
brother’s out of town. There’ve been
two murders downtown in the past six



months—you want me sleeping on the
street? It’s my house too!” he shouted
back.

“I fronted the down payment and
I’ve been paying the mortgage for six
months. Who do you think a judge would
award it to?” Oh, wonderful. We were
already arguing about how to divide
assets. Day one: find husband cheating
on you. Day two: fight over who gets
what. Day three: murder? Probably.

Owen appeared at the top of the
stairs. He had a backpack slung over his
shoulders and a half-zipped duffel bag,
clothes spilling out and threatening to
take up residence on the staircase.
“Maybe,” he said, and I’d never seen



him look so serious, “maybe we should
talk.”

It felt like someone had my brain in
a vise. “Talk about what? That woman in
our guest bed? I don’t want to hear her
name. Ever.”

“Jane?” He looked at me with
bleary eyes, brows drawn together.

“Get out!” My fingers found a death
grip on the stair railing as I relived the
scene, one more time.

He practically ran down the stairs,
his hand slapping against the railing as
he passed, the acrid smell of smoke
filling the air. Was the…was the seat of
his pants on fire? What the hell was
going on in my life? But then he was



gone and the door was shut and I was
alone once more.



 
 
 

CHAPTER THREE
 
 

“Great,” I said to no one in particular,
throwing my hands in the air. My
husband was gone, the dog was gone,
and my house now smelled faintly of
dark chocolate. I stopped and sniffed. It
was definitely dark chocolate, and it
was definitely coming from the stair
railing. I leaned toward the darkly
varnished wood. It didn't look any
different than it normally did. For a
moment—remember, I'd watched my



throw pillows disappear the night before
—I thought the railing might have
somehow turned into chocolate. I
touched it.

It felt like polished wood. And the
smell was gone.

A knock sounded at the door. God
dammit would he just leave me alone? I
would rather pay money for Owen to
sleep in a five-star hotel than to have
him back in the house, so on my way to
the door I pulled up a list of nearby
hotels on my phone and grabbed my
purse. I opened the door.

It wasn’t Owen.
“Hello, are you Nicole Philbin?”

The man who stood in my doorway



looked as if he’d stepped out of an
Armani advertisement. His dark brown
hair was cut short and styled to look
somehow casual and formal at the same
time. Brows lay low over hazel eyes. He
had a jaw that defined the word
“chiseled,” high cheekbones, and only
the faint shadow of stubble along his
chin. I had to look more than a little up
to meet his gaze, which at five foot eight
was unusual for me. All the moisture
seemed to leave my mouth; my stomach
and my heart felt as though they’d
decided to tussle somewhere in my
midsection. It took me a moment to
realize the man was dressed in a black
suit, crisp white shirt, and black tie. He



held a black leather briefcase in his left
hand.

“I...what?” My mind raced, trying to
remember what it was that he'd asked
me. I became acutely aware of my
rumpled and unwashed work attire—I
still hadn’t changed out of it from
yesterday.

“Forgive me,” he said, gaze
traveling over the purse beneath my arm
and the phone in my right hand. “You
were expecting someone else.”

“I forgive you,” I replied without
thinking. Idiot, idiot, idiot! I chastised
myself.

He looked at me oddly, but didn’t
comment. “Are you Nicole Philbin?”



I gathered myself. Distantly, I saw
one of my neighbors jogging past, her
head turning to check out the ass of my
visitor. “Yes, that's me. Are you selling
something?” Somehow everything would
make sense if he were selling something.

“In a manner of speaking,” the man
said. “You contacted me earlier. You
were looking for a divorce lawyer?”

I had? I didn’t remember contacting
divorce lawyers. But something brushed
over my unease, burying it. Sometimes I
was so efficient I surprised myself. “Oh.
I was. I mean, I am.”

“I apologize for coming over like
this, but I have a very limited schedule,
and it was on my way.” He held out his



hand. “Kailen.”
I slipped the phone into my pocket

and took the proffered hand. Warm, firm
grip. My wits began to assemble
themselves into an orderly line. I’d
never mooned over a man before
anyway, even if he was tall, handsome, a
lawyer, and had warm hands. “Nice to
meet you, Kailen. Why don't you come in
and we can discuss business? How long
do you have?” Kailen...had I contacted
someone named Kailen? All these
lawyers went by things like Teagan,
O'Farrell, & Associates. I just didn't
recall.

He checked his watch—brushed
silver with a thick band. Something



clicked and whirred. “Twenty minutes,
give or take five.”

I stood off to the side as he brushed
past me and into the house. The faint
scent of cologne followed him—slightly
sweet and with a hint of spice. I found
myself leaning in a little and breathing it
in. What was wrong with me? He was a
divorce lawyer—D-I-V-O-R-C-E. I’d
been speaking to my husband not five
minutes before. I shook my head. “This
way,” I told him as I took the lead. “We
can sit in the kitchen.”

I settled myself in the chair closest
to the window, my customary spot.
Kailen set his briefcase on the surface of
the table but didn't open it. Odd. I folded



my hands on the tabletop. “Are you part
of a firm?”

He shook his head. “No, I used to
be. I work independently now. I find it
allows me to better focus on my clients.
When I worked as a part of a firm, I felt
the clients were treated more as
paychecks than as people. I think each
client deserves individual attention.”

He drew out the last two words,
made them sound slick as damp silk. Oh
god. Was I blushing? “And how many
years of experience do you have?”

He shrugged. “I have plenty of
experience. Six years. How much
experience are you looking for? My
previous clients seemed to think I was



well-versed.”
I’m sure they did. A man who

looked like that probably had women
throwing themselves at his feet.
Experience, experience—why'd I choose
that word? “Oh. That sounds fine. So,” I
said, “why should I hire you?”

He raised an eyebrow. “Do you
always cut to the chase like that?”

“I do when I'm paying for an
employee out of my own pocketbook.”
Finally, back in familiar territory, no
innuendos to speak of.

“Fair enough. You should hire me
because I won't cost you an arm and a
leg, I'm able to settle most of my cases
out of court, and you think I'm



ridiculously handsome.”
“What?” I was with him until that

last part.
He met my gaze with those hazel

eyes and my knees went suddenly weak.
“Don't you?”

“What if I did?” I brushed a hand
over my black hair, wishing I were
wearing something a little more
appealing. My gaze focused on his lips
and my heart pounded in my chest. Was
I...was I flirting with my possible future
divorce lawyer?

“Nicole”—he reached his hands
across the table and took mine between
his—“you're young, you're beautiful, and
your husband just cheated on you with



someone you don't even think is
attractive. Don't you ever just want to
live a little? Do something a bit crazy?”

My husband had just cheated on me
with Mousy Jane. Wait. “How do you
know I don't think she was attractive?” I
asked.

He gave my hands a squeeze, one
that left me thinking about what else his
hands could do. “Let’s get out of here,
you and I. I'll buy you a drink.”

“I thought you only had twenty
minutes.” My wits stumbled over
themselves, jumbling together in an
incoherent mass. Somewhere I knew
what he was doing, an old sales trick—
change the subject when the customer



asks a question they won't like the
answer to.

Kailen glanced back down at his
watch. “Ahh shit.”

I looked over at the microwave.
“It's only been four minutes.” Some of
the fog in my mind cleared. “Is your
watch broken?”

He sighed, and when he turned his
gaze on me again, the playful
seductiveness had disappeared, replaced
only with steel. “Get up.”

I was on my feet before I'd
registered what he'd said. A knot of
tension formed at the back of my neck.
You know that moment when you realize
that things are about to go from bad to



worse? Everything goes sort of hazy and
clear at the same time, and you don’t
even feel like the things that are
happening are happening to you. You just
retreat inside your head.

The events of the past day blazed
through my mind, bright and clear as
pictures on a wall. I hadn't written an
email to divorce lawyers. He couldn't
possibly know where I lived. I'd invited
a stranger into my house and I was
alone. “Who are you?” I'd have been
proud that I kept my voice steady if my
hands hadn't been shaking like two little
hairless dogs.

“As I said, I'm Kailen, and I'm a
lawyer.” He stood up and hit the clasps



on his briefcase. “I'm also here to
protect you.” The case fell open and he
pulled out a long piece of metal. In two
movements I couldn't quite follow, he
snapped his wrist up and out. The piece
of metal unfolded and clicked into place.

It was a sword. A fucking sword.
“What are you doing? Get out of my

house!” I didn’t even try not to be shrill.
Protect me? The guy was nuts.

“Nicole.” He reached out with his
free hand and grabbed my upper arm.
“I'm going to need you to listen to me
very carefully. In about one minute,
things are going to get very strange. Your
instinct will be to run. Don't. Stay by me
and I'll keep you safe.”



“Strange?” I laughed, and even I
heard the hysterical note in it. “You don't
know what my life has been like these
past few days.”

“Yeah, I smelled your signature a
mile away, just like everyone else in the
area. But whatever it is you've been
doing here, it won't compare to this.”
Firmly, he pulled me into the living
room, pushed me toward the wall, and
stepped in front of me. “Stay put. There
are going to be quite a few of them.”

“Them?”
The watch on Kailen's wrist beeped

out an alarm, and the sunlight coming in
through the windows went dim. Dark
spots began to form on my beige Berber



carpet and on the linoleum of the kitchen.
They grew—about ten of them—black
and pooling like liquid. When they'd
each reached the diameter of a trashcan
lid, they began to bubble.

Kailen was right. Things got
strange.

Out of the puddles, as if they were
stepping up and out of a swamp, came
shadowy humanoid figures, one for each
pool of liquid. They looked like they
were made of a thick and dark fog—I
could see through them if I looked hard
enough. In place of eyes were two
yellow, glowing slits. Each had three
shadowy pairs of arms and was as tall
as Kailen.



They all turned in unison, focusing
on me. Their eyes didn't have pupils or
irises, but I was sure they were staring at
me. The hairs on the back of my neck
stood up. This isn't happening. This
can't be happening. I had the sudden
urge to flee upstairs. If I ran upstairs,
maybe I would find out that this wasn't
happening. I could close my bedroom
door, and leave Kailen and the shadowy
figures to do whatever it was they did,
as long as it didn’t have anything to do
with me. I tensed, took a step toward the
stairs.

Kailen's free hand came up and
blocked my way. “Don't move!” he
hissed at me. “They'll follow you, and



they kill their prey so quickly that I won't
have another chance to save your life.
They're here for you, not me. Trust me.”

“Why should I trust you?” I shot
back.

“Because if you don't,” Kailen said,
as he slowly removed his hand from in
front of me, “you'll die.”

The shadowy figures rushed us all
at once.

I think I screamed, but I'm not sure.
Neither the creatures nor Kailen paid it
any mind if I did. They lumbered across
my carpet, multiple pairs of arms
reaching and grasping. As soon as they
came within striking distance, Kailen
moved, as quickly as he had when he’d



unhinged his sword. He ducked and
swayed, moving with the grace of a
dancer, all the while remaining in front
of me. He never let them get a grip on
him. The blade cut through the creatures’
heads, torsos, legs, and arms, dissolving
them into smoke and black drops of foul-
smelling liquid. One. Two. Three, four,
five, six. Four were left, one replacing
the next as soon as it had fallen. A
thought occurred to me—would the fluid
stain? The thought vanished when one of
the monsters reached past Kailen to put
one of its six hands on my arm.

It felt cold, like being gripped by
someone who'd just come in, gloveless,
from a walk in a snowstorm. The chill



seeped through my sweatshirt and
through the T-shirt beneath that.
Shadowy though the hand was, it felt
real to me. Something pricked at my
skin. Claws. “No!” I cried out.

Without even turning around, Kailen
brought his sword up into the space
between the creature and me. It gave a
rasping cry as the blade separated the
arm from its body. The hand on my
sweatshirt dissolved.

He moved again, bringing his sword
out in a sweeping stroke. He caught the
last two creatures square in their
midsections. They howled before
liquefying. The patter of drops sounded
as they hit the carpet, and then silence.



The sun shone in my windows again, as
though it were simply peeking out from
behind a cloud. Black specks covered
my carpet. Kailen stood there for a
moment, panting, his sword held in front
of him, still at the end of his last stroke.
The scent of his cologne mingled with
the sharp tang of masculine sweat. I
wished he would never move. Not
because he was handsome and standing
alarmingly close to me, but because if he
didn't move, then I would never have to
hear an explanation of what just
happened, or to accept that it might have
been real—never mind the black marks
on my carpet that would probably take
hours of scrubbing to get out. It smelled



like someone had dragged a week's
worth of trash through my living room.
Some things, it seemed, just couldn't be
wished away. I sighed and tapped
Kailen on the shoulder. Better to deal
with it.

Like an automaton, he snapped his
wrist twice, and the sword folded away
into a harmless-looking tube. He turned.

“I'll bet you want to know what
those were,” he said.

I crossed my arms. For the first time
since he had walked in the door, my
head felt clear. “Yes.”

He pursed his lips, walked over to
the briefcase, and dropped the metal
tube back inside. “And you're probably



wondering why they're after you.”
“Yes again.”
Kailen looked at me, eyebrows

raised. “No chance I can convince you
that they were just burglars dressed in
frightening costumes?” He snapped the
briefcase shut, but didn't, I noticed, lift it
from the table.

I didn't even dignify that with an
answer. It just hadn't been a good enough
day for me to have any sense of humor.
“You're going to tell me what this was
all about, or I'm calling the police.”

“Okay, okay,” Kailen said, hands
held up in a gesture of surrender, “but
don't blame me if you don't believe me.
Those were hobgoblins. Nasty critters.



Very grabby, as you noticed. They get a
hold of you with any two of those arms,
they'll tear you into pieces. They may
look foggy, but cut them in any of their
vitals, and they dissolve.”

“Hobgoblins.” I repeated, slowly.
He shrugged. “People are

discovering new species all the time—
guess they just haven't gotten around to
hobgoblins yet.”

Something—call it instincts, call it
a bullshit meter, call it whatever you like
—told me he wasn't giving me the whole
story. “And you're a lawyer who's here
to protect me,” I said flatly.

“Yep.”
I made my way to the kitchen



counter, where the only landline phone
in the house sat in its cradle. “I'm calling
the police.” I picked up the phone. I
pressed the call button and stopped. The
number to the police station wasn’t
something I’d memorized, and 9-1-1 was
overkill at this point.

The light tickle of a breeze brushed
against my neck. I turned. Kailen was
gone, as was the briefcase. It was as if
he'd never been there at all. I stepped
gingerly around the island, phone held in
my hand like a weapon. When I reached
the area where carpet met tile, I lowered
my hand. The only reminders of what
had happened were the black stains on
my rug. I looked to the right. My front



door remained shut.
A squeaking sound, loud and

insistent, began to emanate from the
cupboard next to my microwave. “And
there's more?” I said out loud, to no one
in particular. I went over and opened the
door. There, on the lowest shelf, was the
brown mouse. It had chewed a hole in
my bag of pasta. The spilled noodles
neatly spelled, “MEJANE.”

I slammed the cupboard door shut,
grabbed my keys and purse, and fled the
house, my heart leaping in my chest.



 
 
 

CHAPTER FOUR
 
 

I didn't sleep as well as I'd planned to
that night. I’d wandered the grocery
store, picking up a few things before
returning home. After dinner, I even
encouraged myself with a nightcap.
Images of the hobgoblins kept flashing in
my mind, despite my best efforts to
forget. And then there was the fact that
this was only the second night after I’d
caught Owen in bed with Mousy Jane. It
made me wonder when that had started,



and whether or not anything between
Owen and me had been real at all. I
tossed, turned, and managed to fall
asleep somewhere in the realm of two 'o
clock.

The dreams followed. Dreams of
monsters made of black smoke, with six
arms and clawed fingers. One had its
cold hand on my arm, gripping it so
tightly I could only flop from side to
side, helpless. As I watched, one of its
other hands approached from the other
direction, narrowing the gap between us.
It seized my opposite shoulder. A
burning pain started at the center of my
chest as the creature pulled with
unnatural strength.



I woke screaming.
A few things happened all at once.
The light at my bedside flicked on

without me touching it. The shock of the
bright light in my eyes made me yell all
the louder. A figure leapt up beside my
bed, and I saw the quick, indistinct flash
of steel. I covered my face with my
arms.

“What is it? Is something there?” A
man's voice. My eyes began to adjust to
the light, and my mind to being awake.
Kailen's voice.

He stood over me, still wearing his
button-down shirt from earlier and a
plaid pair of boxer shorts—the tie,
jacket, and slacks discarded. I blinked



and passed a hand over my watery eyes.
Nope. Still there. This, apparently, was
reality. Slowly, my vision adjusted. He
held that same sword in his hand,
pivoting from side to side, his gaze
sweeping all four corners.

“What are you doing in my
bedroom?” I said. Horror of horrors, I
actually found myself scrambling onto
Owen's side of the bed. I stopped and
shook my head. “No, scratch that. What
the hell are you doing in my house at
all?” My gaze found the clock. “It's four
in the fucking morning.” I was dressed
only in a T-shirt and shorts, so I grabbed
at the quilt at the foot of my bed,
wrapped it around myself, and stood up.



There. I felt better now that I was on my
own two feet and didn't have a strange
man looming over me.

“I was sent to protect you,” Kailen
replied. He looked me in the eye and
didn't seem the least bit ashamed. “I’m
not going to shirk my duties just because
you can’t seem to understand that they’re
needed.” He scanned the room and
relaxed. “Nothing, then, just a dream.”
He glanced at his watch, snapped the
sword shut, and in one smooth motion
was lying on the floor next to my bed
again. “Go back to sleep. You’ll need to
rest before we leave.”

I tiptoed over. He lay stretched on
his side on the carpet, a towel for a



pillow and a bed sheet for a blanket, his
eyes closed. Looked like he’d raided my
linen closet. “I’ll call the police.” I
threatened again. I half expected him to
disappear as soon as the words left my
mouth.

He shrugged, his back to me. “Go
ahead. You saw how well that worked
for you last time.”

I bit my lip. “Do you mean how you
just disappeared?”

Kailen sighed, as if I were the one
disturbing his sleep. “Yes.”

“How did you do that?”
He turned his head and cracked an

eye at me. “Weren’t you going to go call
the police or something?”



“What if I did?” I snapped back. My
mind tried to filter through the current
situation—strange man who did not have
my permission to be in my house, giving
me lip from the floor of my bedroom.

He said, while yawning, “I’d chop
you in half with my sword.”

I froze, considering. “Really?”
“No. I’m just trying to get you to

shut up so I can get some sleep.”
He may have been done with our

conversation, but I certainly wasn’t. I
grabbed my bedside lamp and placed it
on the floor, in front of his face. He
groaned and covered his eyes with an
elbow.

I put on my best no-nonsense voice.



“I need answers from you and I need
them now. So help me if you don’t give
me what I want, I’m going to…to…stick
my hand in a fire.”

He turned over, opened his eyes,
and narrowed them. “You wouldn’t.
That’s a stupid thing to say.”

I marched toward the bedroom
door. “I have a gas stove, you know.
This won’t take long.”

“Nicole, wait.”
“Be back in a few,” I called

cheerily over my shoulder, “just as soon
as my hand is nice and crisped.”

Something touched my elbow just as
I reached for the doorknob. I looked
down to see Kailen’s hand. Odd. I hadn’t



even heard him move. “Wait,” Kailen
said. “I’ll answer your questions.”

I turned around and was again
struck by how tall Kailen was—and how
good-looking. This close, the heat from
him pulsated beneath his skin. I had the
sudden urge to shrug off the quilt
wrapped around my shoulders, to take
another step toward him. “I was saying
something,” I said slowly, “something
important.”

“Couldn’t have been that important
if you forgot,” Kailen said. He smiled,
his gorgeous hazel eyes crinkling at the
corners. “Why don’t you just go back to
bed?”

I was tired. I looked back at the bed.



My gaze fell on the bedsheet Kailen had
been using. I frowned. It was the bed
sheet I’d caught Owen and Jane in.
Mousy Jane. Owen kicked out. Divorce
lawyer. Kailen. Hobgoblins.

Questions. Right. “Wait. I have
questions.” Kailen had both hands on my
shoulders, and was rubbing them in a
soothing manner, his hands warm and
strong and… “Stop!” I took a step back.
My head cleared. “Don’t touch me.” I
remembered, too, the enticing scent of
his cologne. “Actually, go to the other
side of the room. I don’t want to be able
to smell you either.”

Kailen backed up.
“No more distractions,” I said.



“First question—who are you?”
“Kailen MacDiarmid.”
Okay, simple enough. “What do you

do for a living?”
“I’m an attorney.”
This was getting me nowhere, fast. I

thought things over before formulating
my next question. “Is that all you do?”

His lips shut tight as a submarine
door. Aha. He shook his head.

“What else do you do, Kailen
MacDiarmid?”

His lips remained shut, his brows
low. I waved my hand in the air. “My
gas stove isn’t going anywhere.” My gas
stove isn’t going anywhere? Way to
sound threatening.



“I’m a mercenary. A Fae
mercenary.”

I blinked. Not exactly what I’d
expected. “What? You’re gay?” That—
well, it wouldn’t explain anything.
Nothing at all.

He glared at me. “Fae. I’m a Fae
mercenary. I specialize in protection—
people, objects, animals—you name it.
And I make my home in the mortal
world. Sometimes this is useful for the
Fae.”

“So you were sent here to protect
me,” I said, following one thought to
another. “Who sent you?”

“The Aranhods.”
Not a name I was familiar with. So



this guy must have some crazy idea in his
head that he was sent here by someone to
protect me, and he'd picked up a cool
little sword on the way. I had to admit he
knew how to use it. And then there were
those nasty critters in my living room. I
wasn't sure yet how to explain those
away, but I wanted to. “What's an
Aranhod?”

Kailen shook his head, an amused
little smile on his lips. “Not what. Who.
They're an old Fae family, used to be
very powerful, not so much anymore.
Well-respected though. Liked.”

This was getting good. Like plot-to-
a-novel good. At least he was
interesting-crazy. “And why would they



want you to protect me?”
He tilted his head back and let out a

long breath, as if he were trying not to
laugh. He brought his gaze back down to
look at me. “You really don't know, do
you? I'm going to bet that no one's told
you. Thirty-two years old and nobody's
told you.”

I gritted my teeth. “Told me what?”
A crash sounded from downstairs.

Kailen and I glanced at each other, and
we came to some sort of silent truce. He
went to my side of the bed and grabbed
his sword. His gait was like a panther’s
—all smooth, silent, and padding grace.
No wonder I hadn't heard him move
before. He brushed past me and started



for the door, but then pivoted. “Nicole,”
he whispered. “Come with me. Stay
close.”

I stepped so close to him I was sure
he must have felt me breathing on his
neck. What? Wouldn't you do the same?
No, I don't like being ordered around by
men who apparently think they know
more than I do, but neither was I going to
stay in my room alone when there might
be freaky monsters loose in my house.
Besides, he had a sword. There’s a
certain comfort in sharp, pointy things
when they’re not pointed at you.

We crept onto the landing and then
to the stairs. Despite my best efforts, I
was about ten times louder than Kailen.



All my joints popped as I walked, and
even my bare feet seemed to sweep
against the carpet with all the subtlety of
a bear crashing through the brush. He
glanced back at me a couple times, gaze
laced with irritation, but really, it was
the best I could do.

At the bottom of the stairs I reached
for the light switch, but he grabbed my
hand and shook his head. No lights. Fine.
He walked toward the kitchen. The
orange street lamp from outside shone
through the front window, upgrading the
lighting in my house from pitch black to
minimal visibility. I stepped in
something cold and wet and almost
yelled, right then, until I remembered the



black spots on my floor. I wiped the
moisture off on my next step and tried
not to think about how it smelled.
Kailen’s arm came back, stopping me.

We stood at the edge of the kitchen
for a moment. The faint gleam of his
sword shone in front of me. I held my
breath.

“Nothing,” he said. I did jump then.
His voice sounded too loud after all the
silence. He reached over and flipped on
the kitchen lights.

My kitchen, clean when I'd left it,
was a mess. Something had rifled
through my cupboards and tipped a glass
bottle of soy sauce onto the floor. The
shattered pieces lay scattered over the



tile, mixed in among the brown liquid.
Kailen's head tilted downward, his

gaze trapped by something at his feet.
“Oh, Nicole. You didn't.”

“What?” I leaned around him, the
side without the sword, to see what he
was looking at. On the ground was a
little brown mouse, its paws covered in
soy sauce. It had used the liquid to spell
something on the ground—“I am Jane.
Help!”—complete with punctuation.

Kailen put his sword on my island,
knelt, and extended his hand. The mouse
hesitated for a moment and then crawled
onto his palm. He turned around and
presented the mouse to me. “This is
Jane. Jane meet Nicole. Nicole meet



Jane.”
I crossed my arms. “Ha, ha, very

funny. I'll bet you did that soy sauce thing
while I was sleeping, too.”

He only stared at me. He opened his
mouth, shut it, then opened it again. “You
know how some people are gullible?
Well, you're pretty much the exact
opposite of that. Open your eyes. Smell
the liquefied hobgoblin. Read the
writing on the floor. This is Jane,
Nicole, and you did this to her.”

The hairs on my arms prickled.
“What?”

Kailen shrugged one shoulder. “The
last thing I was about to tell you. You’re
not human. You’re Fae, like me, and



you’ve finally manifested.”



 
 
 

CHAPTER FIVE
 
 

It took me a few minutes to find my
voice. “I’m a what?”

“One of the greater Fae, otherwise
known as the Sidhe,” Kailen answered,
matter-of-factly. “A Changeling, to be
exact. Looks like you turned your
husband’s mistress into a mouse. Pretty
impressive for a first manifestation.”

“That’s impossible.” I pushed his
hand with the mouse on it away from me.
“Assuming that I even believe that you



aren’t human, I definitely am. I have a
human mother, a human father, and a
human sister. You’ve got the wrong
lady.” I shivered and rubbed my arms.
January nights were cold, and the tile
beneath my bare feet was at least twenty
degrees colder than the rest of the room.

Kailen only shrugged. “Well, if
you’re sure that your mom and dad are
your biological parents.” He held the
mouse up to his face and turned away
from me. “I’m going to do my best to get
you back to your original form, okay?
Don’t worry.”

I bit back a sharp retort. I mean, I
did think it was strange that in a family
of blondes, I’d been born with black



hair. My parents had always laughed
when I pointed that out and told me that I
had a great-grandparent with black hair,
and that these things sometimes skip a
generation. Or two. On the other hand, I
had the same fair skin and the same
green eyes.

As if he could read my thoughts,
Kailen muttered to the mouse, “Yes, I
know. Crazy that she’d believe she’s just
a plain old human. But what Nicole
doesn’t understand is that Changelings
often assume a lot of their host parents’
characteristics. Fae genetics work
differently.”

I narrowed my eyes and looked at
the clock. Four thirty in the morning.



Well, if this didn’t constitute an
emergency, I didn’t know what did. I
tiptoed around the broken glass, grabbed
my phone from the countertop, and
dialed Lainey’s number again.

“Hey, sweetheart,” her tired voice
said on the other line. “Is something
wrong?”

“Hi, Lainey,” I said. “Sorry, I
probably woke you up.” Kailen
studiously ignored me, and relaxed
against the island countertop.

I could almost see Lainey wave a
dismissive hand—she always talked on
the phone like the other person could see
her. “Oh, don’t worry about it. The baby
woke me up three minutes ago. I was



awake. What’s up?”
I took a deep breath. “I know this is

crazy, but do you think maybe I was
adopted?” A long silence greeted me on
the other end. “Lainey? Lainey, you still
there?”

“I thought they would have told you
by now,” she said.

I think I ruptured at least ten veins in
my face.
 
“OHMYGODYOUCAN’TBESERIOUS.”
My week just kept getting better. From
the corner of my eye, I saw Kailen
surreptitiously step out of arm’s reach.
“So they told my baby sister that I was
adopted, and they never told me? I can’t



believe this!”
“Now you know how Mom and Dad

are,” Lainey said. “They’re a little
weird. But if it makes you feel any
better, they didn’t actually tell me. I was
seventeen, going through a bit of a phase,
you remember. I eavesdropped on them,
heard them say that you were adopted,
and well, I used it to get something I
wanted.”

“You blackmailed Mom and Dad?”
I sucked in a breath. “Oh no—the Lexus.
That’s how you got it. I knew you didn’t
save all that money from babysitting.”

“They said they wanted to tell you
themselves. I guess they kind of forgot.”

“Well, why didn’t you tell me



later?”
I could hear her shrug through the

phone, the rub of cloth near the
microphone. “I thought about it a couple
of times, mostly when we were fighting.
But I’d given Mom and Dad my word,
and that kind of means something to me
now.”

Trust my sister to first have little
enough conscience to blackmail our
parents, and now too much of a
conscience to break her word to them.
“God, Lainey! I’m thirty-two years old.
Someone should have said something.” I
glanced over at Kailen, still holding the
mouse in his hand. “Look, I’ve got to go.
But don’t think this is over.”



Lainey breathed out a crackling
sigh. “Sorry, honey. I know I did wrong.
Just don’t tell Mom and Dad I told you,
okay? Please?”

I hung up.
Kailen backed up a few more steps.

“I’d say ‘I told you so,’ but I imagine that
might make you a bit violent.”

I glared at him. “This is your fault.”
He looked over at the clock on the

microwave. “Clearly, Nicole’s mental
capacities and ability to reason don’t
work so well this early in the morning.
It’s that or yes, it’s my fault that you’re
adopted and not actually human. What
gave it away? The fact that I was
nowhere in the vicinity when any of this



happened?”
I shivered again, more violently.

The quilt I had draped over my
shoulders didn’t seem to help much
against the cold. I clenched my teeth.
“You don’t have to be a smart-ass about
it.”

He cocked his head at me and let
Jane off on the kitchen island. “You’re
cold, aren’t you?”

“No.” Well, I was, but I wasn’t
really in the mood to admit it to him.

Kailen stepped forward and put a
hand on my arm. He was warm, much
warmer than my arm. “Feel that? One
thing about the Fae is we’ve got body
temperatures a few degrees higher than



humans.”
My teeth chattered. “F-funny that my

doctor n-n-never mentioned that.”
“You hadn’t manifested yet. Now

that you have...well, you’re going to start
noticing some changes.” He said it with
a straight face, no smirk, no raised
eyebrows, nothing.

I pulled the quilt tighter around my
shoulders with one hand and used the
other to push Kailen away. “Yeah, th-
that’s n-not creepy at all,” I said.

He looked studiously at one of the
cupboards. “I can help you regulate.
You’re going to experience some flashes
of cold until your body gets to its new
normal. Usually one of your parents



would do this for you, but they’re not
here and—” He stopped, as though he’d
already said too much.

“Regulate? How?”
Finally, he met my gaze and held out

his arms, welcoming me into a hug. “I
promise I won’t try anything this time.”

It felt like I’d plunged into a lake of
near-freezing water, then crawled out in
my sopping wet clothes. “Excuse my
language, b-but are you fucking
serious?” I glanced over at the
countertop. The mouse sat on her
haunches at the edge, her whiskers
twitching and her head turning from me
to Kailen, watching us. Nope. Not
creepy at all. If that was my husband’s



mistress, she must be getting a kick out
of all this. But did I even care what she
thought? “F-fine,” I muttered.

Kailen wrapped his arms around
me. He was deliciously warm—like
sitting with my face to the fire. The chill
began to leave my bones. It had been a
long time since I’d been held like this. I
hadn't realized how much I'd missed that
sort of contact, the comfort of someone's
arms around me, the warmth of their
body against mine. The muscles of his
chest tensed as he shifted, getting us both
comfortable. My palms pressed flat
against his shirt.

The heartbeat beneath my fingertips
quickened; his breathing sped up.



Not that I was unaffected. I trained
my eyes on the ceiling, trying to think
about anything except how he still
wasn’t wearing pants. But you know
how telling someone not to think about a
purple rhino just makes them think about
a purple rhino?

And then what he’d said finally
wriggled its way to the front of my mind.
“Wait. Won’t try anything this time?”

He took several breaths before
speaking, his voice a rumble in his chest.
“I’m just doing a job. Don’t take it
personally or anything, okay? Swordplay
is my specialty, but I’m also good at
eliciting certain, uh, emotions from
others.”



I stiffened. “So you were using
magic to seduce me? Why didn’t you
slip me a roofie while you were at it?”
Was he using his magic right now?

Kailen’s arms dropped away from
me. I felt warm enough to move normally
again. “I said don’t take it personally.
What was I supposed to do—explain to
you that you were a Changeling and that
there were hobgoblins after you? It was
the quickest way I could think of to get
you away from the danger.” He picked
up his sword from the countertop and
snapped it shut. “Are you always this
combative? I come here, save your life,
and you’re telling me how I should have
saved it.”



“That's not—” I stopped myself.
When I thought about it, maybe Kailen
had a point. He had saved my life, never
mind the means he'd used to do so, and I
hadn't exactly been nice or grateful. I
took a deep breath and tried not to look
at mouse-Jane on the counter. “I'm sorry.
This has all been extremely upsetting for
me. It's not every day you find out you're
adopted.” I couldn't bring myself, quite
yet, to say not human. “They have a
support group for this sort of thing in the
Fae lands?”

Kailen gave a halfhearted chuckle
and slid his gaze away from mine. He
fiddled with the sword, as if not quite
sure what to do with it now that the



danger had passed. “Apology accepted.”
I narrowed my eyes. What exactly

was he hiding from me? I wasn’t
normally a suspicious person, but the
I’m-not-telling-you-everything wafted
from Kailen the way sulfur did from an
egg gone bad.

He turned and scooped up Jane, and
then he glanced at his watch. “Well, now
that we’re all wide awake we'd better
get out of here.” A whirring sound
emanated from the watch face.

I headed back toward the stairs.
“Where are you going?” Kailen

said.
“Getting out of the kitchen. I'm going

back to bed. I can clean up the mess in



the morning, before work.”
He stood there, blinking, Jane in one

hand, sword in the other. “You're
serious.”

“What?”
Kailen glanced at his watch again.

He tucked the sword into the waistband
of his boxers, strode over, and took my
arm. “We're going upstairs. You're going
to pack a bag in fifteen minutes or less.
Then we are leaving.”

The calluses he’d earned from
wielding his sword rubbed against the
sensitive skin of my upper arm. “This is
my home. I'm not leaving.”

He cocked his head to the side. “Ah.
You don't like being bossed around, do



you? Let me be clear then. My magic is
telling me that something is on its way
here, something also not human. The
smell of dead hobgoblin is known to
attract a number of very unpleasant
beasts. We have time, but not a lot.
Someone knows where you live and
knows what you are; otherwise the
hobgoblins would not have shown up in
the first place, smack dab in your living
room.”

That pulled me up short. If they
knew where I lived, might they also
know where I worked? “Are hobgoblins
ever little, very fast, and giggle a lot?”

Kailen gave me a long look.
“Definitely not. But there are other Fae



who match that description. Why?”
Maybe I wasn’t going crazy. Maybe

the weird happenings in my office had an
explanation behind them. Maybe I should
listen. “No reason. So who’s trying to
kill me? Why?”

“I’ll tell you after we leave.”
I gritted my teeth. “Let's make a

deal. You stop trying to boss me around,
and I'll consider what you have to say.”

Kailen shrugged. “Fine.”
Twenty minutes later, I had a bag

packed. Just the essentials—clothes for
the next day, toiletries, and a couple of
books. Like hell I would pack a larger
bag. I'd worked hard to get this house.
There was no way I was going to let it



go, hobgoblins or not.
Kailen had pulled on a T-shirt and a

pair of jeans. He looked more
approachable this way and less
forbidding. He led me out the front door.
Parked in my driveway was a black
BMW Coupe. I paused on the doorstep.
“A car? We're not going to blink in and
out of existence? No winged beasts? No
white steed?”

He shook his head. “Very funny. The
Fae world has been disconnected from
this one for a long time. The Fae
Families aren’t very familiar with
technology, and they don't know how to
track it. Magical means of travel—they'd
know exactly where we've been and



where we're going.” He opened the door
on my side first. I slid inside and placed
my bag on my lap. I was reminded, in a
flash of emotion, of my first date with
Owen. He'd opened the door for me—
the one and only time he ever had. I'd
teased him about this for years
afterward. I sank into the leather seat
and tried to relax.

“Where are we going?” I asked
when he got inside.

He placed a hand over Jane, curled
up on an old sweater on the dashboard.
"Rest," he whispered. "We'll fix this."
She squeaked and then went to sleep. He
started the car and pulled out of the
driveway. “A hotel. Nothing dingy, don't



worry.”
We sat in silence for a while after

that. The streets were empty this early in
the morning, the asphalt damp with
accumulated dew. The only sound was
the revving of the engine and the soft
click of Kailen's shoes against the
pedals. Streetlamps passed in an orange
blur.

“So why are monsters trying to kill
me? Is it just because I’m Fae?”

He glanced at me and then back at
the road. “It’s because you’re a
Changeling. It’s complicated. The
Aranhods want to protect you, but there
are other families that see you as a threat
to their positions in the hierarchy.”



“Me? Who thinks I’m a threat?”
“Not sure yet.”
“Well, you can tell them I don’t give

a damn about their hierarchy.” A thought
occurred to me. “If the Fae aren't
familiar with this world, how do you
know so much about it? You live here.
You're a lawyer. Or at least you told me
you were.”

Kailen's jaw clenched. I wondered,
for a moment, if he would answer me at
all. “I am a lawyer. Family law, mostly.
As to your question, I once—” He
stopped, cleared his throat. “I once was
married to a mortal woman.” He blinked
several times, let out a long breath, and
said no more.



“Oh.” It was the only word I could
force out of my mouth. None of this
really added up for me, but I knew a
conversational wall when I ran into one.
How could the Fae be cut off from this
world and still send hobgoblins after
me? And what was Kailen's story? How
did he end up here?

He took the ramp onto the I-84
West, toward Mount Hood. After about
twenty minutes, he pulled into the
parking lot of a bed and breakfast,
bordered on three sides by a thick forest.
It was a quaint Victorian building,
probably a faded violet or blue, but gray
by the lights on the porch. “I booked a
room here a couple days ago. Thought I



might have need of it.” He cradled the
old sweater with Jane in it and stepped
into the night. Again, he opened my door
and then handed me the old sweater.
“You'll need to carry her, at least until
we get inside. I need my hands free in
case we're attacked.”

I took Jane reluctantly, slung my bag
over my shoulder, and got out of the car.
She was still curled up and fast asleep, a
tiny weightless lump in the folds of the
sweater. Being a mouse didn't look so
bad right now. Beyond the porch lights,
both parking lot and inn faded rapidly
into the forest surrounding them. I could
imagine all sorts of creatures coming out
of that darkness, so I followed on



Kailen’s heels as he went around to the
back of the building, climbed a set of
stairs, and unlocked a door with a brass
number four on it.

He flipped the lights. The room was
spacious, decorated in warm reds,
golds, and whites. Striped cream and
gold wallpaper covered the top half of
the walls; white wainscoting covered the
bottom half. A queen-sized bed with red
bedding dominated the space,
complemented by a loveseat and sofa in
the same color. I glanced to the left and
spotted a luxuriant bathroom, complete
with two-person Jacuzzi tub.

“You can take the bed,” he said. He
took Jane from my hands and placed her,



still sleeping, on the nightstand. “I’ll
sleep on the couch. It’s closer to the
door anyways, in case anything tries to
break in.”

Definitely not reassuring. “Fine.” I
slipped off my shoes, pulled my
toiletries kit from my bag, and headed
for the bathroom. Once I closed the door
I let out a long breath. I took the
requisite two steps to the sink and gazed
at my reflection in the oval mirror.

I looked tired. My eyes were puffy
with lack of sleep, and my thick black
hair, already untamable most days,
swirled about my head like the unholy
lovechild of a storm cloud and a bird’s
nest. I frowned at my reflection. “This is



messy,” I said, and I didn’t mean my
hair. How had I gotten myself into this
situation? I could blame my biological
parents first, for giving birth to me and
placing me up for adoption. And then my
adoptive parents for taking me in and
lying to me about it. Finding out you
weren’t at all human wasn’t the sort of
thing you planned for at the start of the
day.

“So you believe it then?” I asked my
reflection. “You think you’re actually
Fae?” It stared back at me, features
blank. I studied my face closer, looking
for clues. Maybe my skin did look more
sallow than the day before. Was that an
unfamiliar freckle? My knee bumped the



cupboard beneath, sending a sharp pain
up my leg and distracting me from my
task. I snorted. What was I doing? I
pulled out my toothbrush and started to
brush my teeth. Unnecessary, since I’d
brushed them before going to bed the
first time, but the routine was soothing
and familiar.

When I’d finished, I crept back into
the bedroom. The lights were out, but I
could make out the outline of the bed in
front of me, a dark shape. Across the
room, Kailen curled up on the sofa, his
head pillowed on one of the armrests. I
tiptoed across the carpet, pulled back the
covers, and tried to slip quietly into bed.

“You can see the bed,” Kailen said.



I rolled over, pulling the sheets
around me. “So what?” I shrugged and
felt for an instant like Lainey, gesturing
over the telephone.

“It's pitch dark in here,” Kailen
said. “If you were human, you wouldn't
be able to see anything.”

He was right. I sat bolt upright and
looked for any sources of light. All I
could make out were the stars shining
through the gauzy curtains. “What else?”
I said, my voice shaky. “What other
changes can I expect?”

“A lot,” Kailen said with a yawn.
“I'll start teaching you tomorrow.”

“Teach me what? Kailen?”
Nothing answered me except his



snores. I sighed, turned over in the bed
for the second time, and tried to get
some sleep.



 
 
 

CHAPTER SIX
 
 

When I woke at 6:00 a.m., my customary
time, Kailen still lay on the sofa, a thin
blanket stretched over his shoulders.
Jane, too, was asleep on the table by the
window. I grabbed the work clothes
from my bag and headed to the
bathroom. I took a longer shower than
usual, luxuriating in the feel of the rain
showerhead. When I was done I dried
off, pulled my hair into a business-like
bun, and dressed in a pair of black



pinstriped pants and a green collared
shirt. The pants were slightly wrinkled
from their stay in my overnight bag, but I
had no time to iron them. I’d left my
phone on the nightstand. My car was still
in the driveway at home, so I’d have to
call a cab. It was probably close to six
forty-five now, after the extra long
shower. Breakfast would have to be in-
office.

I ran through the list of things I had
to do that morning as I bundled my
pajamas under one arm and opened the
bathroom door.

Kailen stood next to the sofa,
dressed in jeans and a striped collared
shirt. He had Jane in hand and he trailed



his gaze over me. “I thought this might be
a problem,” he murmured.

“What?” I looked down at my
clothes, expecting to find a stain or a
loose thread. Nothing. I looked back at
Kailen. When he didn’t elaborate, I went
to the nightstand. My phone was gone.

“Are you looking for this?” Kailen
pulled my phone out of his pocket.

I narrowed my eyes. “Give me back
my phone.”

“I will. If you call into your work
and quit.”

If my eyes could have fallen out of
my head, they would have. “Quit? Who
do you think you are? Okay, so maybe
I’m Fae, or whatever it is, but I still



have to eat. I have to pay my mortgage.
And if I want to get promoted, I certainly
have to show up to work.”

“Hate to break it to you, but that
isn’t your life anymore.”

I’d always had a long stride. Four
swift steps and I stood in front of Kailen.
“Like hell it isn’t my life anymore. The
only person who gets to decide that is
me.” I tried to snatch my phone. Kailen
slid out of the way with maddening ease.
Jane, sitting in his palm, wasn’t even
stirred by the movement, not one hair out
of place.

“I hope you realize you’re forcing
my hand,” he said. He gave me a mock
regretful look and then started touching



the screen of my phone.
“What are you doing?”
“What you should be doing. We

have a full schedule today, you and I,
and I have a job to do as well. It doesn’t
involve waiting for you to finish your
workday.”

I grabbed for the phone again. He
evaded me as easily as he did the first
time, moving to the side and putting the
coffee table between us. He put the
phone up to his ear.

“Hello?” I heard a faint feminine
voice.

“Who is that?” I said. “Who are you
calling?”

Kailen put out a finger to his lips,



gesturing for me to be quiet. “Ah, hello?
You must be Nicole’s office
administrator.”

I tried twice more to seize the
phone. All I received were bruised
shins. I almost screamed at him, but the
last thing I wanted was for anyone at
work to hear me being unprofessional.

“This is her husband. She’s not
feeling well today. She would have
called herself but”—he turned to the
side, covered his mouth, and made a
retching sound—“she’s a bit indisposed
right now.”

I heard the administrator say
something in a sympathetic tone.

“Yes, well, the doctor said these



things can take a week or more to clear
up.” Pause. “Thanks. That’s kind of you.
Bye.”

When I reached for the phone this
time, Kailen didn’t move out of the way.
I snatched it from his grasp. “I can’t
keep missing work like this,” I hissed.

Kailen shrugged. “In my opinion,
you have more important things to attend
to right now. You sell daily planners,
right? I think that can wait.” He held
Jane out on his palm. “You may not like
this woman, and with good reason, but
she has been a mouse for four days. I've
had to use my elicitation Talent to help
her stay calm. She has family and friends
who are wondering what happened to



her and are assuming the worst. You did
this, Nicole. You have to undo it.”

He had a point. I looked at the
mouse and felt really awful (after all,
what had she been eating?), until a
thought occurred to me. I pocketed the
phone and waved a hand at him. “Why
don’t you undo it?”

Calm, self-assured Kailen looked
suddenly uncomfortable. He shifted from
one foot to the next, his gaze going to the
ceiling as if he’d spotted something truly
interesting there. “I mean, sure I could,
but that’s not the point. Are you hungry?”

I blinked at the quick change of
subject. “I guess?”

“They have a great breakfast here. I



think we got off on the wrong foot this
morning.”

“Which could have been avoided if
you hadn’t stolen my phone,” I muttered.

He continued as though he hadn’t
heard this. “Come eat with me. We can
talk over breakfast.” He hesitated. “This
has probably been as hard on you as it
has been on me. Maybe I haven’t gone
about this the right way.” Kailen looked
pained, as if getting this close to an
apology physically hurt him.

I softened. Clearly the guy had
issues. “Okay. Breakfast. I can do that.”

He dropped Jane into his breast
pocket and opened the door for me.

The dining room of the inn was



decorated in the same quaint Victorian
way the room was, with its own little
touches of modernity. Floral-patterned
chairs contrasted with an LCD television
mounted on the wall, CNN playing on
mute, subtitles marching across the
bottom of the screen. Although there
were four other tables, we were the only
people there. An elderly woman,
probably the proprietress, took our
orders for how we liked our eggs: me—
scrambled, Kailen—hard-boiled.

As soon as she’d left for the kitchen,
I leaned forward. “So what are you
supposed to teach me?”

He only gave me an odd look. “You
don’t need to whisper.”



“What? Isn’t the whole Fae thing a
big secret or something?”

He shook his head as he unfolded
his napkin and laid it in his lap. “No, not
really. I told you already. The Fae world
and this one have been disconnected for
quite some time. People don’t exactly
encounter it often. You can talk as loudly
as you’d like. If anyone overhears,
they’ll assume you’re a big nerd, or
crazy. Trust me.”

I snorted.
Kailen ignored it. “You need to

learn to focus and use your powers.
Right now you’re firing off like a gun in
a game of Russian roulette. No one
knows when it’s going to happen, but



they know it will, eventually.”
“So I’m dangerous?” I asked.
Again, Kailen’s gaze slid from

mine. “It’s actually a lot like cooking.”
“I’m a terrible cook. I burn things. A

lot.”
He laughed, a tight, nervous sound

to it. “It’s just a metaphor. There are
recipes, but the best cooks know how to
improvise. You get an idea, you form it
and focus it, and then you pack it with an
emotional punch. Bam! You’ve done
some magic.”

I thought back to finding Owen and
Jane in bed together. “It can happen
quickly,” I said.

“Yes. Just like in cooking, however,



you need to clean up afterward. Doing
magic leaves a signature. The longer you
let this signature go without cleaning it
up, the stronger it gets. If you don’t clean
up, the signature will start to fade after a
day’s time, but not before it attracts a
number of unpleasant creatures. Believe
me, hobgoblins are the tip of the
iceberg.”

The proprietress reappeared, two
cups of tea in hand. She set them down
on the table, smiling at us in that
grandmotherly manner that only the
elderly can manage. “I hope you don’t
mind my saying, but you two make such
a handsome couple,” she said.

My hand went immediately to tug at



my wedding ring, which I still hadn’t
removed. Heat gathered at my chest,
creeping up to my cheeks. “No,” I
sputtered, “that’s not—”

“Thank you,” Kailen broke in.
“That’s very kind of you. My wife is so
modest, I’m afraid it embarrasses her
terribly when she’s told that.”

She laughed and looked to me.
“Don’t be embarrassed, dear. You’re
only young and beautiful once.”

I only sat there, my face burning, as
she turned and went back to the kitchen.

Kailen sipped his tea, his
expression unconcerned. “Better than
explaining that we’re both Fae, that I’m
a widower, and that you’re freshly



separated.”
I tugged again at the ring, only to

find that it would not come off. I hadn’t
wanted to take it off before, now I
couldn’t imagine wearing it a minute
longer. I'd bet Owen didn't wear his. I
pulled and sucked in my breath. The ring
didn’t budge. Instead, I could have
sworn that it became tighter. I tried to
nudge it back and forth and this time it
unmistakably shrank around my finger.
My ring finger began to turn purple.
“Kailen!” I said, panicked.

He was out of his chair and at my
side before I’d even seen him move.
“Breathe,” he said, “slowly.”

I did as he told me, and the panic



receded only a little. Nothing happened
to the ring. “Now what?” I said.

“Keep breathing. Close your eyes.
Focus on the ring. Imagine the jaws of a
snake as it swallows its prey. It opens its
mouth, wider, then its jaws unhinge. A
tiny little snake can swallow something
many times larger than its mouth. The
ring on your finger is like the jaws of a
snake.”

His voice passed over me like
waves on a beach. The tightness around
my finger eased. I didn't dare open my
eyes yet. I kept breathing as Kailen's
hand touched mine. He slipped the ring
off. “You can open your eyes,” he said.

I did. Redness marked the area on



my finger where the ring had been.
He shook his head. “Like Russian

roulette. Now watch.” He dropped the
ring onto the surface of the table. A
smell began to build, dark chocolate,
emanating from the table's surface.
“Touch the table.”

I placed my palm flat against its
surface. The smell disappeared.

“Clean-up work,” Kailen said. “The
first thing you must learn is that you
control the magic, the magic does not
control you. If you run around firing off
at every idea that crosses your head,
you're going to get very tired very
quickly, and you'll hurt yourself, like you
almost did now.” He lifted the ring and



held it out to me. “Here.”
I took it and moved it between my

fingers. I felt lightheaded, as though I'd
stood up too quickly after sitting for a
long while.

Kailen put a hand out to my arm.
“Are you okay?”

I nodded. “This is just a lot to take
in.” I dropped the ring into my pocket
and rubbed the spot where it had once
been. “I never thought I would get
divorced, much less be running around
with a guy I barely know, learning
magic. And all this in the course of a
week.”

“Hey.” He put his hand over mine.
“I don't have a middle name. I was born



in the Fae world and lived there until I
was two hundred and seventeen years
old. I hate yellow lights in traffic,
raccoons, and water getting in my shoes.
My favorite food is crème brulee and my
favorite place is the muirwoods in the
Fae world. I like my coffee black, but
only when it's of good quality. I snore,
but only when I sleep on my back.”

I stared at him. “What?”
“You said you were running about

with a guy you barely knew.” He
squeezed my hand. “Now you know me a
little better.”

I couldn't help it. I returned his
smile. For the first time, I thought, You
know, he's not so bad. “Thanks. That



helps. A little.”
“Maybe if you get to know me more,

it will help more than a little.” His eyes
crinkled at the corners and my heart
jumped in my chest.

“Here you are, dears,” said the old
woman. She set two plates in front of us,
eggs surrounded with two slices of toast,
orange slices and strawberries, two
pieces of sausage, and two pieces of
bacon. It smelled amazing.

I pulled away from Kailen. “Thank
you,” I told her. She smiled, nodded, and
turned away from us.

We ate in silence. I wasn't sure what
to say to Kailen, and the way he'd made
me feel for a moment unsettled me. I



hadn't felt that way since I'd first met
Owen, so many years ago. Maybe it had
something to do with his magic. But why
use it on me now? Or maybe he did it
without even thinking.

I watched Kailen from beneath my
eyelashes as I buttered my toast. Once in
a while, he passed a piece of food to
Jane, in his pocket, who accepted it with
a squeak of gratitude. The breakfast
tasted just as good as Kailen had
promised. I usually picked up a bagel on
my way into work. Owen liked to cook,
but he seldom got up early enough to
make me breakfast on a weekday. He
made up for it on the weekends, though,
with spreads almost as elaborate as the



one before me now.
Why was I still thinking about

Owen?
Something clicked and whirred.

Both Kailen and I stopped eating.
“Is that your watch again?” I asked.
He lifted his wrist, his gaze intent

on the face. “This morning? And here?”
he muttered. He looked at me, then put
his hand to the tube at his belt. “They've
found us.”

My gaze drifted over the small
dining room. There was the door to the
kitchen, the door we'd entered through,
three windows behind me, and one to the
side, revealing the wrap-around porch.
All windows were closed against the



chill morning air. “Who is they?” I
asked.

Kailen shook his head. “Back
toward the window.” The watch beeped
out a warning.

I rose to my feet, my knees bumping
the leg of the table and sending water
slopping over the tablecloth. On an
impulse, I seized the knife next to my
plate. I still remembered the dream I'd
had two nights ago, where the hobgoblin
had torn me in half. If I'd learned
anything in my thirty-two years, it was
that the only person I could always rely
on was myself. Kailen was great with
his sword and all, but if it came down to
saving my ass or his, well, I wasn't



going to count on chivalry taking the day.
Black circles formed on the maroon

carpet of the dining room, spreading into
oily puddles.

Kailen unclipped the tube at his belt
and snapped his arm out. The sword
unfolded. We moved toward the three
windows on the far wall. “Only three of
them this time,” Kailen said. “Well, they
don't have much confidence in my
abilities, do they?”

"Who is they?" I repeated through
tight lips.

Three hobgoblins rose up out of the
puddles, glowing eyes fixing on us. My
fingers clenched around the steak knife.
They started toward us, eighteen hands



stretching forward.
“Stay behind me,” Kailen said.
The hobgoblins attacked. Kailen

made quick work of the first one, slicing
it through the middle. It dissolved. The
next two approached more carefully.
One engaged Kailen while the other
reached around and tried to grab me.

I cut off its hand with my steak
knife. As the hobgoblin's hand dissolved
and the black specks flew over my arm, I
stopped feeling afraid. I pushed past the
protective reach of Kailen's arms,
scoring a strike against the hobgoblin's
face. It hissed, exposing a black,
shapeless maw where its mouth should
have been. More black liquid dripped



onto the carpet.
One of its lower hands seized the

side of my shirt. I couldn't seem to watch
all of them at once. I twisted away,
trying to break its grip. Another hand
came around and grabbed my opposite
shoulder. I sliced off the hand that held
my shoulder first. It brought another hand
up to replace it quickly, too quickly.

“Kailen!” I cried out.
I didn't see him move. The sword

came up between me and the hobgoblin,
severing its limbs. It swung out and then
in again, taking off its head.

“I told you to stay behind me,”
Kailen said. He sounded only mildly
irritated. The oily hobgoblin blood



spattered him from head to toe.
My heart drummed at the speed of

the “William Tell Overture.” It was as if
I’d just finished running a marathon—
though I was tired, I was also
exhilarated. I’d fought back. There was a
certain satisfaction that came with
defending myself.

“Come here,” he said. “Quickly.”
He snapped the sword shut and clipped
it back to his belt.

I took a step to his side. He put a
hand on my arm. A tingle spread through
my blood, the faint smell of honeysuckle
in my nostrils. He released me, then
brushed his hands over himself. The
hobgoblin blood faded and disappeared.



Then he knelt and put his hand to the
carpet. The oily black spots receded into
nothingness. Without another word, he
grabbed my hand and led me to the table.
“Back to breakfast,” he said, just as the
proprietress walked into the room from
the kitchen.

“How is everything out here?” she
asked. “Okay?”

I raised my glass of water, still
breathing hard. “Absolutely wonderful,”
I said. “Your dining room is very
peaceful.”

She smiled, clasping her hands
together. “We pride ourselves on our
proximity to Portland, as well as our
woodsy setting.”



Kailen, across from me, choked. He
coughed a few times and lifted up a
hand. “I'm fine. Fine.”

The woman left us again. The
kitchen door swung shut behind her, the
hinges creaking. “What was that?” I
hissed at Kailen as soon as she
disappeared. “Am I going to have to run
from hobgoblins for the rest of my life?”

“They must have sensed your
signature,” Kailen said.

“Well, what about cleanup? Why
don't you have to do it?”

He shrugged as he used his knife to
pile the last of his eggs onto his fork.
“Your magic and my magic, they're
different. Mine leaves a faint signature,



yes, but not the kind that attracts the
Fae.”

I frowned. “Wait a second—why
didn't you do that for my living room
floor? Make it all fresh? I'm going to
have to pay for a cleaner.”

“Because I was angry with you.”
Before I could make any sort of retort,
he spoke again. “You handled yourself
well with those hobgoblins. Only the
second time you've seen them, and you're
fighting them. Impressive.”

I tried to stop the flush that rose to
my cheeks; all my irritation melted away
in an instant. “It seemed like the right
thing to do.”

He still stared at me, examining my



face, the eggs still on his fork. “Strong
instincts. It must be tied to your emerging
Fae nature.”

“Which is...?” I trailed off, waiting
for him to fill in the blank. He still hadn't
explained who was trying to kill me.

He set down his fork, the eggs
forgotten. “I know I owe you a lot of
answers. I just keep feeling like it's the
Aranhods’ duty to tell you everything.
They're your biological family after all.
But things have gotten really hairy, really
fast. Each of the Sidhe, the greater Fae,
has their own Talents, some random,
some inherited. The lesser Fae have
magic as well, but not the way we do.
Theirs is much more specific—as you



see with the hobgoblins. For you, since
you're a Changeling, I'd guess...” His
gaze focused back on the face of his
watch. “Shit.”

“What?” If there was anything I
hated, it was not knowing things, being
left out of the loop.

“It's not over.” He grabbed my hand,
his other hand at his sword. “The
hobgoblins were a distraction. Damn it,
it's been too long since I've been truly
involved with the Fae world. We have to
get out of here. Now. Something's
headed this way, and it's not small.”

Something worse than hobgoblins?
What could possibly be worse? I
gripped my steak knife again, taking it



with me as we fled for the door. We'd
made it halfway there when I received
my answer.

The door dissolved into splinters. A
hound, tall as a pony, bounded into the
dining room. Its build was somewhere
between Irish wolfhound and leopard,
shaggy black hair covering it from head
to toe. But where eyes should have
looked at me lay only hair and unmarked
flesh. It raised its nose and sniffed the
air.

“Great,” Kailen muttered, “a
grushound.”

The hound's ears pricked toward us;
its lips curled back over its teeth.

“Well, get rid of it,” I whispered.



It stalked closer, a low growl
starting in its throat. Claws, long and
sharp as a cat's, sank into the maroon
carpet.

“Can't,” Kailen said. “This is no
hobgoblin. There's nothing else for it.”
He reached a hand over and shoved me
back. “Run!” He snapped out the folded
sword just as the hound pounced.

Teeth and claws met metal.
Despite its lack of eyes, the hound

moved with the fluid motion of a striking
snake. It snapped at Kailen's arms,
claws trying to find his legs. He moved
out of the way of each strike, bringing
his sword up just in time to block
another bite. The hound bit down on the



blade of the sword. For a moment I
thought it might break, but Kailen jerked
his arm, pulling it free and scoring a
gash across the hound’s snout.

It yelped and began its attack anew.
I stood in the middle of the dining room,
frozen, unable to move in one direction
or another. I’d always thought I handled
pressure well. When my boss had told
me I needed to sell six hundred more
planners by the end of the month so our
branch would meet its goals, I hadn’t
even broken a sweat. I’d flipped through
our Rolodex of our best clients and
convinced each that they needed extras.
When Owen and I had hosted our first
Christmas dinner at our house, with both



sides of our family attending, I hadn’t
blinked an eye when Owen dropped the
apple pie on its way out of the oven. I’d
simply used my phone to hunt down a
twenty-four-hour grocer, slapped a
twenty in Owen’s hand, and had him
pick up another. Pop quizzes in college,
interviews, public speaking—all things I
had handled with aplomb. But here I
was, my gray ballet flats glued to the
plush carpet of the dining room. My
fingers had gone numb; the steak knife
had fallen to the floor.

Kailen moved in a dizzying display
of swordplay. The hound kept trying to
get past him to where I stood.

The kitchen door opened, and the



elderly woman who had served us let
out a little scream before collapsing to
the floor. The sound broke my dazed
panic. I turned and dashed for the middle
window on the wall opposite the door. It
didn't look like the owner had ever
replaced or updated it. I would have
thought the swinging brass lock
charming, the heavy-framed single-
paned windows quaint, if I'd been able
to admire them from the breakfast table.
“Shit, shit, shit,” I swore beneath my
breath as I bruised my fingers pushing on
the lock. Behind me, the hound’s teeth
clicked each time it closed its jaws.

The window stuck as I pushed it up.
As much as I shoved, it wouldn’t move



past the halfway point. I set my dignity
aside, ducked my head, and began to
wriggle through the opening. I dropped
onto the porch, hands first, and pulled
myself forward until I could bring a leg
out.

As soon as I had, someone touched
my other leg. “Move!” Kailen said. He
slipped out the window after me, landing
unceremoniously on top of me. My foot
caught for a moment on the windowsill,
making me wince. He rolled off, sword
still in hand, and gripped the bottom of
my sleeve. Before I had time to even
gasp, he'd used the tip of his blade to
separate the top of my sleeve from my
blouse. He jerked down hard, the



remaining bit of fabric ripping as it
pulled free.

With the air of a soldier throwing a
grenade, he balled it up and tossed it
into the dining room. “Go!” he
whispered in my ear, his hand coming to
rest on my upper arm.

“The owner,” I gasped out.
“It won't bother her. Go!”
I didn't need to be told again. I

scrambled to my feet and let Kailen
guide me as we ran down the steps of the
porch. My shoes pounded against the
black asphalt of the parking lot, each
footstep jolting my limbs and riding up
my spine.

The sound of breaking glass



sounded from behind us. Instinct took
over. I separated from Kailen as we
reached the car, swinging around the
hood with more speed than I thought
myself capable of. A beep sounded and
the locks clicked open.

And then I made the mistake of
looking up. The hound bounded over the
pavement toward us, each stride seeming
to cover ten of ours.

“Nicole!” Kailen yelled out. He
already sat behind the wheel. The engine
roared to life.

I jerked the passenger door open
and stepped inside. As soon as both my
feet had left asphalt, the car surged
forward. The momentum threw me into a



sitting position, the car door still half-
opened. Jane's squeaking filled the
cabin.

Kailen jerked the steering wheel,
launching me toward him. My hand, still
on the door, spasmed, and the door
slammed shut. We pulled out of the
parking lot, the trees passing overhead in
a blur. A screech sounded, the harsh
sound of grinding metal. I looked at the
rear window and saw the hound,
clinging to the trunk, claws scrabbling
against the smooth surface.

“It's on the car!” I screamed.
Kailen jerked the wheel again, and I

slammed against the passenger door.
How the hell did he manage to get his



seatbelt on?
I shoved myself away from the

passenger door and looked back again.
The hound rolled on the street behind us.
It had left its mark, ten jagged silver
lines, across the back of Kailen's car.
Before he could swerve again, I pulled
my seatbelt on and clicked it.

For a moment, the only sounds that
filled the car were the sounds of our
heavy breathing. Jane had stopped
squeaking, clinging to the edge of
Kailen's pocket. If I had to hazard a
guess, she felt a little like I did. The eggs
and toast and sausage—all of which I'd
relished only a moment before—now
churned in my stomach. If Kailen told me



indigestion was a side effect of
manifesting my Fae nature, I was going
to punch him.

He roared down the streets,
applying his foot to the gas pedal
liberally, and hit the on-ramp to the I-84
going sixty-five. We left both the hound
and the inn behind.



 
 
 

CHAPTER SEVEN
 
 

I cleared my throat as the trees and
buildings passed on either side. “I'm not
even sure where I should ask you to
begin,” I said. “Back at where you were
saying every Fae has Talents, or where
you said ‘grushound’?”

Kailen slammed his hands on the
steering wheel. “This was supposed to
be easy,” he said. “I respect Faolan. I
admire him. When he came to me with
this job, I wasn't going to turn him down.



I was supposed to be like a courier—
fetch package, bring package back, get
paid. Instead”—he took one hand off the
steering wheel and began to gesticulate
—“I'm killing hobgoblins, running from
a grushound, and trying to teach the most
stubborn woman I have ever met how to
use her magic.”

“I'm right here, you know,” I said,
crossing my arms. I felt ridiculous, one
sleeve missing, the other untouched.

Kailen ran his free hand through his
hair. “I said before you were like a gun
in a game of Russian roulette. Forget
that. You're more like a loose electrical
wire, swinging about in a storm. No one
gets to decide whether they want to play.



What were the Aranhods thinking?”
I closed my eyes and put my hands

on the dashboard, pressing against it, as
if I could physically push my problems
away. “Stop the car.”

“In case you’ve forgotten, there’s a
very large, very dangerous hound on our
tail.”

“In case you’ve forgotten, you said
you’d tell me what’s going on. Tell me,
or stop the goddamned car!”

He breathed out a long sigh.
“Changelings aren't just dangerous;
they've been outlawed for hundreds of
years.”

My mind went blank. I couldn't think
of any retort, only, “What?”



“No one is allowed to create a
Changeling. It's against the Fae laws.”

“I...why?”
“It’s the Aranhods’ duty to explain

your heritage, not mine. It’s complicated.
But what this means is that most other
Fae have it out for you.”

“Well then, why don't you just drop
me off at the Aranhods right now? Why
are we driving around town? I don't like
this any more than you do. Believe me, I
don't.” I would have run out the door at
the first stoplight if I weren’t sure that
Kailen was the only thing standing
between me and certain death.

“You're forgetting something very
important,” Kailen said. He cupped his



hand next to his breast pocket. Jane
crawled onto his palm. He held her out
to me. “You can't leave this unfinished.
You have to change her back. Every day
she remains a mouse, the worse things
get.”

I took her, though my skin crawled
from the feel of her tiny little feet against
my hands and from the memory of
catching her and Owen in bed together.
“Okay, fine. Tell me what to do.”

“Remember what I told you before
—form the concept in your mind and
then pack an emotional punch behind it.
You've been doing it already, though
unconsciously. Think about Jane as a
human.”



“And the emotional punch?”
“It has to be strong, as strong as the

one that turned her into a mouse.”
Great. I didn't just have the visual

memory seared into my brain, I
remembered how I'd felt upon finding
Owen in bed with Jane. Shocked, angry,
hurt, each emotion hitting one after
another, then blending together into a big
ball of shocked-angry-hurt in my chest.
How could I match that? I breathed in
deep and closed my eyes, trying to
ignore the climbing indigestion and the
feel of Jane in my hand.

I pieced together my memory of
Jane—mousy brown hair, brown eyes,
the thin covering of hair on her upper



lip. I added the clothes I'd seen
discarded at the side of the bed. She still
looked too much like a mouse in my
mind. I wasn't sure why it was so hard
for me to think of her as human. Owen
had. Owen had seen her as a woman,
one attractive enough to take to bed.
Before I'd burst in, he'd sounded like
he'd been having fun with her. When was
the last time Owen and I had had that
sort of fun? I couldn't even remember.

The grushound invaded my thoughts,
lurking behind my image of Jane, nose
lifted in the air, black ears pricked
forward. My heart kicked at my ribs. A
shower of pillows hit the hound, each
dissolving into feathers as they did. The



Jane in my imagination crouched, her
hands covering her head. Before I could
stop myself, she'd turned into a mouse in
my mind, paws over her ears. I banished
the grushound, the feathers, and tried to
bring back the image of Jane as a human.

I couldn't.
“I can't do this!” I cried out finally. I

opened my eyes, a colossal headache
starting at the base of my skull. Jane
stared back up at me, nose and whiskers
twitching. “I can't concentrate. Every
time I try, something else pops up in my
head. It's either the grushound, or Owen,
or feathers.”

Kailen raised an eyebrow at the last
item on my list but didn't comment.



I leaned my head against the
window, waiting as the pain dissipated.
“This isn’t my life. I get up, I go to work,
I relax at home. I like having a schedule,
a routine. Turning a mouse back into a
human? That’s so far outside my routine
that it’s in another galaxy.”

Kailen pursed his lips, his brow
drawn low. He glanced over at me, and
when he spoke, his voice was soft. “I’m
sorry. I know this all must be a shock to
you. For what it’s worth, you’re dealing
with it better than I would have.”

We exchanged brief, tight-lipped
smiles—and then a thought occurred to
me. “Maybe you should take me in to
work.”



The smile faded from his face.
“We’ve been over this already—”

“Remember when I asked you about
quick, small Fae that like to giggle? I’ve
been hearing and seeing things in my
office for a week. If someone’s trying to
kill me, maybe what I’ve been seeing in
my cubicle has something to do with
that. Maybe I can find some clues.
Besides, work always calms me down
and makes me feel better.”

He raised his eyebrow, as if he
didn’t believe my story about the Fae in
my cubicle, but then he nodded. “Not a
bad idea. Only for a couple of hours.
Then we leave again.” He pulled the car
over into the left-turn lane. I'd stopped



paying attention to where we were or
where we were headed. After a few
more turns, we came out onto a street I
definitely recognized, and we pulled into
the parking lot of a three-story office
building downtown. A large, silver
“FG” was emblazoned on the side of the
building, next to the logos of two other
companies. “If you think it will help
your concentration.”

“Definitely.” I found the rhythms of
daily work soothing. Though the kitchen
at home was my favorite spot there, I
still had to share it with Owen and his
perpetually messy ways. My desk at
work was my very own space—always
neat, organized, and quintessentially me.



“I’ll be here in the parking lot,”
Kailen said. “Two hours. Be back down
here by eleven thirty or I’ll have to come
up and get you. And that would be
awkward for all parties involved.”

“I can say I have a doctor’s
appointment,” I said. “It won’t be a
problem.” I practically jumped out of the
car as soon as it stopped, my mind
already on my checklist of tasks,
rearranging items until I found the best
fit for the largest number of things I
could complete in two hours, in order of
highest priority to lowest. The sooner I
could find my concentration, the sooner I
could turn Jane back into a person, meet
the Aranhods, find out what they wanted



with me, and hopefully return to life as
normal.

I breezed through the front doors,
swiped my card at the elevator, and rode
up to the second floor. It wasn’t until I
stepped out of the elevator that I
remembered my torn sleeve. I didn’t
have another change of clothes. Maybe if
I hurried past Anne, the office secretary,
no one would notice.

I’d had a few brilliant ideas in my
day. This, however, wasn’t one of them.
Anne looked up as soon as I opened the
door, auburn curls brushing over her
shoulders. “Oh, Nicole!” she said, blue
eyes wide. “I thought you were sick.”
She sat behind a low counter, head and



shoulders above the monitor of her
computer.

I didn’t hate Anne. She’d always
greeted me in a cheery manner, did her
work serviceably well, and made
sympathetic noises at all the right places
in a conversation. But she had a
tendency to pry, and the last thing I
wanted to encounter this morning was a
busybody.

“Sick,” I said. “Yes, well…”
“You look great,” Anne said. “Are

you wearing heels? You look like you’ve
been somewhere sunny. Got a bit of a
glow to your complexion. Sick seems to
suit you, if that’s what it is.” She fired
off each sentence, one after another, as



valiantly as a soldier at a cannon.
I had my ballet flats on, and I

certainly hadn’t spent any time in the sun
recently. Were these the changes Kailen
had referred to, and if so, had they made
me so different that Anne hadn’t even
noticed my torn sleeve?

Anne took in a sharp breath. “Oh,
what’s happened to your sleeve?”

There it was. I opened my mouth to
tell her that I felt better than I had that
morning and stopped myself. What was
the point? “You know what?” I said
slowly, the words tipping from my
mouth. “I wasn’t sick at all. This
morning I didn’t feel like coming in, so I
made my husband call you.”



“You didn’t!” Anne said, her eyes
bright. Her face said “shock,” but her
eyes said “please tell me more.” So I
did.

“I’ve never done it before,” I said. I
hadn’t. “I wanted to see what it would
be like. But you know what?”

“What?” She leaned forward in her
chair.

“I’m sorry I did. Leaving everyone
else to do my work is not something I
pride myself on.” Anne seemed to
deflate before my eyes. “I hope you
weren't put upon by my absence.”

“No, not at all,” Anne said. She let
out a little huff of breath and turned back
to her computer. I looked up and saw the



door to my boss's office, slightly open.
Well, let's just hope he didn't hear that.

“I caught my sleeve in the car door
on my way in,” I told her. She nodded
despondently.

Our conversation apparently over, I
headed to my cubicle. As I did, I passed
the small and vacant office for head
salesperson. I couldn't help myself; I
turned my head to look at it, as I did
every time I came to work. The desk and
chair lay empty, dust gathering on their
surfaces. Behind it, a floor-to-ceiling
window exposed a view of the
neighboring building's wall. Not the best
view, but a view nonetheless.

“Still eyeing that? I hear you stop



every time on your way to your cubicle,”
said one of my coworkers. I peered over
the partition and saw Brent hunched over
his keyboard, his back turned to me,
thinning black hair gelled back. “Landon
will never fill the position, you know.
He likes to micromanage.”

“Is that so?”
“Yes, it is so, Miss Perfect Prissy

Pants.”
“Well that's kind of rude, don't you

think?”
He shrugged. “I guess so.” His

hands kept tapping at the keyboard.
I slipped past him and found my

cubicle. Brent, our accountant, had his
good days and his bad days. Clearly I'd



walked in on one of his bad days.
I wanted to sigh in relief as soon as

I entered my workspace. Everything on
my desk had its place. Pens and pencils
point-down in the mug next to my
monitor. My own Frank Gibbons planner
sat on the other side, next to the stapler,
white out, and my bin of paperclips. I’d
pinned a large calendar against one wall
of my cubicle, my business trips written
in green sharpie.

I sat and powered up my computer.
Just as my background popped up—a
grassy field at noon—Anne's voice
whispered from behind me.

“Nicole, sorry to bother you so
soon, but Landon wants to talk to you in



his office. Right away.”
So far, this was not turning out to be

the relaxing venture I'd thought it would
be. “Thank you, Anne,” I told her, though
I felt no gratitude to speak of. I rose from
my chair, moved my stapler a little to the
right, just to have something to do, and
brushed past her. Her footsteps sounded
behind me. No doubt she would sit
quietly at her computer trying to
overhear what Landon had to say. She'd
once had the impertinence to hush me
mid-conversation when my boss had
called in another of my coworkers. I
suppressed my irritation. He probably
wanted to talk about my absence and
scold me for leaving those contracts



undone. I straightened my shoulders
before walking into his office. Well, I'd
faced down hobgoblins earlier in the
day. My boss couldn't be much more
difficult.

Landon sat behind his desk, one
hand on his mouse, his monitor reflected
in his black-framed glasses. Gray hair
curled around his ears, giving him the
vague look of a Roman statue, but with
saggy jowls and a bit of a pudge instead
of a firmly defined jaw and an even
firmer body. “Come in, Nicole. Shut the
door behind you, please.”

I did as he asked, taking my place in
one of the two chairs opposite his desk.
He clicked his mouse a few more times,



typed something, and clicked again. A
tiny giggle reached my ears.

I cleared my throat. "Did you say
something?"

Landon glanced at me. "Just a
moment." As he turned back to his
computer, the screen flickered and then
cut to black. "Damn it!" He leaned down
and picked up a plug. "Must have kicked
it this time," he muttered.

I cleared my throat again and
Landon finally faced me. He plugged the
computer back in, pushed his glasses up,
then clasped his hands on the desk in
front of him. “Sorry about that. Now you
know you’re one of my best workers. I
can always count on you to be here on



time, to participate in meetings, and to
bring home the sales.”

“If this is about my recent absences,
I’m willing to make up the time,” I said.
Two small creatures appeared in the
corner of the room, climbing the blinds
over Landon's window. Fae—brown,
with matted hair and wide noses. This
time, they stayed put in my vision, and I
knew enough folklore to identify them.
Brownies. I wasn’t crazy. My attention
snapped back to my boss as he spoke
again.

“Hold on,” Landon said. “I have a
point, and I’m getting to it. The thing is,
I’ve wanted to promote you to the lead
salesperson position for a while. But



every time I go to pull the trigger,
something stops me.”

“What?” I said. If he had finally
decided to promote me, my day was
about to get a whole lot better. I leaned
forward, my hands at the edge of my
seat. Behind Landon, the brownies tied
knots in the cord for the blinds.

“I need someone who can build
rapport with the other salespeople,
someone who can lead and yet be
approachable at the same time. You’re,
well, a little intimidating to the others.”

“Brent isn’t intimidated by me.”
“Brent isn’t intimidated by anyone,”

Landon said. “I heard what you said to
Anne today. I’m not happy that you



called in when you weren't sick, but I’m
willing to overlook it in light of your
prior spotless record. What really gets
me is that you admitted your mistake—to
Anne, of all people—and you’ve tried to
set things right. I respect that. I’ve never
really heard you admit to mistakes
before. And you’ve made them. We all
do.”

I tried to wipe the grin off my face
and failed. “So all this means…?”

A knock sounded at the door. Anne
peeked her head inside. I could have
killed her in that moment, I really could
have. “Sorry to interrupt,” she said,
though her expression didn’t match her
words. “There’s a man here to see



Nicole. I would have asked him to wait,
but he’s very insistent.”

My anger redirected from Anne to a
new target. Kailen. “Tell him to wait a
few minutes,” I told Anne.

The computer screen flicked to
black again.

“No, it’s okay,” Landon said. He
picked up his phone and dialed a
number. “You can see what he wants.
Just make it quick. I need to get
maintenance up here, anyways. Damn
thing has been doing this all day.”

Kailen had told me two hours. He
couldn’t even give me twenty minutes? I
went to the door.

It wasn’t Kailen. It was Owen.



He stood by the secretary’s desk,
dressed in his best suit, a dozen red
roses in his hand. I’d helped him pick
out the suit when we’d graduated—a
plain black, cut to a body that had once
been a little more trim. He hadn’t
buttoned the jacket and wore a gray tie
over a crisp white shirt. “Nicole,” he
said when he saw me, his voice
strangled. He straightened, took a deep
breath, and thrust the roses in my
direction. “These are for you.”

I didn’t take them. “Owen, what are
you doing here?” I’d never brought him
to my workplace before. Some people
held separation of church and state
sacred. I held separation of work and



home sacred. Except, sometimes the
work did tend to creep a little into the
home. But the other way around? Never.

“I wanted to apologize,” he said,
arm still outstretched. “I don’t want a
divorce.”

I became aware of Anne standing
behind my right shoulder, hovering like a
fly over an aromatic dish. I wanted very
much to swat at her, so I crossed my
arms, tucking my hands securely beneath
my armpits. “An apology is warranted,”
I spoke slowly, keeping my voice low,
“when you’re thirty minutes late, when
you forget our anniversary, or when you
fail to clean up after yourself. Having an
affair goes beyond the bounds of



apology to rectify!” Despite my efforts,
I’d raised my voice to a shout by the end
of the sentence. In my peripheral vision,
I saw a couple of my coworkers’ heads,
peeking over their cubicle partitions.
God, this was going to make Anne
intolerable for weeks.

“I know, I know,” Owen said,
putting up a hand, as if he were soothing
the air between us. “I just think we
should talk more. We’ve been together
for seven years. I made a reservation at
Le Pigeon for tonight at six. I thought we
could meet there and discuss things.”

“Discuss things?” Owen, the
catalyst for my world falling apart. How
could I explain everything that had



happened between then and now?
Should I even bother? “I don't know,
okay?” I pressed a palm to my forehead,
trying to calm the headache before it
started.

Anne stepped around me. “So this is
your husband?”

I nodded, hand still to my head.
“Well, that's funny,” she said, her

tone ingenuous. “Then who was it that
called me this morning? His voice
sounded different.”

I dropped my hand, and for a
moment Owen and I just stared at one
another. “Nicole, what does she mean?”
His gaze dropped to my arm. “And what
the hell happened to your sleeve?”



The door to the office burst open.
Kailen strode in, hand on the tube
hooked onto his belt. He walked with the
confidence of a person who is exactly
where they're supposed to be. “We have
to go,” he said, eyes on me, sparing not a
glance for Anne or Owen. A whirring
sound came from his watch, the hum of
gears in motion. “The grushound is
coming here.”

I stepped to the left, so I had a clear
line of sight. “Well, why did you say I
could have two hours?”

“The grushound goes first to where
your smell is the strongest. I thought it
would go to your house.” Kailen waved
his hand around the office—the gesture



taking in the cubicles, the secretary's
desk, even the “FG” logo on the wall. “I
didn't think it would come here.”

“Now?”
“Now,” Kailen said. He strode up

to us and slung an arm around my
shoulder, guiding me toward the exit.

“Wait just a minute,” Owen cried
out indignantly from behind us. “You
were cheating on me? With him?” Of all
the things he could have picked up in our
conversation, Owen chose instead to
focus on Kailen's arm around my
shoulders. “And here I was, coming to
apologize.”

Heat rose to the very tips of my
ears. I broke away from Kailen's grasp



and whirled to face Owen. “A guy puts
his arm around my shoulders and you
think I've been cheating on you? Guess
what? I caught you in bed with Jane. And
you know what? This isn't my boyfriend;
this is my divorce lawyer. But maybe I
should just sleep with him. I might as
well, after what you did.”

“Um, Nicole,” Kailen said, “this
isn't exactly the time...” His voice was
high and strained, but I didn't divert
attention to him.

“God, you are so pigheaded,” Owen
said. “Maybe if you stopped yelling at
me, we could actually talk.”

“You were the one who started
yelling,” I retorted.



“No, I was the one who brought you
flowers.”

“After you cheated on me. When's
the last time you bought flowers for me?
Oh, that's right. When you came home
telling me you'd been placed on
administrative leave! Maybe if you
bought me flowers for something nice,
like my birthday or for our anniversary, I
wouldn't be so upset. You know what I
think when I see flowers? I think,
‘Owen's messed up again.’”

“That's sweet of you. Maybe you
should think for a second why I'd be
tempted to have an affair. You were
never there. And when you were, you
just loved to criticize. The way I



dressed, how much I drank, the way I
did things.”

I snorted. “You mean the way you
didn't do things.”

Owen raised a finger. “Now that's
not fair. You only noticed the things I
didn't do, not the things I did. I may not
be as goddamned organized as you, but
I'm not a slouch, either.”

Not a slouch? “How else would you
describe someone who doesn't have a
job, drinks to pass the time, and can't
even be bothered to clean up after
himself?” The roses in his hands
trembled. One of them pulled a little
higher than the others. “What did you
accomplish while I was at work other



than sleeping with that woman? Did you
even try looking for another job?”

“I did!” Owen said.
“For only one month!” The rose

lifted free from the bouquet, turned
blossom-down, and made a kamikaze
dive at Owen's face. He raised his free
arm to protect himself as the eleven
remaining flowers followed suit, leaving
him holding nothing but a cellophane
wrapper tied with a red ribbon, rose
petals whirling about him like snow in a
blizzard.

For a moment, no one did anything
but look at one another. “On second
thought,” Kailen said into the silence,
“he should probably come with us.”



Owen looked at him as though he'd
grown a second head. “Why the hell
would I want to do that?”

Kailen shook his head and then, in
one quick movement, had his sword out
and at Owen's throat. “Because it’s in
your best interests. And Nicole's. Now
let's go, before the grushound gets here
and kills all of us.”

Anne backed away at the sight of the
blade, her normally rosy-cheeked face
gone pale. No more heads peeked over
the partitions. Doubtless my coworkers
all huddled on the floors of their
cubicles, fingers frantically dialing 9-1-
1.

Owen put his hands up and backed



away from the sword. Kailen kept it at
his throat, directing him to the door. I
followed, unsure of what I could say or
do to dissuade Kailen, mystified at why
he would now wish Owen to join us.

We got into the elevator, Kailen still
holding his sword to Owen's neck,
Owen with his hands held in the air,
cellophane crackling in one hand. He
cleared his throat. “So what's a
grushound?”



 
 
 

CHAPTER EIGHT
 
 

Neither Kailen nor I bothered to answer
Owen's question. I was upset at his
appearance at my workplace, his lame
attempt to apologize, and the fact that a
voice in the back of my head kept telling
me he might be right about sitting down
some place and talking things out. Now,
however, just wasn't the time.

Kailen hurried us across the parking
lot as fast as he could manage, his sword
attracting the stares of passersby. “You



have to put away the sword,” I said to
him through clenched teeth.

“I will,” he replied, all calm and
nonchalance, “as soon as Owen gets in
the car. That grushound is going to show
up any moment.”

“Well, good,” Owen said,
annoyance in his tone. “It'd be nice to
know what you two are talking about.
Unless that's secret-lover code for
something else.”

“Yes, Owen,” I said, lacing my
voice thick with sarcasm. “It's secret-
lover code. Kailen's just getting ready to
whip out his junk, right here in the
parking lot.”

Owen stopped his forward march.



“Now wait, if this is some sort of kinky
fantasy you have, I'm not into other
dudes.”

Kailen pressed the tip of his blade
into Owen's neck, until it drew a drop of
blood. “Get. In. The. Car.”

It might have been my imagination,
or the roar of a motorcycle's engine, but
I thought I heard a growl from
somewhere in the not-too-far distance.
“Get in the car!” I repeated.

Owen glared at both of us, wiped
the drop of blood from his neck, and
opened the door. He ducked inside,
closed it, and crossed his arms. Kailen
and I exchanged glances. “Where will
we go?” I asked.



“Move now, talk later,” Kailen said.
He folded his sword back up, clipped it
to his belt, and strode around to the other
side of the car. As last time, he somehow
had his seatbelt on and the engine
running before I brought both feet inside.
He squealed out of the parking lot. I
glanced in the rearview mirror and
thought I saw the shadow of a hound
lurking in the bushes by the office.

“Now what?” I asked. “Why bring
Owen along?”

Jane, on the dashboard, squeaked,
her paws together, head tilted to the side.

“First things first.” Kailen reached
into the back seat and felt around until
his fingers met his jacket. He grabbed it



and tossed it into my lap. “Wear this.”
Owen uncrossed his arms and put a

hand on the door. “You can't be serious.
If this isn't some sort of kinky fantasy,
then what is it?”

“Stay put,” Kailen said.
“Why?”
“How do I explain,” Kailen

muttered to himself. He raised his voice
over the engine’s hum. “There is a very
big, very angry dog after your wife right
now. It can track scents that are over a
year old and has claws like a mountain
lion. That's what I've been talking about.
It's called a grushound.”

“Never heard of it,” Owen said,
though he took his hand off of the door.



“You wouldn't have,” Kailen said.
I put my hands out to steady myself

as Kailen turned the car around another
corner. “Enough of this,” I said. “There
are hobgoblins and grushounds after me,
and I want to know why.”

Kailen jerked his head toward the
back of the car. “Even with him in
here?” I nodded. He sighed. “Well, I
suppose I've put it off for long enough.
We won't be going back to the Aranhods
until we can shake off the grushound,
preferably after you've turned Jane back
into a person.”

“If it’s so important, why don’t you
do it?” I snapped.

“Because I can’t! The reason



Changelings are outlawed is because the
only one who can undo a Changeling's
magic is another Changeling.”

The only one who could turn Jane
back into a woman was me? I struggled
to take my next breath. This wasn't fair. I
didn't ask for this. Faintly, I realized
Kailen still spoke.

“Not that normal Fae are useless
against Changelings. There are
workarounds, ways you can divert magic
instead of trying to unravel it. It's
difficult, though. Used to be pretty
common for the Fae to place
Changelings in the mortal world. The
Fae world is our home; the mortal world
was sort of like our sandbox. Things got



kind of out of hand at one point. Two of
the Sidhe families placed Changelings at
the same time. The Sidhe aren’t like the
rest of the Fae—they’re the heavy hitters
in our world. The two Changelings,
Morgan and Merlin, fought one another.
They had different philosophies,
reflected by their biological families.
Morgan thought that the mortals should
submit to the Fae and be ruled by them.
Merlin felt that the mortals should rule
themselves, and chose a champion:
Arthur. Morgan and Merlin tore the land
of that time asunder and brought about
the ending of an age. After that, the Fae
withdrew from the mortal world and
have left it mostly alone.”



“Why do I get the feeling there's
more to the story?” I said, my voice
higher-pitched than normal.

Kailen turned into the parking lot of
a gas station, pulling behind it and
stopping at the kiosk for the car wash.
“Because there is. That's the short, Cliff
notes version. The thing is, the
hobgoblins and the grushound—they're
from another Fae family, probably from
one that doesn't like the Aranhods. The
Guardians will figure out what’s
happened with your manifestation, and
then they'll be after us too.”

“Fae police?” I guessed.
“Something like that. There are

some good ones, but a lot of corrupt



ones. They may have just been hanging
back, waiting to see what the most
powerful families would do.” He rolled
down the window, pulled out his wallet,
and slipped his credit card into the slot.
He pulled it back out and punched a few
numbers into the kiosk. “First things
first. We shake the grushound. Can't
shake it off forever, but we can delay it
in two ways. Cover your scent, and
eliminate it.”

“Well, this all makes sense,” Owen
grumbled from the backseat. “Maybe you
can drop me off at my brother's
apartment when you're done being
incomprehensible?”

I ignored him. “Well, why was I



created if it's illegal? Everything you say
about the Aranhods makes them sound
like a respectable family.”

“Respectable by Fae standards,”
Kailen said. “I don't really know. I'm
just doing my job.”

I sat back as he pulled into the
wash, watching the nozzles descend and
spray the car with soapy water. The
steady thrumming of water against glass
did nothing to soothe me. I'd forgotten
for a moment that I was just a job to
Kailen. Presumably he'd hand me off to
the Aranhods, get paid, and I'd have
someone else to guide me through this
madness. But Kailen had become
familiar to me—not a friend, but not a



stranger, either. I didn't want someone
else. I mean, I hated his abruptness, his
confidence that bordered on arrogance,
and he seemed to know how to get under
my skin almost as well as Owen did. But
he gave me some measure of security in
my newly upended world.

The brushes trailed over the outside
of the car, swathing us, for a moment, in
blue. Jane had settled onto the
dashboard, her head resting on her paws.
A moment of near-silence in a very busy
day. My stomach growled.

I leaned my head against the
window as the water pounded against
the car again, rinsing off the soap. “My
parents—my adoptive ones—have a lot



of explaining to do,” I said.
“You're adopted?” Owen said from

the back seat.
Again, his selective hearing amazed

me. Had he not heard “turn Jane back
into a person” or any of the explanation
on the Fae? I couldn't muster up enough
emotion for my traditional annoyance.
My head hurt, my arms and legs ached,
and I was ready to fall asleep at the
mere sight of a bed. “Yes, I am,” I said.
“I found out yesterday, or maybe it was
the day before. I don't think it matters.”

“Jesus, Nicole,” Owen said, his
voice quiet. “I'm sorry.”

“Yeah, well, it happens,” I said with
a shrug. The dryer started. Kailen took



the car out of park and inched it forward.
I closed my eyes. What would I say to
my parents, my adoptive ones? They'd
kept my origins a secret for so long.
Why? It would have to wait.

“We’re going to drive around for a
bit to get rid of the last traces of your
scent, and then I'm taking you to a coffee
shop,” Kailen said. He seemed to pick
up on the mood in the car, and spoke in a
subdued voice. “Strong smells in coffee
shops. They’ll serve as a mask and we'll
have the chance to sit and have a chat.”

No one said anything to this
pronouncement. Owen, in the back, only
sighed and fiddled with the buckle on his
seatbelt.



About thirty minutes later, we
pulled up to Coava Coffee Roasters.
Kailen left the car first. I had the time to
undo my seatbelt before he opened the
door for me. After I stepped out, he
leaned back in to pick up Jane. Owen
opened his own door and sidled up next
to me. “Real gentleman type, isn't he? Is
that the sort of thing you like?”

“Mousy, middle-aged women, is
that the sort of thing you like?” I said.
That shut him up.

“Try not to draw attention to
yourselves,” Kailen said. “And, Nicole,
don't touch anything.”

I pulled Kailen's jacket tight around
myself, its aroma wafting up to my



nostrils. I couldn't place the smell—
something exotic, slightly spicy, faintly
sweet. When I inhaled again, it had
disappeared.

Coava Coffee was large by coffee
shop standards. The inside looked like a
cross between a woodshop and a
modern art gallery, with concrete
flooring and exposed beams. The
baristas behind the counter did brisk
business, the sound of the steamer cutting
through the sporadic conversations.
“Take a seat,” Kailen said. “I'll be right
back.”

I picked a table at the center, with a
clear view of the door. I didn't want the
grushound to take us by surprise, not



again. Owen sat down opposite me. He
leaned in as soon as he'd taken his seat.
“I don't know if you owe this guy money
or something, but we're in a public
place. If we leave now he can't do
anything about it.”

I stared at him. Very selective
hearing, apparently. “Owen, don't be
stupid. He's not a bad guy. He's saved
my life.”

“Or so he would have you believe,”
Owen said. The look in his gray eyes
spelled out “dead serious.” He rubbed at
the stubble on his chin. “Ever heard of
Stockholm Syndrome?”

“He did not kidnap me, Owen,” I
said. “Despite appearances.”



Owen sat back, spreading his hands
wide. “See? That's how it starts.”

I checked the windows, almost
wishing the grushound would appear,
right now, just to wipe the smug look off
of Owen's face.

Kailen arrived at our table, a take
away cup in his hand, steam rising from
the lid. He set it on the table and took the
seat between Owen and me. Owen
reached for the coffee cup. Kailen
slapped his hand. “Really? It's for
Nicole, not you. Time for some Magic
101,” Kailen said. “I want you to turn
this hot coffee into iced tea.” His breast
pocket bulged from where he'd placed
Jane. She didn't peek her head out. I



supposed some situations were just too
awkward to not want to hide from.
“Imagine the hot coffee cold as ice, the
coffee changing color, taste, and smell.”

I breathed out and closed my eyes.
Okay, coffee in the cup, that was easy
enough. It was right in front of me, its
aroma wafting over the table. I tried to
concentrate through the din of the cafe,
imagining the coffee going cold, ice
cubes appearing, the coffee itself
changing into tea.

Kailen's voice layered itself on top
of my imagination. “Now pack that with
an emotional punch—push it forward
into reality.”

The image of the coffee changing



into iced tea wavered in my head. What
kind of emotional punch could I put
behind this? I didn't have a lot of
fondness or nostalgia associated with
coffee. I drank it sometimes. Iced tea?
I'd drunk it once as a kid because I'd
pressed the wrong button on the soda
machine. Could I harness the
disappointment from that? Now that
would be reaching.

“It doesn't have to be associated
with the change or with either item,”
Kailen said. He must have leaned
toward me. His breath tickled my ear.
“Just something to push it forward.
Come on, Nicole. I know you can do
this.”



Fine. Any emotion. What about joy?
I thought about spending time with
Lainey, trying to juggle the memory of
having a drink with my sister with the
image of the coffee turning into iced tea.
I pushed joy against the image of the
coffee. It shifted somehow, changing,
becoming more real. And then I ran
against a wall. I pushed harder and the
image shattered, dissolving into the
darkness behind my eyelids. I opened my
eyes, staring back at Kailen and Owen.
“I'm close, but there's a wall. When I
push any harder, it just goes to pieces.”

“Try harder,” Kailen said. “Really
concentrate on the visual, and bring the
emotion to a peak before using it to



push.”
I nodded and closed my eyes again.
“Concentrate on the visual,” Owen's

voice cut through my half-formed image
in a high-pitched and wholly inaccurate
imitation of Kailen. “How can you even
stand to be around this guy? He spouts
some New Age shit, and you're eating
out of his hand.”

My eyes flew open. “You just don't
know when to stop talking, do you?”

“I wish I did,” Owen said. “I can't
tell you how many times I've wasted my
breath trying to talk to you when you
were clearly not listening.”

“Yes, because I just loved hearing
about how long your toenails were that



you just clipped, or the fifth iteration of
the story about the time you and your
brother knocked down a hornet's nest
with a baseball bat.”

“You always like to dismiss the
things I have to say as unimportant,”
Owen said.

I rubbed at my temples and sighed.
“We can talk about it later, okay?” I tried
again to concentrate on the image of the
coffee turning into tea.

“Hold on,” Kailen said. He turned
to Owen, his arms crossed, head cocked
to the side. “You know, I've noticed she
doesn't like to listen to me. Tell me more
about this.”

What?



Owen didn't pause to consider why
Kailen and he were suddenly best
friends. He took the opportunity. “For
the first few months after Nicole got her
new job, I asked her every single day
how her day was when she got home.
She hardly ever asked me how my day
was, and when I tried to tell her, she'd
be in the middle of something—eating,
reading, taking a shower, cleaning—and
tell me she didn't have the time right
then.”

Kailen nodded in an understanding
manner. “Oh, that sounds very like what
I know of her so far.”

“This is ridiculous,” I sputtered.
“The only reason I told you I didn't have



time was because I didn't want to hurt
your feelings. Your days weren't just
boring, Owen, they were juvenile. When
you were getting your teaching
credential, you spent half your time
studying and half your time partying with
your friends, at all times of the day. Why
would I want to hear about how Manny
puked in the toilet and Eddie drew a
penis on his face?”

“Well, thank you for sparing my
feelings,” Owen said, his tone heavy
with sarcasm. “A lot of good it did both
of us.”

“Yes, you decided the way to solve
our problems was to sleep around.”

“It didn't happen that way.”



“Then how did it happen?” All the
anger and hurt and humiliation I felt upon
discovering my husband in bed with
another woman surfaced. Things in our
marriage hadn't been terrible. They
hadn't been good, either, in a long time,
but I hadn't expected the affair. How had
he met Jane? And when had the affair
started? How could he do that to me,
after all that I'd done, after how hard I'd
worked? I felt suddenly too tired to fight
anymore.

“Nicole.” Kailen's whisper cut
through my thoughts. “Look inside the
cup.”

I started, and turned my gaze from
Owen's gray eyes. The coffee cup no



longer steamed. I reached for it, my
fingers trembling with anticipation and
exhaustion. The paper was cool to the
touch. The unmistakable rattle of ice
cubes sounded as I picked it up. I set it
in front of me and pried off the lid. Iced
tea, not coffee. “How? Did you...?” I
looked to Kailen, confused.

He gave me a quick smile. “No.
This was all you. You’ll feel tired for a
while. Magic isn’t much different from
any other muscle—you need to practice
if you want it to come easily.”

I tilted the cup, examining the
contents. “But I don't remember
concentrating.”

“I thought this might happen,”



Kailen said. “You manifested with anger
as your driving emotion—possibly
mixed up with a couple other things.
Now you've formed a block. Your magic
won't work unless you experience those
same emotions. I wouldn't normally
encourage it, but we may not have a
choice right now. We don’t have time. A
block like this can take months of
practice to push past.”

“What do you mean, we don't have
time?”

Kailen took a deep breath.
“Because I'm not strong enough to defeat
the grushound. The only one who can do
that is you.”

Just as he finished saying these



words, someone in the coffee shop
screamed.



 
 
 

CHAPTER NINE
 
 

I grabbed for Kailen's hand. “No. That
can't be true. I can't fight the grushound. I
sit at a desk all day.”

The scream sounded again. People
had begun to pick up books and laptops,
running for the wall behind the bar.
Others stared out the tall windows,
frozen. Kailen didn't look like he was
joking. “It's coming. I'll hold it off as
long as I can. They're highly resistant to
magic. But a Changeling’s magic should



be able to break through. You have a
fighter's instinct, Nicole. Use it.”

He stood abruptly, his hand going to
the tube at his belt. He scooped Jane out
of his breast pocket and tucked her into
the pocket of the jacket I wore, then
snapped out the blade of his sword and
started toward windows. The sounds of
the steamers and the chatter of the
baristas had disappeared, leaving only
the shuffle of fleeing people and
someone’s music still playing faintly
from a pair of abandoned headphones.

Kailen stood alone. I rose to my
feet, the iced tea still in my left hand.

“Nicole,” Owen said. He sounded
confused, lost. But before he said



anything more, the crunching, crashing
sound of breaking glass filled Coava
Coffee. The grushound leapt through the
window, landing right in front of Kailen.
It shook its head, stray shards of glass
flying, hitting the floor with a tinkling
sound. A low growl started in its throat
as it stalked toward him, claws clicking
against the concrete.

“Oh shit,” Owen said. “Oh shit,
what is that?” He reached for the sleeve
of the jacket I wore and grabbed it.

“Let go,” I hissed.
He didn't seem to hear me, his gaze

fixed on Kailen and the beast. Kailen
had both hands on the hilt of his sword,
holding it in a guard position. The



grushound pounced, claws and teeth
flashing beneath the bright lighting of the
cafe. Kailen moved to the side,
deflecting the grushound's leap with his
sword. The massive claws just barely
missed his leg.

“Am I even seeing this?” Owen
said.

His voice spurred me to action. “Let
go of my sleeve, now.”

Owen's fingers opened
automatically at the command. I pushed
past him and headed toward the conflict.
The patrons had vacated the coffee shop
but left overturned chairs in their wake. I
climbed over them and watched,
helpless, as the grushound lunged for



Kailen again. “What do I do?” I cried
out.

“Owen's here. Use him,” Kailen
said. He ducked beneath a swipe of the
grushound's claws. “Change the hound.
You may not have the energy for a large
transformation, just do something.” He
brought his sword between his body and
the grushound's snapping jaws.

Owen still sat at our table, frozen.
“Owen!” I called out. “Get over here.”

He shook his head, his face pale, his
jaw slack. “Oh no, I am not getting any
closer to that thing.”

“So you're going to leave me to do
all the work again,” I said.

“Again? What about all those times



I cooked you breakfast?”
And left a huge mess in the kitchen?

“Yeah, you really pulled your weight
around the house.” The mixture of anger,
hurt, and humiliation filled my chest, just
as it had before I'd turned the coffee to
iced tea. I was more aware of it this
time, though, more in control. The
grushound. I turned back toward Kailen.
It had scored a scratch on his leg and it
crouched low to the ground, ready to
pounce again.

I did the first thing that came to my
head, worried if I waited any longer I'd
lose my grip on the emotions.

A pair of big brown eyes appeared
beneath the grushound's hair, in the area



where there had only been a blank space
of flesh. Its growl stopped. Its head
moved from side to side, and it blinked.
The hound looked somehow less
threatening with the brown eyes of a
dog.

Kailen caught my glance, eyebrows
up. “That's what you came up with?” he
whispered. “I thought you'd turn it into...I
don't know...a mouse or something.”

The grushound's ears pricked.
Instead of leaping for Kailen, though, it
sat on its haunches and whined.

“It's confused,” I said. “We should
get out of here before it gets less
confused.”

Kailen backed away slowly,



keeping his body between me and the
hound. “Out the door,” he said quietly.
“Get out the door.”

I checked to make sure Owen had
received this direction. He nodded to me
and then rose from his chair and backed
toward the door. The grushound didn't
move, its rump firmly on the floor. It
lifted its gaze to the ceiling, its brow
knit.

We backed out of the cafe, Owen
first, then me, then Kailen, sword still
upraised. As soon as the door shut
behind Kailen, Owen grabbed me.
“We're alive! We're still alive,” he said
in a frantic whisper. Before I could
react, he leaned down and kissed me.



For a second, it almost felt sort of nice.
There was something familiar and
wonderful about his lips, like coming
home after a long trip. Despite the little
bit of padding Owen had put on in the
past seven years, with his curly brown
hair and gray eyes, he was not
unattractive.

And then the memories of the past
few days came crashing down on me. I
pushed him back and reached into my
pocket. My fingertips met Jane's body,
her brown fur trembling at my touch. I
pulled her out and lifted her before me.

“Owen, this is Jane. Jane, your
mistress.”

Both Owen and the mouse recoiled.



“You can’t be serious,” Owen said.
“Yes. You saw what I did to the

grushound. Well, this is what I did to
Jane.”

His Adam’s apple jumped as he
swallowed in the ensuing silence.

Kailen snapped his sword shut, the
sound catching our attention. “This isn't
the time for chatting.” He didn't look
either of us in the eye, squinting against
the setting sun as he looked toward the
car. “Or kissing.”

I'm not sure why I felt a prickle of
shame at his words. Owen and I were
still married, technically. There really
wasn't anything improper about him
kissing me. I tucked Jane back into the



pocket of Kailen's coat. She squeaked
and curled into a ball.

“Come on,” Kailen said. “It’s time
to go to the Aranhods. You can change
Jane back before we cross over.”

We piled into the car, Kailen and I
in the front, Owen in the backseat. The
grushound didn't chase us this time as we
pulled away.

“So who are the Aranhods?” Owen
asked, his voice casual. I checked the
rearview mirror and saw him stretched
back, hands behind his head, gaze out the
side window.

“You know,” I said, “you're taking
all this awfully well. You just saw me
perform magic on a monster, and I



showed you what I did to Jane.”
“I guess,” Owen said. He shrugged.

“I suppose it makes you a lot more
interesting than you used to be, at least.”

More interesting? What did he mean
by that? Yes, I'd been very involved in
my work, but I also enjoyed other things
—hiking and traveling namely. Owen
didn't like to hike, so we'd never done
that together, and I'd let my boots get
dusty. And traveling? Well, Owen hated
planes, and I'd fulfilled that need mostly
through my job. Owen liked rock
concerts, watching sports, and video
games. What did Owen find interesting
in a person? A mousy demeanor? I
opened my mouth to reply, but Kailen



spoke again.
“Your first crossing will feel

strange,” he said, “but I'll guide you
through it.”

Now I had something else to worry
about other than my collapsing marriage.
Strange? What did he mean by that? I
hoped strange wasn't a euphemism for
“painful” or “extremely uncomfortable”
in Fae.

We hit a red light and I turned on the
radio to fill the silence.

“…body has just been found in the
parking lot of the building that houses
several businesses, including Frank
Gibbons, Inc.” My ears pricked and the
hairs on the back of my neck stood on



end. I didn’t think it possible, but I could
have sworn the silence became more
silent. Everyone, including Mousy Jane,
held their breaths. “Due to the state of
the remains, it appears to be the work of
the same killer who murdered Nicholas
Frank and Maryann Lacoste the week
before. The body hasn’t been completely
pieced together yet, so it has not yet been
identified, but we’re being told the
victim is Anne Reede.”

The light had turned green, but
Kailen didn’t move. The car behind us
honked.

“Anne…” My mouth seemed to
move of its own accord. I’d spoken to
her, just this morning. How could she be



dead? Though the sky was overcast, it
was broad daylight. Someone had
abducted her, killed her, dismembered
her, and dropped her off in our parking
lot, all in the span of a couple hours. It
didn’t seem possible.

I slammed the radio power button
so hard my joints hurt. Kailen hit the gas
and we surged forward.

I didn’t hate Anne, and now I
wished I could take back every unkind
thought I’d ever had about her. “I need to
go back.” My voice shook. “I need to go
back to the office.” It might have been
the grushound that dismembered her,
which meant it was my fault. She was
dead because of me.



“It wasn’t the grushound,” Kailen
said, reading my thoughts. “Someone
would have seen, and the hound focused
on you, not her. It was something, or
someone, else.” His jaw clenched, his
gaze distant. “Now, Jane.”

“Jane?” I asked, still dazed. I
plucked her out of my pocket. I still
didn't like the feel of her little paws
against my palm, but I didn't feel as
disgusted as I once did.

“Put her in the back seat, and turn
her back into a person,” Kailen said
with a shrug, as though what he was
asking me to do were the simplest thing
in the world, like flipping a light switch.

“Oh, sure, I'll just do that then.” But



my sarcasm was a shield this time, not a
weapon. I lowered Jane onto the back
seat next to Owen, and she sat up on her
hind legs. I closed my eyes and pieced
together my memory of Jane as a person
—her brown hair, brown eyes, and even
the faint shadow of hair on her upper lip.
When I had it solidified in my mind, I
tried to bring back the emotions I felt
upon catching Owen and Jane together. It
wasn't difficult, not with both of them
sitting next to one another in the back
seat. But as soon as I recalled those
emotions, I couldn't rally them behind
the image of Jane as a person. The space
behind my eyes began to ache, and my
office administrator had just been



murdered. Had it been quick? Had she
felt any pain?

As I tried again to reach my magic,
Kailen pulled into the parking lot of a
Jack-in-the-Box.

I raised an eyebrow at him.
“Strong smells. And it’s time for

lunch. I’ll get you something. Keep
trying.”

Owen went with him. As soon as
they’d shut the doors and both had their
backs turned, I pulled out my phone and
checked the news. Jane squeaked
indignantly from the back seat.

“This is important, okay?” I
muttered as I scrolled through the news
site.



Three murders in downtown
Portland in two weeks, one of them
someone I knew. I hadn’t paid much
attention to the prior murders, but now
they were all I could think about. The
last two had been killed just before
dusk, and again, had been seen only a
few hours before their body parts had
been discovered in an alley. Whoever
the killer was, they were impossibly
quick.

I slipped the phone back into my
pocket as Kailen and Owen came back
to the car. But even the smell of food
couldn’t stir my stomach now. I waved
away the burger and fries and leaned my
head against the window.



At Kailen’s prompting, I tried
turning Jane back into a person again.
And again. We tried it outside the car,
inside the car, with Owen yelling at me,
and in silence. Half the time Kailen tried
to coach me through the process, and
half the time he just watched, a hand to
his jaw, his lips pursed.

The sun began to set.
“Once more,” Kailen said. We sat

inside the car again, soft rock playing on
the radio. Apparently some Fae
responded well to music. I didn’t think I
was one of them. Nevertheless, I pressed
my eyelids together, clenched my teeth,
and tried harder. I only managed to make
my head pound so hard it made me dizzy.



“I can't!” I finally gasped out. When I
opened my eyes the pain receded a little.
Jane was still a mouse.

“Tree of Life,” Kailen exclaimed,
“we don't have the time. I was hoping to
send you through on your own, but
you’re clearly not ready. Fine. I'll go
with you to the Aranhods, but you need
to figure out how to turn Jane back into a
person as soon as we get back. You're
not exactly making the case for
Changelings not being dangerous right
now.” He started up the car and headed
back south, toward downtown. We
crossed the Willamette and headed into
the Pearl District. It was one of my
favorite parts of town—lively and artsy.



Used to be full of warehouses, now full
of lofts and galleries.

When we slowed to a stop, Kailen
turned to Owen and Jane. “Don’t leave
the car. Wait here. We'll be an hour,
tops.”

“Are you seriously leaving us
here?” Owen said, his voice a tad high.
“Alone?”

“They’re not after you,” Kailen
said. “They’re after Nicole. I’ll ward the
car. Just stay put.”

Owen’s face scrunched up, like he’d
smelled something bad. “I don’t trust
you,” he told Kailen.

And then I caught the thick scent of
honeysuckle, and Owen was relaxing



into the back seat, his lips curving in a
slight smile. Is that what I’d looked like
when Kailen had used his Talent on me?
Because Owen looked like an idiot.

I got out of the car and shut the door.
Kailen stood on the other side, the two
fingers of his left hand on the top of the
vehicle. Something like a static shock
ran up my arm, along with another surge
of honeysuckle. I jumped back. “What
was that?”

“I warded the car,” he explained. “It
won't stop a grushound or anything else
that powerful, but I'll know if something
tries to break through it. Warding is one
of my Talents.”

The streetlights had started to



flicker on, shining orange circles onto
the sidewalks. It was busy for a
weeknight, a few couples walking arm in
arm, one group of young women dressed
up for a night on the town. Restaurants
and a couple of bars lined the sides of
the street. A little further down was the
restaurant Owen and I had gone to for
our second anniversary.

“This way,” Kailen said. He took
my hand, pulling me to the side to avoid
a couple walking in the opposite
direction. For a moment, all I was aware
of was the feel of his hand in mine.
Warm, callused, the fingers long but not
slender. A strong hand. He led me past
an Italian restaurant and then into an



alley. We passed a trash bin, the two
walls on either side of us spotted with
graffiti. The light from the streetlamps
faded into the darkness. I could still see,
though, and picked my way through the
bits of garbage that littered the asphalt.

“Here?” I asked, my voice
tremulous. I'd accepted that I wasn't
human, that my biological parents were
Fae. I'd even accepted that there was
such thing as magic, as well as monsters.
But crossing over into the land of the
Fae? For some reason, it frightened me.

Kailen let go of my hand, took a
piece of chalk from his pocket,
approached the brick wall, and drew an
archway, the white line cutting across



graffiti, bright in my vision. “This will
bring us closest to the Aranhods. We
shouldn't run into any hobgoblins,
grushounds, Guardians, or anything
else.” He smiled at me and held out his
hand. “Let's go.”

I didn't take it, standing in the
middle of the alleyway, a shiver starting
at my knees and working its way up to
my shoulders. “I'm afraid,” I blurted out.

Kailen stepped close, letting his
hand fall back at his side. “You know,
when I first crossed over from the Fae
lands and into the mortal world, I was
terrified.”

I gave him a sidelong glance.
“Really? Weren't you two hundred or



something?”
“I was,” Kailen said. “They like to

tell stories in the Fae realms, things to
frighten children with an overly
adventurous streak. I thought machines
were like monsters, with minds of their
own, eager to destroy me. I wasn't
supposed to go at all, but I had a youthful
curiosity to satisfy.”

“And when you crossed over?” His
low, calm voice soothed my nerves.

“It was stranger than I’d imagined,
but I learned, bit by bit, that the stories
had only kernels of truth to them, and I
saw the woman I would later marry, for
the first time.”

I broke my gaze from his and stared



at the doorway he'd drawn onto the wall.
“I've never had stories. Nothing but
fairytales. Is that what it's like?” I’d
spent more than a few nights over at
Lainey’s, reading stories to Tristan—
about dragons and maidens and knights
—as he fell asleep, his face flushed with
the exhaustion only the young seem
capable of achieving. Somehow, I
couldn’t imagine fairytales taking on any
life at all.

“Only a little.”
“And what about the Aranhods?”
“Faolan and Maera are eager to

meet you,” Kailen said. “Don't worry. I
know you'll make them proud.” He
smiled, one eyebrow quirked. “Try not



to worry, at least.”
I gave a shaky laugh. “You know

you’re talking to the woman who freaks
out when her staple remover is missing,
right?”

He held his hand out to me. “And
the same woman who faces down a
grushound and wins. You shouldn’t sell
yourself short.”

I found I couldn’t meet his gaze, my
eyes settling instead on his lips. I looked
away, hopeful that he hadn’t noticed.
Heat traveled up the back of my neck. I
took his proffered hand, and he shifted
until our fingers intertwined. I knew he’d
only done it so we wouldn’t lose track
of one another, yet a tingle raced up my



arm, settling somewhere in my chest.
Was he using his Talent on me again? I
tried to brush off the tingle as another
symptom of anxiety, took a deep breath,
and turned to face the wall. “I'm ready.
Let's go.”

“Close your eyes when we reach the
archway,” Kailen said. “It makes it
easier. Breathe in before we cross. Walk
in step with me. We'll do it together. It
may not feel like it, but I'll be there, at
your side. Whatever you do, don't stop
walking. Don't forget.”

I nodded, not trusting myself to say
any more. Any other words might spur
my fear and leave me motionless, unable
to step forward or back. So I took the



four steps with Kailen toward the wall,
closed my eyes, and breathed in, my last
glimpse of the bright white outline of the
doorway.

I took another step, blind, and the
world dropped away from me.

My stomach flip-flopped into the
region of my throat; my mouth opened in
a silent scream. I heard nothing, felt
nothing, not even the rush of wind past
me. Kailen? He'd said he would be
there, but there was no hand in mine, no
presence next to me. I opened my eyes
and saw only darkness. I couldn't even
see my arms or legs. Don't stop walking?
What had he meant by that? There was
nowhere to walk. What was this place?



Something tugged at my arm, the
only sensation I recognized. Keep
walking. I tried to lift my leg, and
something below me moved. My foot? I
hoped so.

In the next moment, I plunged into
light, color, and sound. Grass sprung up
beneath my feet. A warm breeze
caressed my skin, tickling at tears on my
cheeks, tears I hadn't realized I'd shed.
Though the sun had begun to set back in
the mortal world, here it hung high in the
sky, the sunlight shining through forest
branches and falling, dappled, upon the
ground. In between my fingers, warm
and solid, lay Kailen's hand.

“Are you okay?”



I took a couple of gasping breaths,
then wiped the tears from my cheeks.
“Fine,” I said, suddenly embarrassed.
“I'm fine.”

“Hey.” He squeezed my hand. “It
gets easier. I promise.” He cleared his
throat. “The first time I crossed over, I
landed in the mortal world in a fetal
position and cried for about five
minutes.”

I tried to stop my unsteady breathing
from forming into laughs, and failed.

He gave me a wry look. “So that's
how to cheer you up? Personal
humiliation?”

“No, I'm sorry,” I said. “Just
nervous laughter, I promise.” I sobered.



“What was that place? The place in
between.”

Kailen shrugged. “I'm not sure.
Emptiness. The Void. Scares the
bejeezus out of me though, and just about
every other one of the Sidhe. The lesser
Fae don’t seem bothered. You get used
to it after a while.”

“What happens if you stop
walking?” He let go of my hand. A
twinge of disappointment struck, and I
tried to squelch it by rubbing my palm
against my pants, ridding myself of his
remembered warmth.

“Some Fae have a theory. If you
stop walking you cease to exist—from
the moment you were born up until you



tried to cross over. Of course, if you did,
no one would remember you ever
existed at all. So it's a difficult theory to
prove.”

I let out a shaky laugh. “And we get
to do this again to get back out?”

He walked a few steps and
beckoned to me. “I'll be there with you.
Come on. The Aranhods live just ahead.
We should go before the Guardians get
wind of the crossing.”

That got me to move. I checked
behind me and saw only more forest. So
had we just sprung out of the air? I
followed Kailen, feeling completely out
of place in my work clothes, Kailen's
jacket still wrapped around my



shoulders. Moss cushioned my feet,
covered in a layer of dried leaves that
crunched with every step I took. The
trees we wove through had a white,
papery bark that peeled away to reveal
only more white beneath. Somewhere in
the distance a bird sang a song as
intricate as a symphony. “So this it the
land of the Fae?” I asked.

Kailen didn't turn back to answer
me, or stop. “Yes, a small part of it, at
least. This is the Aranhods’ realm. It's
not all forests—there are vast plains,
oceans, and caves so large you could fit
cities inside. Here. This is where Maera
and Faolan live.”

He brushed aside a branch and



waited for me to approach. Beyond the
branch lay the massive trunk of a tree,
wide as the base of a skyscraper.
Carvings covered the white wood,
dipping into the trunk at times to form
windows. Balconies and stairs wound
through the branches. Though it seemed
the inside of the tree was hollow, bright
green leaves still formed a shady canopy
above. A living house.

“It's beautiful,” I whispered.
Kailen smiled down at me, his hand

coming to rest, lightly, in the small of my
back. My breathing quickened as I tried
to tell myself I was reacting to the sight
of the tree. “It's one of the most beautiful
places in this world, I think. Go on. The



Aranhods have protections set up around
their home, but they'll recognize you.”

I stepped forward and into the
clearing around the massive tree. My
house. It was the place I would have
grown up in, had the Aranhods not
adopted me out. I shivered as another
cold flash crept over my limbs. Kailen's
footsteps sounded behind me. He walked
in time with me, only one step away. The
white, carved door at the base of the
trunk stood one and a half times my
height, symbols I did not recognize
written into its surface.

I reached for the silver handle of the
door. As soon as I touched it, the door
swung open, revealing white wooden



floors.
“It knows you,” Kailen said. “Go

on.”
At his prompting, I stepped inside.



 
 
 

CHAPTER TEN
 
 

The inside of the tree looked like a cross
between a page out of Better Homes and
Gardens and a National Geographic
photo-shoot of a forest. A staircase had
been carved into the inside wall,
spiraling into the heart of the tree. A
green rug of living moss lay in the center
of the room. On the far side, a trickle of
water ran down the wall and pooled in a
depression on the floor, its path mirrored
by a flowering vine. Above, a



chandelier hung down, the chain holding
it going so far up, I had to crane my neck
to follow it to its origin—the underside
of another landing. In places, the tree
had put out new green shoots, springing
up from the floors and walls. No one had
cut them.

A click sounded behind me. I turned
to see Kailen closing the door behind us.
“Upstairs,” he said. “They must be
upstairs.”

I headed for the spiral staircase, my
heart pounding with each step I climbed.
When I crested the landing, I saw my
mother for the first time.

She stood by a window, a green
dress pooling about her feet. Black hair,



like mine, fell past her shoulders, thick
and unruly. She stood in profile, one
light brown hand on the windowsill, her
long, straight nose lit from behind by the
afternoon sun. There wasn’t a wrinkle on
her face; she looked not a day older than
me.

“Maera,” Kailen said. “I brought
her.”

She turned toward us then and
smiled.

I wasn’t sure what I'd expected. To
run into her arms, to feel an instant
kinship? Instead, the woman before me
only felt like a stranger—someone who
shared my blood, but not my life.

“Nicole.” She spoke it with warmth,



with longing. “I feared this day would
never come. It took so long for you to
manifest, Faolan and I began to think it
would never happen at all.”

I struggled against the flood of
questions that rushed into my mind. I
plucked one from the deluge. “Why make
me a Changeling?”

A flash of some negative emotion
crossed her perfect features. “We took a
chance.” She held out a hand. “Please,
come sit with me. I will explain. I
promise.”

I stepped forward and placed my
hand in hers. As soon as I touched her,
the chill I'd been feeling disappeared.
She led me to a circle of white, wooden



chairs, set around a low table formed of
living shoots, twined together and then
pruned into a flat surface.

She sat next to me and released my
hand. Kailen sat across from us. His
gaze swept over the room.

“You're still going through the
change,” Maera said to me. “I can feel
it.”

I shifted in the chair, the wood
creaking beneath my weight. “Yes, well,
nothing like going through puberty twice
to remind a person how awful it was the
first time.”

She didn't laugh, or even smile. Of
course. Maera had not been a
Changeling. Did the Fae not experience



puberty the way humans did? As soon as
the question crossed my mind, I knew
that they didn’t. They probably didn’t
have high school here or awkward
school dances. She'd never had to live
through my experience. No one alive
had. It made me suddenly depressed.
“Tell me why, please. You've upended
everything I’ve known of my life. I need
to know why.”

She leaned forward, elbows at her
knees. “After the Fae withdrew from the
mortal world, they made it more difficult
to cross over by sealing the doorways.
You need moonstone to draw the
doorways now, and there is little enough
of that. Before, the doorways were more



intangible, changing, like living things.
Mortals used to wander into the Fae
lands haphazardly, and vice versa. And
then they were sealed. Around forty
years ago, the doorways began to form
again, of their own accord. No one was
sure why.”

“So mortals have been wandering
into the Fae lands? What do you do with
them?”

“It depends on where they end up.
Faolan and I make them forget and then
send them back. Other Fae
families...well, they're not always as
forgiving of trespassers.”

“Who sealed the doorways?” I
knew I wouldn't like the answer, but I



had to know.
“Merlin. The last Changeling before

you. Because of the doorways' natures—
halfway between the mortal and the Fae
worlds, no one can affect them except
Changelings.”

“So you broke the law and created
another Changeling, just so you could
have someone to close the doorways.”

“Nicole.” She placed a hand on my
shoulder. “It's not like that. The Sidhe
aren't humans. We aren’t brownies, or
pixies, or goblins. We’re lucky if we
have more than one or two children. You
are precious to me, more than my life.
What I did, I did for the greater good.”

I shrugged off her hand. “But you



didn't consult me.”
My words cut her. The sheen of

tears appeared in her brown eyes. “If
there had been another way...”

Kailen lifted his head, sniffing the
air. I ignored him. “So if I'm capable of
fixing this problem, why are there
monsters trying to kill me?”

“Not everyone agrees with the
creation of another Changeling. They see
it as political maneuvering, as a way for
us to regain our status. We were once the
most powerful Fae family. We might
have swayed the others then, brought
them to our side, and taken the issue to
the Arbiter. But it took you so long to
manifest. Grian and her kin sit firmly in



the seat of power now, and she would
rather kill the mortals that wander into
our lands. She doesn't understand that the
doorways may be a symptom of a larger
problem.”

“Maera,” Kailen said, cutting into
our conversation. “Where is Faolan?”
He sat on the edge of his chair, his hand
creeping toward the sword clipped onto
his belt.

Maera swallowed and went still.
She pressed her hands together in her
lap. “Gone under a red dawn in a nettle
stash. Really unexpected, Nicole.”
What? It was as though she'd gone
suddenly mad. She reached over and
took my hand, her gaze capturing mine.



“Really Unexpected, Nicole.”
RUN. I found myself on my feet, the

chair tipping to the ground behind me.
Before it hit, the first part of her message
penetrated my mind. GUARDIANS.

Four people materialized out of the
air around the table—two women and
two men. They each held swords in their
hands. Silver armor threw spots of
reflected light against the white walls
and floor. Kailen had his sword in hand
before I could register that he’d moved.
He took the requisite step to stand
between me and the closest Guardian, a
woman with a square jaw and copper
eyes. Maera still sat in her place next to
the table, her head bowed and her hands



clasped together.
“Kailen,” the woman said. She

cocked her head. Hair as brown as her
skin brushed over her brow. “Well, I
should be surprised to see you here, and
yet I'm not. Hand over the Changeling,
and perhaps we'll give you a head start.”

“That hardly seems an enticing
bargain,” Kailen said. He had his arm
out, hand against my arm, shielding me.

“And what did the Aranhods offer
you to protect their only child? An end to
your exile? A place back among our
ranks? What if I offered you the same,
but to hand over the Changeling? You
know Grian could petition the Arbiter on
your behalf.”



For a moment, Kailen didn't move,
didn't even breathe. I struggled to make
sense of her words. Kailen had said
nothing of what the Aranhods had agreed
to pay him, or that he suffered under
exile at all. His grip loosened on his
sword. Would he abandon me now? I
tried to summon up the anger and hurt I'd
felt at Owen, but without Owen in the
room, the feelings slipped away from
me, leaving me defenseless.

The Guardian in front of me
smirked, as if she knew exactly how this
encounter would play out.

“Elendoria!” Maera rose to her
feet, hands raised. Each of the four
chairs surrounding the table morphed



into a white-haired, white-feathered
griffin. They stood waist-high, claws
silver as the armor the Guardians wore.
They leaped in one synchronized
movement, each slamming into one of the
Guardians. “Go!” Maera cried out.

Kailen grabbed my hand, ducked
beneath the struggling figures of a
Guardian and griffin in front of us, and
made for the stairs. I did my best to
follow his movements, narrowly
avoiding getting nicked by the silver
claws of the griffin.

We half-ran, half-slid down the
stairs.

“The griffins won't hold them off for
long,” Kailen panted out. “Maera is



strong. She'll do her best, but they're
Guardians. They’re trained to fight.
They'll overwhelm her.” He snapped his
sword shut when we reached the bottom
of the house and reached inside his
pocket. He pulled out the piece of
moonstone—what I'd mistaken for chalk.

The front door opened for us before
we reached it. “We have to go back
now?” I gasped out. Talk about a rock
and a hard place. Guardians on one side,
the Void on the other. Though Kailen told
me it became easier, I dreaded returning
to that place.

“Hurry!” Kailen said, pulling on my
hand.

The clash of metal against metal



behind us suddenly stopped. Foreboding
tugged at my heart, spurring my legs to
move faster. Better the Void than the
slice of a Guardian's sword. A bright
white light flashed from the house,
illuminating the trees in front of us and
washing out the shades of the bark,
turning everything so bright it hurt to
look at it.

“Don't look back,” Kailen said. He
stopped in front of the trunk of a tree,
wide as the two of us standing side by
side. The light faded.

“What was that?”
“Questions later,” he said as he

drew an arch onto the tree's trunk. He
dropped the moonstone in his pocket and



clasped my hand. I barely had time to
draw in a breath before we plunged
forward and through the doorway, into
the void.

I didn't scream this time. The dark
closed in around me, as smothering as a
thick blanket. Keep moving. I
remembered our momentum from our
plunge through the doorway, and my legs
moved beneath me in response.

I stumbled and fell face-first into a
rack of coats. “Mmph.” I shoved back,
the cloth sliding away from me as the
coats swung on their hangers. Kailen's
hand left mine and he struggled to right
himself.

My eyes adjusted to the light. A



single bulb lit the small room, showing
stained concrete beneath our feet and
two rows of coats, one on top of the
other. A coatroom. The faint hum of
music reached my ears, and someone in
the distance spoke in sonorous tones,
their words muffled through multiple
walls. I recognized the place—a theater,
just down the street from where we'd
parked the car. I'd dragged Owen here a
couple times on date nights.

“Sun and stars,” Kailen said
beneath his breath. “Things are worse
than I thought they were. I know that
woman, the one with the Guardians.
She’s one of Grian’s. Grian has Faolan
and Maera under her boot. She really



wants you dead, Nicole.”
In the confined space of the

coatroom, I was forced to stand closer to
him than I would have liked. “Can we
just get out of here?”

We both moved at the same time,
and I tripped over his feet, my breasts
brushing against his chest as I tried to
sidle past him. Kailen caught me by the
wrists, helping me back upright. He
didn’t give me more space; he held me
close, my hands an inch from his
shoulders. “A little more slowly,
perhaps,” he said, his voice husky. His
breath brushed against my neck, lifting
the hair there. The calluses on his palms
rubbed against the sensitive skin of my



wrists, and I suddenly wanted him to
press me against the wall, to lean into
me.

I sniffed the air, suspicious. Did he
think he could just touch me and make
me forget about what had happened?
That wouldn’t work with me. I'd seen his
hesitation, the temptation the Guardian
had set before him. My fingers curled
into fists, and I wrenched my wrists from
his grasp. I wouldn’t be that stupid
again. “Well, I guess Grian is my
problem. You did the job you set out to
do. You brought me to the Aranhods.”

“Nicole,” he grabbed my shoulder
before I walked out. “I promised to
protect you.”



“I'm not dumb,” I said. “I saw the
look on your face, your hesitation. You
were going to take that deal. You were
going to let them kill me.”

He didn't let go, taking both my
shoulders and turning me to face him.
“I'm not made of stone. I was tempted,
yes. But maybe you should think about
judging me by my actions, and not just
my thoughts.”

I looked into his hazel eyes. What
was he thinking about now? My gaze ran
over his high cheekbones, his nose, and
settled on his lips. My resolve, so strong
only a moment ago, weakened. How
much did I really care about looking like
an idiot? “Stop it.”



“Stop what?” His grip on my
shoulders had loosened, but he didn’t let
go.

“Stop using your magic on me, the
way you did when we first met.” If this
was what it felt like to be under the
influence of his elicitation, maybe it
wasn’t so bad. My heartbeat hammered
in my ears, rising with the music’s
crescendo somewhere to our left.

“I’m not.”
I barely registered the words before

he leaned down and brushed his lips
over mine. For a moment, I was too
surprised to feel anything but shock. And
then I felt everything, from the sensation
of his mouth against mine, to the way he



pulled me in close, the hard muscles of
his body pressed to me. Maybe it was
because we’d only just narrowly
escaped death, or because I did find
Kailen attractive, or because I just
hadn’t been kissed with that sort of all-
consuming passion in a very long time—
but instead of pulling away as I should
have, I sank into his embrace, my hands
creeping up his chest and over his
shoulders. I clung to him, drowning in
the scent of him, the taste of him. He
responded by deepening the kiss, his
fingers moving to my lower back. I
curled my fingers in his hair, moved my
hips toward his, felt him respond by
rocking into me.



I wanted him.
And then I surfaced, remembering

who he was, who I was, and what had
happened in my life a mere three days
ago. I pulled away with a gasp, my
thoughts tangled, my emotions even more
so. I couldn't look him in the eye. “I
can’t do this right now.” I hadn’t even
formally separated from Owen. He sat
waiting in Kailen’s car, his mousy
mistress at his side. My Fae heritage had
made things worse than they already
were. If I did this, if I threw Kailen into
the mix, I’d make myself a knot so
tangled even Alexander the Great
couldn’t undo it.

Kailen’s arms dropped to his sides



and he opened his mouth to speak.
Someone to our right cleared her

throat. I snapped my head and saw a
middle-aged woman, arms crossed,
glasses midway down her nose. “I’m not
sure how you got back here without me
seeing you, but you’re not supposed to
be here.”

“Sorry,” I said. Evidently I’d
recovered quicker than Kailen. “I was
cold. My boyfriend was just getting his
jacket for me.”

The woman narrowed her eyes, her
arms still crossed over her chest. It took
Kailen showing her his identification
and matching it to the name scrawled in
permanent marker on the jacket’s tag for



her to be convinced we weren’t in the
coatroom executing some elaborate coat
heist. When we couldn’t produce ticket
stubs, she expelled us from the theater
with some satisfaction.

We walked down the street, a
respectable distance between us. And,
because awkward silences made me
uncomfortable, I cleared my throat. “You
write your name on the tag of your
coat?”

He shrugged, his gaze straight
ahead. “It's just a habit Penny got me
into.”

“Penny?”
“Penelope...my wife.”
Apparently, sometimes awkward



silences were best left silent. Those few
words made me remember a host of
other things. Among them: Kailen was
over two hundred years old, and I was
thirty-two. If that wasn't an insanely
insurmountable age gap, I didn't know
what was. Divide the older person’s age
by two and add seven, right? If the
younger person’s age is that number or
older, then you’re fine. Anything below
it, and the pairing is creepy. I think we
broke that rule several times over. The
kiss? An aberration, an impulsive action
borne of an intense situation.

We turned the corner. Kailen's car
appeared before us, parked next to the
sidewalk. Owen still sat in the backseat,



though he appeared to be in animated
conversation with no one. Passersby
glanced at him and then quickly hurried
past.

I opened the passenger door to a
chorus of squeaking.

“Well, what was I supposed to do?”
Owen said. He looked up. “That didn't
take long at all.”

Kailen slid into the driver's seat.
“Time passes a little differently in the
Fae lands.”

I sat down and buckled my seatbelt,
still shell-shocked by everything that had
happened. Monsters had tried to kill me,
Anne had been murdered, and the
protection of my biological parents was



nonexistent. They couldn't even protect
themselves. “What now?”

 
Kailen leaned back in his seat, his

head tilted back, hands at the wheel. He
sighed. “I don't know.”

Owen started to laugh. “You're the
answer-man. Oh, Nicole is Fae. We have
to go to the coffee shop. This is how you
use your magic, Nicole. Now we have to
drive over here. Why don't you wave
your sword around some more? Maybe
that'll help.”

Kailen glared at Owen in the
rearview mirror. “I could wave it
around in the vicinity of your neck,” he
said. His voice could have chilled



icicles.
“We can’t stay here,” I said,

breaking in before their argument went
any further. “The Guardians are after me
now, in addition to the beasts the other
Fae families have sent to kill me. If we
stay in one place for too long, they’ll
find us.”

Kailen gave me an appraising look.
“What would you suggest?”

“We find a place we can lay low—
and get something to eat. I don’t know
about you, but I’m tired, I’m hungry, and
I’m not in the mood to get along with
anyone. We go back to my house.”

“Our house,” Owen piped up from
the back. “I haven’t signed off the title to



you, and I’m not so sure I feel like it
anymore.”

I ignored him, though the blood
pounded through my veins a little faster.

“Bad idea.” Kailen shook his head.
“We’ve already been attacked there
once.”

“Which is why they’ll look
everywhere except there,” I said.

“That’s…ridiculous,” Kailen said.
“But it might work.” He started the car.
“Fine. We’ll go. But if I get even the
slightest sense that we’re in danger, we
leave. Got it?”

I settled into my seat, relishing the
prospect of a bath in my own bathroom,
a night in my bed. And something to eat



—I hadn’t eaten since our breakfast that
morning. Plans on how to fight back
against the Guardians and the other Fae
families could come later.

I already felt calmer by the time
Kailen pulled up to my house. We
parked in the garage so as not to
broadcast our presence. I ducked out of
the car and went to the kitchen first,
resting my hands on the countertop, and
breathing in deep. The garage door
opened and shut behind me as Kailen
and Owen followed.

“I’m sorry it’s been so long,”
Kailen said in a low voice. “We’ll get
you back to your human form soon. I
promise.”



Jane squeaked.
Owen sidled past me, and as though

he’d never left, opened the refrigerator
and started to pull things out. A package
of raw chicken, two zucchinis, half an
onion, turned facedown on a plate. I let
him, too exhausted to protest or question
him. The black spots still covered my
carpet, oily and giving off the faint scent
of overripe trash.

“I’m going upstairs,” I announced.
“Take a bath, get changed.”

“Let me check it first,” Kailen said,
handing Jane off onto the back of my
beige microsuede couch. Even her
mousy paws on my pristine furniture
didn’t stir me to protest. I nodded my



acquiescence to Kailen and waited. He
swept up the stairs and came down a
few minutes later. “It’s clear,” he said.

I’d spent only a day away, and yet
my house felt as foreign as it felt
familiar. I peeled off my work clothes in
my room and went into the bathroom to
start the water for a bath. The steam
rose, warming the chill sensation in my
limbs. I turned and saw myself in the
mirror.

I swallowed back a scream.
No wonder Anne had thought I’d

gotten a tan. My skin had darkened two
shades. I was slightly taller, thinner. The
rosy cheeks I’d shared with my sister
had disappeared, now approximating



Maera’s color. I leaned in close, my
fingertips nudging at my cheekbones,
which seemed to have risen a little
overnight.

Did I still even look like me? Anne
seemed to have recognized me, but how
much had changed since this morning?
How much still would change?

My eyes—still green, like those of
my adoptive mother. I closed them tight
and reopened them, just to check. No
hint of change. Not yet.

Slightly relieved, I went back to the
tub and stepped into the water. The heat
of it seeped into my bones, making me
sigh with pleasure. I took my time as I
washed my hair, sinking my head



halfway below the surface, the only
sound the swooshing of water as I
moved my hands. Finally, I let the tub
drain and dried off. The smells of
chicken and cream had wafted through
the vents. As angry as I was at Owen
right now, I had to admit he knew how to
cook.

When I came back downstairs, I
found Kailen sitting on the couch,
flipping through a magazine. Owen stood
in the kitchen, putting the finishing
touches on some chicken Alfredo pasta.
Sauce spattered the countertops and the
backsplash, interspersed with bits of
parsley. He’d somehow managed to use
three bowls, two spatulas, and five



spoons in the process.
Kailen didn’t even look up from his

magazine. “I offered to clean. And I
explained a little of what’s going on. He
knows I’m your bodyguard now, and not
your boyfriend.” He glanced up quickly,
hazel eyes meeting mine, and then back
down.

I knew what he thought about. The
kiss we’d shared, back in the coatroom
of the theater. It occurred to me that
maybe he was just as unsure of what to
make of it as I was.

We sat in the dining room as Owen
served dinner. He’d placed Jane’s
portion in the lid of one of the pasta
sauce jars. “Thank you,” I told him as he



set my plate in front of me. It took an
effort, but I hadn’t said the words to him
in longer than I cared to confess. He
spared me a smile. No one spoke for a
while, just lifted forks to mouth, or in the
case of Jane, placed snout in food. I ate
until I sated my hunger, then set my fork
down. “So I have several Fae families
trying to kill me, the Guardians trying to
kill me, and Maera and Faolan unable to
help me. I need to know my options, if I
have any, and I need to know them now.”

Kailen sighed. “I’ve been thinking
about it and don’t have any good
answers for you.”

“Then what are the bad ones?”
“Well”—he traced the seam in the



center of the table with his fingertip
—“you could keep running. Pick up
every few days, don’t stop moving.”

I blinked. “Wow, when you said
bad, you meant it.”

He lifted his finger. “Or, you can
face your attackers.”

“Or…?”
“That’s it,” he said. “Those are your

options.”
I’d intended to finish my dinner, but

I no longer had an appetite. I pushed my
plate toward the center of the table, my
mouth dry. “When you say face my
attackers, do you mean all the Fae trying
to kill me? The Guardians? This Grian
you mentioned?”



Kailen scraped the last of the
noodles from his plate. “You know how
I said the greater Fae, the Sidhe, are the
heavy hitters? Grian is a Fae Queen, and
one of the heaviest hitters. There are
twelve Fae families, each presiding over
a realm in the Fae world. They
constantly jostle for power. Power is
often determined by the lesser Fae the
families have in their thrall.”

“And the lesser Fae don’t mind
that?”

“There are some powerful lesser
Fae, some free agents. But being
beholden to the Fae families provides
benefits as well. Each family extends
protection over the lesser Fae in their



care, and some of us have the Talent to
enhance their natural powers. The lesser
Fae can change loyalties, but only when
they think it benefits them. Powerful Fae
families have been known to hunt down
the lesser Fae that have betrayed them.”

Interesting, but not directly relevant
to my worries. “Then I have to fight
Grian. She’s the one trying to get me
killed, and the hobgoblins and grushound
just have to do what she says.”

“No. She’ll deny she’s provoking
any attacks on you, and we have no
proof. Go after the Guardians. There’s
an old law among the Sidhe. If one
family suffers from the aggressions of
another, they can challenge them to



combat, in the Arena. Each side chooses
a champion, and they fight to the death.
The matter is settled, and the aggression
stops, no matter who wins. Now, the
Guardians aren’t exactly a family, and
you’d have to issue the challenge on
behalf of Faolan and Maera, but it might
work.”

Owen looked from Kailen, to me,
and back again. “How would that work?
That doesn’t sound like it would follow
any of your rules.”

“Grian is one of those Sidhe with
her hands in everything. If you challenge
the Guardians, she may see this as an
opportunity to get rid of you. She’ll find
a way to make it happen.”



“What about the other families that
want me dead?”

“The Arbiter—the eldest living Fae
—presides over any challenges. He is
the only one who can make and unmake
our laws. You’ll have the chance to talk
to him, between rounds. If you petition
him for legal status, he may grant it.”

I placed my hands on either side of
my face, leaned my elbows on the table,
and stared at the beige wall opposite me.
That was a lot of ifs. “I’m going to die,
aren’t I?”

“Don’t give up yet,” Kailen said.
“Remember, Changelings are powerful.”

I lifted my head and looked at my
hands. “Maybe after thousands of years.



Right now I can’t even control my magic
without him in the room.” I gestured
toward Owen. He stopped mid-bite, a
few noodles hanging from his mouth.
“How am I supposed to fight a
Guardian? I’d have to drag Owen with
me every step of the way.”

A knock sounded at the door,
making all of us jump. “I’ll get it,” I
said. “All of you stay here. I’m the only
one who's supposed to be in the house
anyways.”

Kailen’s hand went beneath the
table, to where he kept his sword. “Stay
here,” I reiterated, as I rose to my feet
and left the dining room. I flipped on a
light as I moved into the living room. I



checked the peephole and froze. A man
and a woman stood on my stoop, navy
blue uniforms and silver badges easily
visible. Cops.



 
 
 

CHAPTER ELEVEN
 
 

As I watched, one of the cops, the man,
leaned forward expectantly. They'd seen
me turn on the light and must have heard
my footsteps. There was nothing for it.

I opened the door.
“Hi,” the male cop said. He had an

affable look to him—rounded belly,
laugh lines, and a mustache that
completely obscured his upper lip. “Are
you Nicole Philbin?”

“I am,” I said. I had my hand on the



doorknob, my body halfway behind the
door.

“Do you mind if we come inside
and have you answer a couple
questions?” The woman spoke up this
time. She had a jaw that could cut metal,
dark brown hair slicked into a ponytail,
and blue eyes with all the warmth of a
glacier.

Kailen, Owen, and a mouse all still
sat at the dinner table. I wasn’t keen on
explaining that tableau. I stepped
outside. “Can we just talk out here?”

The woman narrowed her eyes.
“I'm Officer Brown,” the man said,

“and this is my partner, Officer Gomez.”
“Nice to meet you,” fell



automatically from my mouth, though it
really was anything but.

“Are you familiar with Jane
Barston?” Officer Gomez asked.

“Jane?” Great. Kailen had said he
was a lawyer. Did he really just deal
with divorces? Hopefully he had some
experience with criminal law. I had the
feeling I would need it.

“Yes,” Officer Brown said. “Jane
Barston.”

“I might be.”
“Really?” Gomez said. She crossed

her arms. “So you're telling me you're
not sure if you've ever had any contact
with her?”

I cringed. “Maybe?”



“You'd better come with us,” Gomez
said. “Down to the station.”

Hopefully Kailen didn't think now
was the time to run his hero routine. Yes,
I had Fae trying to kill me, but I still had
a life in the mortal world and hoped to
keep it. Assaulting cops would be the
best and easiest way to lose my job and
any chance of ever getting that
promotion. Besides, I hadn’t actually
done anything to Jane except turn her
into a mouse. There weren’t any laws
against that. And the police station was
probably the least likely place the Fae
would look for me. I hoped.

“Now?”
“You're not under arrest,” Brown



said. “We just want to ask you some
questions. Can you do that right now?”

“Sure,” I said. I raised my voice so
that Kailen might hear me. “I’ll just
come with you to the police station to
answer some questions.” I closed the
door behind me and followed them to the
patrol car on my driveway.

I'd never ridden in the back of a
police car before. I wondered what my
neighbors thought of me—did they
assume I'd done something wrong? I'd
never really taken the time to get to
know them, so I'd probably never know.

The two cops got in, one after
another, Gomez behind the wheel. “Can I
ask what this is all about?” I tried to



make my voice sound innocent, but it
came out querulous more than anything.

“Missing person case,” Brown said.
“That's all I can tell you right now.”

We rode in silence the rest of the
way. If I was lucky, they'd drop me back
home when they'd finished questioning
me. If not, well, at least I'd get a phone
call. I wished more than anything that I'd
tried again to turn Jane back into a
person. The police could have shown up
at my door, asked about Jane, and bam!
She'd be there, smiling, eating chicken
Alfredo, clearly unharmed. Well, if
wishes were horses. I hated that phrase.
It was something my dad always used to
say to me. And isn't that the nature of a



bad situation? Even your mind starts
attacking you.

When we stopped, Officer Brown
opened the door for me and led me, quite
politely, into the station and to a small
room. Brown's face said we were about
to embark on a nice little chat. Gomez's
face said she was about to grab my head,
throw it on the table, and grind her palm
into my cheek until I told her what she
wanted to hear. Good cop, bad cop. I
guess some stereotypes had basis in
truth.

For an interrogation room, it was
pretty nice. Cushioned chairs, and a
wooden table. A few photographs of a
river on the wall, framed in black



plastic. I would have bet my life, though,
that they had a way to record our
conversation.

“So,” Officer Brown said, “here's
the deal. Jane Barston went missing
several days back. Not the type known
for disappearing. So we did a
preliminary investigation.”

Gomez leaned forward. “And what
do we find?” She punctuated each word
by chopping her hand onto the table top.
“A nasty voicemail message on her
phone at work. From you. From her cell
phone number.”

I had to admit that it didn't look
good. “Okay,” I said slowly.

“Okay? That's all you have to say?”



Gomez said.
I stared at her, determined not to be

intimidated. “You brought me here to ask
me questions. That wasn't a question.”

“Here’s a question,” Officer Brown
said. “Why do you have Jane's cell
phone?”

I'd always heard that you shouldn't
talk to the police without a lawyer, but I
hadn't technically broken the law, and I
couldn't get into trouble for just telling
the truth, could I? “She's my husband's
mistress,” I blurted out.

“So you killed her,” Gomez said,
leaning back, nodding.

“What? No.”
“You had someone else kill her,”



she said.
I looked to Officer Brown, trying to

appeal to some good cop. Or, in this
case, not-crazy-cop. He sighed. “Tell us
why you have her cell phone.”

“I caught her in bed with my
husband. I started yelling at him. When I
stopped, she was gone.”

“Gone?” Gomez said.
“She’d disappeared. She left her

purse and her cell phone.”
“No one just forgets her purse and

cell phone,” she said.
I shrugged. “Jane did.”
“Here’s the way I see it,” Gomez

said. “You catch her in bed with your
husband. And then, in a jealous fit of



rage, you kill her, hide the body.”
“Then why would I leave a message

on her office phone?”
She shook her head. “I know you

did it,” Gomez said. “You could be
connected to the other three murders. We
know you worked with Anne.”

For all I knew, the Guardians might
be hunting me right now. I wondered if
they’d check the police station. So much
for one quiet evening. “I didn’t kill those
people, or Jane. Can I go home now?”

Officer Brown stared at me, his
mustache quivering as he pursed his lips.
“Do you know the whereabouts of your
husband? We’ll need to question him,
too.”



“I don’t,” I said. It was the least I
could do for Owen, after getting him into
this mess.

“When you caught her in bed with
your husband—was that the last time you
saw Jane?” Gomez asked.

Well, now there was the sticking
point. “What do you mean exactly by see
her?” I didn’t want to get caught in a lie.
Funny the way morality works. Turn a
woman into a mouse, and it takes a day
or so to process some guilt. Sit across
the table from two cops, and every word
you say just seems to drip with
malfeasance.

“We’ve got enough circumstantial
evidence to keep you here for a while,



so why don’t you just tell us the truth?”
Gomez said.

“Please,” Brown said. “It would
help us find this poor woman more
quickly.”

I tried to think of the best way to put
things. “Let me just say that I think she'll
be turning up in a day or two. I don't
think her friends and family should
worry.”

Gomez slammed her hand down on
the table. “Don't play games with us!”

“No games?” I said, my hands
clenching into fists. I’d had enough.
“Fine. How about this? I found out I'm
not human three days ago, and when I
caught my husband and Jane in bed



together, I turned her into a mouse.”
Both Gomez and Brown blinked.

Somewhere in the station, I heard a door
open and shut.

“So you think this is a joke?”
Gomez said. Though the words were
tough, she sounded more confused than
angry.

“You said you wanted the truth;
there it is,” I said wearily.

Brown raised his eyebrows and
exchanged glances with Gomez.
“Obstruction of justice?”

She nodded.
“Can you please stand and put your

hands behind your back, Ms. Philbin?”
Officer Brown said.



The next thing I knew, I was in
handcuffs, being read my Miranda rights,
and then transported to the Multnomah
County Jail to get booked and have my
picture taken. The flash of the bulb
barely even registered. This could not be
my life. When I got out, I was going to
kill Owen.

By the time Office Gomez handed
me the phone for my one phone call, the
series of events had started to sink in.
But instead of calling Kailen, or even
Owen, I dialed Lainey's number. I
needed something familiar. Family.

“Nicole,” I said, when the collect
call company prompted me for a name. I
waited, crossing my fingers that she'd be



awake and would pick up the phone.
A click sounded.
“Hey, sweetie, are you serious?

This isn't some kind of prank, is it?”
“I...” My voice didn't seem to work

properly. The warmth of Lainey's tone
made me choke up. The Aranhods may
have been my biological parents, but
Lainey was my sister. “I need you to bail
me out.”

She cleared her throat. “Well, this is
a little unexpected. Okay, well, I'll be
there in a bit. Mark can watch the kids.”

“Thanks, Lainey.”
“Hey, tell me about it later. That's

how you can thank me.” She hung up.
Once they'd finished booking me, I



had to wait in a room with about twenty
other men and women, all sitting in
chairs, staring at a television. None of
them looked the type you'd want to meet
in a dark alley, or ever, really. They sat
me on the edge, near a man with hair like
a pile of straw and breath like the
bottom of a wine barrel. He leered at me
but then turned his attention back to the
television.

I spent three hours watching
cartoons before Lainey showed up. But
she hadn’t come alone. She’d brought
Mom and Dad.

What can I say about my parents?
My dad had stayed at home with Lainey
and me when we were growing up. He



hadn’t raised us, not exactly. Rather,
he’d indulged our curious whims and
had involved us in games of laser tag
and nerf wars. I would have said I took
after my mother—with her business suit,
her no-nonsense attitude, and her green
eyes—but that was before I’d found out
she hadn’t birthed me. And I’d never had
her affinity for crystals, Renaissance
fairs, and candles.

“Nicole,” My dad stepped forward
first, engulfing me in a hug. The few soft
hairs left on his balding pate rubbed
against my cheek. I vacillated between
mortification and relief. “Whatever
you’ve done, we’ll get through this.”

I stepped back as soon as I could



manage without offending him. “Lainey!
You said you were coming, not Mom and
Dad, too.”

She gave me a little smirk and
shrugged. “It’s funny; I always thought
things would be the other way around,
with you, Mom, and Dad bailing me out.
Look, you didn’t tell me not to tell them,
and Mark and I have been on a tight
budget since Justine was born. Mom
offered to kick forward the cash.”

I looked to my mother. She'd retired
a year back but still dressed in a
business-casual way. She wore black
slacks, a button-up white sweater with
an argyle pattern, and had her silver hair
pulled into a bun. She hesitated and then



stepped closer. “Lainey told us that
you'd found out we adopted you. This
didn't have anything to do with it, did
it?”

“It might have,” I said.
She clutched at her chest. I was

certain that beneath the sweater lay a
crystal on a chain, or some symbolic
pendant. “You really ought to keep your
temper, Nicole.”

“And you should have told me a lot
sooner!”

My father, ever the peacekeeper,
stepped between us, pushing his glasses
up his nose. “Can we discuss this in the
car, or maybe back at the house?” He
looked to me, blue eyes earnest. “Why



don't you come back to the house, have a
cup of tea, and we'll explain.”

“Fine.” I crossed my arms. “But I
can’t stay long.” Angry as I was, I didn’t
want to bring the Fae about their ears.

“Lainey?” Dad said.
“Oh, I'll come, too,” she said.

“Wouldn't miss it.”
I glared at her, but she ignored my

warning look and linked her arm with
mine. “It's not that bad, is it?” she leaned
in and said to me. “Whoever your
biological parents are, they can't be as
kooky as Mom and Dad.”

Oh, she had no idea.
She squeezed my arm. “Hey, no

matter what, you and I are sisters.



Forever. I never treated you any different
after I found out, did I?”

Lainey had a way of getting under
my skin, staying there, and then
somehow becoming less irritating. “No,
you were as much a pain in the ass as
always.”

She laughed as we followed Mom
and Dad out into the parking lot. “Yes,
well I've gotten better, haven't I? More
respectable.”

“Marginally.”
Lainey and I crowded into the

backseat of my mom’s blue Prius. My
dad took the wheel. It felt almost like
old times, except Lainey and I were both
grown, and we were pulling out of the



parking lot of a jail. I checked the clock.
Two in the morning.

“Why didn’t you tell me?” I asked,
once we’d hit the first stoplight.

“A lot of reasons,” my mom said.
She turned in her seat to look at me.
“You’ve manifested, haven’t you? You
look different than you used to.”

“You knew about that, too?” I
clutched at the edge of the seat. I
couldn’t believe this.

“Your mother and I were going to
tell you,” my father said. “We just never
found the right time.”

“The adoption wasn’t exactly, well,
legal,” my mother said. “So, we figured
it would be best to wait until you were



older to tell you.”
“I’m thirty-two,” I said. “How old

did I need to be? Sixty?"
Mom and Dad exchanged brief

glances. “Let’s wait until we get home,”
my mom said. “There are some things
we should show you.”

I sat back in the seat, huffing out a
sigh. My thoughts tumbled about in my
head like loose change in a dryer. I
needed to call Kailen when we reached
my parents’ place. No sense leaving him
in the lurch. I wasn’t worried about the
obstruction of justice charges—those
would be dismissed as soon as Jane
turned up as a human. What I was
worried about was facing a champion of



the Guardians—in a fight to the death.
Did I have it in me to kill someone else?
Even if they were one of the Sidhe and
not human? Assuming Grian would even
make it happen. I'd already decided that
I couldn't move every few days. I didn’t
want to live my life like that—alone,
hunted, and constantly wary.

After what felt like forever, we
pulled into the driveway of my parents'
home. It looked deceptively small from
the outside, but I knew the stats. Three
bedrooms, two and a half baths, and one
den, which my mother had claimed as an
office. As soon as we walked inside, my
mother swept past and beckoned us
toward the den.



If there was one place in the house
Lainey and I had been forbidden from
entering, it was this room. Mom had
worked from home twice a week once
I'd turned eight, and she hated any
interruptions. She'd always told us that
every interruption made whatever task
she'd been doing take twice as long.

It felt strange even now, at thirty-
two, to walk into that space. A desk lay
against one wall, a bookshelf on the
opposite wall. Beneath the window
were two long file cabinets, each with
three drawers. Various paraphernalia
hung on the walls and sat on shelves.
Crystal wands, dream catchers, even a
replica Excalibur sword. I'd never really



understood my mother. She'd treated
salespeople's claims with the highest
doubt, and yet she believed in burning
three white candles under a new moon to
bring luck.

I hung near the doorway with Lainey
and my father as she made her way to the
left file cabinet, unlocked it, and opened
the bottom drawer. She pulled out a file
box. “This is all of it. I thought about
throwing it out when you'd not
manifested by your twenty-first birthday.
But I didn't.” She walked over me and
held it out.

I took it, more than a little mystified.
“That's it?”

“Open it,” she said.



I sat down on the white shaggy
carpet and lifted the lid. Lainey sat next
to me, shoulder-to-shoulder, her
presence offering me support. A
collection of odd items, piled one on top
of the other, met my gaze. I reached in
and pulled out the first one to meet my
fingertips. It was a tiny dress, made of a
shimmering, gauzy material. Blue
butterfly wings had been sewn onto the
front, in the pattern of a flower.

My mother pulled up the chair from
the desk, as my father leaned against the
doorframe. “It's the dress you came to us
in. You were so tiny, so perfect. You had
eyes dark as chocolate, but when I
picked you up, your eyes turned green—



my green.”
I pulled out the next item—a stuffed

horse. Its hair was softer than cashmere,
white and fluffy. As I held it, it moved,
nuzzling its head beneath one of my
palms. Lainey shrieked. I dropped it,
adrenaline giving a brief kick to my
heart.

“Well,” my father said, “you can see
why we didn't let you keep that one.”

“Did that just move?” Lainey said.
“I'm not human,” I said. The words

felt as though they fell from another
person's lips. “I'm Fae. I'm a
Changeling.”

“Oh shit,” Lainey said. “For real?
Like those fairytales Dad used to read to



us?”
“Not quite.” My dad spoke up from

behind us. “We weren’t duped, and we
didn’t give up a human child in return.”

“We really wanted to have a baby,”
my mother said. She clasped her hands
in front of her and leaned down. For one
of the few times in my memory, she
looked worried. “We tried for five
years. When we’d just about given up, I
found an old book in the library that
mentioned a fertility rite. It seemed
stupid at the time, but I was willing to
try anything. It didn’t make me pregnant,
but it did put me in touch with Maera
and Faolan. They offered to bring me
you.”



“In touch with them?” I asked.
“They came here?”

My mother flushed. “I saw them in a
dream. They set certain conditions—I
couldn’t tell anyone, and they’d come for
you when you manifested your Fae
powers. They told me you’d adjust to
look like us. I agreed. Maera told me she
would bring you in six months. The next
day, I quit my job, told people I was
pregnant, and started preparing for your
arrival.”

Lainey let out a breathless laugh.
“My God, Mom, you were crazy!”

She shrugged. “A little.”
“It wasn’t the best time in our

marriage,” my father said, “but I’d stick



by your mom through anything. Well, I
got the shock of my life six months
later.”

My mother reached down and put a
hand into the file box. She pulled out a
photograph and gave it to me. “He
showed up in the middle of the night, and
he brought me you.”

I looked down at the photo and my
fingertips went numb. It was the entrance
hall of a house I no longer remembered.
Standing by the door, a confused look in
his eyes, was Kailen. He was dressed in
a collared shirt, a black peacoat, and
gray slacks and scarf. He didn’t look a
day younger than when I’d seen him at
the dinner table. Bundled in his arms, in



a white blanket, was a baby, mouth open
in a wail, face pink. Me.

He didn’t know why Faolan and
Maera created a Changeling? He
respected them? The things Kailen had
told me echoed in my head. Lies. He’d
been there, from the very beginning.
From my beginnings.



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWELVE
 
 

I couldn’t put the photograph down. I
stared at it, Kailen’s startled gaze
looking straight back into mine.

“I'm going to go make some tea,” my
dad said. He retreated.

I breathed out and finally tore my
gaze away from the photo. “Why didn't
you tell me?”

“As I said before, your adoption
wasn't strictly legal.” My mother's tone
became brusque. “If I told you, and you



told someone else, not only could your
father and I have gotten into trouble, but
the state might have taken you away from
me. That was the last thing I wanted.”

There was something she wasn't
telling me. I knew, because she had that
high-pitched, breathy tone at the end of
her words—the same one I had when I
didn't tell the whole truth. I reached back
into the box and pulled out an odd
trinket. It was a lock of hair, bound with
a silver chain. “What's this?”

“That...well. Remember I said that
the last thing I wanted was for you to be
taken away from me?”

Lainey reached over and took my
arm. I turned the full force of my



attention on my mother, lifting the lock of
hair. “What did you do?”

“Maera told me that there's some
witch blood in my family, going way
back. So I tried a binding spell. To stop
you from manifesting your powers. See,
the deal was, as soon as you manifested,
you'd be Maera's and Faolan's again.”

The room swam. I wasn't sure
whether to be angry, sad, grateful that my
mother loved me that much, or just numb.
“When was I supposed to manifest?”

My mother grimaced. “Twelve?
Thirteen? I guess I couldn't hold it off
forever.”

I shivered, feeling another cold
flash coming on. “You have no idea what



you’ve done.”
“I’m sorry,” she said. “It was

selfish. Please don’t hate me.”
“I can’t,” I said. “You’re my mom.”
She started to cry. I couldn’t stand it

when my mom cried. It happened so
seldom that it always made me
uncomfortable, and she never just shed a
tear or two. She full out bawled, rosy
cheeks going blotchy, nose running, tears
gathering at her chin.

Lainey and I exchanged glances.
“Calm down, Mom,” she said. “Nicole
isn't going anywhere.”

I cleared my throat. “Actually, I
really should go. And I need to use the
phone.”



“Oh, I called Owen already,” my
mother said between sobs. “I told him
we were picking you up. He”—she
stopped, reached for a tissue on her
desk, and blew her nose—“he said he'd
be over soon.”

Three days of mayhem. I hadn't told
my parents that Owen and I were on the
outs. “Did he say anything to you?” I
asked.

My mom sniffed, pulled another
tissue, and wiped her nose. “No. Just
that he'd be here.”

Owen would leave me to explain
things. I supposed it was my place.
“Mom, we're getting a divorce.”

She burst into fresh sobs.



My dad walked in, carrying a tray
with four tea mugs. “Tea?” He set it
down on the desk and sighed. “For
goodness sake, Ellie.” He rubbed her
shoulders and handed her another tissue.
“You know no one can talk to you when
you’re like this.”

At least it didn't take very long for
the sobs to run their course. She wiped
at her eyes and blew her nose one last
time. “Tell me what happened.”

I did, from the time I'd manifested to
the police showing up at my door. “So I
have to issue a challenge to the
Guardians and hope that Grian
manipulates them into accepting it.
Otherwise I'm dead.”



My mother turned and pulled out a
drawer in her desk. She lifted a book out
of it—leather binding, yellowed, uneven
pages, the works. “Don’t go until I've
made you a protection charm,” she said,
flipping through it, her back straight. “It's
the least I can do, after how I've messed
things up.”

“Cool,” Lainey said. “So does that
mean I might have witch powers too?”

“Maybe,” my mother said.
I glared at Lainey. I'd just told her I

would probably die, and she was
excited about having powers?

My sister caught my glare. “You're
going to be fine, honey. If there's
anything I know about you, it's that you



never give up and you're tougher than
Mom’s attempts to grill steak. Sucks that
you have to kill someone though.”

I just shook my head, got up, and
took my mug of tea. It warmed my hands,
chasing away the chill that had crept to
my shoulders. I leaned against the wall
next to my dad, looking down at the
items that revealed my past.

He clinked his mug to mine. “You
okay?”

I rested my head on his shoulder. “I
don't know. I might be, someday.”

“Well, I hope that someday is
sooner rather than later,” he said.

“Thanks, Dad.”
The doorbell rang. Lainey jumped



to her feet. “I'll get it.” It rang again,
before she left the office. “Yeah, yeah,”
she said.

I breathed in the steam. Be calm,
Nicole. Calm. Kailen has to have an
explanation. The smell of mint and
green tea wafted up my nose. I heard
Lainey open the door. “Oh! Someone
help!”

I set my mug on one of the file
cabinets, not caring that the tea sloshed
over the edge at my careless movements,
and rushed into the hallway. Owen stood
in the doorway, Jane hanging out of his
pocket. He had Kailen's arms slung over
his shoulders and his blue sweater was
covered with blood. Kailen's blood.



Lainey was already next to Owen,
helping him drag Kailen inside. “We
have to call an ambulance,” she said.

They laid him down on the tile floor
of the hallway. Owen closed the door.

“No,” Kailen choked out. “No
ambulance.” He cracked an eye open,
saw me. “Good, you're here.” His teeth
were red with blood. The collared shirt
he wore was torn in two places,
exposing wounds that still trickled. “Just
turn off the light.”

Lainey reached over and flicked the
switch. As soon as she did, Kailen
closed his eye, his breathing becoming
slow and steady. Neither Owen nor
Lainey could see in the dark, but I could.



“Shouldn't we move him?” Owen
said.

“No,” I said. The wounds began to
knit. “He's going to be fine. Just don't
touch him.”

“Nicole?” My mom stood in the
doorway of the study, her silver hair
outlined by the light behind her. “What
happened?”

“It's Kailen,” I said. “He's hurt.” I
turned back to Owen. “Who did this?”

“These tall people,” Owen said. “In
armor. Kailen wanted to go after you
when the police took you, but then those
people showed up. They kept asking
where you were. He fought them, but
there were a lot of them. I don't know



exactly what happened. I sort of walked
out of the bathroom just as they were
beating him up. I went to help him, and
when they saw me, they disappeared.”

“Guardians,” I said. “Did they
follow you?”

“I don’t know. I didn’t think to
check.”

I glanced down at Kailen. His
wounds were almost closed. “Let’s go to
the living room. Let him rest. He’ll be up
in just a few minutes, by my guess.”

The three of us moved into the
living room, my mom and dad following
behind. Owen set Jane onto the coffee
table. “I’m going to go clean up,” he
said. He went to the bathroom and



closed the door.
“So this is Jane,” Lainey said,

looking down at the mouse. My mom and
dad stared too. Jane cowered, her belly
flat against the cool glass of the table.
She scampered for the magazines and
crawled beneath the cover of Cat Fancy.

“Oh, leave her alone,” I said. I sank
into one of the couches, suddenly tired.
My dad handed me the mug of tea I’d left
in the study. I took it. “This can’t be
comfortable for her either.”

“I’ll say,” Lainey said. “Who wants
to be a mouse for three days? Besides,
it’s Owen who deserves the brunt of
your anger.”

“It’s too bad,” my dad said, a



thoughtful tone in his voice. “I liked
Owen.”

Kailen walked into the room, his
feet dragging and his face pale. “Food,”
he rasped out. “Water.”

A little mystified, I handed him my
tea. He downed it in one go. “I’m not a
healer,” he said as he handed the mug
back to me. He looked a little less pale.
“Takes everything I’ve got.”

My dad headed for the kitchen.
“I’ve got some leftovers, hold on.”

As Kailen sat on the couch next to
me, Jane crawled out from beneath her
place in the magazine. “No more
delays,” he said. “You have to turn her
back. When I spoke with the Guardians



—before they started pulping my face—I
found out that not everyone agrees that
you should be killed. If you turned Jane
back into a person, it would demonstrate
some control and alleviate a lot of
concerns about how dangerous you are.
You’d have a better chance of the
Arbiter granting your petition.”

“Kailen, this is my mom, and my
sister, Lainey,” I said pointedly.

He looked at them, his expression
startled, as if suddenly remembering we
weren’t alone. Lainey stretched out a
hand. “Nice to meet you.” He shook it.

My mom waved, not moving from
her spot opposite the couch. “We’ve
already met.”



“I’m aware of that,” I said.
“Although, apparently, Kailen thinks I
shouldn’t be.”

Kailen took my hand and looked me
in the eye. “I can explain everything, and
I promise you I will. But right now, we
have the Guardians on our trail and only
a limited amount of time. Let’s spend it
saving your life.”

He was right. The longer Jane
stayed a mouse, the worse things got for
me. My questions about his involvement
with the Aranhods could wait. “Fine.
Lead me through it again.”

Owen chose that moment to walk
out of the bathroom. He’d cleaned the
blood off his front and had removed his



sweater. He saw my hand in Kailen’s
and froze. “I’m going to…uh, help your
dad in the kitchen,” he said.

“And I’ll get that charm ready,” my
mom said. Both of them left the living
room.

Lainey stifled a laugh. “I feel like I
should be making an excuse to leave you
two alone.”

Kailen, all seriousness, said, “You
can stay.” He didn’t let go of my hand.
“Close your eyes and remember how it
felt when you turned Jane into a mouse.”

“I thought I needed Owen in the
room.”

“We need to break you of that block.
I think it’s also what’s stopping you from



turning Jane back into a person.” I
closed my eyes and his other hand came
to rest on my back. “I’m going to try to
guide you. Breathe, and remember Jane
as a person.”

I tried, ignoring the migraine this
seemed to inspire. I really did. But all I
could think about now was the feel of his
palm on my back and my hand resting in
his. God, he was old enough to be my
great-great-great-great-I didn’t even
know how many greats-grandfather. If I
kissed him again, would it feel as good
as it had the first time?

“Your heart rate is speeding up, as
is your breathing. Keep it steady.”

Jane let out a series of squeaks from



her spot on the table. If a mouse could
sound snarky, she’d just nailed it. Lainey
laughed.

Kailen's hand left my back. “Well,
fine,” he said to Jane. “You can just stay
a mouse then, if that's what you'd like.”
He sighed. “Try again, on your own. I'm
going to head outside, cover our tracks.”

Lainey took his seat as soon as
Kailen left the room. “Oh my God,
Nicole, he's so good-looking. And
totally into you.”

I stared at her. “Lainey. I'm facing
almost certain death, haven't even filed
paperwork for the dissolution of my
marriage, found out I'm adopted, and you
want to talk about a centuries-old man



like we're at a high school dance?”
“Well, what should we talk about,

sweetie? Can't really help you with the
Fae stuff.”

An ache started in my chest. “What
am I doing, Lainey? I can't say I don't
love Owen anymore. And I didn't always
treat him well.”

“Honey.” Lainey took my hand.
“That's no excuse for him to go bed-
hopping. I like Owen—he's like a
brother to me. Yeah, you aren't the
easiest to get along with, and you've got
a bit of a temper, but I adore you in spite
of these things. I want you to be with
someone who feels the same way.
Maybe you could have done things



differently, but who knows if you
wouldn't have just ended up in the same
place.”

I brushed the hair out of my face.
“And Kailen. Okay, yes, I find him
attractive.”

“Who wouldn't?”
“But he's so much older than I am.

Pursuing him would just complicate
things.”

“Well, I won't tell you what to do,
but the days before almost certain death
sort of seem like a time you might want
to go ahead and complicate things,”
Lainey said.

I pulled my hand from hers. Jane
had started to groom herself, licking her



paws and brushing them over her ears.
“What about you and Mark? How the
hell did that happen?”

Lainey cocked her head to the side,
her gaze trained on the ceiling. “You
know, it was pretty weird, when I think
about it. You remember I met him at
work? He'd come in and order the same
thing, every day—four ounces of beer
kaese cheese. It took me a couple weeks
before I realized no one could possibly
want that much beer kaese. I would have
noticed earlier if I hadn't been half in
love with him already. He was so
charming and kind. I stopped smoking,
started making better choices. I think I
knew if I was going to deserve someone



like Mark, I'd have to change.
“The first time he invited me back

to his house, I watched him open the
refrigerator and saw all those four-ounce
packages of beer kaese—he'd never
bothered to eat even one of them. That's
when I knew I was going to marry him.”

I huffed out a sigh. “That sounds
pretty simple.”

“When it's right, it sort of is,”
Lainey said.

Kailen stepped back into the living
room, a bowl of spaghetti in hand. My
father and Owen followed him. Owen
carried a tray of sandwiches. He set it
down on the coffee table, making sure to
break off a small piece for Jane.



“Thought you might be hungry,” he
mumbled. He wouldn't meet my gaze.

Kailen wolfed down the pasta. The
color returned to his face in increments.
I reached for a sandwich.

“No,” Kailen said between bites.
“You turn that thing into egg salad, or
you don't eat it. You have to practice,
Nicole.”

“I thought I had to overcome my
block,” I said.

“You do, but I'm not going to send
you into the Arena only having
performed a few bits of magic. The
Guardians' champion will crush you.”

I closed my eyes, concentrated.
With Owen in the room and my prior



experience, it took only a few seconds to
change the sandwich.

“Transformation is definitely a
strength of yours,” Kailen said. “It
makes sense. It's what Maera is best at
as well. It'll serve you well in the
Arena.”

I took a bite from the sandwich.
“Can you stop saying ‘Arena’? It's
making me antsy. What about Faolan?
What is he good at?”

Kailen scraped the bottom of his
bowl, ate the last bit of spaghetti, and
rose to his feet. He unclipped the sword
tube from his belt and held it out to me.
Mystified, I took it, the metal cool
against my palm. “Why are you giving



me this?”
“You should open it, give it a few

swings,” Kailen said. “One of my
Talents is my ability with the blade. But
I learned everything I know from Faolan.
He's the most talented swordsman among
all the Sidhe.”

Me? With a sword? The sandwich
felt like cardboard in my mouth.

Just then, Kailen's watch began to
beep.



 
 
 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
 
 

The beeping echoed off the walls of the
living room.

I tossed the sandwich onto the table.
“For fuck's sake, can't you just turn that
thing off or something?”

Kailen ignored me, lifting his wrist
to check the face of his watch. “We have
to move. I set up wards, but they won't
last forever.”

“What is it?” Lainey asked.
He shook the watch, looked at it



again. “Not sure. Not Guardians. They
don't trigger the alarm at all. Something
else.” He scooped up Jane and reached
for his sword. “No time for lessons, I'm
afraid.”

“Well, where else are we supposed
to go?” I asked.

Kailen stopped and huffed out a
sigh. “We can go to my condo. It's a safe
house—invisible to those who wish me
harm.”

“That would have been useful in the
beginning,” Owen said, his face red.
“Instead, you run us all around town.
Great idea, great.”

“Invisible to those who wish me
harm. I’m not sure how well it will work



for Nicole. Besides, she wasn’t exactly
friendly to me when I first showed up,”
Kailen said. I handed him the sword. He
clipped it to his belt and then took my
hand. “She might not have been able to
enter. Let's go.”

I gently extricated my fingers from
his. He looked at me but didn't say
anything. Owen was right here, in the
room. Yes, we'd shared a kiss—a
confusing one, but it wasn't enough
reason to start holding hands. “I'll
follow you,” I said.

“Wait!” My mom hurried back into
the room, a necklace in her hands. She
placed it over my head. I looked down.
The chain was silver. The charm itself



looked like a bundle of sticks, woven
with white fibers. A blue crystal lay in
the middle. “You won't win any fashion
awards,” she said, “but it's a protection
charm. It might help.” Her lip began to
tremble, but she bit it. “Stay safe. Be
careful.”

“Thanks, Mom.” I embraced her,
inhaling her scent. I hadn't always gotten
along with her, but she was my mom.

“Owen, you're with us,” Kailen
said. His watch beeped again.
“Whatever it is, it's at the wards. Stay
close behind me; don't step outside the
boundaries. Nicole, you'll feel them.
Owen, just step where we do.”

My dad and Lainey each hugged me



in turn. My dad cleared his throat. “You
just yell for me if you need me. Fae or
not, no one hurts my little girl without
going through me.”

“Stay inside, please. I'll come
back,” I promised them. “I just have to
take care of this whole Changeling
thing.”

Kailen hovered next to me and I
sensed his impatience. Before I changed
my mind, I followed him out the door.

He needn’t have told Owen to
follow in our footsteps. Hobgoblins, ten
of them, hovered around the house. They
stood a little ways back, held back by an
invisible barrier. “Kailen?” I said, my
voice an octave higher than I would have



liked.
“It's okay,” he said. “Just stay

within the bounds.”
As Kailen had said, I sensed the

boundary. It smelled of honeysuckle and
brushed against my skin—a light
pressure. Kailen had parked his car in
the driveway. We headed toward it.

From the midst of the hobgoblins, a
man stepped forward. Though the
weather was cold, he wore a black satin
bathrobe over a pair of jeans, and black
gloves. His blonde hair was slicked
back. He crossed his arms and regarded
us. “Kailen, it's been a long time,” he
said.

“Dorian,” Kailen said. Though he



said the name casually, his hand crept
toward his sword. “I can't say well met.
So you're the one sending the
hobgoblins? And venturing into the
mortal world? You’re a prince. Your
father will have your hide.”

“Everyone with a bit of moonstone
does it. Besides, I don't think he'll mind
if I destroy the Changeling. It pays to be
in Grian’s favor these days,” Dorian
said. He leaned over, careful not to
cross Kailen's ward, and looked at
Owen. “Still hanging out with mortals, I
see.”

“It prevents me from dressing like a
complete idiot,” Kailen said.

Dorian raised an eyebrow, but then



waved a dismissive hand. “What do I
care what mortals think of the way I
look?” He breathed in. “After all these
years, all this flitting between our world
and theirs, and you still make a strong
ward. But you know me, Kailen, and you
know I can break it.”

I jabbed a finger at Kailen's back.
“Who is this guy?”

Dorian met my gaze. “I can answer
for myself. I'm one of the Caervohns. If
you'd been raised in the Fae lands, we'd
have crossed paths. Our families used to
be friendly, before this unpleasantness
with creating a Changeling started up.”
He readjusted the tie of his bathrobe.
“It's too bad, really. None of this is your



fault, Nicole.”
“That's sweet,” I said, “or it would

be, if you hadn't tried to kill me.”
He gave me a lazy smile. “Just

making sure you know this isn't personal.
Grian can be a fickle woman, and if
things change, I wouldn't want us to be at
odds.” He took a half step forward.

Something in the air shifted. The
honeysuckle scent increased in its
intensity.

“Get into the car,” Kailen said. He
plucked Jane from his pocket and handed
her back to me.

I, in turn, handed her back to Owen.
Owen made a beeline for the car door.
“I'm not getting into the car,” I said to



Kailen. I was tired of getting pushed
around and chased.

“You're strong, but you've had very
little practice. Get into the car.”

“There are ten hobgoblins and one
Fae against you. I don't know what
Dorian can do, but I know what
hobgoblins can do. I'll take the
hobgoblins. You take him.” I leaned
down and plucked a twig from my
parents' lawn.

Kailen nodded. “Fine.”
Owen, from inside Kailen's car,

yelled, “Nicole, don't be stupid!”
And that was all I needed. The twig

lengthened, widened, became metal. I
didn't hold a stick anymore. I held a



sword, the blade long and thin.
“Impressive,” Dorian said. “So the

Changeling has some control over her
powers.” He took another step forward.
The smell of honeysuckle became
overbearing, mingled with the scent of
black pepper. Dorian took one last step,
and the honeysuckle disappeared. The
hobgoblins rushed forward.

I lifted my sword and prepared to
meet them. For a few panicked seconds,
I regretted my decision, felt my heart
flutter in my chest as I wondered if I
would die. And then some instinct
kicked in, prompting me to move. I
ducked to the side, avoiding the grab
from the first hobgoblin, and sliced my



sword upwards, through its innards. It
dissolved into liquid. I took the head
from the second before it had a chance to
make a grab. Something tugged at my
hair from my left. I whirled, and cut the
arms from two more hobgoblins. Others
rushed to fill the empty spaces.

I’d always thought myself a little
clumsy, but now I moved with the grace
of a gymnast. I tried not to think about it
too much as I impaled another
hobgoblin. If I tried to analyze this, I
might lose hold of it, like an athlete that
chokes on the last event. Only I would
lose my life, not just a medal.

I lost myself in the dance. Dart to
the side, thrust, slice, turn. My feet and



arms seemed to move of their own
accord, my thoughts in a haze. Despite
the situation, my pulse coursed through
my veins steady and unchanging. Ten
hobgoblins became seven, became five.

And then there were only three. I
took a moment to rest, my sword
outstretched, my breathing quick. The
three remaining hesitated, the remains of
their brethren soaking into my parents'
lawn. I didn't wait for them to attack
again. I went after them, my sword
raised.

I went for the one in the middle,
slicing through its torso. The other two
moved to the sides, trying to surround
me. I cut two arms from the one on the



right and felt the cold grip of a
hobgoblin on my left arm. I gave that one
my full attention, stabbing it where I
assumed its heart was. It dissolved.

The last hobgoblin seized my hair. I
yelped.

“Nicole!” A strangled sound.
The battle haze I'd been in seeped

away. My signature, dark chocolate, was
thick in my nostrils. Dorian's gloves and
sleeves lay in tatters, exposing silver
flesh beneath. His metallic hands closed
around Kailen's throat. Kailen reached
for his sword, now lying on the ground.
He wouldn't make it.

I flipped my sword, grasped the hilt
with both hands, and plunged it behind



me, where I guessed the hobgoblin to
stand. A shower of black, sticky
hobgoblin juice rewarded me. So much
for that bath and change of clothes.

I charged toward Dorian. I'd have to
get him in the back, chest, or legs. I
guessed from his tattered sleeves that his
hands and arms wouldn't yield to the
blade of a sword.

The legs. I ducked as I approached
and aimed my sword low.

Without missing a beat, Dorian
removed one of his hands from Kailen's
neck and grabbed the blade of my
sword. He wrenched it, bending the tip
of the sword and sending me tumbling to
the ground. Before I recovered, a silver



hand had grabbed the front of my shirt.
“Not bad,” Dorian said, “especially

for manifesting only a few days ago. You
might have rivaled Merlin or Morgan if
you'd lived long enough.”

I glanced at Kailen. His face had
begun to turn purple.

I had to do something. I was a
Changeling. Hadn’t Kailen told me that I
was dangerous? I had abilities that no
one else did, like the ability to control
doorways. I closed my eyes and
concentrated. I thought of the Void, of the
way it had felt to pass from the mortal
world and into the Fae world. I pushed
these thoughts toward the air behind
Dorian, fueling it with the indignity of



the past few days. When I opened my
eyes, the air behind Dorian looked
different, shimmering like a mirage. I
had to push him somehow, get him to
step into it.

Dorian suddenly released us both.
“Sun and stars!” he said. “You have a
grushound on your tail?”

Kailen rubbed his throat and
coughed. “I thought you sent it after us.”

I grasped for my bent sword and
looked out into the street. The grushound
sat two steps from the sidewalk. It still
had the eyes I'd given it, big and brown,
like a puppy's. Somehow it didn't look
so intimidating with puppy eyes.

“I don't have grushounds at my



disposal,” Dorian said. “I leave them as
free agents; I'm not crazy enough to try
and tame those things. Doesn't matter if I
kill you or it does,” he said. He stepped
back—and fell through the doorway I’d
created. He disappeared.

I leaned forward and touched the
shimmering air. The intense scent of dark
chocolate filled my nostrils, and then
both smell and doorway were gone.

“Back up slowly,” Kailen said
behind me. “The grushound is still
looking at us. It must not be used to
being able to see yet, so don’t make any
sudden movements.”

I did as he said. I gripped my sword
tightly in one hand and turned my head



slowly toward the grushound. Despite
everything that had just happened, it still
sat in its spot on the street, staring at me.
It must have tracked my signature. We
made our way to the car. “Open the
door,” I whispered to Kailen. “I’ll go
around to the other side.”

The grushound got to its feet then
and took three slow steps toward me.

“No,” Kailen said from between his
teeth. “You drive. It’s after you. You get
into the car first.”

I wasn’t going to argue with that
logic. I reached behind me and fumbled
for the latch of the door. As soon as it
opened, the grushound broke into a run.

“Go!” I yelled at Kailen. I slid into



the driver’s seat and slammed the door
shut just as the grushound reached it. It
scrabbled at the metal, its claws raking
into the car's side.

Kailen slipped inside a few seconds
later. He dropped the keys into my hand.
“Drive!” he said. I didn’t need to be told
twice. I turned the key in the ignition, put
the car in reverse, and gunned it. The
grushound slid from the door, the tires
screeched, the engine roared. Someone
screamed. I’m pretty sure it was Owen.

I turned and shifted into drive. The
grushound sat where I’d left it, head
tilted to the side. But I didn’t stay to
contemplate the grushound’s actions. I
tore down the street, taking the three left



turns that took me out of my parents’
subdivision.

“Well,” Kailen said slowly, “we’ve
confirmed that you’re capable of both
opening and closing doorways without
moonstone.”

“Is that a good thing?” I said, my
voice shaking.

“It means you can seal the opened
doorways shut, which is the purpose the
Aranhods had in mind when they created
you.”

But what good would that do if I
couldn't breathe for long enough to figure
out who or what was opening them? I
made a couple more turns before I
realized I had no idea where I was



going. “Where's your place?”
“Keep going; I'll tell you when and

where to turn.”
I tapped my fingers on the steering

wheel as I drove. I hadn't clawed my
way to the top at Frank Gibbons, Inc. by
being complacent and unquestioning.
“Something doesn't feel right,” I said.

“The grushound? I noticed it was
acting strange as well,” Kailen said.

“No. I mean, yes, it was, but that's
not what I'm thinking about.” Truth was,
I had so many things flying through my
brain that I found it difficult to
concentrate. But Dorian's appearance
had set something off. “I don't know
much about the Sidhe, so correct me if I



go wrong anywhere. Grian wishes me
dead because my creation broke your
laws and she doesn't care to see the laws
changed.”

Kailen nodded. “A Fae raised by
human parents will inevitably become a
Changeling.”

“The other Fae families see my
creation as a grab for power, and they
wish to kill me so the Aranhods will not
be the only family with a Changeling.”

“True as well,” Kailen said.
“It is illegal for the Fae to venture

into the mortal world,” I said.
“Technically, yes.”
We hit a red light. I turned to look at

Kailen. “Then why were you exiled and



yet Dorian is allowed to wander around
as he pleases, in a bathrobe, no less?”

Kailen cleared his throat. If he'd
worn a tie, I was sure he'd have
loosened it. “You're assuming I was
exiled for venturing into the mortal
world. We're not supposed to meddle
too much, but it's the sort of rule
everyone breaks.”

“No? Then what did you do?”
Owen coughed from the backseat.

“Nicole, it's green.”
I accelerated. “I'm still not sure how

much I trust you, Kailen. So far I've done
everything you've told me I should, and
look how that's turned out.”

“The Aranhods trusted me to—”



“Maera and Faolan did!” I said.
“Not me. You may have some illustrious
history with them, but as far as I know,
you're just the guy who dropped me off
as a baby and then came back when I
caught my husband cheating on me.
Everyone else seems to know what you
did; why not tell me?”

“I didn't want you to know,” Kailen
said, his voice small. “I thought it might
make you think differently of me.”

“Well, this is a little uncomfortable,
isn't it?” Owen said, to no one in
particular.

“Think of you? I don't know what to
think of you,” I said.

“What I did was terrible. I tried to



use my magic to save a mortal's life.”
I blinked. “Okay, clearly I don't

understand as much about the Fae world
as I thought I did. That was terrible?”

Kailen leaned back against the
headrest, his head turned away from me.
“No. You don't understand.”

“How about if you tell me?”
“There are few entities with more

power than Grian. It was not by her
decree that I was exiled. What I did was
try to circumvent the natural order.
Everyone has to live by certain rules,
Nicole, and I tried to break the most
hallowed ones. For my arrogance, the
Arbiter banished me. Every time I go
back to the Fae world, I grow older, like



a mortal, and my powers grow weaker.
The longer I stay, the more I age. The
more like a mortal I become.”

“When we went to see Maera and
Faolan…?”

“Yes. Turn left up here.”
I had to slam on the brakes to make

the turn. “How much?”
“About a year every four hours. As

for my powers, I have no means to
measure their waning.”

He said it so matter-of-factly. I
supposed he had lived with it for a
while. Now I knew why he’d stalled
before taking me back to the Aranhods. I
didn't have any more to say, any more
questions to ask. He really couldn't go



back to the Fae lands, not unless he
wanted to die.

Numbly, I followed his directions,
until I reached a four-story building.
Kailen directed me into the parking
garage below and I pulled into the spot
he indicated.

“Wait here,” he said. “I'm just going
to go up, make sure no one's broken
through.” He reached into the back seat
and scooped up Jane. “We'll have a little
chat on the way up. She's been through
more than most mortals. I owe her some
explanations and reassurance.”

He left. Owen and I were alone.
For a while neither of us said

anything. But, as I mentioned before, I'm



not exactly comfortable with silence.
“What you did,” I said, “saving Kailen's
life. It was very brave.”

I checked the rearview mirror.
Owen had his arms crossed, his gaze out
the window. He shifted in his seat.
“Thanks.”

Silence again.
“So, are you going to sign over the

house to me?” I asked.
“Nicole, that is so like you. We're

about to get a divorce, and you're
worried about the house. What about our
marriage? What about the vows we
took?”

I turned around to face him. “Yes,
what about them? Were you thinking



about them when you were with Jane?”
Owen sighed. “You know what?

That was a huge mistake. I've never
pretended to be a genius. What I did was
dumb. Really, really dumb. I met her at a
coffee shop. She said a lot of nice things
to me, things I hadn't heard from you in a
while. I let myself get sucked in. I knew
it was wrong. I made a mistake and I'm
sorry.”

He actually sounded sorry. It
stopped me short. “Okay,” I said.

“And that's all?” Owen said. “If
we're going to talk about our marriage, I
want to hear what you have to say too.”

“What do you mean?”
“So I'm not a supermodel, or a



doctor, or an engineer. I'll admit that I
could have tried harder to find a job. I'm
irresponsible. What about you, Nicole?
Are you just perfect—perfect worker,
perfect daughter, perfect wife?”

I could say yes to the first one,
maybe to the second, but the last... I
remembered all the times I'd snapped at
him, how I hadn't apologized, how I'd
justified my sharp tone and harsh words.
Yes, Owen made me angry, a lot. Did
that mean I could treat him however I
wanted to? The things I'd loved him for
when we met had become irritating,
childish. I'd used work as an escape,
made it the most important thing in my
life. “No, I was never a perfect wife.



There are a lot of things I should have
done differently.”

Owen let out a breath, the lines in
his face evening out. “You're an amazing
woman,” he said. “I admire you. But I
never felt like you really let me in, never
made yourself vulnerable to me. You put
up this front for your work and you put
up a front for me. I don't give a shit
about all this Fae stuff. Honestly, this is
the closest I've ever felt to Nicole, the
human being.”

Tears gathered in my throat. “We
had big plans, didn't we? Forever.”

He gave me a rueful smile. “Big
plans.”

The passenger side door opened.



Kailen ducked his head inside. “It's
clear. You can come up.”



 
 
 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
 
 

Whatever I'd expected of Kailen's
condo, it hadn't been this. It had a
modern look to it, with polished wooden
floors in a honey color, black granite
counters, and stainless steel. But that
wasn't what caught me off guard. It was
the photographs.

They lined the entrance hall, silver
frames against beige walls. They told the
story of a relationship as I walked
further inside, following Kailen and



Owen. A photo of Kailen with a young
woman, both smiling. Her long black
hair was loose, framing a tanned face
with brown eyes. Further on, a photo of
the two of them on vacation on some
tropical beach. Then hiking. Then getting
married.

“Come in,” Kailen was saying.
“Make yourselves at home. I've got the
place heavily warded. And a witch put a
charm of unseeing on it, years back. We
can sit here for a while, and figure out
what to do next.”

Toward the end of the hallway, I
saw the last photos. Penny—I'd decided
this was who it must be—still smiling,
but her scalp bare. Looking thinner,



paler, and older, but with Kailen still by
her side.

Owen stopped when he saw that I
had. He walked one step back to stand
by my side. Kailen had already gone on
into the living room. “You know,” Owen
said from over my shoulder, “she looks a
little like you.” And then he left, leaving
me alone with the photographs, the track
lighting above casting hard shadows
onto the walls.

Kailen hadn't tried to save just any
mortal's life. He'd tried to save his
wife's. As I realized that, I also realized
that Owen was right. She had the same
shaped eyes, the same lips, the same
cheekbones. Our noses were different,



mine longer and straighter, hers curved
and with a higher bridge. But we did
look similar. Was this why Kailen had
kissed me?

Kailen had settled into the living
room with Owen and had poured himself
a glass of whiskey. Owen took the seat
opposite him. “I'll take one of those too,
if you don't mind.” Kailen only shrugged,
reached to the lower shelf on the coffee
table, and produced another glass. Jane
squeaked.

“You can have a sip of mine,” Owen
said.

“I'm going to get some water,” I
announced.

“Kitchen's to your right,” Kailen



said. He sipped the whiskey.
I turned to the right and crept into

the kitchen. The lights flickered on as I
walked in. Motion sensors. I checked a
few cupboards before finding the water
glasses. When I went to the refrigerator,
I paused. Opposite the fridge, on the
wall, was a whiteboard, with “Chores”
written in large letters at the top. On one
side was written “Kailen” and on the
other, “Penny.” A list of things had been
written under Kailen's side. Penny's side
was empty. It was, quite simply, the
saddest thing I'd ever seen.

I turned to the fridge and pushed my
glass against the water dispenser, a lump
in my throat. Had he left everything in



the house the way it had been before
she'd died? Was he even over her?

I went to the living room and sat
down on the rug, opposite Kailen. It felt
too strange to pick which man to sit next
to. Best avoid that completely.

“What you did with the hobgoblins
was great,” Kailen said. He leaned
forward. “You used two of your Talents
—transformation and swordplay. You
may have more, but I want you to focus
on these.”

“What are your Talents?” I asked.
He ticked off fingers. “Swordplay,

wards, and elicitation. I can do other
things, but they take much more effort,
and I can't do them with the same finesse



that other Sidhe can. You're lucky that
Maera passed her Talent for
transformation on to you. It's an
extremely powerful Talent, and one that
will help you a great deal in the Arena.”

“But it probably won't help my
popularity with the Fae families.”

Kailen shrugged. “Perhaps not.
You'll eventually have to convince them
that you're on their side if you want them
to leave you alone. That or become so
powerful that no one wants to mess with
you. It could take a while.”

Owen stretched and yawned. “Can
it wait until morning?”

Kailen shot him a flat look. “It is
morning.”



“Maybe the Fae don't need to
sleep,” Owen said, “but I'm exhausted,
and the whiskey didn't help. Are you
really going to send Nicole into the
Arena without any rest?”

Now that Owen had mentioned it, I
felt exhaustion seeping into my bones.
After the police, their interrogation, my
mother's confessions, and the fight with
Dorian and the hobgoblins, I'd
experienced enough chaos for five
lifetimes. “He's right,” I said. “Can we
get some sleep? Regroup in several
hours?”

Kailen slumped. “Maybe you’re
right. Nicole, you can take the
bedroom.”



Owen looked to me and I saw the
unspoken question in his eyes. Despite
our conversation in the car earlier, I
wasn't ready to let him back into my life,
and certainly not my bed. Or Kailen's
bed, more accurately.

Kailen caught the look and
continued on. “Owen, you can sleep on
the couch. I'll take the rug. Jane can curl
up in one of my sweaters. Both of you
can use whatever I have in my bathroom.
It's opposite the kitchen. There are extra
toothbrushes in the medicine cabinet.
Take what you need.”

Without another word, Owen
headed to the bathroom. I got up. “The
bedroom?”



“Over there,” Kailen said, pointing
past the living room. I headed toward it,
Kailen on my heels. When I turned to
look at him, he shrugged. “Linen closet
is in the bedroom.”

A little apprehensive, I stepped
through the doorway he’d indicated. The
bedroom itself was sparse, neat. A white
rug lay beneath the bed frame, a low
square thing of dark wood and chrome.
He flicked on the lights after I'd entered.
“Nicole,” he said to me, his voice low.
“What do you see in him, anyways?”

“What?” I turned, startled, and
found Kailen close.

“In Owen. Why him?”
It took me a moment to gather my



thoughts. “Well, he's kind, and generous,
and he can be surprisingly brave
sometimes.” Why was I even defending
him? Maybe it was because what Owen
had said in the car rang true with me. I
hadn't been a perfect wife.

“That may be so,” Kailen said. He
bent his head toward mine, his breath
stirring the hair over my ear. “But I think
you're worth more than that.” His lips
touched my cheek, softly, hesitantly, as if
he waited for some sign of approval. I
should have moved away, but my legs
were frozen, my hands hanging uselessly
at my sides. I’d never realized how large
my hands were, how perfectly awkward,
until right then.



And then his lips claimed mine, and
I couldn’t move away, no longer wanted
to. And why should I? Almost certain
impending death had a way of putting
things in perspective. I brought my hands
up to his chest, feeling the warmth of his
skin and the muscle beneath. He tasted
like honeysuckle, like that indefinable
spice that clung to his skin. Desire
swelled within me. It wasn't enough. I
wanted to feel his bare skin against
mine. I wanted him to kiss me harder, to
lose myself in him and have him lose
himself in me.

I ventured to trail my fingers down,
over the ridges of his abs. He moaned
against my lips in response, and then the



need overcame me and I was tugging at
the bottom of his shirt, my hands finding
their way under it to the skin beneath.
Kailen brought a hand up, fingers
tangling in my hair. He tugged, not hard
enough to hurt, but enough to make me
gasp. I arched against him, my
fingernails digging into his sides. He
was a buoy, and I was lost at sea. I
opened my eyes, briefly, and saw her
picture on the wall.

Penelope.
It was like getting slapped in the gut

with a cold, wet fish. Kailen pressed his
mouth to mine, but I pushed back. “No. I
can't. This is too weird.”

“Nicole,” he said, voice husky.



If he kissed me again, if he so much
as touched me, I wouldn't be able to
resist. I swallowed and took a step
away. If I wasn't careful, Owen would
be sleeping on the couch, and I'd have
Kailen in my bed. His bed. Whatever.
“Are you even over her?”

To his credit, Kailen took a moment.
“Who?”

I looked pointedly at the photograph
of Penelope. He turned and saw it, and
his face went pale. “It's been five
years,” he whispered. “Five years since
I tried to save her life. Yes, I think of her
often. She was a very special woman.”
He swallowed. “Very special.”

“Is there room for more than one



very special person in a person's
lifetime? Even a Fae lifetime?”

Kailen's shoulders slumped. “I don't
know. I just know I haven't felt this way
about anyone, not in a long time.”

A door opened. Owen, in the
bathroom. Kailen went to the linen
closet, his step like that of a wind-up
doll's. He pulled out some blankets and
left, without another word.

I let out the breath I hadn't realized
I'd held and sat down on the edge of the
bed, the mattress sinking beneath my
weight. Kissing Kailen had seemed like
a good idea in the moment. And things
might have gone further than that if I
hadn't seen Penelope's picture. The



place was practically a shrine to their
relationship and marriage.

Footsteps sounded from the hall and
Owen appeared in the doorway, dressed
down to his boxers. “You okay?” he
asked.

I hoped I didn't look guilty. But why
would I have any reason to feel guilty? I
lifted my chin and looked him in the eye.
“Fine, thanks.”

He shrugged and walked back to the
living room.

I had a hard time falling asleep. The
bed was comfortable enough, but the
sheets and pillows smelled like Kailen,
evoking memories of his lips and arms
with every inward breath. He’d kissed



me like I meant everything to him. Was
that what Owen had felt with Jane?

I was reading too much into it. It
was a kiss, and I was a grown woman
with life-or-death problems, not a wide-
eyed teenager with nothing better to do.

I flopped over in the bed and
shimmied for the edge. Maybe a drink of
water would help me sleep, or a quick
walk around the condo. Kailen had lent
me one of his T-shirts and a pair of
drawstring flannel pants. It was still
chilly, so I grabbed the blanket from the
foot of the bed and wrapped it around
my shoulders.

The door opened silently. I crept
across the living room. Owen was laid



out on the couch, head back, resting on
the cushion of his curly hair, arm hanging
over the edge. Kailen had folded the rug
in half and lay beneath a blanket, arms at
his sides, sword directly next to him. It
made sense that he looked disciplined
even in sleep.

Next to the coffee table, curled up in
one of Kailen's sweaters, was Mousy
Jane. She looked almost cute—her paws
curled beneath her, head tucked near her
tail. I stopped to contemplate her form. I
hadn't exactly been fair to her, not from
the very beginning. So what if she
looked like a mouse? Maybe she
shouldn't have pursued a married man,
but was it really my place to judge her



and then to turn her into a mouse? It was
Owen’s duty to honor his vows, not hers.
And as Owen had pointed out to me
earlier, I wasn't innocent of all faults,
either. I'd been angry for the past three
days, with little break for any other
emotion except confusion. What was
done was done.

I closed my eyes and breathed in
deep. I remembered Jane as I'd seen her,
as a person, hairy lip and all. No
headache this time. I let the image fill my
mind as I let out my breath, pushed it
into reality. Forgiveness.

When I opened my eyes, Jane lay on
the floor in front of me, still curled in a
ball on top of Kailen's sweater. I pulled



the blanket from my shoulders, laid it
over her naked form, and then touched
the blanket to dispel the scent of
chocolate. I'd set one thing right in the
world.

I didn't even go into the kitchen for
the glass of water. I wandered back to
Kailen's room in a haze, all emotion and
energy drained from my body. The bed
met my tired hands, cradled my body,
filling my mind with honeysuckle.
 
I AWOKE TO THE SOUND OF voices
in the living room. Kailen and Owen,
hushed, low. I rose and stretched. Light
crept in from the window to my right,
between the vertical blinds, falling in



slats across the plum-colored comforter.
It took me a few minutes, but I
remembered the events of the night
before. Had I dreamed turning Jane back
into a person, or had I actually done it? I
rose and made my way into the living
room.

Both Kailen and Owen turned to me
as I entered. “She's gone,” Kailen said.
“She left this morning. She didn't want to
be around when you got up.”

So it had been real. I couldn't blame
Jane. If an infuriated woman had turned
me into a mouse, and then back into a
person four days later, I would have
hightailed it out of the vicinity before
she changed her mind yet again. I



scratched my head, feeling the tangles in
my thick black hair. “Well, what's he
still doing here then?” I said, nodding
my head in Owen's direction.

“I'm still here because I care about
what happens to you,” he said. “Jane's
done with me. She told me she wasn't
going to press charges against you,
mostly because she knows her story
would just sound crazy. She wants her
purse back, but after that, she never
wants to hear from me again. We're
over.”

I heard the implication in the last
two words—do we still have a chance?

“I need...I need coffee,” I said.
Before either Owen or Kailen could get



to their feet, I headed to the kitchen
myself. Kailen had said to make myself
at home, so I opened cupboards until I
found the things I needed. Thank
goodness Kailen, though Fae, still
believed in the power of caffeine. I set
the drip going and leaned against the
counter. I'd forgiven Owen, forgiven
Jane. Even now, when I conjured the
image of them in bed together, I felt next
to nothing. It was as though I'd drained
the anger, like lancing a blistered
wound.

“I'm ordering breakfast delivered,”
Kailen called out from the living room.
“What did you want?”

“Owen knows what I like,” I said



back, and immediately regretted it. Way
to go, Nicole. Make an awkward
situation even more so.

I took my finished coffee into the
living room. “There's more in the pot if
you want any.”

“Back to practicing,” Kailen said.
He reached for the shelf under the coffee
table and pulled out a silver coaster.
“Can you turn this into a shield?”

I put my mug down and looked at
Owen, really looked at him. He had that
slightly baffled look on his face, the one
he wore when he wasn't quite sure what
to do or say. I breathed in, tried to
imagine the coaster as a shield. But
when I reached for my anger at Owen's



cheating, I found nothing.
I breathed out. “Say something,” I

said to Owen.
“What?”
“I don't know.” I frowned. “Tell me

how I wasn't there for you.”
“You weren't there for me.”
“I was busy working,” I replied. It

didn't hold the heat, or the passion, that it
had before. Now that the anger had
seeped away from me, fear crept in to
take its place. If I couldn't perform any
magic, I couldn't defend myself in the
Arena. If the Guardians came for me
now, I'd be defenseless. I dropped my
head and the blood rushed to my
temples. “I can't do it,” I said. “The



anger—it's gone. I've overcome the
block, but now I don't have anything
left.”

I heard the brush of cloth against
cloth as Kailen scooted over. He put a
hand on my shoulder and I smelled
honeysuckle again. Whatever magic he
did, I didn't feel it. “Fatigue,” he said.
“It happens to the Sidhe sometimes. Push
yourself too far, and you're left drained.”

“Can you heal it?” I asked.
“No. It's like a hangover,” he said.

“Just takes time.”
“How long?”
“Don't know. Depends on the Sidhe.

Some recover in a day. Some push
themselves so hard that they don't



recover for a hundred years after.”
I shrugged off his hand and leaned

back into the couch. “Do you have to be
like that? Can't you just tell me it's going
to be okay? I don't have a hundred
years.” Another emotion joined the fear.
Panic.

“Would it help if I said something
else?” Owen asked, gray eyes troubled.
“What if I talked about how you cared
more about your work than our
relationship?”

“No,” I waved a dismissive hand. I
sprang to my feet, suddenly afraid to be
caught sitting, vulnerable. How long
before the Guardians found Kailen's
hiding spot? “I need to go. I need to get



out of here.”
“Nicole,” Kailen said, “you'll

probably recover the use of your magic
in a day or two. Best lay low.”

Recover it for what? So I could face
one of the Guardians and die? I headed
back toward the bedroom, where my
clothes lay in a heap next to Kailen's
bed. “To hell with the Arena. I'm
running.”



 
 
 

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
 
 

I pulled on my clothes, my heart
pounding, my mouth dry. I checked the
clock—10:15 a.m. I hadn't bothered to
call in sick to work. I guessed it didn't
matter, since I couldn't stay in one place
for too long. I'd have to quit.

Owen and Kailen had dressed by
the time I made it back into the living
room. Kailen had a bag over his
shoulder. Both stood, waiting for me.

“What are you doing?” I asked.



Owen stepped forward. “I'm coming
with you.”

“You're...what?”
“I don't have a job; I've got nothing

tying me down. And like I said, I care
about you.”

I leaned to the side to look at
Kailen.

“I'm coming too,” he said. “I told
Maera and Faolan I'd protect you. I
intend to keep my word.”

No, no, no, no. I'd almost rather face
my death in the Arena than travel with
my estranged husband and the guy I had
the hots for. “I'd rather be alone,” I said.
I needed to clear my head, figure things
out. “Can I use your phone? I need to



call Lainey.” I'd lost my phone
somewhere between the grushound and
the stop at my parents' place. If I called
my mom to tell her I'd decided to run,
she'd just break down in tears, and if I
called Dad, he'd just put Mom on the
phone. Better go to Lainey and let her
deal with Mom.

Kailen nodded, pulled a phone out
of his pocket, and tossed it to me. I
caught it and headed toward the balcony.
“Thanks.”

The air outside was chilly and
crisp. I hugged one of my arms around
myself and dialed Lainey's number. She
picked up on the first ring.

“Hello?”



As soon as I heard her voice, I
knew something was wrong. It sounded
choked, like she'd been crying. And
Lainey never picked up on the first ring.
“Lainey? Are you okay?”

She broke down into sobs. “It's
Tristan. I had him in the garden with me
this morning. I wasn't watching him. The
next thing I knew, he was gone. He's
gone, Nicole.”

My blood froze. Tristan, my two-
year-old nephew. “Where are you?”

“Walking up and down my street,
asking if anyone's seen him. The police
are already looking for him. But if no
one took him, he couldn't have gone far.
We have a six-foot fence. The gate was



latched. I checked. I don't understand.”
All thoughts of fleeing left my mind.

“Stay there. I'm coming over. Did you
call Mom and Dad yet?”

“I did. They're out looking for him
too. I tried your number, but you never
picked up.”

“I'll be there in fifteen.”
“Thanks,” Lainey said. She hung up.
I rushed back into the living room

and tossed the phone to Kailen. “We
have to go,” I said. “Now. My nephew
disappeared this morning.”

“Kidnapped?” Owen said, his face
pale.

“I think this has something to do
with the Sidhe,” I said. As soon as the



words left my mouth, something flared to
life in my chest. How dare they go after
my nephew? He was only a child and
had nothing to do with the Fae.

“If we leave the condo, we leave
the protections placed upon it,” Kailen
said, his hand still upraised, cradling the
phone.

“To hell with protections,” I
snarled. My magic stirred hot within me.
I strode to the table and picked up the
coaster. In my next breath, it had
expanded into a shield, a white griffon
painted on its surface. “I'm ready. We go
now.”
 
IT TOOK ONLY FIFTEEN MINUTES,



on the dot, to get to Lainey's place. I'd
transformed the shield back into a
coaster, the bent sword back into a twig.
Both sat heavy in my pocket. Lainey and
Mark's house lay southwest of
downtown, twenty minutes down the I-5.
The house was small but on a large
piece of land. Kailen parked in the
street. His car had taken a beating over
the past day. Claw marks marred both
the trunk and the passenger door.

Lainey sat on the concrete front
step, her knees to her chest, arms around
her knees. Her blond hair hung limp
around her face, her rosy cheeks
blotched with red. I went to her first,
knelt on the step, and held her. She was



my baby sister, and she was hurting.
“This is my fault. We'll find him, Lainey.
I know we will.”

“If anyone hurts him, I'll kill them,”
she said, her voice muffled by her jeans.
“I swear I will.”

I rubbed her back and brushed the
hair back from her face. “I'm going to
take a look at the backyard, okay?
Where's Mark?”

Lainey sniffed. “He's with the baby,
inside. Go on through. It’s unlocked.”

I got to my feet and went inside,
Kailen and Owen on my heels. I found
Mark in a chair by the back door,
holding my six-month-old niece, Justine.
He looked lost, dark eyes staring



forward, lips pursed beneath his trim
brown beard. Justine turned in his arms
to look at us, one hand grasping at his T-
shirt.

“Hey, Mark,” I said. “We’re going
to check out the backyard, okay? See if
we can find anything.”

He stared at us, as if seeing us for
the first time. “There’s nothing to see.
He just disappeared.”

“Do you want me to watch Justine
for a bit?” Owen asked. “You can check
the neighborhood with Lainey again.”

Mark blinked. “Yeah. Yeah, that’d
be great.” He rose and handed Justine to
Owen.

“Hey, little one,” Owen said. “It’s



Uncle Owen. Remember me?”
Justine smiled and drooled a bit

onto his shirt.
“Come on,” I said to Kailen. I

opened the sliding glass door and
stepped into the backyard. Mark was an
engineer and made more than enough to
support the family, so Lainey had quit
her job soon after Tristan was born.
She’d turned all her spare energy into
the backyard garden. Vegetable beds
lined in wood that came up to my knees
covered a full third of the lawn. They
were half-empty now, a few holdovers
from fall peeking out the tops. Toys, in
wood and plastic, lay scattered amongst
the yellowing grass. A neat hedge ran



along the perimeter of the yard, next to
the fence, reaching six feet in height by
the gate. A doorway had been trimmed
into the foliage.

There were no holes dug beneath
the fence. The gate was still latched, the
latch level with my eyes—far too high
for a toddler to reach. As both Lainey
and Mark had remarked, there was
simply nowhere for Tristan to have gone.
He’d disappeared.

“Something doesn’t feel right,”
Kailen said. He sniffed the air. “You feel
it?”

He was right. Beneath the green of
the garden and the brown smell of moist
dirt, I smelled sandalwood and



something else. I sniffed the air again.
The Void. It didn’t have a definable
smell, but I inhaled, and my breath
brought with it the memories of the place
between the mortal world and the Fae
world. “Yes,” I said.

I moved through the yard, following
the scent and the memories. I stopped
near the gate. Kailen tried to slip past
me, but I grabbed his wrist. My fingers
connected with the cool metal of his
watch.

I felt as if I were falling through the
Void all over again, my vision black, my
legs and arms numb. In the next moment,
my vision returned. I gasped for breath.
Kailen had his hands on either side of



my face. “Nicole?” he said.
“Yeah, I’m here.”
“You stopped moving and breathing

for a second.”
I shivered. Maybe I was just tired.

“Your watch, where’d you get it from?”
He let me go and drifted a step to

the side. “A family member. Crafting is
one of her Talents. She gave it to me just
before I left the Fae world for the last
time.”

Again I had the impression that he
didn’t tell me everything. Which family
member?

I frowned and turned my attention
back to the hedge. I’d find my nephew
first, and question Kailen more later.



“It’s here,” I said. I waved my arm at the
space where the doorway had been
trimmed into the hedge. “There’s a
doorway here. It’s closed now, but it
was open before. Tristan must have
fallen through.”

I looked to Kailen and found him
clutching his watch, his eyes wide.
“Open it,” he whispered to me. “Open
the doorway.”

I reached forward and did as I’d
done during the fight with Dorian. It felt
like tearing through a veil with clawed
hands. The air in front of us wavered.

“Sun and stars,” Kailen said. “It’s
her realm. Close it, quick!”

“Whose realm?”



“Grian’s.”
I’d never claimed to be even-

tempered. I clenched my fists, my
heartbeat pounding in my ears. “She has
my nephew.”

“I don’t doubt that she does,”
Kailen said. “But this isn’t the time to be
rash. She’s one of the most powerful
Sidhe in the world.”

His words barely registered. I drew
the stick and the coaster from my pocket.
Before Kailen could stop me, I walked
into the doorway.

My passage into the Fae world went
more quickly this time. I barely paid the
Void any attention, my mind focused on
getting Tristan back. I ended my stride in



a summer meadow, green grass and
yellow flowers beneath my feet.

So this was Grian’s realm. The
meadow stretched across the land in a
gentle slope. A slight breeze ruffled my
hair; the sun shone on my face.
Mountains lay ahead of me, black stone
and snow-covered peaks. At their base,
carved into the rock, was a palace. I
didn’t see anyone guarding the doors at
this distance. The towers rose above the
walls, mirroring the peaks.

I transformed both the stick and the
coaster into a sword and shield. This
was me, salesperson extraordinaire,
storming the empty field of a Fae
Queen's realm with medieval weapons.



Though Kailen had sounded urgent when
he’d asked me to close the doorway, I
didn’t see a sign of anyone else around
—only the flowers, the wind, and the
smell of green grass. But Kailen knew
much more about the Fae world than I
did. Better to be prepared than to be
caught unarmed.

The grass brushed beneath my feet
as I advanced toward the mountains. I
passed into a ring of yellow flowers. As
soon as I took a second step into it, the
ground burst into life.

“Mortals used to know about fairy
rings,” shrilled out a high voice. The
grass parted, but so quickly I couldn't
catch what had caused the disturbance.



“This isn't a mortal,” said another
voice.

“She smells mortal. Grian said we
could do whatever we wanted with
mortals.”

“She didn't let us do what we
wanted with the boy.”

I grasped onto this. “The boy!” I
said to the ground. “Tell me where he
is.”

From my left, “It makes demands.”
“As though it has any power over

our realm, over our circle.” This voice,
from my right.

“We should make it amuse us. Life
is boring without mortals.” The voice
came from between my feet. I took a step



backward and ran into a wall.
“Can't run, mortal. You stepped into

our ring.”
“Perhaps we should make it

dance?”
My feet twitched of their own

volition. One kicked out, and then I
dropped both sword and shield. My
hands stretched out. I danced, my arms
and legs no longer at my command.
When I looked down again, I caught a
glimpse of small green bodies, the size
of robins, with wide faces and tangled
hair. My feet twitched in some
approximation of an Irish jig. Indignation
curled in my chest. Smelled mortal, did
I? For the first time, I felt a touch of



pride at my unusual heritage. “I'm not
mortal,” I called out to the fairies
beneath me.

“It says it's not mortal.”
“What else would it be, popping

through a doorway into Grian's realm?”
“The Sidhe know better than to

arrive without knocking.”
“If it is not mortal, why does the

fairy ring hold sway over her limbs?”
“Perhaps it is something else.”
My legs and arms began to burn,

and still they danced. I had to put a stop
to this. Kailen had told me the greater
Sidhe were powerful. Why was I
allowing these little creatures to make
me do as they wished?



It was as though someone had
hacked the pathways between my brain
and my extremities. I closed my eyes and
tried to pinpoint the loss of control. My
neck I could still move of my own
accord. I clenched my stomach muscles
—those, too, were still mine. But once I
hit my shoulders and my thighs, the
control was gone. Four of these little
Fae were controlling me. One for each
limb. No wonder they got such
amusement from it; it was like playing in
a band, with the separate parts
combining for a more complicated
output.

My will against theirs. I wouldn't be
able to cut the control of all four of them



at once, but if I focused on one and
broke their circle, I might lessen their
power. I took in a breath, trying to ignore
the growing fatigue, and turned all my
attention to my left leg. There was a
barrier there—light, like cobwebs, but
far less yielding.

Emotion. This was the driving force
for the magic. I gathered my anger, my
indignation, and shoved it against the
barrier.

It broke and I stumbled. Before any
of the lesser Fae could react, I kicked
my left foot out and crushed one of the
flowers forming the circle. All control
of my body returned to me. I staggered to
the side, resting my hands on my knees.



“It is Fae,” said a tiny voice.
“Not mortal, just smells like it.”
“Changeling,” whispered one.
The others took up the cry, and

“Changeling” brushed past my ears like
a breeze through a forest. I stood up
straight. Fifteen of the little fairies stood
at the outskirts of the ring of flowers. No
wonder I'd barely seen them. Their
bodies were light green, with dark green
stripes, like a tiger. If I hadn't been
looking for them, they would have faded
into the surrounding grass, invisible.
Though they were humanoid in shape,
none of them wore any clothes. They
didn’t look frightened or angry. “I’m
here to take back what’s mine,” I said to



them. “The Queen took something that
does not belong to her.”

“It speaks against Grian.”
“And in her own realm.”
“It should be careful not to blunder

into things it does not understand.”
“And it understands so little.”
And with that, they disappeared into

the grass. I rested for a moment longer
before picking my sword and shield
back up. I checked the doorway. Still
there—a shimmer in the air. Kailen
hadn’t come through to help me. I wasn’t
sure if I felt relieved or disappointed.

I continued on toward the palace,
careful to avoid any circles of yellow
flowers. My palm was slick with sweat,



the hilt of the sword slipping as I
tightened my hand around it. What had
they meant, about blundering into things I
didn’t understand? Clearly, I’d made a
mistake with the fairy circle. What else
lay between me and Tristan?

The palace grew closer, the land
surrounding me empty. Was this the way
the Fae realm always looked—devoid of
life until you stepped into the wrong
place? Two black doors stood at the
front of the palace, carved in swirling
patterns of the same black stone as the
rest of the palace. They stood twice as
tall as the door in my house and twice as
wide. I could see no one in the
windows. When I reached the doors, I



tucked the sword beneath my arm and
lifted a hand to knock, a lifetime of habit
shining through.

No. Despite what the fairies had
said, I wanted to take Grian unawares.
Since no knob or handle appeared in the
surface, I leaned my shoulder into one of
the doors. To my surprise, it creaked
open.

The entrance hall of the palace was
lined with crystal chandeliers that
seemed to glow of their own accord. A
rich blue rug lay on the floor, stopping
just short of the walls. Black pillars
lined the walls. I held my sword in front
of me and shifted the shield on my arm.
Still not a soul in sight. A set of broad



steps ascended to a place unseen in front
of me. I went for them, my footsteps
echoing off the stone as I climbed.

When I reached the top of the steps
—three flights, at least, at least—I saw
Grian. She sat in a great black throne, lit
from all sides by the glowing crystal
chandeliers. Her skin was pale and
smooth, like newly unwrapped soap;
hair the color of corn silk pillowed at
her shoulders. She wore a dress of dark
blue, the same color as the rug on the
first floor.

At her feet, playing with a golden
ball, was Tristan.

“To catch a wild beast, one must
choose the correct item to bait the trap



with,” the Queen said. She regarded me
with frigid blue eyes, a smile curving
her rose-colored lips.

“My nephew,” I growled, “is not
bait.”

“On the contrary,” Grian said, “bait
is anything that gets the job done. I
notice you do not disagree with the
comparison of you to a wild beast.”

“Give him back.” I lifted both
sword and shield.

“No. He fell through a doorway, has
eaten of my food, and drunk of my water.
According to the old laws, he now
belongs to me. There is always an
exchange with Changelings. A mortal for
one of the Fae. The Aranhods neglected



this bit, so I have rectified things.”
Bitch. My sister was at home,

crying her heart out. Tristan belonged
with his family. He wasn’t anyone’s
property. “What do you want? My death?
That won’t close the doorways.”

“But it will restore the balance of
power and prevent other Fae families
from breaking our laws,” Grian said.
“The doorways need not concern you.”

“They do concern me. My family
and friends are at risk from the Fae and
mortal worlds mingling.” How
unreasonable was this woman?
Everyone spoke of her as if she was
some sort of malevolent dictator. Surely
it didn’t have to come down to fighting,



to my death. “I can close them,” I said.
“The doorways. Isn’t this reason enough
to let me live?”

The Queen lifted her chin. “No.”
I gritted my teeth. “You’re not

making this easy. Just give me back my
nephew. Give him back, or I’ll…” I
lifted my sword, swung the tip around to
face her.

“Or you’ll what?” the Queen said,
her voice sharp. “Did you truly think you
could walk into my palace and take what
you wanted by force?”

Tristan didn’t notice any of this
exchange. He stared at the ball in his
hands, unnaturally focused. I sniffed the
air. Lavender. “You’ve charmed him



somehow,” I said.
“Very bright, this Changeling,” the

Queen said. She stood, and the floors of
the palace trembled. The chandeliers
dimmed. “Kill her.”

The air around me solidified,
revealing eight Guardians, dressed in
silver armor. They advanced.



 
 
 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
 
 

The sword and shield felt suddenly
inadequate—play toys in my hands. My
confidence eroded as the Guardians
rushed toward me. This was the end. I
was going to die here, sliced up by eight
swords, no one at home aware of what
had happened to me. And then Kailen’s
words rang like a bell in my mind.

“I invoke my right to challenge!” I
cried out.

The hall ceased to tremble, the



lights returned, and the Guardians
stopped in their tracks. My nephew,
unperturbed, continued to pass the ball
from hand to hand, a faint smile on his
lips.

“I challenge the Guardians,” I said,
“on behalf of the Aranhods.”

For a long time, no one moved.
Then one of the Guardians spoke. A

man with black hair pulled into a tail.
“Such a request is unprecedented.” He
looked to Grian, as did the others.

Grian sat back on her throne and
took a moment to arrange her skirts. “An
interesting request,” she murmured, “and
one you did not come up with on your
own. What are you playing at, Kailen?”



I waited, sword and shield limp in
my hands. It seemed everyone in the Fae
world knew Kailen. He’d said he
wanted me to know him better, and yet at
every turn, he withheld information from
me. What did Grian know of him? “Will
you accept?”

“It is up to the Guardians to accept.”
Even as she said the words, she gave the
barest of nods to the man, broad as two
of me put together.

He stepped forward. “I am Haldor,
and I will accept this challenge on the
Guardians’ behalf. If you win, the
Guardians will no longer come after
you.” He held out his hands, palm up. In
the next instant, a fire sparked to life in



one hand, and ice formed in the other. “If
you win.” He smirked and turned away.

“The challenge will take place three
days hence, mortal time,” Grian said. “In
the Arena. No one will be allowed to
harm you until then.” She leaned down
and picked up Tristan, placing him in her
lap. He giggled as she bounced him on
her knee, his wispy brown hair falling
across his forehead. He did not drop the
ball. “Now leave my realm.”

“Not without my nephew,” I said.
“Go on,” Grian said. “Try to take

him then.”
I moved the sword to my shield

hand, took two steps toward the throne,
knelt, and held my arms out. “Come on,



Tristan. It’s your auntie, Nicole. Your
momma’s waiting back home for you.”

Tristan didn’t even glance in my
direction. Grian smiled.

I hadn’t become the top salesperson
at Frank Gibbons, Inc. by being shy. I
pushed past the Guardians and headed
for the throne. Before anyone could stop
me, I’d plucked my nephew from the
Queen’s knee.

He screamed, and his face went
pale. I reached to dislodge the ball from
his hands. As soon as I touched its
golden surface, a jolt went through my
body. It felt like an electric current, hard
as a slap. My breath went out of me.
Tristan continued to scream.



As soon as I could breathe, I tried
again to touch the ball. The shock this
time was harder and made me fall to my
knees. I cradled my nephew to my chest.
His screams had reduced to low sobs. I
barely felt the stone beneath me. I must
have bruised myself, but the pain running
through my chest obfuscated any other
discomfort. Time to change tactics. I
concentrated, lifted a hand, and tore a
doorway through to the mortal world.

“If you take him through with the
ball, he will die,” Grian said, her voice
filling the hall.

“Then we'll go without it.”
“Each time anyone but me or the

boy touches it, the pain gets stronger. It



will kill you.”
I met her cold blue gaze with my

own and grabbed for the ball again. The
world around me faded into black and
red. The pain numbed my brain, became
my center. When I came to myself again,
I was stretched on the floor. Tristan had
wandered away from my arms and into
the folds of Grian’s skirt.

“Get out,” Grian said. “Before I
change my mind.”

Wounded, defeated, my heart in the
vicinity of the soles of my feet, I
stumbled through the doorway and back
into the mortal world.

I landed on the side of the road in a
heavily forested area I didn’t recognize.



I closed the doorway behind me and
leaned my back against a nearby pine
tree. I’d failed. I had to find a way to
win against the Guardians now, if only to
live long enough to bring Tristan back.
That golden ball—there had to be a way
to get it away from him.

I climbed the slope to the road.
Trees and asphalt stretched as far as I
could see. I didn't have a phone on me,
or any money. When I picked a direction
and started to walk, my feet ached in
protest. I turned the sword and shield
back into a coaster and a stick, dropped
them back into my pocket.

The sweater I wore was torn, the
knees of my jeans covered in grass



stains. I probably hadn't brushed my hair
in a day. A couple cars passed and I put
out my thumb, but neither stopped. I
couldn't blame them. I didn't look very
reputable at the moment. How had this
happened? I'd gone from a woman with a
promising career to someone on the run
from the laws of both the Fae and mortal
worlds. Owen had been right, though. I
had to stop blaming everyone else. I
wasn't perfect. It had been stupid of me
to turn Jane into a mouse. I'd let my
temper get the better of me. Sure, I hadn't
known I had magic, but my anger should
have been focused at Owen, not Jane.

I could have had both a career and a
life at home—I'd chosen not to. I'd



gravitated toward Owen in college
because he'd been fun, different. Too
different, apparently. I wouldn't take the
blame for his cheating—that was his
stupidity, not mine. At the same time, I
hadn't been kind to him. He had tried to
talk to me, several times, and I'd
constantly dismissed him.

And I'd been too upset about these
changes in my life to concentrate, as I
should have, on learning magic. Now my
nephew's life hung in the balance.
Doorways were opening between the
mortal world and the Fae world,
swallowing unsuspecting mortals. I'd not
been the first to dance in that fairy
circle. The strange murders with the



impossible time frames? Something or
someone in the Fae world must have
committed them. It was the only thing
that made sense. Time passes differently
in the Fae world. People were dying
because of the doorways—doorways I
could close if I could turn off the big
"kill me" sign I seemed to have hanging
over my head. And since no one else
seemed invested in it, I needed to find
out who was opening them in the first
place.

Damn it, this was bigger than me
and my problems. To hell with Kailen
and Owen, Penelope and Grian. I had to
get my shit together.

The sound of an engine rose from



the distance. I stuck my thumb out. This
time, to my surprise, I heard the car
rumble to a stop.

“I’ve heard hitchhiking can be
dangerous. Mortal world 101.” Dorian,
the Sidhe man we'd fought the night
before, had his head out the window of a
beater car. The paint peeled, and one
window was missing, replaced with
duct tape. The bumper was dented. He
still wore the black silk bathrobe.

“Are you here to finish me off or
something?” I asked. My hand crept
toward the pocket with the stick and
coaster.

“Grian called for a ceasefire. The
other Fae families echoed it. You're



dead as doornails in three days
anyways.” He jerked his head toward
the car. “Come on. I'll give you a ride.”

I hesitated and then strode to the
passenger door. Grian had said that no
one would hunt me until the challenge
had taken place. Besides, I really didn't
want to keep walking, and Dorian had
been polite about trying to kill me. The
door stuck when I tried to open it, but
with a tug it swung wide. I slid onto the
cracked vinyl seat. It didn't have a seat
belt. “Do you even have insurance?”

“In-shore-ents?” Dorian raised an
eyebrow.

“Never mind,” I said. Don't look a
gift horse in the mouth, right?



He pulled the car back onto the
road. “As I said before,” Dorian said, “I
don't have any hard feelings against you
in particular. You seem like a nice
enough lady. I'm not fond of Kailen, but
then, a lot of the Sidhe aren't.”

I leaned my head against the
window, my hand in my pocket, just in
case. “Is it because he pissed off the
Arbiter?”

“Nah,” he said. “That's between the
two of them.”

I threw up my hands. “Okay, what is
it then? He said he wants me to get to
know him better, but it seems like
everyone knows more about him than I
do. Every time I feel like I've learned the



last secret about Kailen, someone or
something pops up to tell me that's not
all.”

“Hmm,” he said.
“What's that supposed to mean?

Hmm?”
“I've just never met a Changeling

before,” he said. He tilted his head to the
side. “But as I was saying—I don't like
Kailen, and you're not doing yourself any
favors by associating with him.”

“Tell me why.”
“He's Grian's son.”
If I'd been drinking anything, I'd

have sprayed it all over the front
windshield. “What?”

Dorian gave a noncommittal shrug.



“Kailen's a liar. Everyone in the Fae
world knows it.”

“Then why do the Aranhods...?”
“Trust him? I don't know. Probably

because there was no one else. He used
to be one of the Guardians. Real bastard,
that one. Did a lot of shady things—
anything Grian didn’t want to dirty her
hands with. Confiscated things that
others rightfully owned, interrogated
Sidhe and Fae that did nothing wrong.
He and I used to be friends when we
were both young. Fifty or so years back,
he quit the Guardians and disappeared
into the mortal world. Before he did, he
came to me, asked for my forgiveness,
and wanted to know if we could



reconcile. I opened my home to him,
gave him my hospitality. The next
morning, he'd gone, and had stolen a
piece of moonstone.”

I swallowed. “How do I know
you're telling me the truth?”

Dorian glanced at me, pale blue
eyes catching my gaze. “Who's been
more forthcoming with you—me or
Kailen?” He turned back to the road.
“Besides, if you don't believe me, next
time you see him, ask him. Ask him
whose son he is and where he got his
moonstone. Don't let the hobgoblins fool
you,” Dorian said. “I'm not a bad guy.”

Kailen, why did you lie? How
could I trust him now, knowing who he



was and what he'd done? I buried my
face in my hands. “What am I going to
do?”

“Let me guess,” Dorian said. “He's
a good-looking Sidhe, with a Talent for
elicitation. He's been reeling you in,
bestowing some physical favors on you,
telling you no one has made him feel this
way, yadda, yadda. He's good at it.
Sometimes you can't even tell he's doing
it.”

“Oh, God. I'm such an idiot.” I
rubbed at my temples, trying to dispel
the growing headache.

He patted me awkwardly on the
back. “Hey, I'm sorry you had to hear it
from me. Someone should tell you these



things.”
“What does it even matter?” I said. I

gritted my teeth and shook my head. “I'm
going to die.”

Dorian cleared his throat.
“Challenges are a great spectacle in the
Fae world. Very primal, like the
heartbeat of the earth. The winner
receives a crown of roses from the
Queen. She allows them close, very
close, in order to bestow this honor. She
is good at crafting, but all crafted items
have a weakness. The weakness has to
do with what the crafter fears.”

He told me this casually, but I could
hear the undertone in his words. He was
trying to help. If I could win and get



close to the Queen, I might find a way to
dispel the magic of the golden ball and
take my nephew back. I wound my hands
together in my lap. I’d have to do it. I’d
have to find a way.

The faint scent of black pepper
drifted by my nose. When I looked up,
the car was pulling into a street near my
sister’s home. There was no sign of the
road we’d just traversed. “How?”

“One of my Talents,” Dorian said.
“Travel.” He pulled the car to the curb
and stopped.

I gripped the handle of the door.
“Thank you,” I said. “For the ride and
the information.”

“Hold on a second.” He slid out of



his door and came around to my side. He
opened my door. “I forgot. It doesn’t
open from the inside. Broken.”

This was all too weird. "Why are
you doing this?" I burst out as I slid from
the car. "You tried to kill me, and now
you're giving me advice?"

He glanced back at the car and
licked his lips. "Things in the Fae world
are not as stable as you might think.
Grian hasn't always been in power." He
went back to the driver's side and started
the car.

"Wait! Does this mean I have a
chance? There are Fae, other than the
Aranhods, that don’t care for her?"

He gave me a quick grin, and then



he and the beater car were gone.
I puzzled out our conversation as I

walked to the stoop. He hadn't shown up
at my parents' home with any intention
except to kill me. Now he wanted to
help. I didn't keep up too much with
politics, but I knew a flip-flopper when I
saw one. Something had changed
between then and now. I'd done
something, or Grian had done something,
to make Dorian hedge his bets.

The door to Lainey’s home was still
unlocked. I knocked a couple times, but
when no one replied, I stepped inside.
No one was in the house, so I went to the
backyard, opening the door quietly.
Owen sat on the edge of one of the



garden beds, bouncing Justine on his
knee. She babbled and giggled. To my
left, near the gate, Kailen consoled
Lainey.

“You can’t go through,” he told her.
“My son went through there, and so

did my sister! You can’t tell me I can’t
go in there after them.”

“If you do, you’ll die.”
“Then you go. You get them back.”
“I can’t,” Kailen said. “I might be

able to take a peek, but I’m exiled from
the Fae world.”

“Then peek!”
I stepped toward them. “That won’t

be necessary,” I said. I brushed past
them, touched the doorway, and closed



it. “I’ve challenged the Guardians. I’m
going to find a way to get Tristan back,
Lainey. I promise.”

“Has he eaten her food or drunk her
water?” Kailen asked.

I rounded on him. “Both. Now you
answer some questions for me. Is Grian
your mother?”

He shrank before my eyes. “She told
you, then. Yes. Grian is my mother.”

“You used to be a Guardian.”
“Yes.” This time, a whisper.
“You stole the moonstone from

Dorian.”
“I did.”
“You’ve been using your elicitation

on me from the very beginning.”



“I—Nicole, no! After the first time,
I haven’t, not once. I swear it.”

I shook my head, an ugly feeling
strangling the breath in my lungs, making
my voice come out two shades higher
than normal. “You’ve lied to me, over
and over again. How do I know you’re
even telling me the truth now? I’m tired
of your lies, of trying to figure out
whether or not you’re withholding
information. Who are you?”

Kailen didn’t flinch at any of this,
only stood there, head low, like a dog
suffering his master’s reprimand. “I am
who I said I was. I wasn’t a very good
person before. I tried to put all that
behind me when I left the Guardians.



Faolan and Maera believed in me. I
came to the mortal world so I didn’t
have to see her again. It gave me hope
that I didn’t have to be my mother’s
son.” He let out a sigh. “But I am. I am
sorry, Nicole. I should have told you
everything from the beginning. You
should have heard it from me.”

I felt it this time, the response of the
world around me to my anger. The grass
writhed at my feet, the tiles of Lainey’s
small patio threatened to pull free,
Tristan’s toys rose an inch from the
ground. I could control it. I let the anger
simmer. “No,” I said. “You don’t get this
many chances.”

Kailen’s head snapped up. No doubt



he had expected me to forgive him and to
accept him back into my confidence.
“But you only have three days before the
challenge. I know the Guardians, who
they are, what they can do.”

“I’ll manage without you,” I said.
“I’d rather face them alone than with the
advice of a man I can’t trust.”

“Nicole, please.”
I closed my eyes against the sudden

tug on my heart. I couldn’t deny that I felt
something for Kailen—some spark,
mostly unexplored. Maera and Faolan
trusted him. There was so much I didn’t
know about him. Too much. I opened my
eyes. “You will leave, or I will make
you leave.” As soon as I said the words,



I knew I could make him leave. The
power gathered within me, waiting for
me to direct it. A hundred ways I could
eject him from Lainey’s yard filtered
through my mind.

Kailen stepped back, eyes widening
slightly. I wondered, briefly, what he
saw in my gaze. “No. I’ll go.” He turned,
unlatched the gate, and was gone.

For a moment, silence reigned.
“Oh, honey,” Lainey finally said.

“Are you sure that was a good idea?”



 
 
 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
 
 

Now that Kailen was gone, I couldn’t be
sure I’d done the right thing. The green
fairies’ words echoed in my mind.
Though I felt more in control of my Fae
powers than ever, I still knew little of
the world I would fight for my life in.

“Nicole?” Lainey touched my
shoulder.

“I don’t know if it was a good
idea,” I said. “But I can’t take it back
now. He’s gone.” I turned to her. “I saw



Tristan. He’s alive. And well.”
My sister nearly collapsed with

relief, her pale cheeks flushing with
color. I caught her, helped her over to
one of the garden beds to sit.

“The Queen has him, and she’s
enchanted him. If I win the challenge, I’ll
get the chance to get close to him. The
spell she has on him is strong. I’m going
to find a way to break it and bring him
home. I’ll bring him back in three days. I
promise, Lainey.”

She started to cry.
I let her go on for a while, rubbing

her back and making comforting noises
in the back of my throat. She finally
quieted, sniffed, and rubbed at her nose



with the back of her hand. “I just hear
you say it, and I know you’re going to
get him back. At least,” she said, “at
least I’m not as bad as Mom.”

I laughed. “Never. Where’s Mark?”
“He’s out looking for Tristan. He’ll

be back in time for dinner.”
“You said before that he used to

fence, right?”
“Back in college,” Lainey said. She

wiped her eyes and ran a hand through
her hair. “He used to be good, but didn’t
have time for the local fencing club after
Tristan was born. Still has some of his
equipment. He's such a geek—he loves
collecting weapons, but he wouldn't hurt
a fly.” She paused. “I’m babbling, aren’t



I?”
Behind us, Justine started to wail.

“I’m sorry,” Owen said, walking over, “I
don’t know what I did.”

“She just needs to be fed,” Lainey
said. She took Justine from him and
carried her inside. “You two are
welcome to stay for dinner,” she called
over her shoulder.

Owen gave her departing back a
wistful look. “Do you ever think, you
and I, maybe we should have had one?”

“One what?”
He gestured into the air. “One, you

know. A baby. A family.”
Babies. They made people crazy,

one way or another. “I’m not even



human. We might not have been able to
have a family.” It hadn’t even crossed
my mind, honestly. That bio-clock that
my girlfriends spoke of—I didn’t seem
to have one. Now that I knew I would
live for hundreds of years, it made
sense.

“Oh. Right,” Owen said. “It just
seems nice.” He stood close to me, as he
would have before this whole mess with
Jane and Kailen had happened.

“Owen,” I rubbed my forehead with
my fingers, “this isn’t the time. Maybe
we can talk when this is all over, but I
have my nephew to worry about, and a
fight to the death in three days. Give me
some space, please?”



He took a step back, as though he
thought I’d only meant physically. For all
I knew, perhaps he did. I headed inside
the house.

Mark was at the front door with
Lainey, who was explaining to him what
I’d told her. He looked to me as I
approached. “Am I right in thinking there
was a reason you asked about my
fencing?”

I nodded.
“You should stay here with us for

the next few days,” Mark said.
“Then you believe all this stuff?

About Fae and Changelings?”
He lifted his chin. “If Lainey

believes it, then so do I. Besides, this is



the only lead I’ve got into where my son
is.”

Solid as a rock, Lainey and Mark.
Why couldn’t I find something like that?
“I’ll need to practice.”

“You can use our backyard,” Lainey
said.

“And I’ll take the next few days off
from work,” Mark said.

I heard the backyard door open and
close behind me. “I want to help,” Owen
said. “I can cook, and clean, at the very
least.”

“That would be great,” Lainey said.
She looked exhausted. Clearly, Owen
hadn’t understood what I’d said about
space. But I couldn’t deny my sister the



free help, especially when her nerves
were frayed so thin.

Dinner was a somber affair. No one
said much. Lainey let me sleep in
Tristan’s room, while Owen got the
couch. Before I fell asleep, I spent an
hour or so staring up at the glowing stars
Lainey and Mark had so carefully placed
in constellation patterns.

The next morning I borrowed
Lainey’s cell phone to call work. I
called Landon’s direct number, unsure of
whether or not he’d hired on a temporary
secretary.

“Frank Gibbons, Incorporated, this
is Landon.”

“Hi, it’s Nicole. I’m sorry about



what happened on Tuesday. I’ve had
some crazy things going on in my life
lately,” I said.

“Clearly. The police came by later
that day, looking for you.”

“That’s been cleared up,” I said.
“That doesn’t explain a man with a

sword in our office, nor does it explain
the mess with the flowers, nor your
absence on Wednesday. Things are hard
enough with Anne gone.”

“Can you give me until Monday to
patch everything up?”

Landon let out a heavy sigh. “Fine.
But I’m only doing this because you’re
the best salesperson in the office. You
work hard; you’re dedicated. I've never



seen you go off the rails like this,
Nicole, and I want to see you back here
the way you were. I’ll give you until
Monday. If you’re not in the office first
thing Monday morning, I’m terminating
your position. Are we clear?”

“Perfectly,” I said. “Thank you.” I
wasn’t ready to give up the job, not just
yet. Even if I was Fae, I lived in the
mortal world in a house I loved, and
who knew if any of my job skills was
even transferable to the Fae realms? I
still needed a way to earn a living. If I
didn’t turn up on Monday, it would
probably be because I was dead. I didn’t
say that to Landon, though. “See you on
Monday.”



“Fine. Very good.” Click.
Owen cooked us all breakfast, after

which Mark and I went to the shed.
“So, don’t be alarmed,” he said as

he unlocked the padlock. “I know this
place makes me look all kinds of crazy,
but collecting weapons used to be a
hobby of mine.” He slipped inside and
flipped on the light. “I’ll probably have
to get rid of all of it when the kids get
older, just in case.”

The inside of the building had that
musty, unfinished smell that most sheds
do. The concrete floor was littered with
scattered dried leaves, cobwebs, and
dust. On the right side of the shed hung
the gardening tools Lainey used. On the



left, lined up in neatly spaced rows,
were a number of implements that had
nothing to do with gardening.

“You weren’t kidding,” I said.
Knives, swords, spears, and things I
couldn’t even identify shared wall
space. “Do you know how to use them?”

Mark grinned. “Not even half of
them. It was a hobby, not a lifestyle.”

I walked along the left wall,
reaching out to touch a few of the
weapons. All were sharpened, with
finely honed points. I stopped at the
pistol and Kailen’s words flooded into
my mind. The Fae families weren’t very
familiar with technology. If Dorian
couldn't even dress himself properly,



then how much did the Fae know about
human weapons? Mark could teach me
how to fence, intensely, for three days.
But I probably wasn’t going to win
against Haldor through skill. I had to
outwit him.

I gestured to the gun. “What about
this? Do you know how to use it?”

He clasped his hands behind his
back, his mouth pressing into a line as he
regarded me. “I do,” he said.

“I want to learn how to fence,” I
said. “Fewer parts that can
spontaneously fail. But I've got to put
him off balance."

"Understood." He reached out and
lifted the gun from its place on the wall.



"But you can't learn here. There's a
shooting range I used to go to. Come on."

We let Lainey and Owen know
where we were headed. Mark handed
me the gun before we got into his car.
"It's empty," he said. "I want you to get
used to the feel of it and to practice
holding it. It'll be heavier when it's
loaded."

The gun was cool in my hand, the
crosshatched metal rubbing against my
palm. I'd never held a pistol before.
Even without the ammunition, it felt
heavy to me. A sword was one thing.
This was more dangerous, more
unpredictable. I could end a life with the
simple press of a trigger.



As Mark drove to the shooting
range, he gave me verbal instructions.
"You're a beginner, so you should hold it
with both hands. Keep your finger out of
the trigger area until you're ready to
shoot."

The longer I held it, the more
comfortable it felt, but I wasn't entirely
sure how comfortable I wanted to get
with a gun. I wasn't a killer. Or at least, I
didn't think I was. If I didn't readjust my
view of myself, I would be in for some
trouble once I reached the Arena.

The shooting range was mostly
empty this time of morning. Mark picked
a lane and we got to work.

I quickly discovered I was a



terrible shot. My aim has never been
good—the incident with the pillows and
Owen's upraised arms was the only
claim I could make to hitting an intended
target. Despite Mark's attempts to school
me, my shots all went wide.

"Steady your hands," he yelled.
I could barely hear him with the

muffs on my ears. "They are steady."
"Aim before pressing the trigger."
"I am."
I gauged the level of his frustration

by how much his beard moved. The
more it moved, the more he was grinding
his teeth, or grimacing, or pursing his
lips. By the time it was dancing around
like a hairy version of Shakira, I knew it



was time to call it quits.
"Let's go back, eat some lunch," I

said as I unloaded the gun. "This isn't
exactly productive. It'll have to be
something I use if I get desperate."

By the time we got back, Owen had
already cooked lunch and, amazingly,
had cleaned up after himself. When we
finished eating, Mark and I went into the
backyard. He brought his fencing gear
and strapped it on, piece-by-piece.
“You’re long and lean, like Lainey is,”
Mark said. “Your biggest strengths are
going to be your speed and reach. Keep
your sword light, long, and thin—but
sharp. We’ll practice with dull blades.”

I pulled out the stick and the coaster.



“So a shield?”
“It may help in the beginning.”
“The Guardian I’m going up against

has some elemental magic. He may
throw ice or fire at me.”

“Keep the shield until you tire. Then
ditch it.”

I closed my eyes to concentrate. I
changed both shirt and pants to match
Mark’s fencing equipment. “There,” I
said. “How’s that?”

Mark had dropped his sword.
"Despite what Lainey said, guess I
didn’t quite expect it to be real. Not all
the way, at least.” He picked it up.

“It’s real.” I turned the stick into a
sword next, like the one Mark held, with



a blunted edge and tip. “Now show me.”
We went through various attacks and

ripostes. “You won’t fight in a line, like
we do in fencing,” Mark said, “so we
won’t practice in one either.” He pulled
away from me and lifted his sword. “I’ll
correct you as we go. Attack me.”

“Now?”
“Absolutely.”
I rushed at him and ended up on the

ground, Mark’s sword poking at my
back.

“Come on,” Mark said. “Where’s
that Fae blood you were talking about?
Is this one of your Talents? Show me.”

My face heated. I’d gone into this
overconfident, sure my Talent would



take over, show me the way. Apparently
this wasn’t the way it worked.

I tried again, my sword connecting
with Mark’s twice before his point
ended over my heart. “Are you even
trying?” For someone who was
endlessly sweet with his wife and kids,
he was one hell of a coach. “I could
knock you over with a feather, the way
you’re attacking me now. You want to go
into the Fae world and get my son back?
Show me I shouldn’t be the one doing it
myself.”

I gritted my teeth. For Tristan. This
next time I kept my breathing steady, my
thoughts on my nephew. I could feel the
difference. My arms and legs moved



more quickly, my strokes landed where
I’d intended.

“That’s more like it,” Mark said.
We took a break around two.

Though I came close to winning twice, I
didn’t yet have the skill. “I need to
practice transformation,” I announced to
everyone as we sat in the living room,
each of us spent. “I want to get faster at
it, and I want to be able to transform
moving objects.”

We headed into the backyard,
Lainey with Justine in her arms. I started
picking up Tristan’s toys, scattered in the
grass. “May I?”

Lainey nodded, the hint of tears in
her in eyes. Justine made a grab for her



hair. “Just change them back when
you’re done.”

“I will.”
I concentrated on transforming the

toys into other objects—things that might
be useful in a battle. I turned the toy
truck into a rock, to trip up my opponent,
the blocks into caltrops, the plastic
puzzle into a rug that spat fire. I was
particularly proud of the last.

After that, I had Owen and Mark
toss the toys into the air, striving to
transform them before they could hit the
ground. I managed the first one around
four in the afternoon.

I’d used my powers for the sword
fighting earlier and now for the



transformation. By the time I managed to
transform the first toy mid-air, I could
barely move. I hauled myself to my feet.
“I need to…I need to take a nap.”

Owen caught me before I fell.
“You’re pushing yourself too hard,” he
said as he carried me to Tristan’s room.

“If I don’t, I’m dead, and my
nephew is trapped in the Fae world. I
have to.”

His face was lined with worry as he
looked down on me. “I still care about
you, you know.”

It made my heart hurt. I lifted a
hand. “Don’t. Not now.”

I slept until dinnertime and awoke
ravenous. Owen had pulled out all the



stops and baked a lasagna. I ate three
pieces plus some garlic bread before I
felt satiated.

After dinner, Lainey turned the
backyard lights on, and Mark and I
practiced more. I found my rhythm more
quickly this time, my feet and hands
more sure of their places. This time,
when I backed Mark toward the garden
beds, he was unable to slip away. I used
my magic to speed my steps. He tried, at
the last minute, to duck beneath my
sword, but I chopped at his back. When
he turned again to face me, I had my
blade at his neck.

He lifted his arms. “Much better.
But I’ll bet you have to be able to beat



more than a mediocre human fencing
opponent in order to beat one of these
Guardians.”

“They carry their swords with them
at all times,” I said. My heart quailed as
I thought on other things I knew of the
Fae. “They live for hundreds of years.
Maybe even thousands. I never asked.”

“Then you’ll have to be perfect,”
Mark said, his face grim.

I lifted my sword. “Again.”
We practiced well into the night,

long after Lainey had put Justine to bed,
and Owen had fallen asleep on the
stoop, his elbow on his knee, his head
cradled in his hand. Mark beat me one
more time before I overtook him. And



yet I still wasn’t sure if it was enough.
When both of us collapsed to our

knees during a bout, I realized I'd pushed
the limits of endurance. “Enough,” I
gasped out.

“Agreed,” Mark said. He tore off
his mask, his breathing ragged.

It took a while before we could get
to our feet and head inside. I splashed a
bit of water on my face before dropping
into bed and a deep sleep. I awoke past
ten, the smell of fried eggs thick in the
air. When I walked into the kitchen,
everyone was already eating. Lainey
looked up. “I was getting worried. You
slept through Owen banging around in
the kitchen and even Justine's screaming



fit this morning.”
I rubbed my sore shoulders. “The

magic takes more out of me than I
expected.” In truth, I'd never felt more
tired in my entire life.

After breakfast and a shower, I
headed into the backyard with Mark. We
were halfway through our fifth bout
when my sword shattered. Bits of wood
scattered over the grass as I blinked and
tried to make sense of it. I opened my
hand and found nothing inside of it.

I'd been practicing this morning
with the shield as well. It still remained
intact, strapped to my other arm.

“Well,” Mark said. “Looks like
magic has its limitations.”



I examined the bits on the ground.
Lainey and Owen sat on the patio,
Justine giggling in Owen's arms. “You
made it out of a stick,” Lainey called
out. “It could be that.”

The coaster had been metal, as was
the shield. Kailen had been the one
who'd prompted me to make the coaster
into a shield. I'd only improvised with
the stick. “Right,” I said. “Can you get
me a butter knife?”

Lainey brought one out from the
kitchen.

As soon as I transformed it, I could
feel the difference. It wasn't any heavier,
but it felt less brittle. I hefted it in my
hand. “I think you're on to something,



Lainey.”
We took a break for lunch. I tested

Lainey's theory. Turning a stick into a
wooden sword left it also feeling solid.
Turning a butter knife into a wooden
sword also left it feeling fragile. It
seemed the closer to the original
properties I kept the materials, the more
solid the transformation would be, the
more lasting.

I practiced transforming items in
mid-air in the afternoon, and through
this, learned more. If I transformed one
of Tristan's toys into the same item more
than once, it became easier and faster the
more times I did it. I resolved to pick a
few things that I thought I'd need in the



Arena, and transform them several times
before taking them with me.

With the knowledge and discovery
came confidence. I had the advantage of
being a Changeling. If I transformed an
item, my opponent would not be able to
undo the transformation. He would not
be able to interfere with my sword
fighting Talent, either. It gave me some
comfort. If I didn't go into the Arena with
hundreds of years of knowledge and
practice, at least I could go in with some
other advantage.

Though my muscles and bones
protested, I fought against Mark again
before dinner. “Pretend I'm him,” Mark
said. “The Guardian.”



I closed my eyes and took a deep
breath. I would do this for Tristan. My
nephew. When I opened my eyes,
everything seemed brighter, clearer. I
fought like a whirlwind. Mark could
barely raise his sword against me before
I'd blocked it, couldn't step without me
following half a second later.

I began to step before he stepped,
raising my sword before he even struck.
Our bout ended a moment later, with my
sword to his neck.

“That was amazing!” Owen said
from the patio. He rose to his feet, his
eyes wide. “It was like you knew what
he was going to do before he did it.”

I transformed the sword back into



the butter knife. “I don't know the
Guardian's other Talents. He may have
something that could neutralize what I'm
able to do with a sword.”

Owen came near and put a hand on
my shoulder. “I think you have a
chance.”

I didn't acknowledge him. I hoped
he was right.



 
 
 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
 
 

“...and on to our next item. Is your milk
souring before its expiration date? Our
news correspondent, Amy Whithouse, is
here to tell you that you may not be the
only one. Amy?”

The television flickered as the
picture changed to a view of the news
correspondent. I sat on the couch, my
hand barely holding my head up, my
thigh muscles screaming as I tried to
stretch my legs. Owen was in the



kitchen, cooking up who knew what for
dinner, the scrape of spatula against the
pan mingling with Justine's babbling.

One more day. One more day before
I went to the Arena. I could sense the
anxiety in Mark and Lainey. Though they
sat with me on the couches, neither of
them sank into the cushions; both leaned
forward, their postures stiff, tense.
Though it was my nephew I went to
retrieve, he was their son.

“Hi, John,” said the young and
plucky Amy, “it seems that all over
town, citizens are complaining about
their milk going sour long before the
expiration date. Milk distributors have
disavowed any knowledge of this



strange phenomenon, but consumer rights
groups think this may have something to
do with dishonest labeling.”

She turned to a disgruntled-looking
older gentleman, his hands stuffed firmly
into the pockets of his coat. “I'm here
with Jason Nebbit, a representative from
Consumer Rights Group.” She extended
the microphone in his direction.

I sighed, Jason's angry voice
buzzing in my ears, nonsensical as the
buzz of a bee. I wondered if anyone in
the mortal world suspected what was
actually happening—that doorways to
the Fae realms had begun to reopen. Just
as that thought crossed my mind, the face
of another man popped up on the screen,



voice thick with an Irish accent.
“It's fairies,” he said. “I've been

producing milk in this region for ten
years, never seen anything like it. But as
soon as I started putting an offering out
in the mornings for the Fae, my milk
stopped spoiling.”

They cut back to John in the studio,
who laughed at this pronouncement. In a
mocking tone, he advised citizens to
watch out for fairies. His co-host tried to
riff off of his joke.

“Next thing you know, they'll be
stealing babies.” She laughed.

“I'm turning this damn thing off,”
Lainey said, her voice trembling. She
lifted the remote.



“Meanwhile, police are still
searching for anyone connected to the
murders of three Portland citizens.”

The television clicked off.
I almost fell asleep eating dinner—a

surprisingly delicious Asian-inspired
concoction of peanut sauce, pasta, and
snow peas. Owen frowned as my fork
slipped from my grasp. “I'm sorry,” I
said, leaning into my hand again. “I'm
just tired.”

“Too tired,” Owen said. He rose to
his feet and went to my side. “I'm
helping you to bed, and you're going to
rest for most of tomorrow.”

I tried to protest, but I could barely
find breath to form words. “Okay,” I



finally said.
Owen half-dragged, half-carried me

to Tristan's room. He set me on the bed
and knelt to remove my shoes. “You
won't help anyone by getting yourself
killed.” His voice was gruffer than I'd
ever heard it. “You never knew how to
pace yourself, Nicole. You throw
yourself at problems without thinking
about other solutions, about other
people. If someone asked me what you
believed in, I'd have to say 'hard work'
and that's all. This is not how you're
going to help Tristan.”

“And how would you know?” I
said, working up some vehemence.

“I'd know because I know you.



You're so single-minded. When you're
angry with me, there's no room for
anything else. When you decided you
wanted a promotion at work, you just
worked harder without thinking about
working more efficiently. When Kailen
told you that you had to work on your
magic, you were too focused on our
relationship to concentrate on anything
else.”

He didn't say it as an attack, but in a
matter-of-fact tone. Maybe this was why,
for the first time, I actually listened. “I'll
rest.”

“Good,” Owen said. He lifted my
legs onto the bed and helped me lie
down.



I reached for his hand as he
withdrew, suddenly afraid of being
alone. “I don’t know if I can do it,” I
whispered to him. “I don’t know if I can
bring Tristan back.”

He brushed the hair from my
forehead. “Part of being human is not
knowing what will happen.”

I tried to roll my eyes, but halfway
through, caught myself in a yawn. I slept.
 
I DIDN’T WAKE UNTIL LATE
afternoon. For a while, I didn't move,
just soaking up the feeling of being well
rested. It seemed like forever since I'd
felt this way. Then my stomach growled,
sending me back into reality.



Lainey had lent me some of her
clothes, and though I could hear Lainey,
Mark, and Owen in the living room, I
took a shower first. Tomorrow, I would
have to fight. Today, I would be clean
and well-rested.

Owen went to the fridge and
warmed up what they'd had for lunch as
soon as I walked into the living room. “I
figured you'd be starving when you woke
up,” he said, “so I made you an extra-
large portion.”

It was some concoction of chicken,
rice, onions, and herbs, and it coated my
stomach and clung to my ribs.

“Good news.” Lainey leaned over
the table as I ate. “They found Jane and



dropped the charges against you.”
“Wonderful,” I managed. I wasn't

sure how I could be hungry, with the
Arena fight so near, but I was. I stuffed
in another mouthful. “I need to transform
the butter knife a few more times—make
it smooth. I hope you don't mind if I take
a few things with me.”

Lainey reached out and touched my
hand. “Anything, Nicole. Like I said—
you and I—sisters forever.”

It made me tear up a little, which
was awkward, considering I was in the
middle of swallowing. “Thanks, sis.” I
looked to Mark. “One more bout?”

He nodded, hands going to his
knees. “Sure thing.”



I scarfed down the rest of my food
and went to the patio door. As soon as I
opened it, I saw Kailen. He stood there
with hands in his pockets, head down,
dressed in a T-shirt and jeans. He looked
up when I stepped outside. “Nicole.”

“I thought I told you to leave.”
“I found out who you're fighting.

Haldor. I don't want you going into that
blind.”

“I can't trust you.”
He strode close to me. Mark moved

to intercept him, but I put a hand to his
arm and shook my head.

Kailen spoke quickly, urgently. “Go
to the Jeld-Wen Stadium and make a
doorway there to get to the Arena in the



Fae world. Haldor is Talented in
elemental magic. He loves a big fire and
ice show and he'll try to hit you hard and
fast. He'll distract you with the fire, and
come up from behind with ice. He's a
mediocre swordsman. Don't let him
touch you. He also has mind-reading
Talent. But this doesn't involve just
knowing your thoughts. It can also
involve planting thoughts in your head.”

“What else?”
Kailen sighed. “He's a good Sidhe.

I'd hate to see him die. But I'd hate even
more for you to die.”

I wondered if he threw me off
balance on purpose, or if he only just
said whatever came to his mind. Despite



Mark's presence, he leaned closer. No
scent of honeysuckle, just the promise of
a warm embrace.

“Dinner will be ready soon,” Owen
said from behind me. I turned to see his
hand around the doorknob, clenched so
hard his knuckles were white.

I took a step back from Kailen,
remembering where I was and the things
he'd said before. The things he'd lied
about. “Thank you,” I said. “I appreciate
you telling me this.”

“But you haven't forgiven me.”
“No.”
He let out a long breath. “I'll let

myself out. Just be careful, Nicole. I
know Grian. I know the things she does.



Nothing is ever straightforward with
her.” He made for the gate in the
backyard and left. Only when the gate
had closed behind him did Owen go
back inside.

Mark looked at me and raised an
eyebrow. “Are you sure you shouldn't
give him a second chance?”

“You mean a third,” I said. I pulled
the butter knife from my pocket and
transformed it into a sword. “I'm not that
much of a fool.”

“Fair enough,” he said, and raised
his own sword.

I beat Mark in all three bouts we
fought.

When we went inside, Owen was



loudly setting dishes into the sink, his
jaw set and his eyes narrowed. He
didn’t look up. Mark and I exchanged
glances. He went to help Lainey with
Justine while I approached Owen.

“Is something wrong?”
He leaned over the sink, his hands

on the countertop. “I just don’t like
seeing you look that way at another man.
I’m not used to it. It’s hard.”

“Then you have an idea of how I
felt,” I said softly.

The furrows in his brow melted
away. “You’re right,” he said. “I don’t
have any right to be upset. And yet I am.
I don’t know what we are anymore.
Separated, I guess? Divorcing?” He



turned to face me, gray eyes meeting
mine. “Reconciling?”

I waved a dismissive hand. “This
isn't the time.”

“When is the time? What if you die
tomorrow?”

I willed myself to be calm. The
worst of it was, I didn't know when the
time was to discuss our relationship, our
marriage. We hadn't really had the
chance, and maybe now we never
would. “Then I guess you don’t have to
worry about filing paperwork.” I tried to
say it lightly, but it came across as
flippant.

“What do you want from me, right
now?” Owen said. “Do you want me



around, do you want to cut me loose,
what?”

We’d had a lot of good years
together, and a lot of bad. I knew what
Owen was. There was something
comforting in that familiarity. But I
didn’t want to drown myself in it at the
expense of the things I really wanted.
And I didn’t know what I wanted. Not
yet.

“If I live, I promise we’ll talk,” I
said. “I don’t want to keep you in
limbo.”

He pressed his lips together and
nodded.

Dinner was a silent affair. I slipped
into sleep as soon as my head hit the



pillow.
Morning seeped through my eyelids,

an unwelcome invasion of light. If I
could have, I’d have slept for days,
forgetting the challenge. But the memory
of Tristan sitting at the Fae Queen’s feet,
the golden ball in his hands and her
dress pooled around his feet, motivated
me.

I dressed in Lainey’s yoga pants and
a tank top. Mark had given me one of his
belts, which I’d repurposed to hold the
items I wanted to take into the Arena. I
had the butter knife, the metal coaster, a
rag from the kitchen, a few of Tristan’s
toys, a spray bottle of old perfume, and
the gun in a holster.



I didn’t feel dangerous, but I felt
prepared.

Lainey and Mark were already up,
but at 6:00 a.m., I didn’t expect Owen to
be awake yet. He wasn’t. Lainey handed
me some toast, a couple pancakes, two
slices of bacon, and some eggs.
“Breakfast of champions,” she said. She
had Justine strapped to her chest in one
of those baby slings. “Make me proud,
sis.”

The food was piping hot and burned
as it went down. It was a good burn, the
kind that reminded me I still had life in
me yet.

“I’ll drive you to the stadium,”
Mark said.



Owen stumbled into the kitchen,
stubble on his face, his eyes bleary, his
curly hair like a cloud around his head.
“No, no, I’ll do it.”

I didn’t protest. Things would be
simpler with Mark dropping me off, but I
didn’t have the heart to tell Owen no.
Part of me wanted to just forget what had
happened with Jane and go back to my
old life, with Frank Gibbons, Inc. and
Owen. When I said nothing, he retreated
into the bathroom, presumably to get
dressed.

The last bites I forced past a throat
gone suddenly tight. I didn't want this to
be my last meal. For a moment, panic
swelled in my chest, and I had the urge



to run. Lainey walked past me and patted
my shoulder. “Thank you for doing this,
sis.”

The panic receded. I'd made my
decision. “If it weren't for me, the Queen
would never have taken Tristan,” I said.
I felt the charm my mother had given me.
It looked ridiculous, but touching it gave
me some measure of comfort. I would
not go into this completely alone.

A mere five minutes later, Owen
was dressed and ready to leave. I
hugged both Lainey and Mark in turn.
“Kailen told me time passes slightly
differently in the Fae world. Don't worry
about me too much. I'll try to end this
whole thing quickly and bring Tristan



back before you know it.”
I patted Justine on her rosy, baby-

soft cheek and then followed Owen out
the door.

He didn't say much on the way to the
stadium, only drove, his gaze distant and
his hands loose on the wheel. I resolved
to keep my mouth shut. Talking into a
silence hadn't worked well for me so far.
Finally, when we were almost at the
stadium, he cleared his throat and spoke.

“I still love you,” he said.
Perhaps I should have spoken up

after all. Did I still love Owen? I
couldn't turn off my feelings, not in less
than a week. But I'd been ambivalent
toward him for a long time, even before



he'd lost his job as a teacher. I'd fallen in
love with him for a reason, so many
years ago. His easy grin, boyish charm,
big laugh. It had drawn me in, and I'd
learned from our courtship—things I
hadn't known about myself. I had more
friends when I was around Owen; I felt
more relaxed. At least, I had in the
beginning. I sat there and tried to feel
something. Anything. I'd been angry
when I'd caught Owen cheating, sad in
the aftermath, but now when I thought of
us, of our marriage, I only felt numb.
Maybe it was that emotional fatigue
Kailen had referred to. Maybe I didn't
care anymore. I wasn't sure.

He pulled up to the empty stadium



parking lot and stopped the car. I put my
hand on the door handle, but he turned to
look at me, and I stopped. “Nicole, don't
go. Not yet.” And then he leaned
forward and kissed me.

It sparked something in me—a
remembered time. My hand in Owen's as
we watched the sun rise together. Him
brushing a piece of hair out of my eyes
and tucking it behind my ear. The way
he'd proposed to me—with over-the-top
phrasing and the sort of enthusiasm I
thought existed only in cheesy romantic
comedies. All these remembrances, so
long ago. Could it happen again?

I opened my eyes and pulled away,
confusion creeping into the stoic heroism



I'd built up for my fight in the Arena. “I
have to go,” I said.

Owen ducked his head. “Take care.”
I slid out of the car and turned to

close the door.
Owen leaned forward. “We're only

ever as strong as we think we are.”
“I'll remember that.” I closed the

door, a smile touching my lips. That one
hadn't even sounded overtly obvious.
Perhaps Owen was growing up. Perhaps
I was, in my own way.

I opened a doorway on the
sidewalk, the shimmering air bringing
with it the faint smell of flowers.

I stepped through.



 
 
 

CHAPTER NINETEEN
 
 

I stood in a flower-covered meadow, the
landscape around me flat rather than
hilly, as it had been in Grian's realm. I
didn't need to ask anyone for directions.
The Arena stood before me, a massive
monument of white stone, rising into the
sky. It reminded me something of the
Coliseum, if the Coliseum had been
twice as wide, twice as tall, and had a
myriad of odd-looking folk streaming
into its entrances.



I touched the doorway behind me to
close it.

“Huh,” said a voice to my right. I
turned to see what looked like a bull,
standing on two legs. I searched my
memory of mythology. A Minotaur.
“Changeling.”

“That’s me.” I attempted a smile and
failed. For all I knew, Minotaurs might
consider a smile an insult, or an act of
aggression.

The Minotaur nodded. “I will cheer
when your blood has been spilt upon the
white stone of the Arena.” His huge head
pivoted in the direction of the Arena,
and he lumbered toward one of its
entrances. Pleasant fellow.



Feeling awkward and out of place, I
strode toward the Arena and tried to
exude confidence. The closer I got to the
white arches, the more Fae I
encountered. Little brownies, like the
ones I’d seen in Landon’s office, pixies
with shimmering wings, creatures that
looked as though limbs and torso were
fashioned of leaves and twigs. Others
looked a lot like me—human, but with
more of an ephemeral quality. I
wondered if all the royal families would
be in attendance. As I reached the crush
of the lines, I wondered if all of the Fae
world would be in attendance.

Where was I supposed to go? I
started toward one of the lines.



Something brushed against my legs.
“She doesn’t know where to go,

does she?”
“She is in over her head now, the

Changeling is.”
“We did try to warn her.”
I whipped about, trying to get a

glimpse of the little fairies. “Where?” I
said. “Where do I go?”

“Around, around,” a little voice
said.

“The door that leads down.”
“The door that is empty.”
“Thank you,” I said.
“She thanks us for the information

that will lead to her death.”
“Mortal habits.”



“Odd ones.”
A high-pitched giggle sounded

before both voices and the rustle of
grass disappeared. I started to my right,
pushing past the crowds of Fae.

I must have walked at least half a
mile before I saw the door. It was small,
fashioned of dark wood. No Sidhe stood
near it. I placed a hand upon the silver
knob and turned. Unlocked. A set of
narrow stairs met my gaze, lit
periodically by glowing blue orbs that
hung floating in the air. I had to duck to
enter.

The stairs led into the belly of the
Arena, and I put a hand on the stone wall
to steady myself. The beat of many feet,



far above, produced a soft vibration
against my palm. My own feet scuffed
against the stone as I descended.
“Hello?” I said.

“The Changeling is here.” I
recognized the voice. Haldor, the one
who’d accepted my challenge. The glow
of a warmer light lit the walls ahead of
me.

The stairs ended, the claustrophobic
area opening into a circular room. This
area, too, was lit by orbs in bright white.
Haldor stood across from me, clad in
silver armor, muscular arms on the hilt
of a massive sword, its point against the
stone floor.

A hooded figure stood to the side,



robed in dark green. His head turned in
my direction as I walked forward. I
could see no eyes beneath the hood, only
the end of a nose and a pair of lips, set
in flesh nearly as pale as the white stone
I tread upon. There was something
unsettling about him—the slight smile,
the glimpse of black hair peeking out of
the hood, the way he looked at me. I
couldn’t see his eyes, but I knew they
stared.

“I didn’t think you would come,”
Haldor said, his voice gruff. He did not
seem entirely happy to see me.

“Why wouldn’t I?”
He shrugged. “Fear. The Sidhe live

long lives, and you’ve only known a



fraction of it. There are few that would
willingly give that up. I will take no
pleasure in killing you. I only
volunteered because, if I hadn’t, Alene
would have, and she would not have
fought fairly.”

“But it has to be done,” I said. I
remembered what Kailen had said—that
Haldor was a good man.

He nodded. “It is our law. I
understand why the Aranhods created
you, but that is not my fight.” He lifted
the sword, the globes glinting off the
steel. “This is.”

He looked to the man. “We will
observe the rites.”

The man stepped forward. “What



items do you wish to bring into the
Arena? Haldor, of Ciobhan’s realm, has
first pick, as the challenged.”

Haldor’s grip tightened on the hilt
of his sword. “My sword,” he said.

“Nicole, Changeling,” the man said,
his voice filling the room, “do you
object?”

This was one of those moments I
could have used Kailen's guidance. I
hadn't realized I would have a chance to
approve or disapprove of the items my
opponent wanted to bring into the Arena.
I shook my head. When both Haldor and
the man still looked to me, I cleared my
throat. “No, I do not.”

“And what item would you bring?”



he asked me.
Feeling slightly foolish, I pulled the

butter knife from my belt. “This knife,” I
said.

Haldor did not object. He picked
his armor next, and I, the metal coaster.
Things proceeded smoothly until I
indicated the plastic train engine, one of
Tristan's toys. Haldor narrowed his eyes
at this.

“I object.”
“Set it aside,” the man said.
I placed the plastic train engine on

the floor. I'd practiced transforming this
into a larger train engine, complete with
smoke and noise. It would have given
me a chance to run, at the very least.



“Haldor, of Ciobhan's realm, you
now have two remaining objections.”

Ah, three objections then. I
remembered the fairytales I'd read as a
child. Three was always an important
number.

I used my first objection on a bottle
of dark, unidentifiable liquid. For all I
knew, it could be poison, or a potion to
enhance Haldor's abilities. He frowned
when I objected, and I cheered inwardly.
Perhaps I could do this on my own.

He let my mother's charm pass, as
well as the perfume bottle. I used my
second objection on some wicked-
looking darts. Though I was glad I'd
objected, seeing them just reminded me



of what I would face in the Arena if I
failed. Death and dismemberment—not
necessarily in that order.

I had to stop from holding my breath
when I held up the gun. It had a full clip
loaded inside. I hadn’t brought any more
ammunition.

Although the Guardian gave it a
long look, he didn’t object. Haldor used
his last objection on my tennis shoes, of
all things. I used my last objection on a
pouch of crystals.

“Then you are both ready,” the man
said. He didn't say it like a question.
“Remember this is to the death.”

Now I gave the man a second
glance, taking in his robe, the gently



curving lips, the pale skin. I squinted and
leaned forward a bit—I still couldn't
make out his eyes. “And you’re going to
make sure that happens?”

“Yes,” he said. “I am the Arbiter.”
Of course. The Arbiter presided

over challenges. I’d nearly forgotten
about my own worries, about seeking
legal status among the Fae.

“I ensure that the terms of the
challenge are carried out, on both ends,”
he said. “If you win, Changeling, I will
be the arbiter of justice in the event the
Guardians attempt to attack you again.”

I shivered, the cold of the stone
floor seeping through my socks. He had
that kind of power?



He placed a chilly finger on my
forehead, and one on Haldor's. “Neither
of you can leave the Arena without
killing the other. If you try, you forfeit
your life. We will begin the first round.”

The Arbiter lowered his hands and
the ceiling moved, the stone scraping as
it rolled to the side, disappearing into
the wall. I wanted to shout, to protest, to
tell them that I'd changed my mind. I
swallowed the words and grasped for
the butter knife. A breeze swept into the
empty space left by the receding ceiling.
The sky came into view, a light cerulean,
not a cloud to be seen.

The floor shuddered and began to
rise. I tried to keep my breathing steady,



and did not look at Haldor. A cheer
arose as our heads crested the Arena
floor. It rumbled through my chest,
louder than the bass in a movie theater.
The stands were nearly full, the white
stone obscured by moving shapes. We
came to a stop when our feet were flush
with the Arena floor. The rest of the
Arena floor was white stone as well,
nothing I could use to transform, not
even a mote of dust.

The Arbiter stepped back. “Grian
will continue the proceedings.” He
disappeared, leaving a cold void in his
wake. All the hairs on the back of my
neck rose at once.

“The rites have been observed,” a



clear voice called over the rumbling
murmur of the crowd. I looked around
and identified the source. Grian, in a box
seat, Tristan sitting in the skirts of her
dress. The noise from the crowd died
down, faces turning to look in the
Queen's direction. She lifted a little from
her seat and flung out her hand.

A red scarf flew into the Arena,
floating and drifting downwards.
Haldor, a mere five paces from me, put
his hand on the hilt of his sword, the
other on the scabbard. I reached for the
butter knife, my fingers numb and my
mind empty. All I saw was the red scarf.
All I felt and heard was the frantic
beating of my heart.



The scarf touched the ground.
I moved at the same time Haldor

did. The butter knife morphed easily into
a sword as I drew it from my belt. I
brought it up just in time to catch
Haldor's blade. The metallic ring of
blade upon blade mingled with the roar
of the crowd.

Haldor pushed against me and then
slipped to the side, a move designed to
put me off balance. But Mark had tried
this on me as well. I kept my stance,
breathed in, and breathed out power.
Instinct kicked in. I flowed from one
move to the next, my blade moving like
an extension of my hand. Haldor may
have practiced for centuries, but he also



didn't have Talent in sword fighting. The
faint scent of lemon peel reached me as
he ducked away. He might be able to use
some sword fighting magic to speed his
steps, but it would cost him dearly.

I dashed forward, intent on pressing
my advantage and making him spend as
much of his energy as I could. My
signature, dark chocolate, built in the air.
I wouldn't have the chance to dispel it.

The stone beneath my feet turned
suddenly cold. A thin veneer of ice
covered the floor, chilling me to the
bones, making my socks stick to its
surface. My charge quickly became an
exercise in staying upright. So this was
why he'd denied me my sneakers. At



least, with the rubber, I'd have been able
to slide across the surface, my magic-
enhanced reflexes compensating for the
ice. I pulled my socks free and danced
away, catching a glimpse of the smug
expression on Haldor's face.

I moved my sword to my left hand
and grabbed the bottle of perfume. I
sprayed a puff in Haldor's direction,
transforming it into acid as I did so. I
hadn't had much opportunity to practice
this in Lainey's yard, afraid of causing
too much destruction. It had still pitted
the concrete of her patio.

Haldor reached for the shield on his
back and swung it in front of him, just in
time to intercept the cloud. It hissed



against the metal, but didn't eat through
it. The shield was crafted, imbued with
special powers. I launched myself at him
and swung my sword.

It connected with the shield. It was
like hitting a wall. Haldor's arm didn't
give way beneath my blow. I wondered
if he carried anything else that was
crafted. Just as this thought ran through
my head, Haldor moved his shield to the
side and flung fire at me.

My Fae Talent saved me. I sensed
the movement just as he'd started it. I
ducked into a roll. The fire singed my
hair, the heat of it licking at my back. He
will distract you with fire and come up
from behind with ice. I stopped in my



roll and sprang to my feet. I'd almost run
into a wall of ice, twice as tall as me,
expanding by the moment. Kailen hadn't
lied about Haldor.

I pulled one of Tristan's wooden
blocks from a pouch at my belt and
tossed it on the ground in front of the ice
wall. It expanded quickly to become a
wall of wood, blocking the ice wall
from its advance.

The scent of lemon peel increased,
filling the Arena. The ice wall grew,
pressing against my wooden one,
flowing over the top.

I concentrated, thinking of Mark and
Lainey and Tristan. My wooden wall
grew as well, blocking the ice wall from



further advance. It obscured half the
crowd in the Arena, growing taller and
wider. I could feel more than see
Haldor's presence to my right. Did he
still grow his wall? Could I stop, or if I
did, would his ice flow around my
wooden wall, crushing me like a grain of
sand beneath a wave?

A hand grasped my arm.
Don't let him touch you.
Too late. His thoughts brushed over

mine, intimate as the caress of a lover.
His fear was the strongest note, as acute
as my own. What could he see about me?
I tried to break away, but couldn't, my
arms and legs unresponsive to my
commands.



A thought entered the forefront of
my mind. Haldor did not trust Grian. He
was not the only Guardian who did not.
And then the image of a face, like
Haldor’s, but with blue eyes instead of
brown.

I finally took a step back and turned,
my eyes meeting Haldor's. He looked
confused. What had just happened?
Kailen had said that Haldor would be
able to place thoughts in my head. Had
he placed this one to unsettle me, make
me weak and hesitant to strike, or had I
somehow plucked it from his mind?
Behind me, Haldor's ice wall cracked
and shattered.

The confusion left his face. He



extended a hand and sent a line of fire
chasing toward me, sinuous and fast as a
striking snake. I used my Talent-
enhanced reflexes to dart away. The fire
missed me and crashed into my wooden
wall, setting it ablaze. The heat of it
warmed my back to an uncomfortable
temperature. Not being able to undo a
Changeling’s magic didn’t mean not
being able to destroy objects I
transformed, apparently. Maybe there
was some advantage to it that I hadn’t
yet thought of.

I ran toward Haldor before he could
gather himself for another strike of ice or
fire. If I kept him engaged with
swordplay, he wouldn’t be able to use



his elemental magic against me, and I
knew I slightly outmatched him with my
Talent. But when I slashed at him with
my sword, he brought that immovable
shield to bear. The impact shuddered up
my arm.

There had to be a way to get that
shield out of the picture. I tried to slide
around it, but Haldor moved nearly as
fast as I did.

When I reached out with my magic
and attempted to transform it, I ran into a
mental wall as solid as the physical
shield. It was well crafted and wouldn’t
give to my whims. Another way, then.

We jabbed and parried as the wall
burned, sending smoke thick into the sky.



A few times it blew in our direction,
making both of us cough and our eyes
water. I tried a few times to push Haldor
toward the fire, as I’d pushed Mark
against the garden beds, but Haldor had
at least twice the skill I did, and much
more strength. My Talent-enhanced
strength was about an even match for his.

Sweat gathered between my
shoulder blades and trickled down my
back. I tried to retreat, to take a breather,
but Haldor did not seem to tire. Each
time he blocked my blows with his
shield, the energy drained from my
limbs. I simply didn’t have the
endurance of long practice.

I managed to pull the coaster from



my belt and bring it to bear as a shield.
Mark had told me to ditch it when I got
tired, but I found it gave me some respite
from the battle. I’d made it long and tall,
and it covered my vulnerable spots.

How much longer would this round
go on? How much longer could I last? I
wiped the sweat from my forehead with
my sword arm and wished I’d worn a
headband. I felt sluggish, slow.

Just when I’d resolved to move
again, Haldor stopped trying to work his
way around my guard. A cold feeling
settled in the pit of my stomach. He
wouldn’t just let me rest.

In one smooth movement, I slung my
shield over my back and ran. Something



hard hit me in the back, knocking the
wind out of me. I struggled to breathe
and to put one foot in front of the other. I
turned my head and saw what looked
like a miniature glacier drifting over the
Arena floor. Ice. He’d hit me with a huge
chunk of ice.

Time to bring out the flashier magic.
I pulled one of Tristan’s stuffed animals
from my belt and tossed it into the air.

I transformed it into a grushound.
Gasps arose from the stands. Was it

because I’d done something particularly
skilled, or something particularly
stupid? I wasn’t quite sure. I’d seen
grushound claws and teeth swipe through
metal as though it were flesh and sinew.



And maybe Maera could control her
white griffins, but I had no idea how one
controlled a grushound.

So I took my best guess. I sprayed
the perfume onto the rag and lobbed it at
Haldor.

Haldor, who had been too busy
staring at the grushound, didn’t even
dodge. It struck him on his armor, the
heavy scent of floral perfume clear even
at my distance.

The grushound sniffed the air. With
a low growl in its throat, it turned to
Haldor. He did what any sensible person
would do. He lifted his shield and
backed away. This only seemed to ignite
the hunting instinct in the hound. It



bounded forward, the muscles of its
heavy shoulders bunching as it leapt
toward the Guardian.

I allowed myself a small grin of
triumph. But I didn’t know how long a
grushound fashioned of a rag would last.
I had to think on my next move, and
quickly. Unfortunately they didn’t have a
timer, or even an hourglass, stating how
long was left in the first round. I still had
a few wooden blocks on my belt, and if
necessary, I could try transforming the
metal coaster into something other than a
shield. Though my transformation magic
worked well, the elimination process
with The Arbiter had whittled my
objects down.



But right now the grushound was
clawing at Haldor’s shield, throwing its
weight against him. I had to act on my
advantage.

I had to kill Haldor.
My focus had been so strongly set

on survival that I hadn’t thought about
killing. How would I do it? Shoot him?
Stab him with my sword? Transform
something into an object that would
crush him? Spray acid at his face? Each
scenario that entered my mind was more
gruesome than the last. I didn’t know if I
had it in me.

I pulled the gun out anyways and
started my way around the perimeter of
the Arena, circling around to get at



Haldor's back. If I was lucky, the
grushound would take care of the
Guardian for me.

But I’d never been lucky. It seemed
to have as much difficulty with Haldor’s
shield as I had. With each strike it took,
the more floppy and doll-like it
appeared. The object’s true nature
showing through, breaking itself upon a
crafted shield.

Haldor’s back met my eyes, only a
few steps away, armored but not
shielded. And there were gaps—
between the pauldrons and the
breastplate, between the breastplate and
the skirt. His calves were bare. His head
was uncovered.



I swallowed and took aim at his
head, all of Mark's lessons and advice
echoing in my mind. I emptied the clip.
All of my shots went wide. One even hit
the grushound. I wasn’t sure what I'd
expected. To be magically good at
gunslinging when I was under pressure?

The sword it was, then. I tucked the
gun back into its holster, grabbed my
sword, and rushed forward, bringing the
blade in low. As soon as I swung,
Haldor brushed aside the grushound,
now limp as rags, and turned. He
slashed down, catching my sword and
sending it crashing into the stone floor. It
shattered.

I looked into Haldor’s eyes and saw



triumph there, as well as regret. He
brought his sword up for another blow—
a fatal one.

My mind seemed to know what my
feet did not. I tried to dart to the side, but
I wouldn’t make it. I closed my eyes.

A bell tolled, loud and resonant. I
opened my eyes. Haldor’s sword
whooshed by my right side, diverted at
the last moment.

The first round had ended.



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY
 
 

Saved by the bell. Huh. I didn’t think that
sort of thing ever happened in real life.
And here I’d been, only a moment
before, reflecting on how I didn’t have
much luck. Apparently I’d been saving it
for the right moment.

To my embarrassment, my legs
picked that moment to give up. They
pitched me unceremoniously to the
Arena floor. I could breathe again, and I
took the opportunity to swallow large



gulps of air. My chest ached, my arms
burned. I’d survived the first round, but I
had only a few objects left to transform,
and I’d lost my sword. I still had the gun,
but no more bullets. My gaze found
Tristan in the stands, sitting at the feet of
a very smug-looking Grian. Well, I
wasn’t dead yet.

A hand reached down to help me up.
Haldor’s hand. “You fought well,” he
said as I took it. He gave only a slight
pull and I was on my feet.

“I’m not done,” I said, my lips
pressed together.

He gave me a short, quick nod. We
broke away, each going to our separate
sides. Maybe he thought the same thing I



did—that one of us had to kill the other
—better not get too closely acquainted.

I checked my items, trying to find
something else I could fashion into a
sword. Only plastic and wood. Any
sword made out of these things would
shatter more easily than my butter-knife
one.

A door opened in the white wall of
the Arena before me. So I got a rest then,
before round two? Good. I could use
some downtime. I strode inside.

The Arbiter waited for me.
“Changeling,” he said, his voice

low, “you will have the chance to switch
out one of your items before the second
round.” A light flickered below his



hood. Eyes. “Someone is here to see
you. He says he is your Second.”

Second. Like in a duel?
My thoughts were cut short when

Kailen stepped into the room. The white
globes made him look older, more
haggard. But perhaps it was not the
lights.

“How long have you been here?” I
said.

“I watched the first round,” he said.
“I had to. I’ve done a lot of things wrong
in my life, Nicole.”

“Including trying to violate our
laws,” the Arbiter said.

Kailen's eyes flicked to the Arbiter
before looking back at me. “Yes, well,



this felt right. And I want to do the right
thing. No matter what it costs me.”

Were those gray hairs at his
temples, or was it only the light?

He unclipped the sword from his
belt and held it out to me. “I want you to
have this.”

I didn’t reach for it. “Have it?”
He cracked a half-smile. “Borrow

it. You’re allowed to switch an item out
with your Second after the first round,
and your opponent can’t veto it. This
sword is crafted. It will cut through
almost anything—except other weapons.
But its weakness is earth or stone. Try to
cut earth or stone with it, and it will
break. So don’t let him take a swing at



you like he did in the last second of the
round. It’s light, so keep it up, in the
range of your torso.”

I reached for it then, but mostly
because I wanted him to leave. Would he
spend his life's hours trying to help me?
The metal tube was cool and smooth in
my hand. I gripped it, and then jerked my
arm down and up, the way I'd seen
Kailen do. The blade snapped out, no
discernible hinges or pivot point visible
on the length of its bright steel. I could
feel the sword's magic, the scent of
honeysuckle not in my nostrils, but an
impression on my mind. “You crafted
this yourself,” I said.

“I did. I'm not Talented, so it took



me a very long time and more effort than
I thought myself capable of.”

“Thank you.” The words felt
inadequate.

“The second round will begin
shortly,” the Arbiter said.

“Does no one remind Haldor how
long he has?” I said, irked by his
interruption.

“I am there as well,” he said.
That shut me up. Kailen reached out

and took a stray lock of my hair between
his fingers. “Just win this.”

I wanted to close my eyes, to lean
into his touch, but this wasn’t the time
for sentimentality. “Get out of here. Go. I
don't want to be responsible for your



aging. Promise you'll leave.”
“I promise.”
I took an experimental swipe with

the sword. It cut through the air with
barely a sound. I almost expected the air
to begin bleeding. “What will you do if I
don't come back to return your sword?”

Kailen shrugged. “I don't want to
think about that possibility.” He turned
and left. I stood alone in the room with
the Arbiter, the white globes of light
making it feel colder than it was.

“You must give up an item in
exchange for the sword,” the Arbiter
said. I picked out one of Tristan's
wooden blocks and dropped it to the
floor. The Arbiter's eyes flashed. “Very



well. The exchange is complete.”
I licked my lips. I wasn't sure if it

was wise to say the words that hovered
at the back of my throat, but I wanted to
know. “Can you release Kailen's
banishment curse?”

“I could,” he said.
“Don't you think he's suffered

enough? He was only trying to save his
wife's life.”

“You should not speak of things you
do not understand, Changeling. It is not
just about what I want and what I don't
want. I don't share the same sense of
ethics and morals that mortals or even
the Sidhe do. The Arbiter is a power
unto itself.”



“But he loved her.”
“Love? What sway do you think this

holds over me? Kailen did not just try to
save Penelope's life. He tried to extend
it into the hundreds of years; he tried to
give her magic. He wanted her to be like
one of the Sidhe. Could he have done it?
Perhaps. But he would have thrown the
balance of both mortal and Fae worlds
asunder. And so I have devised this
punishment.”

Kailen had told me he'd tried to
save Penelope's life—he hadn't
mentioned trying to make her like one of
the Fae. It cut me, more deeply than I
expected to learn that he'd lied yet again.
I rubbed at the spot in my chest where



the hurt emanated from. It did nothing to
soothe it. Maybe this was all his own
business, but why keep it from me when
everyone else knew? I couldn't dwell on
it. I had a Guardian to fight and a
nephew to reclaim. “And what about
Changelings?” I said. “If we are raised
in the mortal world and are Sidhe by
blood, what does this make us? What
relationship do you hold to me?”

“Perhaps we will both find out. If
you live. Changelings may have their
place. The world ever-changes, Nicole,
and we must change with it. And again,
as we change, so must the world. Do you
understand?”

“Not at all.”



“The second round will begin.” A
distant bell sounded, and then the roar of
the crowd, trembling through the stone at
my feet and into my bones.

I tried to steady my nerves. “Aren't
you going to wish me luck?” I said to the
Arbiter.

The Arbiter let out an exasperated
sigh. “I don't play favorites, and I don't
believe in luck.” He tilted his head to the
side. “You are attempting to joke with
me. With your death possible in the next
round.”

“I hear it's the only way some
people can face it,” I said.

He pursed his lips. “Go. They are
expecting you.”



The door into the Arena opened. I
gritted my teeth, squeezed Kailen's
sword in my hand so tightly I thought the
metal would dent beneath my fingers,
and walked through the door. The crowd
in the Arena roared at my appearance.
Or perhaps they roared for Haldor's
appearance. That seemed the more likely
response. We strode to meet one another
at the center.

The red scarf Grian had thrown into
the Arena had disappeared, as had the
fire and all of the ice. My wooden wall
remained, climbing into the sky,
scorched and devoured in places, but
still an impediment.

“Changeling,” Grian's voice carried



through the Arena. “You must remove the
wall before we are to proceed.” Though
her voice sounded serene, when I looked
to her face, her brows twitched down. It
couldn't have pleased her, this reminder
of my ability. None could banish a
Changeling's magic except a Changeling.

I wanted to defy her, but I was
fighting Haldor at the moment, not Grian.
I didn't wish to show Haldor any
disrespect. So I went to the wall,
breathed in, and placed my hand upon it.
When I breathed out, the magic came
with it, shrinking the wall, turning it
back into a simple wooden block. The
block was half burned away. Something
else I didn't know about my magic. And



what of the stuffed animal-grushound?
Grian didn't ask me to dispel that magic.
So Haldor must have killed it. Did it
remain a grushound in death, or did it
shrink back into the stuffed animal it had
once been?

No time for this. I went to my spot
across from Haldor. He'd had the chance
to switch out an item as well. What did
he pick? I raked my gaze over his
armored form, trying to find a difference
in his appearance.

“The second round will begin!”
Grian called out. She flung out the red
scarf. It drifted, borne by magic, to the
center of the Arena.

He still had his sword and shield.



My gaze caught on his belt. There,
hanging from the leather, was a tiny
chain, a glass bauble at the end. I lifted
Kailen's sword. I didn't know what the
bauble was. Perhaps I'd find out, though
I hoped I wouldn't pay too dearly for my
ignorance.

The scarf floated between us and
then, with a sudden movement, dropped
like a stone to the Arena floor. Damn
Grian and her tricks.

Haldor moved before I was able to.
He drew his sword from his sheath,
lifted his shield, and charged toward me.

My Talent saved me. I danced to the
side and sliced an arc with Kailen's
sword.



Instead of hitting the shield, it cut
cleanly through it.

I think it surprised both of us.
Haldor and I stood, frozen, my sword at
the end of its arc, him with his shield
still in the air. The top of the shield
creaked away from the rest of it and fell
with a clang to the Arena floor.

“You have a crafted sword,” Haldor
said.

“I do.”
He grunted and heaved the rest of

the shield away. He drew his sword and
the smell of lemon drifted into my nose.
“Will it cut through this?”

I shrugged and tried to make it look
careless. “I'm not sure. How about we



find out?”
He gave me a grim smile. “It

doesn't. I can tell by the look in your
eyes.” He took a step forward, and I
joined him in a dance of flashing metal
and quick-footed movements. He thrust
at me and I leapt back. I took a swing at
him, and he blocked. Mark's lessons
repeated in my mind. Step, parry, thrust,
slice, parry, step, step, step. Haldor tried
to press me back, toward the Arena
wall, but I was too quick, my Talent too
strong.

Our swords locked. I found myself
face-to-face with Haldor, our teeth
exposed in grimaces, our feet sliding
against the Arena floor. “What will you



do...if you win?” he managed.
“I don't want to kill you,” I said. I

threw my weight into the push.
“I know. But one of us must die.”

He shoved against me and made a grab
for Kailen's sword. I pivoted and slid
smoothly away. Haldor overbalanced
and was forced to take a half step
forward. His back lay before me
exposed. The crowd roared, sensing
impending doom.

I hesitated. The air seemed to go out
of the Arena in a whoosh, like a
thousand sighs all at once.

Haldor recovered and took two
steps more, before turning again to face
me. “You could have struck then.”



“I've never killed anyone.”
The Guardian nodded, his lips

pressed together. “It is always hard, the
first time.”

Did he expect me to kill him, or was
he merely sympathizing with my plight,
thereby engendering more sympathy in
me and making it harder for me to make
a killing blow? I wasn't sure if it was the
former or the latter. I feared both.

I couldn't fear. I had to be a weapon,
as deadly and unthinking as the sword
itself. I grabbed for one of the wooden
blocks as the same time Haldor extended
his hand.

I'd meant to create another wall, but
the Guardian was too quick for me. He



tossed a ball of fire into the air, and it
burned the wooden block to ashes before
I could transform it. He was nearby,
close enough. Before the ashes could hit
the ground, I seized the perfume bottle
and sprayed the air. With a huff of
breath, I sent the droplets in Haldor's
direction and changed them into acid.

He pulled the glass sphere free from
his belt and dashed it on the ground.
Smoke curled from the broken sphere,
lifted into the air, forming a shape. The
acid drifted toward it.

The smoke solidified from the
ground up. Shimmering green scales,
silver talons, a long and sinuous neck.
Two webbed wings folded over its



lizard-like body, large as a Clydesdale
horse and just as heavily muscled.

A dragon.
As it finished forming, the acid hit it

in the side. It tipped its head back and
screeched—a sound halfway between
the cawing of a crow and the strangled
cries of fighting cats. I started to lift my
hands to cover my ears and saw my
sword in one hand. I had to fight. Fight
or die.

The dragon pivoted toward the
source of the acid. Me. Its feline eyes
narrowed, it crouched and then launched
itself into the air. The Sidhe in the stands
ducked, unwilling to become targets of
the dragon's wrath.



Ice crept along the Arena floor
toward my position.

“Come on!” I cried out.
“You now have a sword that cuts

through shields and armor,” Haldor said.
He backed away, putting distance
between me and him. “I have a dragon.”

I had to get creative, and I had to
think. Neither of which I had a ton of
time for. I had so few things left to
transform.

The scarf.
It still lay in the center of the Arena,

in the direction the ice came from. I
didn't have much choice. I dashed
toward it, ignoring the frost that Haldor
grew into a glistening wave. Above me,



the beat of wings sent rushes of air
across my face. What could a real, live
dragon do? Were the stories true? Did
they eat princesses and breathe fire?

Focus. The scarf. The red cloth
stood like a beacon against the white
stone. I had to reach it before the ice
overtook me. I breathed in, breathed out
Talent, speeding my steps. The smell of
dark chocolate hung thick in the air. I
didn't look at the dragon anymore, or the
oncoming ice. Just stared at the scarf,
growing closer and closer, more real.

I snatched it, flung the bit of cloth
over my head, and transformed it.

No longer a red scarf, but a
structure of glass, large as an outhouse,



covering and surrounding me.
The dragon opened its mouth. The

ice wave approached.
The ice covered my glass structure

in crystals. Almost as soon as this
happened, fire rained down upon me
from the dragon’s mouth. It melted most
of the ice, though not all of it. Haldor
added more on top of where it had
melted.

I frowned. Why would he do that
unless he wanted to protect me from the
dragon’s flames? I checked my glass
structure. It had already begun to crack,
but ice filled the gaps.

Air. I hadn’t given myself any means
of getting more air. How long would the



air from an outhouse-sized structure
last? And yet, if I left, I’d be vulnerable
to both the dragon and the ice.

“Think, Nicole, think.” I had a scarf,
a perfume bottle, a coaster, and a sword
that could cut through almost anything.
This sounded like one of those lousy
puzzles people try to make you answer
to prove how smart you are. Mark hadn’t
taught me about fighting more than one
opponent at once. “The dragon first, then
Haldor,” I whispered. Did the air
already feel stuffy, or was it my
imagination?

I transformed the coaster into a
shield. The perfume bottle I transformed
into padded cloth, something like an



oversized oven mitt, and placed it
between the shield and my arm. I
wouldn’t have much time for my next
move. I’d have to be quick. I tightened
my grip on both sword and shield. Then
I reached out, touched the glass wall,
and transformed the scarf into a five-
gallon bucket. I hooked it onto my arm,
using Talent-enhanced speed. The ice
crashed down. I lifted the sword and
sliced, again and again.

The ice gave way before the blade
and I hauled myself out. The dragon
circled overhead again. I glanced to my
left. Haldor stood with sword and his
half-shield in hand. To my satisfaction,
sweat poured down his brow. This fight



had cost him.
Step one, accomplished. Next step,

distracting Haldor.
I tucked the sword into my belt and

leaned the shield against my knees. I
stripped off my shirt and was met with
jeers and catcalls from the crowd. Sidhe
—not too different from humans
sometimes. My sports bra covered my
chest, so it wasn’t as if I was naked. I
concentrated, breathed out my magic,
and turned the shirt into a net of iron
strands.

Haldor appeared too startled for a
moment by my sudden lack of dress to
notice what I’d done. I grabbed the
shield in one hand, the net in the other,



and dashed toward him. Above me, the
dragon’s wings beat, sending a breeze
against my neck. Haldor glanced up and
then at me, his eyes widening. He turned
and ran.

Ah, so his beast wasn’t as tame as
he’d like me to believe, was it? The
dragon may have been set upon me, but it
seemed as though it didn’t care very
much about collateral damage, either.

Haldor wasn’t Talented in sword
fighting. I enhanced my speed, gaining on
him, trying to ignore the feeling of the
dragon at my back, hoping that it
wouldn’t choose this moment to unleash
its fire upon me.

Now or never.



I lifted the net and threw, enhancing
my strength as I did so. It flew over the
Guardian, sending him stumbling. I
didn’t wait around to see how that
worked out. I had a dragon to ground.

I turned just in time to see the
dragon open its mouth.

“Shit!” I managed before the fire
billowed toward me. I lifted my shield
and ducked behind it. The fire hit it full
force, pushing me back. It licked around
the edges, singeing my hair and arms.
But the metal and the padding did their
work, keeping me from any real harm. It
gave me a second to think. How smart
were dragons, anyways? When the
onslaught had died down, I lifted my



head. “Come down and fight me, you
overgrown lizard!”

The dragon’s feline eyes narrowed.
It dropped onto the Arena floor, its
silver claws clicking against the stone.
Well, that had been easier than I
expected. Behind me, Haldor’s hill of
ice continued to melt, forming puddles of
water on the floor. Keeping my eyes on
the dragon, I grabbed chunk after chunk
of ice, dumping it in the bucket I’d
created. My shield wobbled on my arm
as the dragon stalked closer. I was sure
I’d had stupider ideas, but I certainly
couldn’t think of them now.

The dragon opened its mouth. In the
depths of its throat, the fire roared.



Now.
I dashed forward and flung the ice

into its mouth. For a second I thought it
hadn’t worked. Then the dragon closed
its mouth, steam rising from its nostrils.
It choked, swallowed, and began to
cough, sounding like nothing so much as
a cat with a hairball.

Haldor still struggled beneath the
net, trying to free himself from the iron
strands. Time to finish this. I slung the
shield over my back, strode over to him,
and lifted Kailen’s sword.

Haldor tried to bring his sword to
bear, but both he and I knew he wouldn’t
make it in time. I had to do this. It was
me or Haldor, no other choice. I closed



my eyes.
The bell sounded.
Really?



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE
 
 

My gaze found Grian in the audience. I
wasn’t wearing a watch, but I thought the
bell had tolled sooner than it had in the
last round. She had that small, self-
satisfied smile on her lips and I
remembered what Kailen had said.
Grian had her hands in everything.

The crowd booed and jeered as
Haldor and I headed to our respective
resting areas. They’d seen death close in
twice, and hadn’t been rewarded. Well,



tough luck for them. This whole fight-to-
the-death thing might be normal for the
Sidhe, but I was raised among humans. I
wasn’t so sure about it. I didn’t want
another man’s blood on my hands, not
even one of the Fae. And now that I felt
more confident I could win, I started to
question the necessity of a death.

We’d made a pact with the Arbiter.
Could it be unmade?

The Arbiter waited for me in the
resting chamber. I sat on a bench against
the wall and leaned back, my gaze on the
white globes of light. “I don’t want to do
it,” I said to him.

“Who says you will win?”
I gave him a long look.



“If you do not kill him, he will kill
you,” he said.

“Can the pact be unmade? Can I
spare him and walk free?”

“Absolutely not.”
I thought about this for a moment.

“What if I made a new pact with you?”
His eyes gleamed from beneath his

hood. “What sort of pact?”
What did the Arbiter want? “The

doorways that are opening, does anyone
know why?”

“No.”
“What if I found out what was

causing it?”
His lips curved into a smile. “That

may be acceptable. There are always



terms, however, Nicole.” He drew close
to me, until I had to crane my neck to
look into his face. “You must complete
this task within two weeks, mortal time,
and you’ll provide me with proof. If you
do not, I will take your life as
compensation.”

“A month,” I countered. “And I want
the chance to earn legal status.”

“Done,” said the Arbiter.
For a moment I wondered if I was

doing something incredibly stupid. But
my ice in the dragon’s mouth idea, stupid
though it was, had worked. Maybe I was
on a roll. I would have knocked on
wood if there’d been any in the room,
instead of just cold stone.



“Then I can bring Haldor to a
yielding position, and Grian will crown
me the victor.”

“Oh, Nicole.” The Arbiter shook his
head. “You have only bargained with
me, not Grian. Whether or not the Sidhe
accept Haldor’s yielding as your victory
is not a matter between you and me. That
is between you and the Sidhe.”

I wouldn’t give him the satisfaction
of seeing my frustration. I’d heard the
roar and the jeers of the crowd. People
didn’t generally go away satisfied from
a game that had been played to a draw. I
didn’t imagine the Sidhe would be happy
until one of us was dead. I had to find a
way to sway the crowd. If I could do



that, I was sure Grian would follow.
Too soon, the bell rang again. I

hauled myself to my feet, my toes now
numb, and headed to the door.

“A month,” the Arbiter said, his
voice a whisper. “Do not forget,
Nicole.” Clearly the Arbiter didn’t know
much about people. It’d be sort of hard
to forget I had death breathing down the
back of my neck, with only a month to
find out what was causing the doorways
to open.

The dragon had been cleared from
the Arena, as well as the ice and the iron
net. Haldor strode out of his door on the
other side of the Arena, looking just as
haggard as I felt. He’d discarded his



shield and now held only his sword. His
armor, too, he’d left behind. We moved
to our spots at the center and waited.

“It has been a good fight,” Haldor
said. Above us, Grian rose to her feet,
and the crowd quieted. “I’ve seen
Merlin fight. There is something of him
in your manner, though your Talents
differ. It would not shame me to die by
your hand, though I fear the
consequences.”

The consequences? The image of
the man’s face flashed in my mind again,
the one that looked so much like Haldor.
He didn’t trust Grian. “She has
someone,” I said, grasping onto this,
“someone you love.” Grian flung the red



kerchief into the Arena.
His grim expression cracked. “My

brother. She says he stole from her, but
it’s not true. I thought if I killed you, she
might let him go.”

Renewed confidence spread through
me, like hot chocolate on a cold winter
day. I’d made a good decision, making
that bargain with the Arbiter. Killing
Haldor would not be something I’d have
lived with easily. “You’re a good man,”
I said, “or so I’ve been told. I believe it
now.”

The red handkerchief drifted
between us. It brushed the floor.

I lifted Kailen’s sword and met
Haldor’s with a clash. No more tricks,



no more dragons or transformations. Just
his blade against mine. Neither of us had
time to stop and consider any other
options. Though exhaustion dogged my
heels, and I was hungry enough to eat an
entire pizza on my own, I pushed hard,
throwing every last bit of Talent I had
into my swordplay. Tristan needed me.
Lainey needed me. I had to set right the
things I’d done wrong, merely by
existing.

A slip to the side, a slash, a parry,
and a thrust. Sweat beaded on his
forehead as he struggled to keep pace
with me. He grimaced each time our
blades met. We moved across the Arena
floor as I pushed Haldor toward the



wall. He tried to dodge to the side, to get
out from under my blade, but I darted
with him, caught his shoulder with the
edge of Kailen's sword.

Blood sprang from the wound,
darkening the off-white of his shirt. Both
Haldor and the crowd drew in a
collective breath—Haldor in pain, the
crowd in anticipation.

I stood there, numb for a moment.
First blood, by my hand. The Guardian
took the opportunity to slash at me. I
jumped back, giving ground, raising my
sword automatically. I blocked his
blade, but only just in time. I couldn't let
myself get distracted by the vagaries of
battle. The fighting was in my blood; I



just had to let it take over, to forget, for a
moment, my bargain with The Arbiter,
forget how tired I felt.

Haldor thrust, trying to work a way
around my guard. I danced to the side
and swatted at his blade, putting him off
balance. I struck him with the flat of my
sword, tipping him to the point he had to
put a foot out to catch himself.

Now. With two more swipes, I
numbed his fingers and struck the sword
from his grip. The roaring of the crowd
ceased, making me feel as though I'd
suddenly gone deaf. The sound of
Haldor's sword striking the floor rung in
my ears.

I wasn't sure when I'd moved again,



but I stood with my blade at Haldor's
neck, so close he must have felt it
tickling at the hairs on his skin. He stood
frozen in a half-crouch, hand
outstretched, as though he'd intended to
pick up the sword he'd lost.

“You have your victory,
Changeling,” he said. He closed his
eyes, let his hand fall back at his side.
“Take it.”

I felt more than saw the crowd of
the Arena lean inward, their bodies
forming a cocoon, an enclosure. A place
where one Fae would die, his
preternaturally long life cut terribly
short. My breathing sounded overly loud
in my ears, a rasping sound as my throat



grew tight.
“No.” I whispered it at first, then

swallowed. Haldor had heard me. I
could see it in his wide,
uncomprehending eyes. “No.” This time,
the rest of the Arena heard. I'd
practically yelled it into a silence
profound as the one within the Void.

When no one said anything, I folded
Kailen's sword back into a tube and
hooked it onto the waistband of my
pants. I reached a hand out to Haldor.
“I'm not going to kill you,” I told him.
Hesitantly, he stretched his hand to meet
mine.

“No?” Grian's voice drifted down
from the Arena's balcony. “You made a



pact with the Arbiter, one that cannot be
unmade.”

Well, that showed how much she
knew. I helped Haldor to his feet. “You
okay?”

He nodded and finally seemed to
find his voice again. He spoke in an
undertone. “Grian is right. Only one of
us may leave this Arena alive.”

“Let me worry about that,” I said.
I turned to Grian. “I fought Haldor

and won.”
She stood at the edge of her

balcony. “The trial is to the death,
Changeling,” she said. “The terms have
not been satisfied.”

I raised an eyebrow. “Oh? If they



have not been met, then the Arbiter can
come strike me down himself.” A gasp
ran through the crowd. Maybe it wasn't
wise, provoking the Arbiter, but I had to
trust that the new pact we'd made
overruled the first. The most he could do
was grind his teeth at my insolence, and
that didn't bother me. He was kind of an
asshole, anyways.

When nothing happened, the gasps
devolved into frenzied muttering. I
wondered what they thought. How many
of them had been around when the last
Changelings were alive? How much did
they know of what I could do and my
limitations? I had my suspicions that any
information had been skewed against



me.
“I won,” I said to Grian. “I may not

have killed my opponent, but I won.”
She bared her teeth, her pretty face

going feral. “You do not win until I say
you have won—and that is not until
you've killed your opponent.”

I strode forward, closer to the
center of the Arena, closer to Grian.
“Grian,” I said, “the Arbiter seems to
think the conditions have been satisfied.
This isn’t your decision to make; it’s his.
Why would you insist that I kill the
Guardian? People might start talking,
thinking that you don't want the
Guardians around.”

I'd been to high school. I knew how



to start a rumor. The murmuring of the
crowd increased.

“Why don’t you want the Guardians
around?” I called out.

“That's not what...” She paused,
gathered herself. “It appears we have a
victor.” And then she smiled, and I
didn’t like that expression on her face,
not one bit.

I waited. Grian may have been a
Queen, but the crowd held sway in the
Arena. The muttering died down but no
one cheered. No one booed, either. I was
on my own. Maybe they were still half-
expecting the Arbiter to show up and
take me away.

I approached the balcony. “I believe



you owe me a crown.” I couldn’t see
Tristan, but I was sure he still sat at her
feet. She wouldn’t let him get too far
from her grasp.

“Of course.” She pressed her hand
into the white stone of the balcony
railing. With a grinding sound, steps
appeared out from the wall, leading up
to Grian’s seat.

I checked behind me briefly. Haldor
had risen and was retreating toward the
opened door on his side of the Arena.
No one paid him any attention. He
grasped his shoulder where I’d cut him,
but he’d be okay.

I’d conquered my fear of death
(somewhat). Time to conquer my fear of



heights. I climbed, trying to keep my
mind on Tristan, and not on how small
the steps were, or how far they were
from the ground.

Grian waited at the top. She’d
produced a crown from somewhere,
probably from the voluminous folds of
her dress. It was woven of rose
branches, the leaves and thorns stripped,
leaving only the red blooms.

Tristan.
He stood now, still playing with the

golden ball. She’d dressed him in an
outfit to match her own. Green doublet,
green tights, green velvet shoes—all
trimmed with gold. He looked like he
belonged at a Renaissance fair.



“Hey, sweetie,” I said. He didn’t
look up.

Now would have been a good time
to have a plan. I was close to Grian, like
I’d wanted, but how could I take the
secret of the ball’s destruction from her?
I’d thought I would have come up with
something by the time I came to claim
my crown. But I’d spent all my time and
energy trying to figure out how to
survive in the Arena.

She extended the crown at waist
level and waited, her lips still quirked in
that nasty smile.

I took a step forward and knelt. The
movement brought me level with Tristan.
He stared through me and tipped the ball



from hand to hand.
Grian wouldn’t tell me what could

destroy the ball. But what if I tried to
take it from her?

A shadow fell over my eyes as she
set the crown on my head. No more time
to plan. Now or never. I grabbed her
hand. I tried to read her mind and fell
into a torrent of light.

Piercing pain shot through me, like
needles.

Honestly, Nicole, said Grian. Did
you really think it would work? I am
Talented in mind magic. You are
insignificant in this Arena. You’ve made
this so, so easy.

I was falling, falling into a thousand



spears of brightness, each one sharper
than a blade. I couldn’t right myself,
couldn’t grab onto anything.

The world went dark.
What is it that makes Nicole tick, I

wonder?
Images whirled in front of me. They

were the pieces of my life, and Grian
sifted through them as though she were
shuffling through old files. My first date,
my first kiss, that embarrassing time in
seventh grade I didn’t realize the back of
my dress was tucked into my underwear.

“No!” I cried out.
A low chuckle echoed through my

mind. Ah, does this bother you?
Something in me swelled—a tide of



emotion, of anger, of grief and despair. I
gathered it, breathed out, and pushed.

The darkness bent and gave way. I
brushed past it and into the light again.
This time, though, I had my two feet
beneath me. No more images, no more
sifting through my mind. Grian said
nothing.

What was mind magic like? If this
was it, how could I get into Grian’s
thoughts?

I imagined a door and gave it a
nudge of emotion. A door appeared in
the white space in front of me. I tried the
knob. Locked.

So I imagined a key in my hand.
This time, the knob turned, but a chain



stopped me from continuing further. I
imagined an axe and hacked through it
with one swipe.

Beyond the door…
I caught only a glimpse. A massive,

hulking monster with jaws large as my
torso, skin rippling and moist. A little
girl with blond hair appeared next to me,
her hand on the door, trying to push it
shut.

Grian pulled me away from the
image, back into the darkness, shuffling
through my memories again. I felt her
pluck one away from the rest, a stinging
pain like the pulling of hair. I caught a
brief glimpse of it—a hooded figure,
pale lips moving. I heard my reply as if



through earplugs: “Done.” My memory
of the bargain I’d made with the
Arbiter. She walled it away as I
screamed.

And then the world returned in a
blink. Grian pulled her hand from mine,
and the crown settled. No one said a
word. Had it only been a moment?

“Rise, victor,” Grian said.
I rose, not sure what else to do. The

Queen regarded me for a moment before
leaning in. She breathed in my ear and I
flinched. “Nicole,” she said, “I know
how to break you.”

I stood perfectly still.
She pulled away, reached down,

and plucked the golden ball from



Tristan’s grasp. His eyes unclouded.
Grian put a hand to his back and nudged
him in my direction. “Take him,” she
said.

There had to be a catch.
“Auntie Nicky?” Tristan said. His

lower lip wobbled.
I had him in my arms before I

realized I’d moved. He started to cry. I
rubbed his back. “Shhh, it’s okay. I’m
taking you home, back to Mommy and
Daddy.”

“For trying to invade my mind,”
Grian said, “I banish you from my realm.
If any of my subjects sees you here, they
are to kill you on sight. Any other
families that offer you safe harbor will



have to answer to me.”
A low murmur ran through the

crowd. I searched the crowd for Dorian
and found him seated near Grian’s box.
He studiously avoided my gaze.

Grian drew a piece of moonstone
from the folds of her dress. She walked
to the wall behind her seat and drew a
doorway. She moved to the side.
“Nicole, I am letting you go.”

“I…what?” I still knelt on the
ground, my arms around my nephew.

“You are to return to the mortal
world and not trouble me again. And
why should you? You have nothing left to
fight for.” Her icy blue eyes glittered as
she spoke. “Go. Now. Before I change



my mind.”
I didn’t ask again. I clutched Tristan

tight to my chest and stood. “Hold on,
kiddo. I want you to close your eyes.”
Without waiting for confirmation, I
plunged through the doorway.



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO
 
 

I arrived at the stadium mid-morning.
The chilly air struck me, sending
goosebumps up and down my arms. I
didn’t have my phone, so I started to
walk. I’d walked for twenty minutes,
shivering the entire way, when someone
pulled over and offered a ride. I was
exhausted and hurried, and with Tristan
in my arms, swathed in bright green, and
me dressed in only a sports bra, pants,
and a crown of roses, I certainly stood



out. The woman looked nice enough, so I
agreed. I made up a story about my car
breaking down, a costume party, and
losing my phone in one day. She made
sympathetic noises and dropped me off
right in front of Lainey’s house.

Tristan slept. Poor kid. Must have
been a lot to go through. I hoped he
didn’t remember any of it in the morning.
Last thing I wanted was to be the cause
of a huge therapy bill for Lainey and
Mark.

Lainey opened the door before I
even had a chance to knock. She swept
Tristan from my arms, clasping him tight,
the tears running down her face as she
kissed his cheeks, his forehead, his nose.



“My baby,” she said. “You’re safe,
you’re okay.”

Tristan wrapped his arms around
her neck.

“Thank you,” Mark came up from
behind Lainey, carrying Justine. His face
was wet with tears.

“What happened?” Lainey said, her
arms still around Tristan. She lifted him.

How could I explain everything? I
felt empty, like a hollowed-out gourd. “I
won,” I said simply.

“You want to stay, honey? I can
make up the couch for you.”

I shook my head. “I just want to go
home. Can you drive me?”

She nodded. “Sure, sweetie. Give



me just a second.” She took Tristan
inside, readied him for bed. I lingered in
the hallway and rested my head against
the wall. I’d won. Why didn’t I feel like
I’d won? I’d probably still have
problems with hobgoblins and random
Fae wanting to kill me, but at least Grian
would leave me alone. And yet she’d
wanted to let me go. It didn’t make any
sense.

I needed to rest, to take a hot bath,
to sleep in my own bed. In the morning
I’d feel more like myself, and these
things would make more sense.

Mark approached me before I left, a
couple boxes in his hand. “Ammo,” he
said, pressing them into my palm. “Keep



the gun. I have the feeling you need it
more than I do.” I didn’t protest.

Lainey drove me home, leaning over
every once in a while to pat my back or
give me a worried look. “You seem
different,” she told me at a stoplight.
“Like you’re not all there.”

“I almost killed a man. I’m tired.
I’m hungry. I had my brains rattled by a
Fae Queen. Can’t expect me to be
normal right now.”

“Okay,” Lainey said, though she
sounded uncertain. She took a deep
breath. “Well, if you need anything, I’m
just a phone call away, okay?”

I looked out the window and
watched the streetlights and houses pass



by in a blur. “I just need my life to be
normal again.”

Lainey didn’t say anything for a
while. She pulled into my driveway, but
when I unbuckled my seatbelt, she
grabbed my arm. “I have to tell you this
because I’m your sister. You’re not
normal, Nicole. You’re a Changeling.
Maybe you can go back to your life like
it was, but maybe you can’t. I just don’t
want to see you try to be something
you’re not.”

“We can talk about this later.” My
own bed. A hot meal.

She threw her arms around me.
“Thank you. Again. I’ll call you
tomorrow.”



I nodded and got out of the car.
When I flipped on the light switch just
inside the door, I just stared. My house
didn’t feel like home anymore. I’d been
gone for several days, but so many things
had happened in that time. Or maybe it
was me that had changed, so much that
my house didn’t fit me anymore. Owen
was gone. Kailen was gone. I was alone.

After a frozen dinner and a hot bath,
I crawled into bed. This was where I
belonged.

Wasn’t it?
I woke up some time past nine in the

morning. It was the weekend, so I didn’t
have work. Usually Owen and I would
each do the things we enjoyed,



separately—him playing video games,
me curling on the couch with a good
book or taking a walk around the
neighborhood. Or even sneaking a little
work back home. Owen wasn’t here.

When I went downstairs, the
hobgoblin stains filled my vision. I
wasn’t quite sure what Talent was used
to clean those up, and I didn’t really
have it in me at the moment. I could call
Kailen, but I discarded the notion. Call
Kailen to have him clean up carpet
stains? What was I, helpless?

I called a carpet cleaning service,
and they said they’d be by in the
afternoon.

Next up, real life. Mortal life.



I sat at my computer and
downloaded all the papers necessary to
file for a divorce. To hell with trying to
find a divorce lawyer. It hadn’t worked
out so well for me the last time. Besides,
all my animosity toward Owen had
faded. Better to just do it myself and get
it over with.

It took all morning and part of the
afternoon to finish the paperwork. The
carpet cleaner came and went. He was
unable to remove the stains, but my
carpet smelled nicer. Despite his
protestations, I paid the full amount. He
ventured to ask me what I’d spilled.

“Hobgoblin blood,” I replied. “Lots
of it.”



I’ve never seen someone pack up a
steam cleaner so quickly. But when he’d
gone, my house was empty once more,
the silence larger than music could fill.
So I left, papers in hand.

It was a thirty-minute drive, across
town, to Owen’s brother’s place.
Michael answered the door. God, he
looked so much like Owen—curly
brown hair tangled, gray eyes
perpetually surprised. “Hey,” he said. I
wasn’t sure what Owen had told him, but
he didn’t slam the door in my face, so
that was a start.

“Is Owen here?” I asked.
He looked back into his apartment

and I resisted the urge to roll my eyes. “I



think he went to the grocery store,”
Michael said finally. “He’ll be back in
twenty minutes or so, if you want to
wait.”

“No, that’s okay.”
“Yeah, that would be sort of weird,

wouldn’t it?”
In the background, the TV blared. I

handed over the papers before I could
change my mind. “Can you just give him
this? He needs to fill out his portion and
sign it. Tell him to send them back when
he’s finished.”

Michael took the papers. He must
have seen, had to see, the checked box—
dissolution of marriage. The words
stood out to me, as if they were bolded,



underlined, italicized, and in size thirty-
six font. I turned to go before he could
comment.

“Nicole,” he said. I pivoted, half
against my will. “I’m real sorry about
this. It sucks. You know, Owen loves
you. He tries his best; he just screws up
sometimes. You’ve always been cool
with me.”

“Thanks,” I said, and found I meant
it. “Don’t forget to give him those,
okay?”

“Yeah.” He closed the door.
I spent the rest of the day in front of

the television, searching for normalcy.
The shows I used to think were funny
didn’t hold any appeal. Soap operas



were a yawn. Dramas? Too dramatic.
I fell asleep on the couch and woke

on Sunday to the sound of knocking.
Groggily, I headed to my door. When I
opened it, no one stood there, but an
envelope covered my welcome mat.
“For Nicole” it said in Owen’s
handwriting. I picked it up with
trembling fingers. Was this it then?
People usually felt sad when they got
divorced, right? Or relieved, or
depressed, or something. I only felt
empty.

I pulled out the papers. It was all
there. But on the last page, above his
signature, he’d affixed a Post-it.

“Are you sure?” it read. Beneath it,



one box labeled yes, and another labeled
no. So Owen had doubts about this
whole thing. Did I? I wasn’t even sure.
Beneath the divorce papers was one
loose sheet.

It was a notarized letter, stating
Owen’s intentions to sign the house over
to me upon our divorce. He was giving
me everything I’d asked for.

But I wasn’t happy.
Tomorrow would be Monday. I’d go

back to work. Maybe that would make
me happy, give me what I needed.

My house phone rang—the one I
almost never used. Probably a
telemarketer, but I answered it anyways.

Silence, and then, “Nicole? Is that



you?”
It took me a moment to realize I

hadn’t even said my customary “Hello.”
It was my mother. I’d have to get another
cell phone, and soon. “Yeah, it’s me,
Mom.”

“Lainey called me and let me know
what happened.”

“Lainey doesn’t know what
happened.”

“Maybe you should tell her. Or tell
me. She tried to call you.”

I sighed. I didn’t need this right
now. The last thing I wanted was to
revisit the Arena. “I wasn’t here. Mom,
this isn’t a good time.”

“You’re going to tell me something,



or by the Goddess, I’m coming over.”
Mom hadn’t lost her touch. My back

straightened, my brow formed worry
lines. “I’m just done with the Fae world
for a while, okay?”

A pause, and then, “Sweetheart,”
her voice soft. “There’s a part of you
that’s always going to belong to the
Sidhe, just as there’s a part of you that
will always belong here. I’m sorry if
that makes you feel divided. But if you
try to deny one side of your nature,
you’re always going to go through life in
halves—never complete. You know I’d
never want that for you, and—”

I hung up. I should have felt bad
about it. She’d actually been saying



something insightful, but I couldn’t hear
it right now.

The day dragged, and I dragged
with it.

And yet, despite my lazy day, by the
time night came, I struggled to keep my
eyes open, to think at all. I cracked open
a bottle of red wine, drank half of it, and
fell asleep.

My alarm woke me at six. I went
through the motions—eating, drinking,
showering, dressing.

I got to work ten minutes early, my
customary time. As soon as I stepped off
the elevator, I felt like someone had
given me a roundhouse kick straight to
the stomach. The receptionist desk was



empty. I’d forgotten about Anne and
what had happened to her.

Some things just wouldn’t be the
same. I brushed past her desk and went
to my cubicle. No one had arrived yet,
not even Brent—the temperamental
accountant. So I just sat at my desk for a
while before powering up my computer.
This was my home in a lot of ways. Or it
had been—so much so that the grushound
had honed in on it.

After a couple minutes, I started in
on work, tackling the four hundred or so
emails in my inbox first.

My other coworkers trickled in,
one-by-one. A few came by and said
“hi,” but most just ignored my presence,



as if it were no big deal I’d disappeared
for a week and then reappeared.

A shuffling sound from across my
cubicle partition, and then a creak as
Brent settled into his chair. “So,” he said
from behind the wall, “did you go crazy
for a little while or something? Work too
hard? I heard it happens sometimes,
especially to people who are a little too
Type A.”

I’d dealt with too much to take this
from Brent. What would he say if he’d
known where I’d actually been? “Shut
up, Brent,” I said instead, putting as
much venom as I could manage into
those three little words.

He swallowed and said nothing.



Most people tiptoed around Brent’s
moods. I wasn’t in the mood to tiptoe
around a mood.

I opened the newest email at the top
of my inbox. It was from Landon.

Nicole, you’re my best salesperson.
You always close the accounts, and you
usually sell more than I asked you to
aim for.

Uh-oh. An email that starts with
flattery ends with obligation.

I know you just got back, but I
need someone to go to Texas. Inkling
Co., an intellectual property firm,
wants to hear our pitch. They don’t
seem very organized, so if you make a
sale there, we’ll probably pick them up



as a regular client. You’d leave in a
couple of days. Short timeline, I know,
but my backup is Jessica. Maybe when
you get back, we can rethink that
promotion we were talking about before
things got weird.

Landon
Stick and the carrot—Landon sure

knew how to use both. Jessica was a
decent salesperson, but put her in front
of too many people, and she couldn’t
sell an umbrella in a thunderstorm. I
tabbed away from my email to do a
search on Inkling Co. Damn. Not a small
company. There was a high possibility
there’d be more than three people
listening to her speak.



And the offer of a promotion was a
tempting one. Take that away from me
and what did I have? Thirty-two-year-
old woman, freshly separated with an
impending divorce, working a dead-end
job. Oh, and secretly not actually human.

The patter of tiny feet and a giggle
distracted me. A flash of movement
caught the corner of my eye as I turned.
Three brownies were teaming up to open
one of my drawers. “Hey, stop that,” I
said.

“Stop what?” Brent said.
“Not you,” I replied without

thinking.
“Yep, definitely crazy,” Brent

muttered. Furious typing ensued.



Just what I needed. Trying to regain
normalcy, and I had brownies in my
cubicle, apparently wrapping all my
rubber bands around the binder clips to
hold them open, making them nasty little
booby traps.

“Quit it,” I hissed. They ignored me.
I made a grab for one. It slipped away,
faster than a dragonfly, giggling madly.

“You know, talking to yourself isn’t
a sign of sanity,” came Brent’s dry
voice.

I made another grab and was
rewarded with a nip on my finger.
“Ouch!” Fine. Stupid brownies wanted
to play dirty? I slid back to my
keyboard, pretending not to notice the



way they unwound all my paperclips.
Surreptitiously, I reached down and
grabbed the edge of my trash can.

In one swift move, I turned it over
and brought it down on top of the
drawer. Brownies scattered, squeezing
beneath cubicle partitions, dashing out
the opening, and climbing the fabric
walls.

I waited. The pattering of tiny
footsteps came from beneath the garbage
can. Hah. Got one. “Hey,” I whispered.
“You want out? Tell me how you got
here. Tell me where you crossed.” This
wasn’t the first time I’d seen them here.
A doorway had to have become unsealed
nearby.



Silence, and then, “You must give
me your word.” A tiny, tinny-sounding
voice.

“I give my word I will let you go as
soon as you tell me.”

Little nails scratched at the inside of
the plastic can. “We came from the land
of black tar, where rivers of white mark
the ground.”

It took me a moment to puzzle it out.
“You gave your word,” the brownie

said.
I lifted the can and it darted away.

Black tar and rivers of white. The
parking lot. There was an opened
doorway in the Frank Gibbons, Inc.
parking lot.



And one of our employees had been
murdered just the week before.

I didn’t wait for my break to jump in
the elevator and go back outside. Brent
made a snide comment about me having
taken up smoking while I was gone for a
week, but I didn’t reply. I’d rather he
thought I was smoking than scouring the
parking lot for a doorway into another
world.

This time of day, the parking lot was
two-thirds full. My car was parked near
the entrance. I started there.

Doorways didn’t seem to have a
smell—no residue like most Fae magic
left. But I remembered the way the air
seemed to shimmer where they’d been



drawn. I canvassed the parking lot,
slipping in between cars and stopping to
check the empty air. Once in a while, I
swiped out a hand. I didn’t want to run
into it, willy-nilly. What would my
coworkers think if they looked out the
window right now? They wouldn’t think
I was taking a smoking break. They’d
probably think I was drunk. Oh well.

I found the doorway near the
alleyway, on a patch of weeds. The air
near it shimmered, like heat waves from
a bonfire. I pressed a hand along the
opening. A shiver ran up my arm,
goosebumps trickling down my spine.
This was dangerous. It wasn't
coincidence that Anne had disappeared



here.
I closed my eyes, breathed in, and

concentrated. The doorway couldn’t
stay. I grasped for an emotion. Nothing.

Well, this could be problematic.
Would surprise work? I tried it. The
magic swirled about my brain uselessly.
Apparently not.

I tried a few more times before
giving up, dragging a cardboard box
from the alleyway to block it and writing
“WARNING: HAZARDOUS” on its
surface. It would have to do for now.

When I returned to the office,
everyone, including Landon, stood
crowded by Brent’s cubicle. I strode
over, apprehension settling into the spot



at the base of my skull. Huh, maybe
worry would have worked. I had an
overabundance of it nowadays.

As I came closer, I heard a
newscaster’s voice. “Hey.” I tapped
Landon’s shoulder. “What’s going on?”
A number of my other coworkers made
shushing noises.

“They caught the guy,” Landon
whispered, his glasses reflecting the
scene playing on Brent’s monitor. “The
guy who murdered those people. The guy
who murdered Anne. It’s a live report.”

I shouldered Jennifer and rose onto
my tiptoes to catch a glimpse. A woman
in a business suit faced the camera,
papers gathered in her hands. “…just



this morning. We’ve not been told all the
evidence, but there has been an arrest.
Ian Shorvin has more.”

A young man appeared on screen,
his face grim. “Yes, we’re getting
information in increments. Some strange
things going on in this case. They haven’t
been able to find any identifying
information on the perpetrator. No
fingerprint records, no dental records,
nothing. Apparently he was caught with
another potential victim. We’re getting
the mug shot, right now.”

A photo appeared on screen. A man
with a strong jaw but sunken cheeks,
dark eyes wide, black hair wild. His
skin was tan, a five o’clock shadow



contributing to his disheveled
appearance. He would have been
handsome if he’d cleaned up. There was
something familiar about the face.
Something indefinably close to my heart.

The apprehension at the base of my
skull traveled, spreading over my
shoulders and neck.

“He doesn’t look like a murderer,”
Jennifer whispered. “So weird.”

Just then, my office phone rang, its
chime overriding the newscaster’s
chatter. My coworkers groaned. “Can
someone get that?” Landon said.

I muttered a halfhearted apology and
swung around to my cubicle. The phone
rang again, to more groans. I snatched up



the handset before it could ring a third
time. “Hello?”

“Nicole.” That one word and my
stomach flip-flopped. Kailen. “Have you
seen the news?”

“My coworkers are playing it live,
off the Internet,” I whispered. “Looks
like they caught the murderer.”

“He didn’t do it,” Kailen said.
“What? And how would you

know?” My stomach, which had flip-
flopped before, now settled like a lead
weight in my belly. If Kailen knew
something about it, then it probably
wasn’t only linked to mortal matters.
This had to do with the Sidhe. The Sidhe
and the doorway in the Frank Gibbons,



Inc. parking lot.
“Because I know him. Because he

wouldn’t harm a mortal, much less
murder three of them.”

My heart dropped, joined my
stomach. I knew why I recognized the
man on the screen before Kailen said his
next words.

“It’s Faolan,” Kailen said. “It’s your
father.”



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY-
THREE

 
 

Shit. “How? They said they have
evidence linking him to the murders.
They said they caught him with an
intended victim. Are you sure he didn’t
just go crazy?”

“I understand that you’ve never met
Faolan,” Kailen said, his voice slow and
cold, “but he is not the type to snap.
There is no one else among the Sidhe
that I respect more. You do not throw



Faolan in a cell.”
If I assumed that Kailen spoke truly,

then there had to be another reason for
all this. “So someone’s framed him.
Why?”

“I don’t know,” Kailen said. He
sighed. “But I have to find out. I know
you just got back from the Arena, and I
meant to give you some time and space.
But will you help me?”

Faolan may have been my father, but
he hadn’t raised me. I had no emotional
attachment to him. I didn’t even know
what he was like. There was a
promotion waiting for me here, and a
business trip in two days to Texas. I
wanted to live a normal life, away from



the Fae. Pretend nothing had happened.
But I still had Kailen’s sword. He’d
helped me though it had cost him time
from his life. I owed him a personal
favor, if nothing else.

“What can we do? Both of us are
shut off from the Fae world.”

“I’m not sure,” Kailen said, “but
I’m going to try. I’ve got some
connections. I’ll see what I can find out
and meet up with you tomorrow night.
How’s that?”

“Okay,” I found myself saying. “But
I leave for a business trip on
Wednesday.”

Silence again. “You’ve manifested.
Things will always be different.”



“Maybe I don’t want them to be.”
Before he could say anything else, I

hung up the phone. I had a habit of that
lately, it seemed.

My coworkers couldn’t seem to
stop talking about the newscast for the
rest of the day. “Who do you think he
is?” “He’s probably a spy from another
country, gone rogue.” “I think he escaped
from a mental institution or something.”
“Why isn’t there any record of his
existence then?”

I did my best to keep my head down
and work.

By the time I got home, I was
exhausted, and not the good I-just-
finished-a-workout sort. Normal life



didn’t seem to be treating me as well as
it used to. The divorce papers greeted
me at the door; I’d cast them onto the
butler table next to the entrance. Check
yes or no. If only it were that simple. If
only checking a box could make my
problems go away.

I meandered into the kitchen and
flipped on the lights.

Someone was there, sitting at my
table. In an instant, I’d seized Kailen’s
sword from the island, flipped it out, and
had it pointed at the stranger.

Dorian.
He lifted both hands, slowly. “It

seems your instincts have really kicked
in. Surprising, after thirty-two years of



working a desk job.” He’d switched out
the bathrobe for a fluorescent orange
hunting vest, layered over a long-
sleeved black mesh shirt, which was
layered over a white T-shirt. The man
really needed someone to tell him how
to dress.

I lowered the sword but didn’t snap
it back into place. “Nine years. You
don’t know much about humans, do you?
We don’t start working from infancy.”

He had the grace to look
embarrassed. “Right.”

I checked my doors and windows.
All were shut. Of course. He wouldn’t
just saunter in a door or window, would
he? Had to be the mysterious, random



appearance route. If I had to pick one
thing I didn’t like about the Sidhe, this
might be it. “What are you doing here?
You ignored me in the Arena. I thought
you were done with me.”

“I may not know much about
humans, but clearly, you don’t know
much about Fae politics.”

I snapped the sword back into place
and slid into the seat opposite the Fae
prince. “Fair enough. Why don’t you
explain it to me?”

“If I’d shown any interest in you at
all, or gave any indication we’d met
before, Grian would find an excuse to
toss me into that lovely little dungeon of
hers.” He shuddered. “Not a pretty



place, I hear. And my family doesn’t
have the power to stop her.”

“Either you’re here to help me, or
you’re not.”

Dorian raised an eyebrow. “Those
are the only two choices?”

“I’m asking for you to tell me one
way or another.” I tightened my hand
around the hilt of Kailen’s sword to
make my point.

“Touchy, aren’t you? Grian says
that’s why Changelings are so dangerous
—they grow up with the power of the
Fae and the moody upbringing of a
mortal.” He must have seen my knuckles
whitening, because he continued on,
faster. “But I’m here to help, at least in



the ways I can.”
“Why?”
“I take it you saw the news item on

your dear father? With the doorways
opening, and Fae wandering into the
mortal world, the Fae will have seen it.
How do you think that will make the
Sidhe feel, seeing one of their own
locked in a cell?”

Kailen had been incensed when I’d
implied that perhaps Faolan’s
imprisonment had been his own fault.
“Faolan is well-respected among the
Sidhe.”

“Yes,” Dorian said, drawing out the
word and leaning back.

I narrowed my eyes at him. He



wasn’t telling me anything directly, only
leading me down a path. Why? Why not
just tell me what bothered him? Perhaps
he couldn’t. The Fae seemed to operate
under strange rules. “When word
spreads that Faolan has been arrested
and imprisoned for a crime he did not
commit, it will make the Fae very
angry.”

“Yes?” He ended it like a question,
as if waiting for more.

“Angry enough to attack the mortal
world?”

Dorian’s lips pressed together, his
face grim, and I knew I’d happened on
the right answer. The Fae at war with
humans. It would be a disaster of epic



proportions. I dropped Kailen’s sword
on the table and worried my hands as I
thought. No one was convinced that
Faolan had murdered those five people,
yet the police had enough evidence to
arrest him and had stated they’d caught
him with an intended victim.

The only other explanation was an
elaborate setup. But why? “Who would
want the mortal world and Fae world to
be at war with one another?”

Dorian only crossed his arms and
shook his head. Either he couldn’t
answer any more questions, or I was on
the wrong track completely.

“Maera would know what happened
to Faolan,” I said.



Dorian shook his head. “Maera’s
disappeared. No one knows where she
is.”

“The rest of the Aranhods?”
“Are extremely unhappy.”
I guessed that was the

understatement of the year. “If I closed
the doorways, would that stop the war
from happening?”

Dorian shook his head again, his
blond hair brushing against his cheeks.

It should have made me angry, but I
couldn’t muster up the effort. “Well,
what are you here for, then? I can’t do
anything.”

He gave his head one shake before
he grimaced and doubled over. Magic.



Someone hadn’t wanted Dorian to talk,
and clearly, he’d pushed himself as far
as he could. Slowly, he straightened,
pain etching lines in his face. “It’s been
nice to see you, Nicole. I hope we run
into each other again.” He rose, his
posture stiff, and made for my back door.

“Yeah, we will,” I called after him,
“if you sneak into my house and wait for
me.”

He was gone.
I called the prison next, to ask about

visiting hours and procedures. “Can I
come by tomorrow morning? I know that
man, the one they arrested for killing
those people.”

“Ma’am, a lot of people have called



claiming that,” the receptionist said in a
bored tone.

“It’s Nicole. Nicole…Philbin. He’ll
want to see me.”

He was my biological father—the
least I could do was go see him and hear
his side of the story.

“Well, what do you know? You’re
on the list.” She actually sounded awake
now. “You get one visit per week.” She
pointed me in the direction of the visitor
application forms and told me if I got
them in within an hour of our talk, I’d be
approved by Monday. I scheduled my
visit and then left a message with
Landon, letting him know I had a
doctor’s appointment on Monday and



would stay late to make up for it.
On Monday morning, I went to the

prison. I’d always imagined prisons
with razor wire and chain-link fences.
This one was all cold concrete and the
occasional pane of glass.

I stepped inside and almost ran
face-first into Officers Brown and
Gomez. Gomez pretended she didn’t
know me—her eyes met mine and then
slid away.

“Hey, Ms. Philbin,” Officer Brown
said. He stopped, and Officer Gomez
did as well. “What are you doing here?
Getting into trouble with the law again?”

Ha, ha, ha. “I’m here to see one of
the prisoners.”



Gomez’s eyes narrowed. “Oh yeah?
Who?”

And because I couldn’t think of a lie
fast enough, I told the truth. “The guy on
television, the one who supposedly
murdered those three people.”

Gomez raised an eyebrow.
“Supposedly?”

I met her gaze. “Yes, supposedly.
Allegedly, if that suits you better. Just as
I allegedly kidnapped Jane Barston.” To
be fair, what I’d actually done to Jane
was far worse, but I wasn’t about to
confess my many sins to this uppity
police officer.

“Hmph,” Gomez said.
Officer Brown tapped her arm.



“Let’s just go.” He looked at me as they
left. “Stay out of trouble, Ms. Philbin.”

That seemed as though it was
becoming more and more unlikely.

When I finally made it to the visiting
area, my hands were leaking sweat. I
rubbed them on my pants and they left
damp spots on my slacks. Gross. I had to
get a hold of myself. Why was I so
nervous anyways? Was it because this
was the father I’d never met, was it the
open doorways, or was it the potential
for war between the Fae and mortals?
Maybe this was a mistake. Maybe this
was a stupid idea. I should get to work.
Someone else could solve those
problems.



And then, before I could change my
mind, Faolan walked into view and sat
across from me. He had the same skin as
me, the same deep-set eyes. He looked
exhausted.

I picked up my phone and he picked
up his.

“Nicole,” he breathed. “I thought I
would be meeting you under far more
auspicious circumstances.”

Who talked like that? How could
the officers actually believe this man had
committed murder? There was a quiet,
dignified air about him. It clung to him
despite the handcuffs, the stubble, the
navy blue T-shirt and the jeans.

I wasn’t sure what to say next, so I



said the first thing that came to mind.
“Did you kill those people?”

“No. Of course not. Your mother
and I…we are what the other Sidhe refer
to as mortal-soft. We sympathize with
the mortals, have never seen them as our
playthings, as others have.”

“If you didn’t kill them, who did?”
“Daughter, I wish I could tell you

more. But I know little more than you do.
I was asleep with your mother. The next
thing I knew, I was in an abandoned
building, a woman tied and gagged in a
chair in front of me. When I went to undo
her bonds, the police broke down the
door.”

“What about Grian?” She could



have framed Faolan. She’d hunted me
down—me, the only one who could
close the doorways. But she was already
in a position of power. What more did
she want?

Faolan tilted his head to the side.
“Grian doesn’t care for mortals. Morgan
Le Fay was her grandmother, and she
carries some of those sentiments. She
has the power, certainly, but I’m not sure
I can see her killing humans without a
purpose.”

My conversation with Dorian
replayed in my mind. Would Grian really
go this far—starting a war? I
remembered, then, what I’d seen in her
mind, what I’d seen behind the door.



Grian may have looked pretty, but
underneath it all she was a monster. “But
she has a purpose,” I said softly. “She
wants to start a war.”

Faolan sat up straight. “How would
slaughtering mortals and then framing me
for it cause a war?”

So he really had no idea how
popular he was? Modest man. I
supposed that only made him more
popular. “You’re well-liked. No one
among the Sidhe believes that you did it.
I think…I think they’re going to attack
the prison.”

He drew in a sharp breath. “They
can’t. They mustn’t. Nicole, if you see
any of the Fae, if you speak to any of



them—tell them this is not what I would
want. I would rather die than be the
cause of another war between mortals
and the Sidhe.”

“Except I’m not exactly well-liked
among them,” I said. “I don’t think they
even want me around. Can’t I just close
the doorways before they come
through?” I didn’t mention that I’d not
even succeeded in doing that in the
Frank Gibbons, Inc. parking lot.

“Grian will have moonstone. As
soon as you close a doorway, she can
open another. You have to find another
way. Is there no one who can help you?
What about Kailen? Maera and I sent
him to protect you.”



I bit my lip. “Yes, there’s Kailen.”
Kailen, who had lied to me more times
than I wanted to count, who had risked
his life for me, who had given up part of
his life to lend me his sword. “I don’t
know if I can trust him,” I blurted out.

He regarded me with a level gaze.
“Kailen has been through much. No
matter what he’s done, it has never been
enough for Grian. He did everything she
asked—hurt people, killed them,
accepted all blame—and yet she asked
for more. She withheld the only thing he
wanted—a mother’s love. When I
agreed to train him, Kailen was broken. I
helped him see that he did have value,
and as more than his mother’s son.



“He is not always honest. He
doesn’t feel that others will like him for
who he is. But Kailen is a good man, and
I trust him. You can trust him too. I
swear to you, he will not let you come to
harm, if he can help it.”

A ringing endorsement. I wondered
what Faolan would think if he knew
Kailen had been kissing his daughter.
“Okay, I get it. Kailen is not out to get
me.”

Faolan nodded. “Speak to him.
Together you may be able to find a way
to stop this war from starting.”

I found myself sinking toward the
table, my free hand tangled in my hair.
Stopping a war. How had I gone from



salesperson to interdimensional
peacekeeper? “Why me? Why can’t I
just live a normal, mortal life?”

“Daughter, you must be strong. I
know you have it in you. This is the life
of a Changeling, always straddling two
worlds. For what it’s worth, I’m proud
of you.”

“I have to go,” I whispered. “I’ll do
what I can.”

I hung up the phone and left.
At Frank Gibbons, Inc., everything

was business as usual. My coworkers no
longer discussed the murders—without
new developments, they seemed bored
with the subject. The brownies did not
reappear. I spent my time preparing my



sales pitch for the trip to Texas.
Tonight I’d meet with Kailen and do

what little I could to help. I sighed and
shifted in my chair, the squeaking
prompting an answering sigh from Brent.
Maybe Faolan was right—that I should
trust Kailen and try to do more. But I just
didn’t have it in me. Hadn’t I done
enough? I’d risked my life to bring
Tristan back from the Fae world safely,
and now I was being asked to risk it
again?

I grabbed for my mug of coffee. The
liquid inside had turned cold. I frowned.
I’d turned coffee into iced tea before.
What if I tried to turn this cold coffee
into hot tea? I closed my eyes and



breathed in, preparing to mold the
magic, to push it forth.

I got as far as picturing the hot tea.
When it came to realizing it with some
emotion, I couldn’t. There was nothing
there to grasp, only wisps of feeling. I
rubbed my forehead. Had Grian done
something to me when she’d invaded my
mind? I tried to concentrate on work.
Before I knew it, it was time to go home.

There was a blue car parked on the
curb in front of my house when I pulled
into the driveway. I didn’t recognize it,
though I could see the silhouette of
someone sitting inside in my rearview
mirror. I got out of the car and tried not
to stare. Kailen?



The door opened and a woman
stepped out.

Mousy Jane.
I froze. “Hi,” I said, in the most

awkward tone imaginable. It sounded
like I was choking on a frog.

“Hi,” Jane said, swiftly
approaching. “We haven’t met formally.”
She didn’t hold out her hand. Her mouth
was pursed, pulling at those frown lines
I’d noticed before I’d turned her into a
mouse.

“I remember you. Jane.” I barely
refrained from adding “mousy” in front
of it. “So, what are you doing here?” I
had sudden visions of Jane pulling out a
gun and shooting me, or maybe just



stabbing me a few times with a knife. I
certainly deserved her ire.

But she looked more twitchy than
angry. “The fact is, I’d rather see you
than Owen. It’s over, and I don’t want to
drag things out. I just wanted my things.”

Of course. Her purse and her cell
phone. Her clothes. “Yeah, sure.” I
backed into my doorway, still a little
wary of turning my back on her. I
fumbled my keys before getting the lock
to turn. “Did you want to come in?”

“I’ll just wait in the entryway,” she
said.

I went to my nook and grabbed the
plastic bag of Jane’s belongings, certain
my face was about to burn off. The anger



I’d felt upon finding her with Owen had
long since fled. Now I was just
embarrassed. We’d both been in bed
with the same guy, with not a lot of days
in between. And then there was that
whole mix-up where I’d turned her into
a mouse.

When I went back to the entryway,
Jane had her arms crossed and was
eyeing the divorce papers on the butler
table. I handed her the plastic bag.
“Sorry about that,” she said, gesturing to
the papers.

“Sorry about turning you into a
mouse,” I said.

Her nose twitched. “Can you just
not ever mention that again? I’m doing



my best to forget about it. I’d rather
pretend it never happened.”

I knew something about what she
felt. “Sure. Never mention it again.
Cross my heart.” I did the whole hand
motion and everything. It felt like I was
seven again.

“You gonna go through with that?”
She nodded in the direction of the
papers.

“Why does it matter to you?”
“I'm curious. Owen told me about

you. I didn’t know if what he told me
was the truth. I figured he’d paint you in
the worst light he possibly could,
because he didn’t want me to feel bad
for being with a married man. But then,



when I was…” She twitched again.
“Well, when I wasn’t myself, I saw how
you treated him.”

I thought it would make me angry,
hearing her speak this way about me, but
it didn’t. “What did he say?”

She met my eyes, evenly. “He said
you were an amazing woman, incredibly
driven, and he’d always admired you.
But he also said you didn’t seem to
realize that there were things bigger than
yourself out there. That if he had to pick
something you believed in, it was you,
and that was it.”

“I—”
“Owen’s a good man,” Jane said,

overriding me. “He’s not perfect, but



he’s got good intentions. He’s not the one
for me, but he deserves to be cherished.”

With that, she turned and walked out
the door, head held high, plastic bag of
her belongings clutched to her chest.

I stood on the threshold, baffled,
and watched her drive away. Had Owen
actually said that about me? That I
believed in only myself? I closed the
door and brushed my hand across the
divorce papers, my fingers lingering on
the “yes” and “no.” She was right—
Owen was a good man. He bungled
things and he’d cheated, but he tried to
be there for me when I needed him, and
he had a kind heart.

But was a “good man” enough for



me? Surely this wasn’t the only
requirement for a decent partner? Or
maybe I was being selfish again, as
Owen had said. He’d made his
intentions clear, and here I was, letting
him hang on, getting to be, once again,
the one that made the decisions.

My mother had a rule—that if one
person had a criticism of your behavior,
don't adjust it. But if more than one
person had the same criticism, it might
be time to examine your actions. Much
as I resented her airy wisdom and
grounded boundaries as a child, I had to
admit that my mother might have had a
point.

What did I believe in? I believed in



hard work (myself), I believed in the
power of an individual to change their
situation (myself), I believed in actions
over words (myself). I'd always known
that if I put my mind to something, if I
worked hard enough, I could achieve it.
All things related to me. My hard work,
my power to change a situation, my
actions over my words.

Everyone else? My mom believed
in the Goddess and the Fae. Lainey
believed in family and love. Even
Faolan, my biological father, believed in
Kailen and the intrinsic integrity of a
man raised by someone rotten.

I muddled through these thoughts as
I microwaved my dinner and ate it,



alone, in the kitchen. Faolan, my mother,
Kailen—all had urged me to accept both
sides of my nature. Besides the neat
powers, being a Changeling seemed like
a bum deal. The only good I'd done with
my power had been rescuing Tristan—
and Grian wouldn't have kidnapped him
in the first place if I hadn't been a
Changeling.

But if I believed in something more?
If I used that belief to stop a war?

Lightning flashed through my
window, followed by the low rumble of
thunder and the patter of rain. I chewed
the macaroni and cheese, the
undercooked noodles sticking in my
teeth. If I got my shit together and



focused, I could stop a war. I could stop
people from dying, Fae from dying.

Maybe I could believe in this—
saving lives.

A knock sounded at the door. I
tossed my dishes in the sink and went to
answer it.

Kailen stood outside. He wore a
collared white shirt and slacks, all
quickly getting soaked by the rain. The
wet clothes clung to him, outlining his
arms and chest. I'd forgotten I'd
promised to meet him tonight. For a
moment I just stared. It had only been a
few days since I'd seen him, and yet I'd
forgotten how overwhelmingly good-
looking he was.



I finally got a hold of myself and
stepped to the side. “Hurry up, you're
getting soaked.”

He didn't bite back at me, or point
out that I was the one who'd blocked his
entrance. He waited just inside while I
shut the door, so close I could smell the
way the rain mingled with his cologne.

Once I let go of the doorknob, I
couldn't decide where to put my hands.
In my pockets? Too casual. Cross my
arms? Too standoffish. I let them hang by
my sides, my fingers pressed against the
slick fabric of my work pants. I hadn't
changed yet. I usually put on my flannels,
and I was glad I hadn't gotten that far. At
least I still looked presentable. But why



should I care? He was here to talk about
stopping the Fae from raiding the prison.

I lifted my gaze to meet his and
immediately regretted it. It sent a shock
through my body, my heart jumping like
an Olympian at a hurdle race. His hazel
eyes were soft, intense. Why wouldn't he
just say something?

“I have your sword,” I said. My
voice echoed off the walls, the tiled
floor of the entryway. “It's in the
kitchen.”

Before he could say anything, I
turned and went back to the kitchen,
hoping he'd follow, but not too closely.
His footsteps padded behind me,
swallowed by another rumble of thunder.



I'd left his sword on the island. I
picked it up and held it out, unable this
time to meet his gaze. His fingers
touched the end of the tube, but didn't
grip it. What was he waiting for? I
cleared my throat. “Thank you,” I said.
“You saved my life. I would have died if
you hadn't lent me your sword.”

“I would have done more, if I could
have,” Kailen said. His low voice
seemed to fill the room, seeping into my
bones. “I'm sorry I lied.”

“If that was your way of making it
up to me,” I said lightly, “maybe I don't
mind if you lie once in a while.” Except
I did mind, and it really wasn't
something to make light of.



Kailen's hand crept down the tube,
his fingertips touching mine. “Truly, I am
sorry.”

His fingers were cold and damp, but
they sent a fire running through me. I
wanted him to move closer, to press his
hand over mine, to force a resolution to
the tension that had been building
between us since the day we'd met. But
he only waited, and his meaning was
clear.

This was my decision to make.
Owen still waited for my answer on

the divorce papers. Kailen and I had a
raid to stop and a mystery to solve. I
didn't love Kailen. Yet there was
something between us. Owen had slept



with Jane. Didn't I deserve something
too?

I let go of the sword. It clattered to
the floor at the same time another crack
of thunder sounded just outside the
house. I took the last step forward and
pressed my hands to Kailen's chest. His
heart drummed beneath my fingertips, the
cold of his wet shirt mingling with the
warmth of his skin beneath.

“Nicole,” he breathed.
Before I could change my mind,

decide this was actually a bad idea, I
pressed my mouth to his. All the tension
drained from him, his muscles becoming
soft and pliant beneath my fingers. His
arms wrapped around me, pulling me



closer.
Age difference be damned.
His tongue flicked at my lips,

slipped inside my mouth. I moaned and
fumbled at the buttons of his shirt. I
wanted to feel him against me, to run my
hands over the ridges and planes of his
back. As he caressed my cheeks, I
cursed whoever had invented buttons. I
think I ripped the last two off, but Kailen
didn't seem to mind.

And then his shirt was on the floor
and he was pulling my sweater off and I
was helping him. He took a step
forward, leaned me against the island,
and pressed his body into mine. His lips
came down and trailed kisses across my



neck. I gasped. I hadn't been touched this
way in a long time. Okay, maybe never
was more like it.

The scent of honeysuckle floated in
the air.

I put my hands to his chest and
pushed him back long enough to gasp out
a few words. “Are you...?”

“Elicitation can provide other
benefits, not just coercion.” Kailen ran a
hand across my back. “I can stop if you
want.” His breath stirred the hair next to
my ear, sending shivers down my spine.

I checked the glass sliding door, my
windows. The blinds were shut tight. We
were alone. Stop? I'd probably kill him
if he stopped now. I trailed my hand



down his chest, over his stomach, to the
waistband of his pants.

He caught my hand before I could
undo his belt. “No,” he said. “Not yet.”
Kailen reached down and lifted me into
his arms. I was tall, but he was taller. He
started up the stairs. I nestled into his
chest, delighting in the feel of his warm
skin. His lips kissed the top of my head,
my forehead. I tucked my chin to my
chest and hoped he didn’t feel me
tremble.

I didn’t want to meet his eyes.
Somehow, beneath the fiery hot
sensation of lust, I recognized that this
night might mean more to him than it did
to me. I tried to suppress the guilt that



tangled in my chest.
When we reached the bedroom, he

set me on my feet. “Nicole,” he said, his
voice low, “are you sure?”

I wanted to grab him, to caress his
shoulders, to take off his belt and see if
his lower half matched his upper half.
Instead, I took a deep breath. “Are you?”

As an answer, he growled, pulled
me close, and kissed me so fiercely that
I forgot what I’d been asking in the first
place. We stumbled toward the bed. I
pulled at his belt while he undid the
button of my pants, our lips locked, our
breathing heavy.

I tripped as I stepped out of my
pants, but Kailen caught me, eased me



back into his arms. I let out a breathy
giggle, but he brought a hand up to brush
the hair from my eyes, and I suddenly
couldn’t breathe at all. In the darkness of
the room, the half-moon shining through
the window, I could barely see his eyes.
But I knew they fixed on mine,
searching. What did he want to see?

He cleared his throat. “I lo—”
I reached down and grabbed him

before he could say anything else. I
didn't need this right now. And what if
he was just reliving his past with Penny?
His words turned into a moan. I melted
into his chest, putting him off balance. I'd
hoped to force him onto the bed, but he
pivoted, swinging me around and laying



me across the covers. Before I could
take another breath, he was on top of me.
His hands found mine, fingers twining in
my own.

He leaned down, whispered in my
ear. “Just you and me. Tonight, we can
forget about anything else.”

I wrapped my legs around him,
bringing him closer. “Then let's get busy
forgetting,” I whispered back.

We did.



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY-
FOUR

 
 

Kailen was there when I woke up the
next morning. His chest was against my
back, one arm draped over my waist. I
wanted, suddenly, to be anywhere else.
One night and I felt suffocated,
cloistered, claustrophobic.

Did that make me a bad person?
I tried, subtly, to scoot away. It

wasn’t as if Kailen hadn't acquitted
himself well in the bedroom. And if I



wanted to be honest with myself, “well”
was the understatement of the century.
Saying elicitation had its benefits was
like saying having a million dollars was
nice. After eight years of being with only
Owen, I'd always worried that things
might be different if I ever had to get
back “out there,” that I'd only find men
who were grossly incompatible with me
sexually. So I could cross that worry off
the list. But I'd just irreversibly
complicated the relationships I had—
between me and Owen, and between me
and Kailen. Had last night been fun?
Absolutely. Would I do it again?
Probably. Did I want it to become
something that happened regularly?



Not sure.
But as I tried to slip away, Kailen's

arm tightened around me, the scent of
honeysuckle on his breath. Before I
could stop myself, I'd pressed my bottom
into his hips, feeling the hardness of his
growing erection. Kailen murmured
something, his lips finding the back of
my neck. I managed to wrench myself
away before he could lay more than one
kiss on me. Did the man perform
elicitation in his sleep? I'd given him
permission, last night, but everything
seemed different by light of day. I
scooted far enough away so that none of
our body parts touched, and hugged my
arms around myself. Questions ran



through my mind. If I started a
relationship with Kailen, where would
we live? Would he take down all the
pictures of Penny? And what if I gained
legal status and went to the Fae world?
Kailen would never be able to join me.

I shook my head. Too many
questions, and I didn't actually want to
think about them, to even consider the
possibility of a relationship.

“Hey.” Kailen touched my shoulder.
I didn't turn around. I had to wipe

this look off my face, this horrified,
what-have-I-done look, because I still
felt something for the former Guardian,
still cared about him.

“Is something wrong?”



I shook my head.
“Are you hurt?”
“No.”
“Was it something I did?”
I wished he'd stop talking, just give

me a moment to gather my thoughts. His
hand still rested on my shoulder. Its
warmth should have been comforting. I
had to say something, to let him know
things were fine. I opened my mouth. “I
don't love you.” Well, shit. I guess Owen
wasn't the only one who was muddled in
the mornings.

I rolled over to face him—his
shocked hazel eyes, the trace of stubble
on his chin, the hair that looked perfect
mussed up from a night's rest and unrest.



“That's not what I meant.” Except it was,
I'd just picked a terrible time to say it. “I
like you.” God, was I just adding salt to
the wound? “You're...amazing.” That
was better. “You’re smart, and
handsome, and I probably don’t deserve
you.” Well, maybe I was laying it on too
thick.

Kailen pulled his hand back, used it
to prop his head up. “But I have too
much baggage.”

“That’s not it.” But maybe it was.
Grian was his mother, he’d pissed off
the Arbiter, and his dead wife seemed to
loom in his thoughts and in his heart. On
the other hand, who was I to speak? I
was newly separated, not even divorced,



just found out I was adopted and a
Changeling, and had the inhabitants of an
entire world currently interested in my
demise. “I’m just figuring out how I feel
about being Fae.” I reached out and
touched his chest, resisting the urge to
grope him any further. “This—we should
talk about. Just not yet.”

He took my hand. “I get it. Last night
was just you and me. Now we have
bigger things to deal with.”

“Yes, exactly.” Relief made me
limp. I sank my head into my pillow. We
had a war to stop and it was Thursday
and…and I had work. “What time is it?”
I flopped over and grabbed for the first
timepiece I saw—Kailen’s watch. It lay



on the floor next to the bed, discarded.
As soon as my fingers touched the

cool metal, the mattress below me
vanished, as did the entire bedroom. I
was in a dark place, all sensations
dulled, no light surrounding me. Only
darkness and silence.

The Void.
But there, in the darkness, something

flared to life. Something warm, and blue,
that felt oddly familiar.

And then, with a gasp, I was back in
my bedroom, my gaze to the ceiling,
Kailen’s watch cold in my hand. I hadn’t
recognized the sensation the first time. I
thought I’d worked too hard, was only
feeling dizzy from exhaustion. I sucked



in air; I couldn’t seem to draw in
enough.

“What’s wrong?” Kailen hovered
over me in an instant. “What happened?”

I gathered enough breath to speak.
“Your watch. Did you make it?”

He took it from me and draped it
over his wrist. “No. I'm not very good at
crafting. It was a gift.”

“From who? Which family
member?” I had a sneaking suspicion,
but I wanted to hear it from him.

“My mother.” He turned his wrist
over, watching the metal band flash in
the sunlight. “She gave it to me just
before I left for the mortal world. It was
the only time she ever told me she loved



me. It reminds me that I still have a
mother that loves me, no matter how
messed up Grian really is. And the
ability to sense the lesser Fae—well
that's a bonus.” He studied it a moment
longer before looking back to me. “Why
do you ask?”

The only reminder that his mother
loved him. Well, bursting this bubble
wasn't going to be fun. Not at all.
“Kailen, every time I touch it, I feel
something strange.” There had to be a
better way to go about this. “I feel the
Void.”

He frowned, covering the watch
with his other hand. “I don't feel
anything.”



“I know. I think it might be because
I'm a Changeling.”

The lines between his eyebrows
deepened. “What does that have to do
with it?”

And because there really wasn't a
better way to say it, I just did. “I think
your watch is opening the doorways. I
think Grian gave it to you because she
knew you'd be staying in the mortal
world, and she made sure that you'd
keep it, wear it always. She’s planned
this, from the beginning.”

He drew away from me and without
another word, rose from the bed and
began to pull on his clothes.

Either he was taking this really



well, or really poorly. I wasn't sure
which one yet. “Kailen?”

“You're lying,” he spat out as he
refastened his belt.

Poorly, then. “Don't shoot the
messenger.” I wrapped the sheets around
me, tied them in a knot under my arms,
rose, and went to my closet. It's just
awkward being the only person naked.
“I'm thinking out loud here.”

“It’s not true; it can’t be true,” he
muttered.

I turned to him. I knew he could see
me from the corner of his eye, but he
didn’t look at me. This was a man knee
deep in da-Nile. My hands found my
hips. “When have I ever lied to you?”



Now he faced me. He stood straight,
towering over me. “So you seek to use
my words against me? Yes, I lied to you,
and I apologize. But that gives you no
reason to presume greater moral
standing.”

Apparently, Kailen’s speech
devolved into formality when he was
angry. “Stop.” I lifted my hands off my
hips. Did I just trade lazy for crazy?
“Listen to yourself. You’re not making
any sense. This isn't about what you've
done. This is about your watch and what
it does.”

“I should have known better,” he
said as he buttoned his shirt. “I should
have known better than to get involved



with you. As if I'm not in trouble enough
with the Fae world, now I'm known to
support a Changeling. Faolan was
wrong. This is not the way. Something
else is opening the doorways, and I
intend to find out what it is.”

I pulled a summer dress on over my
head and jerked off the sheets. It wasn't
the most appropriate clothing, but Kailen
was imploding, and I didn't have time
for anything else. I couldn't do this
whole Fae thing alone, and no one else
had volunteered so much help. I
swallowed my anger, my pride, and
grabbed his arm before he could walk
out the bedroom door. “Hey.” I kept my
voice quiet, as if I were approaching a



scared animal. “It doesn't mean she
doesn't love you.”

And just like that, all the fight went
out of him. His hand, on the knob of the
bedroom door, dropped off, as if he no
longer had the strength to keep it there.
He shook his head. “You don't know
Grian the way I do. That is exactly what
it means.”

“I'm sorry—I didn't know how to
tell you.”

He tilted his head back and let out a
shaky sigh. “All these years, I've been
telling myself that we just didn't
understand one another. That despite
everything she's done, she still loves me
in her own way. I went to the mortal



world because it was always so hard to
say no to her. Instead, I've let her use me,
yet again. Fool me twice, shame on me,
right? I'm such an idiot.” His voice was
thick.

“You wanted to believe. It doesn't
make you an idiot.” It certainly made
him a better person than Grian, in my
mind.

Kailen unfastened the watch and
turned to face me. Though his nose and
eyes were red, he'd not shed a tear. “I'll
grieve later.” He held up the watch. “We
need to figure out how she made this and
how to unmake it. We don't have much
time. I suggest we go to my apartment. I
have more tools there.”



“Agreed.” I looked back at the
clock by the bedside. Nine—two hours
past the time I normally showed up to
Frank Gibbons, Inc. “But we're stopping
by my office on the way.”
 
ANOTHER HOUR LATER, AFTER
we'd both showered, eaten, and I'd
dressed in a more appropriate pants and
jacket, we hummed along in Kailen's car.
The gun sat heavy in my inside pocket,
loaded with a new clip. The butter knife
was in another pocket.

“Why do you need to go by work?”
he said, the muscles in his jaw jumping.
“You need to grab some paperwork to
do while we're trying to, you know, save



the world?”
“I'm quitting.”
“Oh.”
“I like my job, but I can't close

doorways and go on business trips at the
same time. I'll have to find something
with more flexibility.” I'd always felt a
fluttering nervousness before making
large decisions—before choosing which
college to go to, the night before my
wedding to Owen, the day before I
accepted the job at Frank Gibbons, Inc. I
only felt calm now. Maybe it was
because I'd always made the wrong
decisions. Or maybe it was simply
because, for the first time, I knew I was
making the right one.



“You're really doing it, aren't you?”
he said as we pulled into the parking lot.

“Yes, and there’s something else I
need to check out.” A thought occurred
to me as I saw the box near the alleyway,
still marked with my warning sign. “Can
I borrow your watch?”

“I suppose. Why?”
“I have a hunch. What does it do,

exactly, when it senses the lesser Fae?”
“It clicks. The number of clicks

gives me an idea of what’s coming.”
“Got it.” I pulled my sleeve over my

wrist and held it out so Kailen could
fasten the watch on without me touching
it. “Thanks.” I slipped out the door.

As soon as I stepped out of the



elevator, I headed straight for Landon’s
office. A couple of my coworkers stood
to stare at me over the tops of their
cubicles, but I paid them no mind. I
knocked briefly on my boss’s door
before heading inside.

Landon was at his computer, his
glasses reflecting the white of the
screen. “Ah, Nicole,” he said as soon as
he saw me. He leaned in closer to his
screen and frowned. “Did you just get
in? You’re three hours late.”

“I know.”
He leaned back in his chair and

swung around to face me. “You know?
Nicole, you’re never late.”

As soon as Landon’s hands left his



keyboard and mouse, a trio of brownies
crept from behind his computer case. I
tore my gaze from them and tried to
focus on my boss. “I’ve saved up a lot of
vacation time. I hardly take a day off,
except for last week.”

Landon pushed his glasses up his
nose. “You want to take more time off?
But what about the Inkling, Co. account I
emailed you about? We can talk about
your tardiness another time. I need you
to go to Texas.”

The brownies seized Landon’s
mouse and quietly opened his desk
drawer. “I don’t want more time off,” I
said. “I’m quitting.”

My boss just sat there, his face as



shocked as if I’d stripped off my top and
was riding a giraffe. “You know,” he
said finally, “a lot of strange things have
been happening around here.” The
brownies dropped the mouse into the
drawer and shut it. They turned their
attention to the keyboard next. That and a
roll of tape. “This, though”—he held up
a finger—“this is the strangest. Why? Is
it the promotion? It’s yours, if you want
it.”

So he’d been dragging that out to
make me work harder. I’d suspected as
much. “No, it’s not that at all.” I couldn’t
help the smile that crossed my face. I felt
suddenly sorry for Landon. He had no
idea what was actually going on. “I’ve



decided that this sort of job isn’t for me.
I’m going to take some time off, figure
out what I really want. I want my
resignation to be effective as of today.
As I said, I’ve saved up enough vacation
time. It should cover the usual two
weeks’ notice.”

The brownies finished rolling tape
over all the keys. They were close to
me, maybe a few feet away. The watch
didn’t click.

They were Grian’s—her little spies.
She’d crafted the watch so it didn’t
respond to them. Which meant the
doorway that kept opening in the parking
lot was hers; it hadn’t just randomly
opened. She’d sent the brownies to



watch me, and they had something to do
with Anne’s murder. I had to move
quickly, gather my magic. This time, it
would need to work.

Landon ran a hand through his
thinning hair. “You do know I’ll be
sending Jessica to Inkling, Co. then?”

“Yes. Doesn’t change my mind.”
“More money? Flexible hours?”
“Nope.”
He frowned. “Well, that’s all I’ve

got. If you ever want to come back, just
give me a call. I’ll save a spot for you,
as long as I can.”

“Thanks, I appreciate it.” I backed
slowly toward the door.

“Talk to Brent about the



paperwork,” Landon said. “He’ll make
sure you get your last paycheck.”

“Yeah, sure.” I fumbled for the lever
behind me.

All three brownies stopped what
they were doing; six eyes stared at me,
and then narrowed. I could have sworn
one of them hissed. I wasn’t sure how,
but they were onto me.

I opened the door and ran, making
sure to slam it behind me.

“What the—?” came Landon’s
voice from behind the door. Three little
thuds reached my ears. Damn those
things were fast. I didn’t take my
chances with the elevator. I dashed for
the stairs.



I slid down the railings, not caring
about the amount of dust and grease that
was getting on my pants. I hadn’t been
able to do magic since I got back into the
mortal world. There had to be some
emotion I could grasp that would fuel my
closing of the doorway. Anger? No, I’d
used that one to the bone. Fear? Too
trembling, too inconsistent.

I threw open the door at the bottom
of the stairs and stumbled into the
sunlight. It could have been my
imagination, but I swore I could hear
three sets of little footsteps pattering
behind me.

“Nicole?” Kailen stepped halfway
out of his car, his hand on the sword at



his belt.
“No time,” I gasped out. Ahead of

me, the beat-up cardboard box waited
with its warning sign. The doorway
would be just beyond it. I sprinted
toward it.

What about belief? I believed I had
a role to play in this, that I could stop
this war from happening, that no matter
the personal cost, it would be worth it.

Something flared to life behind my
eyes. It was like breaking through
cellophane with my fingertips. Grian
hadn’t just rattled around in my brain,
she’d portioned certain parts of it off.

I suddenly remembered: I’d made a
bargain with the Arbiter. I’d found out



how the doorways were opening; I just
had to prove that Grian was behind it.

There’d be time later to consider
the implications. Right now I had a
doorway to close and some brownies to
trap. I extended a hand as I reached the
cardboard box and sent my magic out
with my breath.

Nothing. The doorway wasn’t there
anymore. That bitch had drawn it
somewhere else. Behind me, a spate of
mad giggling.

I closed my eyes and let out the last
of my breath.

It was like opening another eye.
Suddenly, I was aware of exactly where
the doorway was. Two steps behind me



to my right.
As if in a dream, I took the two

steps, reached out, and closed the
doorway. I opened my eyes.

“Got it,” Kailen said. He had a
sweater wrapped around his hand, and
held a brownie between his fingers. It
squirmed, trying to bite through the
sweater. “The other two went through
the doorway, but as soon as I saw what
you were trying to do, I came out to
help.”

I held up his watch. “It’s not
clicking.”

His eyes narrowed as he realized
the implication. “A spy. One of Grian’s,”
he said. “One of mine.” He brought the



brownie level with his face. “Tell me,
little one, what did she send you here
for?”

“Mustn’t tell anyone,” it said in its
raspy voice. I couldn’t tell if it was a
boy or girl.

Kailen drew himself tall. “I am part
of the family you’re beholden to. Obey,
or I will cast you from our protection.”

“You don’t have the power.”
“Are you certain of that? Or would

you like to test your theory?”
The brownie stopped struggling. It

jerked its head in my direction, its wild
brown hair flipping back with the
movement. “We were to watch this one,
and report back to the Queen what she



did.”
“Anne,” I said. “The secretary.

What did you do with her?”
The creature smiled, showing a

multitude of sharp white teeth. “It is not
my duty to respond to a Changeling.”

Kailen squeezed and the brownie let
out a yelp. “You will answer her.”

It panted. “Very well. We led the
woman out here. We led her through the
doorway, into Grian’s realm. When
Grian was finished with her, we brought
her back.”

They brought her back in pieces.
“The prince must understand, we

were doing this on her orders.”
Kailen opened his fist, letting the



brownie drop to the pavement. It landed
on its feet. “Oh, I know. I know and
understand, better than I’d like. I’m
letting you go. You can find your way
back to the Fae world on your own.”

The brownie hissed, showing all its
teeth, and then disappeared in a blur of
little feet and matted hair.

“My mother—” Kailen paused,
swallowed. “Grian is completely, utterly
mad. A war with the humans would be
disastrous. She can’t just walk in and
subjugate everyone. Magic is strong, but
it has its limits. It will be a long,
protracted war, with losses on both
sides.”

I sidled closer to him. “And who do



you think would win?”
“Doesn’t matter,” he said, his voice

quiet. “We have to stop it from
happening.”

“Come on. Let’s go to your place,
look at the watch. Is there a way to
prove that she made it?”

Kailen headed for the car. “If we
can unmake it when the Fae try to attack
the prison, if we can get them to listen,
we may be able to show Grian’s hand in
all of this.”

I slid into the passenger side and
shrugged. “Honestly? It’s kind of a shitty
plan.”

“You have something better?”
“Not yet, but I’m working on it.”



As Kailen drove, I inspected the
watch. The face of it had a small time
keeper in the upper right, an analog
clock. The rest of it was taken up with a
series of gears and a little window. It
was, at the moment, blank.

“So how accurate is it?”
“It can be vague sometimes, but it’s

never failed me.”
“Pretty piece of machinery.”

Somewhere inside it was a mechanism
that opened doorways. How was this
even possible?

“Grian’s the best there is at crafting,
possibly the best there ever was. I don’t
know what she fears, either. To me, she
seemed invincible. But there may be a



clue to its unmaking inside of it.”
This wasn’t going to be easy then.

But as Dorian had said, every crafted
item had a weakness. The watch had one
too. We just had to find it. “I was in her
mind, briefly, in the Arena.”

“What did you see?”
I shrugged. “Not much.” And since I

couldn’t think of what else to do, I
touched the metal and again was thrown
into the Void.

Dark. Cold. No sensation at all.
Last time, I’d sensed something

else. Something blue. I tried to press
onwards, to search the emptiness for
what I’d felt before. But I couldn’t feel
my legs, or my feet, or my body. I was



nothing. I was the Void. My mind started
to drift away.

I awoke to Kailen’s hands on my
shoulders. “Nicole!”

I tried to speak and couldn’t. My
lips were numb, my body shaking
uncontrollably. “What happened?” I
managed finally.

He rubbed my arms, his hands
making my skin tingle. “You touched the
watch again. Damn it! You need to tell
me when you’re going to do something
like that. I don’t know why it does this to
you. You stopped breathing for a second.
I had to pull over.”

“I was in the Void again,” I
whispered. “Every time I touch it, it



takes me to the Void. This time was
longer.”

“You shouldn’t touch it.” He pulled
me against his chest. Slowly, the shivers
left me. “Let me look at the watch. Let
me try to figure out how to unmake it. It’s
my fault the doorways are open. I should
be the one to make sure this stops.”

“It’s Grian’s fault, not yours.” It felt
so good to be held right now. There was
nothing sexual about it, just someone
giving a damn about whether I lived or
died or was hurt.

He pulled away from me.
“Sometimes logic can’t override
feelings. I think we’ve got a few days
before the Fae launch their raid. Let’s



see what we can do with that time.”



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE
 
 

The apartment hadn’t changed a bit. I’m
not sure why it even occurred to me that
it might have changed. Maybe because
Kailen and I had slept together? But that
was stupid. We’d only slept together last
night—I couldn’t expect Kailen to dash
over here and take down all the pictures
of him and Penny before I arrived.

Awkward to the max.
Even more awkward? He didn’t

seem to notice, in the least, that this was



awkward. So he grabbed for my hand as
he led me down the hall (I was
beginning to think of the barrage of
pictures as “The Gauntlet”). He brushed
back my hair when I sat on his living
room couch. When I held out my wrist
for him to remove his watch, his fingers
lingered over mine.

I pulled away. “If I can’t touch it,
how do we figure out how to unmake
it?”

Kailen opened a drawer in his
coffee table and brought out a plastic
box that rattled as he set it down. “I’ve
had to repair it a couple times.” Inside
the box was a multitude of tiny metal
tools. “This time I’m going to take it



apart.”
Well, that sounded easy. “So won’t

that unmake it?”
“Nope. I won’t be able to get all the

parts off. Grian will have placed wards,
tooled things to make undoing the
crafting more difficult. There’s the
physical part of the watch—the gears,
the face, the band. And then there’s the
magical part. I can pick apart the
physical components, and this may
weaken the crafting. But it won’t break
it.”

He took a tiny silver screwdriver
and began to remove screws from the
back.

“So what do I do? Sit around and



look pretty?”
He gave me an appraising look.

“No. Not that you don’t look nice, but
you’re a Changeling. The watch affects
you differently. There’s a reason for that,
and it has to do with the doorways.
Since you’re the only one who can open
and close them at will, I need you to tell
me if you sense anything while I’m
fiddling with the watch. I can’t sense a
doorway to save my life.”

I slid onto the plush rug beneath the
coffee table, leaned my elbows on it,
and watched Kailen work.

It was interesting for the first thirty
minutes or so. Once he got the back off,
he started to remove gears—tiny,



delicate things, like the lace on a
dragonfly’s wings. But I might as well
have been watching a kid dig holes in
the ground for all the magical sensing I
was doing. I didn’t feel a thing. I started
to trace patterns on the table’s surface
and attempt small talk with Kailen.

“Growing up with Grian must have
really sucked.”

“Mmph.”
“What was your childhood like?

Did she even play with you?”
“A little.”
“Did you decide to join the

Guardians, or did she push you into it?”
Grunt.
“Did you ever see her making that



watch?”
He gave me a long look, pins

between his teeth, tiny screwdriver in
his hand.

“Guess not.”
Kailen crouched over the watch

again and prodded at its innards. As
soon as he poked it, something
shimmered in the air above the watch.

I lifted my head from my palms, all
boredom vanished. “Stop. Something
just happened.”

“Thought so.” He put down the
screwdriver, removed the pins from his
mouth, and placed both hands on the
watch. “There’s a ward on this part. It
could take a while to remove. Why don’t



you go grab us some lunch?” He nodded
his head in the direction of the keys on
the coffee table. “Get whatever you like.
I’ll eat most anything.”

I pursed my lips. “You don’t want
me around for this part.”

“I need silence in order to
concentrate. It won’t be easy. And I am
hungry.”

I picked up the keys with a sigh and
headed out the door, trying to ignore
Penny’s smiling face all down the
hallway. No hard feelings against the
woman, but I wondered if Kailen would
notice if I turned them to face the wall.
I’d slept with a few people, in college,
but never encountered this sort of



problem. Did it have to do with age?
Did everyone thirty-two and older have
to contend with the not-so-apparition-
like ghosts of former relationships?

I ended up swinging by my favorite
Thai place and grabbing two orders of
pad thai. It was mild, and pleasing
enough to most palates. I’d considered
grabbing something unbearably spicy for
Kailen, just to watch him make good on
his eat most anything claim, but I was
starting to think that needling him wasn’t
the best way to get us to work together.

Something pricked at the edge of my
senses as I approached Kailen’s door. A
cold drip at the back of my spine and the
brief impression of blue. I fumbled and



dropped the keys in my haste to open the
door.

“Damn it!” Behind that door, things
had gone wrong.

I pushed it open and dropped the
bag of takeout to the floor. From the
entryway, I saw Kailen’s feet on the rug,
the toes pointing toward the ceiling. I
dashed into the living room to find him
flat on his back, eyes closed, the fingers
of one hand open, the watch on the floor
next to him. His face was fixed in a
grimace. He was breathing—quick
shallow breaths, as if he was in some
sort of pain. When I knelt by him and put
a hand to his chest, his heartbeat
fluttered beneath my palm. “Kailen.” I



shook him, I whispered in his ears, I
pinched him. He didn’t wake up, his jaw
clenched, his eyes closed tight.

I breathed in and used my magic to
probe the air. There was a link, between
Kailen and the watch. It felt tenuous as a
frayed piece of yarn, but no matter how I
pushed or pulled at it, I couldn’t break
that link. It left the scent of sandalwood
on the roof of my mouth. I frowned. Not
Grian’s magic. Kailen’s breathing
quickened once more and then stopped
altogether.

I didn’t have a choice. I touched the
watch.

This time, the Void was filled with a
presence—all blue and sandalwood.



Are you the one who put me in
here? A voice came from the depths,
deep and masculine.

“No. Whoever you are, you’re
hurting my friend. You have to stop.”

It could be him. It could be you.
“Please, let him go!”
No.
If I didn’t stop this man, spirit,

ghost, whatever—he was going to kill
Kailen. Time seemed to pass a little
differently in the Void, and in the mortal
world, Kailen wasn’t breathing. How
long could a person go without oxygen
before they started suffering some sort of
brain damage?

I threw everything I had into the



blue presence—my anger, my fear, my
belief. A bright light appeared and
hurtled into the Void, at the same time
pushing me backwards. “Let him GO!”

I flew up against something like an
invisible spiderweb, but larger, stronger.
Somewhere just beyond that, my mortal
body waited. I struggled, but nothing
gave way. Had my body stopped
breathing, like Kailen's had? The thought
lent me an extra burst of strength. I
focused what little emotion I had left and
aimed it at the web. Please, please
work. The bright light shone in my eyes.

And then I was back in my own
body, in the mortal world. Kailen was
next to me, on the rug, and as I watched,



he sucked in an enormous breath.
I'd done it. This was better than

making a hundred sales. Before I knew
it, I had my hands on his chest, his arms,
his face, checking for signs of injury.
“What happened? Are you okay?”

It took him a moment to recover. His
eyes were wide; I could see the whites
around his irises. “That is not just a
crafted watch,” he said. “It's a trap.”

“For us?”
He looked at me. “No. For you. For

Changelings.”
For Changelings. The blue

presence, the voice—not part of the trap,
but a result of it. I was not the first
Changeling Grian had encountered.



“What has she done?” I whispered.
“She's enslaved one of the Fae,”

Kailen said. “Placed him inside this
watch. And not just any Fae. Merlin.”

My mind reeled. I'd grown up
among humans, but the sense of
wrongness that pierced my breast came
from my Fae side. For one Sidhe to
enslave another, and for so long—I
didn't need a lawyer to tell me this was a
terrible crime. Human lives were short
in comparison. What would it be like for
torment to last a millennium? “He's gone
mad, hasn't he? That's why he attacked
you.”

“I can't be sure,” Kailen said. He
rubbed at the back of his head. “I don't



know how much of what I've done he's
sensed. I've tried to redeem myself,
Nicole. But I spent so many years, so
many, doing the wrong thing. I don't
know how I'll ever balance that. Maybe
Merlin knows this too.” He pulled
himself onto the couch, then cradled his
head in his hands.

We didn't have time for this sort of
reflection or self-pity. “Then we'll have
to explain it to him.”

“I can't seem to talk to him. I opened
the wards, and then he grabbed me. I
don't think he even heard me.”

“He heard me.”
Kailen leaned his head to one side,

so he could look at me. “No. I saw what



it was like when you touched the watch.
You barely made it back out.”

“I've made it out twice now.”
“Absolutely not. I forbid it.”
“You forbid it? From what position

of authority are you speaking?” Great,
now he had me talking all formal too. “I
think I have more to lose than you here.
A war between the mortal and Fae
worlds? I've already dragged my
nephew into this mess. I have a mother
and father that I love and care about, a
sister, a brother-in-law, a niece, and a
nephew. And I have two biological
parents I haven't even gotten the chance
to know.” It didn't hit me until after I'd
spoken that I was placing Kailen's lack



of family and friends in sharp relief.
But instead of retorting with anger,

he reached out and clasped my hand.
“That's true, all of it. I just don't want
anything to happen to you.”

I deflated with a hiss of breath.
“Well, we still have to fight, to do
something. If you have any other ideas,
I'm all ears.”

“I don't. I'm sorry. If we can
convince Merlin of our intentions, then
we have a better chance of stopping this
mess. The Fae won't stand for what
Grian's done. If we can release him in
time for the raid, he can stop the Fae
from attacking, undermine Grian's
support. But let’s try to think of other



ways first—you touching that watch
again should only be a last resort.”

“And Faolan?”
Kailen gave me a rueful smile. “I'm

still thinking. Haven't gotten there yet.”
I leaned back on my heels so I could

look down the hallway. “Are you
hungry? I got pad thai.” Kailen's hand
was still around mine. I wanted,
suddenly, for him to let go—and for him
to keep holding it. When I turned my face
back to his, he was close, his lips near
to mine.

I shrugged him off, before either of
us could decide that kissing was a good
idea. Why had I slept with him? Was I
just as bad as Owen?



"Yeah, sure," he said. He left me on
the floor and retrieved the food.

He’d just set it on the coffee table
when a knock sounded at the door. We
exchanged glances.

“If they wanted to kill us,” I said
finally, “they probably wouldn’t have
knocked.”

Kailen shrugged his agreement and
went to the door.

It was Dorian.
“I put wards on this place,” Kailen

said, “and a charm of unseeing.”
“Good to see you, too,” Dorian

said. He still wore that ridiculous outfit
I’d seen him in the last time. “Let me
guess? Supposed to protect you against



those who wish you harm? Well, luckily
for you, I don’t want to hurt you or the
Changeling.”

Kailen only glared at Dorian, and
Dorian glared back. The bad blood
swam between the two of them so thick
it had long since congealed, scabbed,
and festered.

I made my way down the hallway.
“He did help me before,” I told Kailen. I
left out the part where Dorian warned
me about the former Guardian.

“After he tried to kill both of us,”
Kailen said. “Dorian only wants to
climb the ranks, to elevate his family. He
doesn’t care about saving mortals, or
Fae. We can’t trust him.”



“And she should trust you, instead?”
Dorian scoffed. “That’s rich. If someone
asked you what color the sky was, you’d
tell them green.”

Kailen reached for the sword at his
belt.

I stepped between the two men. “I
don’t care about his motives,” I told
Kailen. “I care about stopping this war.”

Kailen relaxed his stance. “You
don’t think Grian can pull this off,” he
said to Dorian. “You’re throwing your
lot in with us.”

“I think Grian can win. But the
opportunities for me are greater if she
doesn’t. Who do you have on your
side?” Dorian held up a hand and ticked



off fingers. “An illegal Changeling and a
Sidhe who is not only confined to the
mortal world, but is Grian’s son. If she
is exposed, someone will have to step in
to smooth things over, to handle the
upheaval in the families. It won’t be
either of you.”

“You were ever the opportunist,”
Kailen said.

“And you, ever the dishonest
snake.” Dorian continued on in a rush,
“Now listen carefully, because I’ll only
say this once.”

“Good,” Kailen said, “because I’m
tired of hearing you talk.”

Dorian cleared his throat and ran
his hands down his hunting vest, as if



checking for holes. His gaze found the
ceiling. “Grian plans to attack the
prison, tonight.”

And then he collapsed into a heap,
right inside Kailen’s door.



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX
 
 

Tonight. There wouldn’t be time to lay
out meticulous plans, or to plan at all. I
stood frozen as Kailen knelt next to
Dorian.

“He’s still alive,” he said, “but he’s
hurt. Help me bring him inside.”

I grabbed Dorian’s ankles as Kailen
took his shoulders. We half dragged, half
carried him down the hallway and set
him on the couch. He looked even paler
than normal, a trickle of blood starting at



the corner of his mouth.
“He was in my house a couple days

ago,” I told Kailen. “He tried to tell me
about Grian, but something stopped
him.”

“Mind magic,” Kailen said. He
placed a palm against Dorian’s ribs. “He
must have uncovered her plans, and she
put a binding spell on him. If he tells
anyone about the plans, the spell
activates.”

“What did it do?”
“He’s bleeding internally. I’m going

to have to heal him.”
“I thought you hated him.”
Kailen looked at me, his mouth

pressed into a line. “I do. But I’m not



that kind of man. He came here because
he trusted me to do this much, at least.”
And then he closed his eyes.

The trickle of blood from Dorian’s
mouth slowed and the color returned to
his cheeks. Kailen fell to the floor a
couple minutes later, gasping and
trembling.

Remembering what had happened in
my parents’ house, I grabbed the pad thai
and a tall glass of water. “Here,” I
helped him into a sitting position and
shoved water and food into his hands.

He tossed back the water in only a
few swallows and ate half the noodles
before he could speak again. “I forgot
that I went back to the Fae world again.”



He flexed his fingers. “My magic isn’t as
potent as it used to be. I don’t know
when I’ll be able to use it again.”

“Tonight?” I asked hopefully.
He shook his head. “Unlikely.”
My heart quailed. It had been

difficult enough, deciding to throw my
lot in with Kailen again. Now that I had,
I didn’t want to do this alone. “You
should have let me try to heal him.”

“Healing isn’t like sword fighting. It
takes a good deal of time to learn; if you
make a mistake, the person you’re trying
to heal can easily die. I had to do it. But
even if I can’t use any more magic, I still
have my sword. I’ll be there with you
when the attack starts.”



The attack. I checked the clock on
the wall. Twelve thirty. Night in a
Portland winter could mean anywhere
from five to seven, depending on whose
opinion you asked. “We need to get to
the prison. We need to warn someone.”

He dug into the noodles again. “And
who would you suggest? Remember,
mortals don’t exactly believe in the
Fae.”

My mind churned as I digested his
words. “I think I have an idea. It might
not work.”

Kailen gave me a tired smile.
“Shitty plan, huh?”

I huffed out a laugh. “Very shitty. As
far as ideas go, this one’s been dredged



from the bottom of the septic tank.”
 
WE PULLED UP TO THE POLICE
station thirty minutes later.

“They might not be here,” Kailen
said.

“True. But if they’re not, we’ll
pester someone until they call them, or
try telling someone else.”

“We don’t have much time.”
“Then we shouldn't sit here talking.”

I slid out of the car and walked to the
doors of the station with what I hoped
was more confidence than I felt. Kailen
hurried to catch up, falling in behind me
just as I reached for the handle of the
door.



"Ms. Philbin?"
Officers Brown and Gomez

approached from my right. I drew away
from the door. "Hi. Good to see you."
Which was the truth at the moment, but it
came out sounding falsely chipper.

"Here to report more women being
turned into mice?" Gomez asked. She
laughed a little and elbowed Brown,
who rewarded her with a smile.

Kailen stepped a little closer, and I
knew he closed the distance so he could
stop me if I tried to jump her. As much
as I wanted to show Gomez everything
I'd learned in the Arena, I had to play
nice. "Actually, I was looking for you."

They exchanged glances. "Us?"



Brown said. "Why?"
"Because I couldn't think of who

else to tell. You know when I went to
visit that prisoner the other day? The one
who killed those people? Well, he was
an old friend of my father's."

"And?" Gomez prompted.
I took a deep breath, mentally

rehearsing the words. "He's got
connections. He said there was going to
be an attack on the prison, tonight. And
it's been planned. They've got at least
fifty people."

For a few seconds, no one spoke;
the low hum of traffic permeated the air.
And then Gomez started to laugh. "Fifty
people? Lady, you are fifty kinds of



crazy, that's for sure."
Brown gave me a sheepish smile

and shrugged. "It's a fun story, but that’s
exactly what it sounds like. A story."

So much for shitty plans. My
heartbeat fluttered, my mouth flapping as
I tried to think of something else to say
to make them listen.

They began to walk again. "Excuse
us," Gomez said.

I stepped into their path. "No."
"Nicole," Kailen said softly, "are

you sure we should—”
We still stood in front of the double

doors. I had to get out of view of them,
so I shoved Gomez back.

"Well, that'll about do it," Kailen



said under his breath.
Brown reached for his gun. Gomez

glanced down at where I'd pushed her,
as if checking for fingerprints. And then
she swelled to her full height, her hands
curling into fists.

I breathed in and called upon my
magic. Both of their guns became horse
figurines, I changed Gomez's shirt into
plaid flannel, and Brown's into a Viva
Las Vegas! T-shirt. "I need you to listen.
What I told you about Jane was true.
And what I'm telling you about the attack
on the prison is true. I'm sure there's
some rule against me using magic on
mortals, but I've got only a few weeks to
live if I don't stop this from happening



anyways. And I can't stop it alone."
Gomez opened her mouth and then

shut it. Her eyes rolled back in her head
and she dropped.

Brown caught her and eased her to
the ground. "What the hell did you do to
us?" He pulled the horse figurine from
his holster, stared at it, and then chucked
it into the parking lot. "Is this some sort
of trick? Are you from a television
show?"

I held his gaze, plucked a twig from
a bush next to the wall, and changed it
into a sword. "I'm one of the greater Fae,
otherwise known as the Sidhe. This is
magic, and it's as real as it gets." I
changed it back into a twig, quickly, so



he wouldn't get the wrong idea. "I need
your help. There are only two of us, and
there may be more than fifty of them."

“Help you? Get the fuck off this
property, or I will arrest you.”

“On what charge?” Kailen asked.
“Assaulting an officer,” Brown

said, his face red. He reached for the
handcuffs at his belt.

“He has a point,” Kailen said in my
ear.

I glanced around the parking lot.
Another patrol car was pulling in. Time
to retreat. “Right. Let’s go. You’re
driving.”

As surreptitiously as we could
manage, we made our way back to the



car and left. As soon as we pulled out of
the parking lot, I let out the breath I’d
been holding. “Not good. Not good at
all.”

“Anyone else you can call on?”
Kailen asked.

“No.” I could ask Mark, or Lainey,
or Mom, but they’d done enough. I’d
already inadvertently dragged them into
my conflict once; I didn’t plan on doing
it again. “You?”

“Not really.”
“Then it’s just the two of us,” I said,

leaning my head against the window.
“Not good odds.”

“Terrible odds. But you don’t have
to do this.”



There were lives at stake—mortal
and Fae. In addition to this, that bitch,
Grian, had made things personal. And,
oh yeah, I’d made a pact with the
Arbiter. “I kind of have to. You’re the
one that doesn’t.”

“I know,” Kailen said, his jaw
clenched, his hands tight on the steering
wheel. “But I’ve done a lot of bad things
in my lifetime and not enough good
things to make up for those. What we’re
doing is a good thing, the right thing.”

“Yeah.” It felt like suicide to me.
Very interesting suicide.

“I’m going to take us to the prison.
We can scope the place out and figure
out the best way to defend it. Don’t



worry—they have guards there with
guns, and they’ll call in reinforcements
after the attack starts.”

It wouldn’t be enough. Too little,
too late. I dropped my gaze to the floor
and frowned. There, wedged between
the car seat and the door, was my phone.
I fished it from the gap. The battery was
dead, but it seemed otherwise unharmed.
It must have fallen from my pocket at
some point.

“What is it?” Kailen said.
“My phone. I thought I’d lost it.”
He glanced over. “Looks like the

same brand as mine. You can plug it into
the charger if you’d like.”

I let out a harsh laugh. Worrying



about my phone being charged seemed
sort of petty at the moment. “Yeah, this
may be the last chance to respond to
messages.” That sobered me right up.
Sending something to Mom, Dad, and
Lainey wouldn’t be a bad idea. Just to
let them know that I loved them, that sort
of thing.

As soon as I plugged it in and turned
it on, it began to ring. Kailen and I
exchanged glances. “No one I know. It’s
a blocked number.” I leaned down to
accommodate the short wire and
answered. “Hello?”

“Ms. Philbin?” A woman’s voice.
Gruff.

“Yes?”



“It’s Officer Gomez. Brown and I
talked after you left. What you did—
frankly, I’ve never seen anything like it.
None of this stuff is adding up if I look at
it normally, not with Ms. Barston, not
with the murders, and not with you. I’m
not stupid, and I’m not gullible. I’m
going to call the prison, and let them
know some fanatics may be on their way
tonight, and that they’re going to try to
break in. They’ll call in reinforcements,
just in case.”

Hope surged in my chest. “Thank
you. I promise, you’ll be glad you did.”

“One more thing,” Gomez said. “I’m
putting my reputation on the line for this.
I need something in return. You’re going



to meet us at the prison, right now,
before I make the call, and if these
people don’t show up, I’m taking you in.
You put your hands on me, and I don’t
take that lightly. Are we clear?”

“Perfectly,” I said. “We’re on our
way there right now.”

“Then I’ll see you soon.” She hung
up.

I let the phone drop into my lap,
relief making me limp.

“Who was it?” Kailen asked. “What
did they say?”

I turned to him and grinned.
“Sometimes it just takes a little more
time for shitty plans to bear fruit. We’re
in business.”



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY-
SEVEN

 
 

By the time Gomez and Brown showed
up, it was almost two. I couldn’t stop
glancing at the sun, trying to figure out
when it would set, and worrying whether
or not that meant it was night. We’d left
Dorian at the apartment, but now I
wished we’d dragged him to the car and
laid him the backseat, never mind how it
would look for the two of us to be
carrying around his unconscious form. I



could have used more specifics in his
warning.

Gomez made the call, affixing her
death stare on me the entire time she
spoke on the phone. Brown stood
slightly behind her, arms crossed and
mustache twitching.

But once the call was made, they
were all business. “We’re going to need
to set up a perimeter,” she said. “Get the
guards to keep an eye out for anything
strange. Ms. Philbin, you know these
people. Which direction do you think
they’ll come from?”

I thought about it for a minute.
“They don’t know much about this
world, and they’ll be angry. They’ll



probably try to get in from the front.”
Gomez nodded. “Then we set up a

barricade of patrol cars in front of the
entrance and we'll use them for cover.”

“What should we do?” Kailen
asked.

She glared at him and then me.
“Stay out of the way.”

So we sat back and watched as ten
other police cars rolled in, their
occupants dispersing, talking on hand
radios, checking their guns. Once in a
while one would glance our way and
ask, “Who’re they?”

“Consultants,” Gomez would reply,
and then they would give us a knowing,
disparaging look before returning to



their work.
Four o’clock came and went and the

sun began to descend. I tried not to pace
or to grasp for the gun tucked into the
inside pocket of my coat. I wasn’t
technically supposed to have it. I
grabbed the butter knife in my right
pocket instead, gripping it so tightly that
it hurt. “When are they getting here?” I
asked Kailen. “What does night mean to
the Sidhe?”

He shrugged. “It varies. Could be
anytime between now and midnight.” He
leaned against the wall, looking for all
the world like he leaned against concrete
prison walls every day. He wore a black
wool peacoat that looked suspiciously



like the one I’d seen in the photo of me
as a baby. I wished suddenly that he
didn’t look so relaxed.

“Aren’t you nervous?” I asked.
“Panic and worry won’t help right

now. We’ll know before they get here.
Remember, you’re a Changeling. As
soon as Grian starts opening doorways,
you’ll feel it.”

I wasn’t sure how far I could sense
them from, but I kept my mouth shut.
Maybe Kailen was right. “Should I try
the watch again? Try to get in touch with
Merlin? Maybe he knows how to break
it.”

“Wait until after they get here,” he
said. “I’ll cover you when you try.



There’s still a chance you won’t have to
do it. They may listen to reason, and we
have to attempt that first.”

Waiting was hard when you had
nothing to do. None of the cops seemed
bothered or ruffled; I supposed they did
a lot of waiting. But I was used to being
on the go, constantly moving, thinking,
analyzing. I tried to pass the time by
pacing and mentally rehearsing the
fighting techniques I’d learned from
Mark.

Finally, around six, I felt something.
The sun had set; the streetlamps

lining the parking lot had flickered on.
From across the street, a cold feeling
brushed against my mind. The Void.



“They’re here,” I called out.
“They’re coming from just beyond the
street.”

Officers readied their weapons
from behind the barricade of cars. I
stood stock still, trying to get a sense for
the doorways Grian was opening.
Another opened, and then another, and
another. Twenty-two police officers
crouched behind the cars. I made my
way to Gomez. “You need to get all the
guards they can spare out here, now.”

She glanced back at me, one
eyebrow raised.

And then the first wave of Fae
arrived in the mortal world. A line of
about thirty hobgoblins appeared, their



shadowy bodies outlined by the
streetlamps. A collective gasp went up
the police line. To the humans, they’d
appeared out of nowhere.

I knew better. And I knew Grian
wasn’t finished. Without another word,
Gomez ran for the doors of the prison.

I pulled out the gun, clicked the
safety off, and strode over to Kailen. He
waited just behind the police line. “Are
you ready?”

He nodded and snapped out his
sword. “Are you?”

“As ready as I’ll ever be. Which is
not very.”

He gave me a quick smile, and
before I could react, leaned down and



brushed his lips over mine. It sent a little
shock down my spine and all the way to
my toes. When he drew back, I frowned.
"What was that for?"

He didn't reply. He looked at the
other end of the parking lot, his face
grim. "There's more of them, and they're
moving fast."

Effective change of subject. I
whipped my head about to see three
Minotaurs, a bevy of tiny fairies at their
feet, and about ten Fae that looked as
though they were made of trees. Behind
them came the Sidhe. Some were clad in
silver armor, others in leather or cloth—
thirty or so of them in total. At the center
of them was Grian. She wore a dress as



golden as her hair. It shimmered as she
moved, casting an iridescent green hue at
the folds. Her hand rested on the head of
a grushound. A grushound with eyes.

The Fae walked in formation to the
middle of the parking lot and then
stopped.

"What the hell is this?" one of the
cops muttered in the silence. To their
credit, none of the police officers
lowered their weapons.

"Mortals," Grian said, "we come to
reclaim one of our own. The Sidhe man,
Faolan. If you hand him over, no one
will get hurt."

Kailen lifted his sword. "Why are
you here, Mother? You know they won't



return him."
The Queen smiled at him and then

patted her skirts. "You're on the wrong
side. Come here and we can talk about
the Arbiter's punishment. I do miss you,
Kailen."

He didn't move.
"Leave him alone and answer the

question," I called out.
"As I said, I am here for Faolan. He

didn't commit the crimes he was accused
of."

"No," I said. "You did."
The other Sidhe shifted and

murmured. One of them spoke up. "Do
you have proof, Changeling?"

"I don't. But I can get it, if you give



me the chance." It wasn't good enough.
Hands went to swords and bows.

"If you will not give us Faolan,"
Grian said, her voice low. "We will take
him."

The Fae rushed forward and the
world devolved into chaos.

I found myself next to Kailen,
crouched behind one of the police cars,
my gun held at the ready. It took longer
than I would have liked for the cops to
start firing, but when they did, I couldn't
hear myself think. I rose a little and
peeked through the car window. The
bullets tore through the hobgoblins,
releasing black liquid onto the asphalt.

Kailen jerked me down. "Do you



know how to use that?" he yelled,
nodding at my gun.

"Yeah, but I'm a terrible shot. Good
thing there's a lot of them." I stood and
started to fire. I couldn't tell what I was
hitting, if anything.

I barely saw the flames before they
struck. The woman next to me fell to the
ground, screaming, her shirt on fire.
Kailen grabbed my shoulders, pulling
me out of the way as he went to her. He
shrugged off his coat and used it to
smother the flames.

Just as he'd finished, something hit
the car next to us with a bang louder than
any gun. The car flipped and slid across
the sidewalk in a screech of metal and



sparks. It came to a stop at the prison
wall.

"They've breached the line!" Brown
called out.

A Minotaur stood in the gap, its
head lifted, breath misting the air as it
snorted. Each of its cloven hooves was
as large as a salad bowl. No one fired.
They just stared.

I gritted my teeth and lifted the gun.
Point at the target. Finger in the trigger
area. Squeeze. For once in my life, my
aim was true. I hit the Minotaur in the
side, just below its chest. A spray of
blood colored the concrete. The beast
howled and then fixed its gaze on me,
horns lowered. It struck the pavement



with one steely hoof.
I switched the gun to my left hand

and drew the knife.
The doors to the prison pounded

open. Guards streamed out of the
building, guns at the ready, led by
Gomez.

The Minotaur's attention snapped to
them. With one last snort, it charged. All
of the correctional officers, about thirty
of them, opened fire at once.

Gomez barely got out of the way
when the Minotaur fell. The vibration of
its impact traveled through the soles of
my shoes and up my calves. There
wasn't time to dwell on this small
victory. Though the bullets tore through



the hobgoblins, they didn't do as much
damage as a blade. And bolts of ice had
joined the fire. I crouched back down
and put a hand on Kailen's shoulder.
"The watch. Now."

He didn't argue this time. He fished
a folded-up handkerchief from his
pocket and proffered it to me. "Good
luck."

I snatched it, unfolded it, took a
deep breath, and touched the watch.

The sounds of battle, gone. Light
and sensation, gone. The Void
surrounded me. It was like being buried
in a drift of snow at night.

I tried to open my mouth to speak
and couldn’t. Where was the blue light?



Where was Merlin? I had to find him,
but I couldn't move, could barely think.

You again.
The blue light appeared in front of

me and I found my tongue.
"I'm a Changeling, like you."
I can see that. And this means

nothing. Morgan, too, was a
Changeling.

"I want to free you."
For a moment, the blue light winked

out. Fear clenched my chest. If I was
trapped here, would I make the watch
twice as potent? And then the light
returned.

And how do you propose to do
that?



"I don't have much time. Grian is the
one who imprisoned you. Do you know
what she fears? Do you know what might
unmake this prison?"

No. There is no clue to its making
inside. He paused for a moment. You
must go, now. If you do not, you'll be
trapped here too.

The blue light filled the whole of
my vision and then I was hurtling through
the Void, against the net and through it.

I came back to myself on the
sidewalk, gasping for breath. The winter
air stung my throat.

"Did you get it?" Kailen loomed
over me. "Do you know how to unmake
it?"



I shook my head. "No. But he knows
I'm on his side."

An explosion sounded to our left; a
bright green flash lit the sky. Kailen
arched over me, sheltering me as bits of
debris rained down. He glanced up.
"Another car down. They're through the
barricade.”

I looked to the left and saw two
officers covered in brownies, the little
creatures biting and clawing at skin and
cloth. "We're losing." I seized the front
of Kailen's shirt and used my other hand
to prop myself up. "What does Grian
fear? You're her son. Don't you have any
idea?"

Kailen ran a hand through his hair,



grabbing at the ends. "I don't know.
Nothing! Don't you think I would have
said something earlier if I'd known?
You've been in her head; what did you
see?"

I let his shirt slip from my nerveless
fingers as I realized my mistake. What
I’d seen in Grian’s mind—the monster
lurking beyond the door—it wasn’t a
representation of Grian as she was. Why
would the Fae Queen think of herself as
a monster? This was my interpretation,
seen through my mind’s lens.

The sweet and innocent young girl
that kept the beast at bay—this was how
Grian saw herself. And the monster
behind the door?



Humans.
Like the gears of Kailen’s watch,

everything clicked into place. I hadn’t
wandered upon a random thought of the
Fae Queen’s. I’d seen what was on her
mind so often, her deepest fear, always
on the cusp of fruition. She didn’t wish
to conquer the mortal world for the sake
of conquest; she wished to conquer it
because she feared it.

I couldn’t break the watch. Kailen
couldn’t break the watch. We were both
Fae. The humans around us were
scattered and distracted. I whipped my
head about in the chaos, searching for
Officers Brown and Gomez. I found
them holed up behind a patrol car about



fifty feet to my right, Gomez firing while
Brown reloaded.

The Fae advanced. Two Minotaurs
were down, but one raked the cars with
his horns. Behind the Minotaur came the
Sidhe—swords raised and armor
glinting in the lights set up around the
prison’s parking lot.

A moment more and they’d get to the
doors.

Fifty feet filled with bullets, teeth,
claws, and Fae magic. Adrenaline shot
through my limbs as I considered the
distance, reinvigorating fatigued
muscles.

“I know how to end this,” I yelled
over the noise. I shoved my gun into



Kailen's hand. “Cover me.”
I didn’t wait for him to reply. He

would stop me if I gave him the chance. I
slipped out from cover and ran.

I heard Kailen firing from behind
me as I ran, and two tree-like Fae in my
path went down. Adrenaline carried me
twenty feet. A bolt of ice hit me in the
thigh first, and then an arrow hit my arm.
The pain seeped away my remaining
energy. My feet felt like leaden weights
as they pounded into the asphalt, each
step now limping agony.

The watch in my pocket bounced as
I ran. I could release Merlin. I could end
this war before it started. Only thirty
more feet.



My left knee gave way. I struggled
to right myself, but my other knee
refused to accept my weight. Warmth
trickled down my arm as I fell. The
breath rushed out of me when I hit the
pavement. Spots of red and black
obscured my vision for a moment before
they cleared.

Three pairs of black, smoky feet
approached. I grabbed for the knife in
my pocket, struggling to pull it free in
time to meet the hobgoblins. My arm
twisted, catching on the fabric of my
shirt. Maybe foresight was one of my
Talents. Maybe the dream I’d had after
I’d manifested had been real. Maybe this
was how I would end—torn to pieces by



hobgoblins.
I forced back the panic and reached

for my magic. Some tiny reserve sparked
to life, spurring my arms to move faster,
to lift the knife, now a sword, above my
head. I managed to slice the hand from
one hobgoblin arm, but I couldn’t fend
off all eighteen arms at once. Cold
fingers closed around my wrists and my
ankles as I prepared for another swing.
All my training fled, and instinct
overrode my senses as I kicked and
screamed. Not like this.

A black shape blurred across my
vision, a whoosh of air breezed over my
face, and the clammy hands of the
hobgoblins slipped away. I was left



gaping, my breath misting the air.
When you’re sure, absolutely

positive, that you’re going to die, it takes
a moment to realize that you haven’t. The
night sky was my tunnel, the moon my
light at the end. I was oddly grateful that
I hadn’t felt any pain.

The sounds of the surrounding battle
gradually penetrated my hazy thoughts,
as well as the ache from the arrow in my
arm.

“Nicole.”
I turned my head, disappointed that

death would not be quite so easy for me.
The grushound stood over three black
pools of liquid, its jaw dripping. Brown
eyes stared into mine. “Nicole,” it said



again in a gravelly voice.
Well, fuck me. Either I was dead, or

grushounds could talk.
It lay down, belly flat against the

ground, and lowered its head. “Please
accept my bond. I am currently beholden
to Grian.”

Something exploded above my head
and rained purple sparks as I stared at
the hound.

“Accept my bond, Changeling,” it
growled, “or we’re both dead.”

“I accept,” I croaked out.
The grushound rose and shuddered,

as though struck by a frigid breeze.
“Good. Now get up.”

Everything hurt. My sleeve clung to



my arm, blood soaking the cloth to my
elbow. The ice bolt had seared through
my pant leg and sloughed off the skin
beneath. I gritted my teeth and
suppressed a whimper as I forced myself
into a crouch.

“Have I bonded myself to one of the
Sidhe, or a sniveling weakling?” the
hound sneered.

Nothing like a little anger to make a
person warm and toasty inside. I lurched
to my feet. “Not a weakling.” Thirty
more feet, and I had a grushound at my
side. A hound that happened to be
resistant to magic.

“Keep close to me,” I said. “Block
all incoming magic.”



The hound padded to my side and
then turned, so that we stood in parallel.

I ran. The grushound moved in
tandem with me, grunting each time it
was struck. I would have felt bad, if I’d
had the time. Gomez and Brown were
just ahead of me—I focused on them and
did my best to drown out everything
else. Ten more feet. I reached into my
pocket and pulled out the folded
handkerchief. My right arm, the one with
the arrow still in it, hung limply at my
side.

“Brown! Gomez!” I cried out.
They both turned.
I’m not sure how it must have

looked—me barreling toward them with



a dog the size of a pony at my side,
hobgoblin blood still oozing from its
jowls. Neither of them ran, though
Brown’s face lightened several shades.

I tossed the watch. “The watch—
step on it!”

Gomez caught it easily in her left
hand, the gun still clutched in her right.

“Are you sure we should—” Brown
began.

But Gomez didn’t hesitate. She
shook out the handkerchief. The watch
landed with a metallic clink on the
ground, and she placed her heel on it.

Crunch.
Blue smoke billowed out and the

smell of sandalwood filled the air. In



some places, the fighting slowed, until I
could hear the individual strikes of metal
against metal, the short burst of gunfire.
The smoke drifted across the parking lot
and coalesced just beyond the police
line.

An old man in dark blue robes
appeared, leaning heavily upon a
walking stick. White hair cascaded
down his back like a waterfall; his beard
did the same over his chest. He stood
nearly as tall as Kailen, and despite the
white hair, his face was only lightly
lined.

“Grian.” He spoke quietly, yet the
Fae Queen’s name rushed over the
combatants like a tsunami, leaving



silence in its wake. Everyone stopped
moving.

From the smoke and the mist, Grian
stepped forward. She glided toward
him, moving around the bodies already
on the ground. When she was an arm’s
length away, she knelt. “Merlin,” she
said.

Merlin didn’t move. “You and your
family have broken the Arbiter’s laws.
You have imprisoned me for a
millennium, using my magic for your
own gains. And now you lead an attack
on the mortal world.”

The Queen rose, her chin lifted in
the air. “The mortals have falsely
accused one of our own. As for the



imprisonment, you are mistaken. I have
done no such thing. The item that held
you belongs to my son. It is not of my
making.”

I automatically looked for Kailen
and caught his gaze. He stood over the
body of the last Minotaur, his sword still
outstretched. With two flicks of his
wrist, he folded it. I wanted to say
something, anything, but he turned to
Merlin and Grian before I could even
form the words in my thoughts.

He’d taken the blame for Grian over
and over, for the motherly love he’d
never received. He had to tell the truth
this time, for the sake of both the mortal
world and the Fae, and for himself.



“The watch was a gift from Grian,”
he said.

All the breath left me at once. I felt
dizzy, weightless.

“That’s a lie,” Grian said without
breaking Merlin’s gaze. “I had no role in
the making of it. Kailen has already been
punished by the Arbiter once, for his
misdeeds.” Some mother Grian was.

Merlin straightened and stretched
out a hand. “Then let me read the truth of
it in your thoughts.”

Without even the slightest hesitation,
Grian stepped forward and into his
touch.

Both Sidhe went still; I didn’t even
see the rise and fall of breath. Merlin



was known for his magic, and was a
Changeling. This would end here, now. I
could go home, get someone to see to the
arrow in my upper arm, take a hot
shower, veg out in front of the
television…

My fantasies were cut short by a
sharp cry. Merlin dropped to the ground.
The flicker of a smile crossed Grian’s
face as she stepped away.

I was running toward them before I
registered that I’d moved. All my plans,
shattered. If I’d given myself time to
think, I would have started running in the
opposite direction. Grian wanted me
dead, and she’d done something to take
out Merlin. Merlin—the man who lived



large in all the Arthurian legends my dad
had read to us as kids. His imprisonment
may have weakened him, but he was not
weak.

And I was a Changeling, my magic
freshly hatched, still young and untried
and wobbly.

But emotions had a way of
trampling logic, and I was filled to the
brim with relief at Kailen’s honesty,
anger at Grian’s manipulations, and a
hope that burned as steady and bright as
a kerosene lamp.

I slammed into the Fae Queen, and
my weight carried us both toward the
ground. Before the impact, I shoved into
her thoughts with the gusto of a swimmer



pushing off from the wall.
Darkness surrounded me,

punctuated with pinpricks of light, like
stars.

Oh, Nicole. Grian’s voice emanated
from all around me. Will you ever
learn?

I ignored her, focused on a mote of
light, and dove toward it. Almost
immediately, a subtle pressure began
building against me, like the water at the
deep end of the pool. I was still on the
surface of her thoughts. I had to get
below, into what made Grian who she
was, to cause any damage.

But by delving into her thoughts, I
made mine vulnerable to her. My



memories flitted through my mind as she
sorted through them. Though maybe
“sorted” isn’t the right word. She sorted
through my memories the way a two-
year-old sorts through their toy box in
search of their favorite Lego. My sister
and I playing hide-and-seek as children,
my first day of school, the time I broke
my arm on the monkey bars. Tears
gathered in my eyes. Grian had no right
to muddle through my memories or my
thoughts.

Flashes of Grian’s memories hit me
as I dove. A memory of her crafting the
watch, of her sneaking up on Merlin in
the middle of the night, of her placing it
against his skin.



The lights to either side of me
shifted and lengthened into spikes. Go
back. This isn’t your battle to fight. I
have returned your nephew and called
off both the Guardians and the other
Fae families. You could live your life as
a mortal, unmolested. I will not bother
you again.

“And what about everyone else?” I
called into the darkness.

They are not your concern.
Like hell they weren’t. Maybe a few

days ago I would have been content with
such a bargain. Keep me and my own
safe, and let the rest of the world deal
with their problems. But I wasn’t that
woman anymore. And these weren’t the



fluffy, glittery Fae of youthful fairytales.
Some of them were genuinely bad
people, and I had the power to stand
between them and the defenseless. I
wasn’t going to let Grian wreak her
havoc on the mortal world, or the Fae
world.

Even if it cost me my life.
The darkness disappeared, replaced

only with thin white spikes. I fell with
them, into them, through them. They
pierced my belly, my face, my hands, my
feet. Each one prickled and burned, the
pain spreading through my body like an
infection.

I clenched my teeth, biting back a
scream. Pieces of me began to fall away



and still I pushed forward. There was no
blood, only flesh and pain. Grian was
cutting to my core; there would be
nothing of me left by the time she was
finished. If I didn’t turn back, she would
leave me worse than dead. She would
leave me completely mad. Panic began
to eat away at my hope. My progress
slowed.

But Grian had just tried to bargain
with me. I may have been Fae, but I’d
spent my life as a human, and nine of
those years I’d spent as a salesperson—
begging, cajoling, and convincing people
to purchase daily planners. Maybe I
wasn’t centuries old, like Kailen, but I’d
learned a few things.



As soon as someone tries to bargain
with you, it means something. It means
you’re halfway to making a sale,
because they’ve conceded they actually
want what you’re selling. It means
you’ve almost won.

Grian’s mental battle with Merlin
had weakened her. The attempted
bargaining wasn’t the whim of a
powerful Sidhe. It was a desperate
attempt to get me to leave her alone.

I pushed aside the pain and dove.
The spikes disappeared. I floated in

an empty white space.
Changeling…
Before she could say another word,

before she could stop me, I imagined the



door and made it real. As before, a little
girl stood next to me, one palm placed
against the wood.

“Sometimes,” I said to her, panting,
“what we see in our heads is worse than
the reality.”

I jerked open the door, and the
monster emerged. Bloody saliva dripped
from its jowls, its massive knuckles
dragging on the ground as it lumbered
into the white space. A matted patch of
hair covered the top of its head; its
clothes were torn and tattered. The little
girl took a step back, then another, and
then fell. The monster’s lips parted in a
grin, revealing sharpened teeth. But
instead of going after the girl, it turned



back the way it had come and began to
tear the door apart. Grian and the little
girl screamed in unison.

I fled—up and up—desperate to
surface. The screams followed my path,
as loud as though I hadn’t moved at all. I
found pieces of myself on the way, and I
snatched them from the darkness, holding
them close. Mostly my memories, and
the quirks I held unique to me.

The pressure lightened. I felt cold
air on my cheeks.

And then I was back.
Grian was beneath me, one of my

knees pressed into her hip, the other
stinging on the pavement. Her eyes were
open and sightless, and her screams



filled the night air. I checked my torso
and my limbs. Other than the arrow and
the skinless part of my thigh, I was
unhurt.

“Nicole. Changeling,” a voice said
behind me.

I turned my head and saw Merlin,
his hand outstretched. He still lay on the
ground, blood leaking from his ears and
nostrils, staining his white hair red.
“Bring her to me.”

I hesitated. “Are you sure?”
He nodded.
Well, I wasn’t about to argue with

Merlin. Sliding off of the Fae Queen’s
body, I pulled at her arm until her hand
touched his. The screams stopped and



both of them went still again. Was that
how I’d looked when I’d fought her? I
sat between them, unsure of what to do
next.

A moment later, they both breathed
again—Grian in gulping sobs, Merlin in
rasping, shallow breaths.

He grabbed for my arm. “Her magic
is spent. I have bound her. She will
never be able to tell another lie, for as
long as she lives. The only one who can
undo this is you. The only one who can
undo it is another Changeling.”

His grip held me tight, the gnarled
fingers molded around my wrist. He
waited.

“I won’t. I swear it,” I said.



The hand went slack, his eyes rolled
back, and a last puff of breath left his
lips and curled into the air. I felt his life
wink out like a burnt-out bulb. I was
alone again—the only living Changeling.
It made me gut-wrenchingly sad.

Footsteps crunched against the
asphalt.

“So,” Officer Brown said, “what
just happened here?” He had his thumbs
hooked into his belt, one hand resting
lightly over his gun.

I pointed to Grian. “Arrest her.
She’s the one that killed those people.
She’ll give you a confession, if you ask
for it.”

Dorian stepped out of the crowd of



Fae, dressed in a flannel shirt, black
leather pants, and loafers. I could have
sworn I hadn’t seen him among the Fae
as they’d approached. Had he only just
now arrived? I wouldn’t have been
surprised. He had his own piece of
moonstone and the Talent to travel. He
seemed to have a knack for showing up
in the right place at the right time.

"It appears we have been
deceived," he said. "Grian framed
Faolan in order to goad us into warring
with the mortal world."

Yeah, thanks for the Cliff notes,
dude. Been there, done that, got the T-
shirt.

But he wasn't talking for my benefit.



The Fae, lesser and greater, gasped and
murmured. They hadn't been crawling
inside Grian's head like I had.

"Mortals," Dorian called out,
"please accept our apologies for any
death or destruction we may have
already caused."

Officer Brown didn't pay any
attention to Dorian. He cuffed Grian and
hauled her to her feet.

"Nicole, we should go." Kailen
stood over me, his hand extended.

I glanced over at Merlin's body, and
again the grief filled me—silent and
cold and hollow. "He deserves better
than this."

"Dorian will see to it." Kailen



shook his head, the corner of his lip
curled. "Fae politics. But the police
won't be mollified by pretty words.
They'll try to make more arrests and
things will get messy. I know that. You
know that. The other Fae may be able to
just jump through the doorways, but we
can’t. Grian is in custody. We need to
leave."

Brown nodded at me as his partner
walked up. "He's right. If you go now,
then officially, you weren't here. It's the
least Gomez and I can do. Faolan will
be released, once we get her
confession."

I took Kailen's hand and he hauled
me to my feet. I tried not to wince at the



pain in both my arm and my leg. Before I
could stumble, he'd wrapped his arm
around my waist. The touch of his hand
distracted me, chasing away the pain.

I leaned into him, grateful for the
support, and let him lead me away from
the prison. The world around us blurred.
Ten steps, and we were downtown.
Twenty, and we stood at my doorstep.

Though he looked as tired as I felt,
he helped me inside, sitting me down on
the couch.

It took him almost an hour, but he
removed the arrow with gentle fingers
and healed the wound it left behind. We
barely spoke.

We'd won, but at what cost? How



long could I—could anyone—keep the
Fae and the mortal worlds separate?

I needed time to process what had
happened. I needed space.

He must have sensed what I felt—in
my body language, in my expression.
When Kailen finished with my leg, he
brushed the hair from my face and put
his lips to my forehead. "Call me," he
whispered. "If you need me, I'm there."

His hand lingered on my cheek. I
closed my eyes.

When I opened them, I was alone.



 
 
 

CHAPTER TWENTY-
EIGHT

 
 

When you’ve got a heritage like mine,
you come to realize you have to adjust
your expectations of normal. Normal
isn’t sitting in front of the television with
your feet propped up and a beer in your
hand after a long day of work. Normal is
waking up to a grushound at your door,
loudly demanding food and lodging with
a vocabulary that surpasses your own.

I let the hound in. Leaving a talking



dog on my doorstep wasn’t the best way
to lie low. Anwynn quickly made herself
at home, claiming the guest bedroom as
her domain and cleaning my freezer of
anything resembling meat. I tried petting
her wiry black fur the day after she’d
moved in. She only rolled one brown
eye back at me and said, “This probably
doesn’t feel good for either of us.” I kept
my hands to myself after that. Not a
cuddly puppy dog then. More like a
prickly, bitchy roommate. Still, she made
me feel safe.

So when the Arbiter showed up in
my living room a couple days later, I
didn’t so much as yelp. I calmly asked
him if he wanted tea, and inquired after



the nature of his visit.
He said yes to the tea, and settled

onto my couch, his arms slung across the
cushions, robes pooling about his seated
form. The hood inched back, revealing a
face that looked rather normal, if I
ignored the pale skin, the blue-black
hair, and the pupil-less green eyes. “I’m
granting your petition for legal status,”
he said, “with conditions.”

Of course. Couldn’t just be a simple
stamp-the-form-and-sign-here sort of
process, could it? I flipped the kettle on
and shuffled through my cupboards for
the tea bags. “What conditions?”

He waited until I’d found them
before speaking again. “First, you must



close all the doorways Merlin has
opened.”

I’d known this was coming; it what
was what I’d been created for, after all.
Still, hearing it out loud was a shock.
“Kailen’s had that watch for a while.
Rooting out all the doorways it’s
reopened—and closing them—that’s
practically a full-time job. How will I
pay for my food? For my house?” For
the pony-sized hound with the insatiable
appetite?

The Arbiter shrugged. “Not my
concern.” He raised an eyebrow at me.
“You do want to live, don’t you?”

“Point taken.” As soon as the kettle
boiled, I poured it over the tea and took



it to him. “And the other conditions?”
“Only one more.” He blew the

steam from the top of the mug and
sipped. “Changelings were outlawed for
a reason. If I grant you legal status, this
tips the balance of power firmly in the
Aranhods’ favor. I can’t have that. The
other families will begin creating
Changelings with or without permission.
I’m severing your ties with the
Aranhods. From here on out, you will be
your own, separate entity. You will not
be under their protection, nor will they
be under yours.”

Anwynn chose that moment to pad
into the room. She bowed her head to the
Arbiter as she passed. “Arbiter,” she



murmured. The hound stopped before the
tile floor of the kitchen and sat. “I wish
to be fed.” Even sitting, her head
breached my countertops.

The Arbiter eyed the grushound.
“As such,” he continued, “any lesser Fae
that bond to you will be yours alone to
control.”

Anwynn’s tail twitched once.
I was missing something here, some

larger implication. I should have called
Kailen to ask his advice, but I was still
winding down from the confrontation at
the prison. “Okay,” I said slowly.
“Fine.”

He nodded and then made me swear
an oath that felt about fifty pages long,



give or take. There was magic in it, I
was sure of it, but when he cupped my
chin with his hand and I spoke the last
words, I felt only a vague warmth in the
center of my chest. There was no smell
to speak of.

“Stay out of trouble, little one,” the
Arbiter said as he rose from his spot on
the couch. “Though I have the feeling
that may prove difficult.” Before I could
protest being called “little one,” he’d
disappeared.

He left half his tea in the mug, the
contents still steaming. I watched it curl
into the air, bemused by everything that
had transpired.

“It has been over five minutes, and I



am still not fed,” Anwynn announced.
I sighed and went to the refrigerator.

“Yeah, yeah.”
It took another few days for me to

wrangle the hound onto a leash so I
could leave the house. I wasn’t keen on
going out alone, not so soon after the
Arbiter had given me legal status. If
there was one thing I’d learned, it was
that the Fae were all about breaking
rules.

But all my explanations of leash
laws wouldn’t sway the stubborn beast. I
tried sweet-talking her, I tried bribery.
Just the sight of the leash was enough to
raise Anwynn’s hackles. Finally, my
patience worn thin, I ordered her to



wear it, and she submitted to this
indignity without another word.

I took her to a café downtown, and
we waited on the patio at one of the
tables. Though we received a lot of
looks and a few questions on the type of
dog she was (I’d settled on, “A third
Great Dane, a third German Shepherd,
and a third Irish Wolfhound.”), no one
asked to pet her.

Owen showed up fifteen minutes
after I’d arrived. He approached our
table in an arc, giving the grushound
wide berth.

“Hey,” he said, sliding into the seat
next to me. He was dressed in jeans and
a T-shirt, and he’d actually taken the



time to shave.
“Hey,” I said. I didn’t want to drag

this out any longer, so I pushed the
papers over to him. Under the hand-
written “Are you sure?” note, I’d
checked yes.

He stared at it for a long time, and
so did I.

“So this is really the end,” he finally
said.

“It is.”
He glanced up at me, briefly, and

then back down. “Are you okay? You’re
not being chased anymore? I heard
something went down at the prison and
figured that was you.”

I gave him a tentative smile and felt



the corners of it wobble. “It was, and
I’m not being chased anymore. I’m going
to be fine. You?”

He let out a long breath. “Yeah. I got
a job waiting tables, just to hold me
over. My brother knows a few people—
we’re forming a band.”

“Good.” And I meant it. It was the
sort of work that better suited him.

The door to the café swung open
and the barista brought me my mocha.
Anwynn, apparently bored, scratched an
ear. Neither Owen nor I spoke.

Finally, he cleared his throat. “Well,
I suppose that’s it then.” He stood and
turned to go.

“Owen,” I said. He looked back at



me. “For what it’s worth, I’m glad I met
you.”

“Yeah?” He cocked his head, the
trace of a smile on his face. “You know,
you’re different now. You seem more
like you, if that makes any sense. See
you around, Nicole. Take care.”

“You too,” I called after him. A
lump formed in my throat as I watched
him walk away. Our marriage was over.
I lifted the mug and sipped, trying to
swallow back the tears. I’d known this
was coming, and so had he.

I was opening the door to my car
when I heard a familiar voice behind
me.

“You haven’t called.”



Kailen. He wore gray slacks and a
slightly rumpled button-up shirt. There
on the sidewalk, he turned enough heads
to stir a breeze. I don’t think any of the
passing women (and some men) even
noticed Anwynn.

“I didn’t need to,” I said lightly. The
truth of the matter was that the mere sight
of him set me off balance. There were
things I had to do, to sort out, and having
him muddle up my feelings didn’t help
me get anywhere.

His gaze settled on Anwynn. “You
bonded the grushound.”

His tone inspired defensiveness.
“So? It was in the middle of battle. She
offered. And why didn’t you tell me



grushounds could talk?”
“All the lesser Fae can. But talking

to a grushound is a waste of time.”
Anwynn spoke up. “I have the

sudden urge to piss on your leg.”
I jerked her leash. “Shut up! We’re

in public, for God’s sake.”
“She turned on Grian. She can turn

on you,” Kailen said.
Now the implications of what I’d

sworn hit me. I was the only one
responsible for the grushound. If it suited
Anwynn, she could drop me at a
moment’s notice for a more powerful
Fae family. For a larger one. And what
was I, one Sidhe, going to do?

“I find this position suits me. For



now,” said the hound. And then she
grinned. When a person grins, it puts you
at ease. It means they’re friendly, that
they like you. When a dog grins, it shows
each of their pointy teeth.

I would have preferred a wagging
tail.

She jumped into my backseat, the
leash slipping from my limp hands. “I
would like fish for dinner tonight,” she
said. “I grow tired of steak.”

I slammed the door shut behind her.
I wasn’t going to let her walk all over
me. If she thought I would, she was in
for a surprise. I could butt heads with the
best of them.

“Here,” Kailen handed me an



envelope. “I didn’t come here to talk
about the grushound. I wanted to give
you this.”

It was plain, white, with no clue to
its contents. “What…what is it?”

“I paid off the balance of your
mortgage,” he said. “The house is yours.
I thought it might help, now that you
don’t have a job.”

Overwhelming would be putting it
lightly. I had to put a hand on the car to
steady myself. “I can’t accept this. It’s
too much.”

“It’s done.” He reached out and
curled my fingers around the envelope.
“No take backs.”

“I don’t even know how to thank



you for this.” I’d still have to worry
about property taxes, and food, but this
lifted an enormous burden from my
shoulders.

“Let me take you out to dinner. Let
me do things the right way.” He hadn’t
let go of my hand.

I wanted to say yes. I’d be lying if I
said I didn’t remember the night we’d
spent together, the feeling of his skin
against mine, his lips to my cheek, my
ear, my chest. But I’d just finished
putting the final nails into the coffin of
my marriage. One court hearing later,
and I would be officially single.

I met his gaze. “You said you have
too much baggage. What about mine? I



don’t want to jump from one relationship
into the next. I need some time to
myself.”

He tugged on my hand and brought
me closer; I didn’t have the strength to
resist. “Just one date.”

I laughed, my voice a little breathy.
“It wouldn’t be just a date.”

“I like that suggestion even better.”
His lips brushed the side of my face.

I inhaled desire and did my best to
exhale it. No scent of honeysuckle—not
even the faintest hint. It took a good deal
of my resolve to step back. “I’m not
suggesting anything. I have a lot of things
to deal with right now that I don’t want
to mess up.” I pulled my hand free and



slipped around the car, putting the hood
between us. “I have your number. I
promise, I’ll call.”

“I’ll hold you to that.”
And then I was in the car.
“I could smell the pheromones eking

off the two of you in waves,” Anwynn
said after I shut the door. “Even from in
here. Perhaps you ought to control
yourself.” She lay down in the backseat.
“There’s a grocery store two blocks
from here.”

I didn’t say anything. I started the
car and turned on the radio. Well,
whaddya know? Alanis Morissette. I
didn’t even think they still played her.

“Turn that off,” Anwynn said as we



pulled away from the curb. “It’s
terrible.”

“What’s that?” I said, turning up the
volume. “You love this music?” I belted
out the lyrics as we headed down the
street, taking perverse pleasure in the
way the hound’s ears flattened against
her skull.

I didn’t stop for the fish.
THE END
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